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Actinides in Condensed Phase

Understanding the behavoir of actinides (Ac) in condensed phase a key technological issue 	

Nuclear fuel cycle: optimization of separation processes	

Waste disposal: interaction with clays in geological repositories, environment 

source:
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Actinides in Condensed Phase

Experiments are difficult due to radioactivity	

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
Theoretical modeling: important but challenging 	

Correlation (close-lying f/d/p virtuals from Ac), relativistic (e.g. strong spin-orbit 
coupling) and environment effects (e.g. second solvation shell)	

Interest in local properties (e.g. spectra): embedding methods (Gomes and Jacob, Annu. Rep. 
Prog. Chem., Sect. C: Phys. Chem. 2012, 108, 222 for an overview of different approaches)
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Wesolowski and Warshel (J Phys Chem 1993, 97, 8050), reformulation of DFT (e.g. P. Cortona PRB 
1992, 46, 2008) 	

Total system (and total density) partitioned into subsystems	
!
!
Energy of total system rewritten as isolated subsystems energies plus interaction term	

!
Subsystem energies	

!
Interaction energy	

!
Non-additive terms

Frozen Density Embedding
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Embedding approaches (see e.g. [1]) are extremely useful
to incorporate environment effects on electronic excita-
tions when these present a rather localized character, by
allowing calculations of the system of interest with accu-
rate expensive methods (e.g. wavefunction-based (WFT)
approaches such as coupled cluster) while describing the
surroundings more approximately.

Here we outline approaches based on the frozen density
embedding (FDE) formalism [2], whose point of depar-
ture is the partition of the total density and the nuclear
framework into fragments (I: system of interest, II: envi-
ronment, may be subdivided into n sub-fragments):

⇢tot = ⇢I + ⇢II = ⇢I +
X

n

⇢II;n (1)

That implies a division of the total energy for the system
into subsystem energies and an interaction term

E[⇢tot] = Ts[⇢tot] + Vext[⇢tot] + VH[⇢tot] + Exc[⇢tot]

= E[⇢I] + E[⇢I] + Eint[⇢I, ⇢II] (2)

DFT-in-DFT Embedding

In the case of a purely DFT (DFT-in-DFT) embedding, the
subsystem (i = I, II) energies are

Ei[⇢i] =

Z
⇢i(r)v

i
nuc(r)dr +

1

2

ZZ
⇢i(r)⇢i(r0)

|r� r0| dr dr0 + Ei
nuc

+ Exc[⇢i] + Ts[⇢i] (3)

where vinuc is the nuclear potential and Ei
nuc the nuclear

repulsion energy. The interaction energy is

Eint[⇢I, ⇢II] =

Z
⇢I(r)v

II
nuc(r)dr +

Z
⇢II(r)v

I
nuc(r)dr + EI,II

nuc

+

ZZ
⇢I(r)⇢II(r0)

|r� r0| drdr0 + Enadd
xck [⇢I, ⇢II] (4)

with

Enadd
xck [⇢I, ⇢II] = Exck[⇢I + ⇢II]� Exck[⇢II]� Exck[⇢II] (5)

grouping the non-additive exchange-correlation and ki-
netic energy contributions.

Ground state

Minimizing E[⇢tot] with respect to ⇢I while keeping ⇢II
fixed yields the Euler-Lagrange equation,

�EI[⇢I]

�⇢I
+
�Eint[⇢I, ⇢II]

�⇢I
= µI , (6)

with µI introduced to keep the number of electrons in sys-
tem I constant. In a Kohn-Sham (KS) picture ⇢I is obtained
by solving the KS constrained electron density (KSCED)
[2] equation

FKS;I�I
p(r) =


�1
2
� + vInuc(r) + vH + vxc[⇢I ](r) + vIint(r)

�
�I
p(r)

= "KS;I
p �I

p(r) (7)

where

vIint(r) =
�Eint[⇢I, ⇢II]

�⇢I

= vIInuc(r) +

Z
⇢II(r0)

|r� r0|dr
0 +

2

4�E
nadd
xck
�⇢

�����
⇢tot

�
�Enadd

xck
�⇢

�����
⇢I

3

5

(8)

is the embedding potential that carries the intersystem
dependence.

To satisfy Eq. (1), ⇢II must be smaller than ⇢tot every-
where and v-representable, something that often cannot
be fulfilled in practice for a fixed ⇢II. A solution is to min-
imize the total energy with respect to ⇢I as well as ⇢II,
implying a system of Euler-Lagrange equation coupled
through the interaction term as done e.g. in the iterative
“freeze-thaw” procedure, where one exchange the role of
⇢I and ⇢II in eq. 6 until self-consistency.

Excited states

Excited states in DFT can be obtained from the time evo-
lution of the system’s density subjected to an external (pe-
riodic) perturbations, with excitation energies associated
to the poles of the linear response function[1,3], e.g.

hhµx;µyii! = �⌘xF�1⌘y =
d2{Q(2)}T

d✏x(!)d✏y(�!)
(9)

where {Q(2)}T is the second-order (wrt. perturbation)
quasienergy [3] for the total system. As for E[⇢tot], the
response of the total system can be subdivided [4] into
that of subsystems so that [5]

{Q(t)}T = {Q[⇢I](t)}T + {Q[⇢II](t)}T + {Eint[⇢I, ⇢II](t)}T ,
(10)

with the (time-dependent) densities

⇢(r, t) = ⇢I(r,I) + ⇢II(r,II). (11)

The expression for F are obtained as the derivatives of
{Q(t)}T with respect to {I,II} [1,5]

F =
@2{Q(2)}T
@(1)@(1)

=

✓
F I,I F II,I
F I,II F II,II

◆
=

✓
F I 0
0 F II

◆
+

✓
F I

int F II,I
int

F I,II
int F II

int

◆
,

(12)
If one disregards the response of ⇢II(r,II) (e.g. for excita-
tions localised on I), one has

F = F I + F I
int =

@2{Q(2)}T
@(1)

I @(1)
I

=

✓
A B
B⇤ A⇤

◆
� !

✓
1 0
0 1

◆
(13)

with

AI,I
ia,jb = �ij�ab("

I
a � "Ii ) + 2(ia|bj) + (ia|fxc|bj) + (ia|wnn

emb|bj),
(14)

BI,I
ia,jb = 2(ia|jb) + (ia|fxc|jb) + (ia|wI,I

int |jb), (15)

Apart from contributions from vIint (in "KS;I
I ) one has a new

FDE contribution, named kernel contribution due to the
analogous contributions in standard TD-DFT

(pq|wI,I
int |rs) =

ZZ "
�2Exck

�⇢(r0)�⇢(r)

����
⇢tot

� �2Exck

�⇢(r0)�⇢(r)

����
⇢I

#

⇥ ⌦pq(r
0)⌦rs(r) drdr

0 (16)

where ⌦ab(r) = �I,†
a (r)�I

b(r) are orbital products.

WFT-in-DFT Embedding

One can remain in the framework above but treat one or
more subsystem energies as arising from a wave function
(WFT)-based treatment,

Ei[⇢i] = ENN + h i|T̂ + V̂nuc + V̂ee| ii (17)

where
⇢i   ⇤i i (18)

Ground state

If the WFT method is variational, one can directly min-
imise E[⇢tot] with respect to the WFT ⇢i [6] while for non-
variational approaches such as coupled cluster (CC) it is
the total Lagrangian [5]

L = LI + Eint + EII . (19)

that should be made stationary. Here LI is the conven-
tional CC Lagrangian, depending on cluster amplitudes
(t) and Lagrange multipliers (̄t). Because the CC density
depends on both t and t̄,

⇢(t, t̄) = h⇤|⇢̂|CCi =

2

4hHF| +
X

µi

t̄µihµi|e�T
3

5 ⇢̂|CCi (20)

these parameters must be determined by solving

0 =
@L

@ t̄µi
= ⌦µi +

X

pq

hp|vint|qihµi| exp(�T )Epq|CCi (21)

0 =
@L

@tµi
= h⇤|[H, ⌧µi]|CCi +

X

pq

hp|vint|qih⇤|[Epq, ⌧µi]|CCi

(22)

self-consistently. Here

hp|vint|qi =
Z

�†
p(r)v

I
int(r)�q(r)dr , (23)

and vIint has the same form as in Eq. 8. Additionally, Eq.
(22) can be expressed in matrix form as

�(⌘vac + ⌘int) = t̄
�
Avac + tA

�
. (24)

so that the vacuum (Avac) and embedding (tA) contribu-
tions to the total CC Jacobian are clearly seen.

Fixed embedding potential

The iterative procedure to obtain vIint can be costly as it re-
quires several WFT calculations. A computationally effi-
cient approximation [7,8] is to use only DFT densities for
the subsystems. With this, the embedding contributions
can be added to the Fock matrix of the WFT calculations
as a (fixed) one-electron operator

Fab  h�a|vIint(r)|�bi (25)

Excited states

In the case of non-variational approaches such as CC ex-
pressions for hhµx;µyii! can be obtained from derivatives
of the quasienergy Lagrangian

{L(t)}T = {L[⇢I](t)}T + {Q[⇢II](t)}T + {Eint[⇢I, ⇢II](t)}T .
(26)

If one again disregards the response of the environment,
in CC-in-DFT the poles of hhµx;µyii! will occur at the
eigenvalues of

✓
F I,I AI,I
AT

I,I J I,I

◆
=

✓
F I AI
AT

I 0

◆
+

✓
F I

int (AI
int)

T

AI
int J I

int

◆
, (27)

or, to a good accuracy, as the eigenvalues of the CC-in-
DFT Jacobian for I for which the FDE contribution is

t̄tAµi,⌫j  
X

pq

hp|vint|qihµi| exp(�T )[Epq, ⌧⌫j ]|CCi

+
1

2

X

pq,rs

(pq|wint|rs)hµi| exp(�T )Epq|CCi

⇥ h⇤|[Ers, ⌧⌫j ]|CCi, (28)

(T : ground-state amplitudes). It should be noted that for
the fixed potential approximation [5] the kernel contribu-
tions (eq. 16) are not included when calculating excitation
energies.
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Embedding approaches (see e.g. [1]) are extremely useful
to incorporate environment effects on electronic excita-
tions when these present a rather localized character, by
allowing calculations of the system of interest with accu-
rate expensive methods (e.g. wavefunction-based (WFT)
approaches such as coupled cluster) while describing the
surroundings more approximately.

Here we outline approaches based on the frozen density
embedding (FDE) formalism [2], whose point of depar-
ture is the partition of the total density and the nuclear
framework into fragments (I: system of interest, II: envi-
ronment, may be subdivided into n sub-fragments):

⇢tot = ⇢I + ⇢II = ⇢I +
X

n

⇢II;n (1)

That implies a division of the total energy for the system
into subsystem energies and an interaction term

E[⇢tot] = Ts[⇢tot] + Vext[⇢tot] + VH[⇢tot] + Exc[⇢tot]

= E[⇢I] + E[⇢I] + Eint[⇢I, ⇢II] (2)

DFT-in-DFT Embedding

In the case of a purely DFT (DFT-in-DFT) embedding, the
subsystem (i = I, II) energies are

Ei[⇢i] =

Z
⇢i(r)v

i
nuc(r)dr +

1

2

ZZ
⇢i(r)⇢i(r0)

|r� r0| dr dr0 + Ei
nuc

+ Exc[⇢i] + Ts[⇢i] (3)

where vinuc is the nuclear potential and Ei
nuc the nuclear

repulsion energy. The interaction energy is

Eint[⇢I, ⇢II] =

Z
⇢I(r)v

II
nuc(r)dr +

Z
⇢II(r)v

I
nuc(r)dr + EI,II

nuc

+

ZZ
⇢I(r)⇢II(r0)

|r� r0| drdr0 + Enadd
xck [⇢I, ⇢II] (4)

with

Enadd
xck [⇢I, ⇢II] = Exck[⇢I + ⇢II]� Exck[⇢II]� Exck[⇢II] (5)

grouping the non-additive exchange-correlation and ki-
netic energy contributions.

Ground state

Minimizing E[⇢tot] with respect to ⇢I while keeping ⇢II
fixed yields the Euler-Lagrange equation,

�EI[⇢I]

�⇢I
+
�Eint[⇢I, ⇢II]

�⇢I
= µI , (6)

with µI introduced to keep the number of electrons in sys-
tem I constant. In a Kohn-Sham (KS) picture ⇢I is obtained
by solving the KS constrained electron density (KSCED)
[2] equation

FKS;I�I
p(r) =


�1
2
� + vInuc(r) + vH + vxc[⇢I ](r) + vIint(r)

�
�I
p(r)

= "KS;I
p �I

p(r) (7)

where

vIint(r) =
�Eint[⇢I, ⇢II]

�⇢I

= vIInuc(r) +

Z
⇢II(r0)

|r� r0|dr
0 +

2

4�E
nadd
xck
�⇢

�����
⇢tot

�
�Enadd

xck
�⇢

�����
⇢I

3

5

(8)

is the embedding potential that carries the intersystem
dependence.

To satisfy Eq. (1), ⇢II must be smaller than ⇢tot every-
where and v-representable, something that often cannot
be fulfilled in practice for a fixed ⇢II. A solution is to min-
imize the total energy with respect to ⇢I as well as ⇢II,
implying a system of Euler-Lagrange equation coupled
through the interaction term as done e.g. in the iterative
“freeze-thaw” procedure, where one exchange the role of
⇢I and ⇢II in eq. 6 until self-consistency.

Excited states

Excited states in DFT can be obtained from the time evo-
lution of the system’s density subjected to an external (pe-
riodic) perturbations, with excitation energies associated
to the poles of the linear response function[1,3], e.g.

hhµx;µyii! = �⌘xF�1⌘y =
d2{Q(2)}T

d✏x(!)d✏y(�!)
(9)

where {Q(2)}T is the second-order (wrt. perturbation)
quasienergy [3] for the total system. As for E[⇢tot], the
response of the total system can be subdivided [4] into
that of subsystems so that [5]

{Q(t)}T = {Q[⇢I](t)}T + {Q[⇢II](t)}T + {Eint[⇢I, ⇢II](t)}T ,
(10)

with the (time-dependent) densities

⇢(r, t) = ⇢I(r,I) + ⇢II(r,II). (11)

The expression for F are obtained as the derivatives of
{Q(t)}T with respect to {I,II} [1,5]

F =
@2{Q(2)}T
@(1)@(1)

=

✓
F I,I F II,I
F I,II F II,II

◆
=

✓
F I 0
0 F II

◆
+

✓
F I

int F II,I
int

F I,II
int F II

int

◆
,

(12)
If one disregards the response of ⇢II(r,II) (e.g. for excita-
tions localised on I), one has

F = F I + F I
int =

@2{Q(2)}T
@(1)

I @(1)
I

=

✓
A B
B⇤ A⇤

◆
� !

✓
1 0
0 1

◆
(13)

with

AI,I
ia,jb = �ij�ab("

I
a � "Ii ) + 2(ia|bj) + (ia|fxc|bj) + (ia|wnn

emb|bj),
(14)

BI,I
ia,jb = 2(ia|jb) + (ia|fxc|jb) + (ia|wI,I

int |jb), (15)

Apart from contributions from vIint (in "KS;I
I ) one has a new

FDE contribution, named kernel contribution due to the
analogous contributions in standard TD-DFT

(pq|wI,I
int |rs) =

ZZ "
�2Exck

�⇢(r0)�⇢(r)

����
⇢tot

� �2Exck

�⇢(r0)�⇢(r)

����
⇢I

#

⇥ ⌦pq(r
0)⌦rs(r) drdr

0 (16)

where ⌦ab(r) = �I,†
a (r)�I

b(r) are orbital products.

WFT-in-DFT Embedding

One can remain in the framework above but treat one or
more subsystem energies as arising from a wave function
(WFT)-based treatment,

Ei[⇢i] = ENN + h i|T̂ + V̂nuc + V̂ee| ii (17)

where
⇢i   ⇤i i (18)

Ground state

If the WFT method is variational, one can directly min-
imise E[⇢tot] with respect to the WFT ⇢i [6] while for non-
variational approaches such as coupled cluster (CC) it is
the total Lagrangian [5]

L = LI + Eint + EII . (19)

that should be made stationary. Here LI is the conven-
tional CC Lagrangian, depending on cluster amplitudes
(t) and Lagrange multipliers (̄t). Because the CC density
depends on both t and t̄,

⇢(t, t̄) = h⇤|⇢̂|CCi =

2

4hHF| +
X

µi

t̄µihµi|e�T
3

5 ⇢̂|CCi (20)

these parameters must be determined by solving

0 =
@L

@ t̄µi
= ⌦µi +

X

pq

hp|vint|qihµi| exp(�T )Epq|CCi (21)

0 =
@L

@tµi
= h⇤|[H, ⌧µi]|CCi +

X

pq

hp|vint|qih⇤|[Epq, ⌧µi]|CCi

(22)

self-consistently. Here

hp|vint|qi =
Z

�†
p(r)v

I
int(r)�q(r)dr , (23)

and vIint has the same form as in Eq. 8. Additionally, Eq.
(22) can be expressed in matrix form as

�(⌘vac + ⌘int) = t̄
�
Avac + tA

�
. (24)

so that the vacuum (Avac) and embedding (tA) contribu-
tions to the total CC Jacobian are clearly seen.

Fixed embedding potential

The iterative procedure to obtain vIint can be costly as it re-
quires several WFT calculations. A computationally effi-
cient approximation [7,8] is to use only DFT densities for
the subsystems. With this, the embedding contributions
can be added to the Fock matrix of the WFT calculations
as a (fixed) one-electron operator

Fab  h�a|vIint(r)|�bi (25)

Excited states

In the case of non-variational approaches such as CC ex-
pressions for hhµx;µyii! can be obtained from derivatives
of the quasienergy Lagrangian

{L(t)}T = {L[⇢I](t)}T + {Q[⇢II](t)}T + {Eint[⇢I, ⇢II](t)}T .
(26)

If one again disregards the response of the environment,
in CC-in-DFT the poles of hhµx;µyii! will occur at the
eigenvalues of

✓
F I,I AI,I
AT

I,I J I,I

◆
=

✓
F I AI
AT

I 0

◆
+

✓
F I

int (AI
int)

T

AI
int J I

int

◆
, (27)

or, to a good accuracy, as the eigenvalues of the CC-in-
DFT Jacobian for I for which the FDE contribution is

t̄tAµi,⌫j  
X

pq

hp|vint|qihµi| exp(�T )[Epq, ⌧⌫j ]|CCi

+
1

2

X

pq,rs

(pq|wint|rs)hµi| exp(�T )Epq|CCi

⇥ h⇤|[Ers, ⌧⌫j ]|CCi, (28)

(T : ground-state amplitudes). It should be noted that for
the fixed potential approximation [5] the kernel contribu-
tions (eq. 16) are not included when calculating excitation
energies.
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E[�tot] = J [�tot] + Vne[�tot] + Ts[�tot] + Exc[�tot] (1.7)
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Embedding approaches (see e.g. [1]) are extremely useful
to incorporate environment effects on electronic excita-
tions when these present a rather localized character, by
allowing calculations of the system of interest with accu-
rate expensive methods (e.g. wavefunction-based (WFT)
approaches such as coupled cluster) while describing the
surroundings more approximately.

Here we outline approaches based on the frozen density
embedding (FDE) formalism [2], whose point of depar-
ture is the partition of the total density and the nuclear
framework into fragments (I: system of interest, II: envi-
ronment, may be subdivided into n sub-fragments):

⇢tot = ⇢I + ⇢II = ⇢I +
X

n

⇢II;n (1)

That implies a division of the total energy for the system
into subsystem energies and an interaction term

E[⇢tot] = Ts[⇢tot] + Vext[⇢tot] + VH[⇢tot] + Exc[⇢tot]

= E[⇢I] + E[⇢I] + Eint[⇢I, ⇢II] (2)

DFT-in-DFT Embedding

In the case of a purely DFT (DFT-in-DFT) embedding, the
subsystem (i = I, II) energies are

Ei[⇢i] =

Z
⇢i(r)v

i
nuc(r)dr +

1

2

ZZ
⇢i(r)⇢i(r0)

|r� r0| dr dr0 + Ei
nuc

+ Exc[⇢i] + Ts[⇢i] (3)

where vinuc is the nuclear potential and Ei
nuc the nuclear

repulsion energy. The interaction energy is

Eint[⇢I, ⇢II] =

Z
⇢I(r)v

II
nuc(r)dr +

Z
⇢II(r)v

I
nuc(r)dr + EI,II

nuc

+

ZZ
⇢I(r)⇢II(r0)

|r� r0| drdr0 + Enadd
xck [⇢I, ⇢II] (4)

with

Enadd
xck [⇢I, ⇢II] = Exck[⇢I + ⇢II]� Exck[⇢II]� Exck[⇢II] (5)

grouping the non-additive exchange-correlation and ki-
netic energy contributions.

Ground state

Minimizing E[⇢tot] with respect to ⇢I while keeping ⇢II
fixed yields the Euler-Lagrange equation,

�EI[⇢I]

�⇢I
+
�Eint[⇢I, ⇢II]

�⇢I
= µI , (6)

with µI introduced to keep the number of electrons in sys-
tem I constant. In a Kohn-Sham (KS) picture ⇢I is obtained
by solving the KS constrained electron density (KSCED)
[2] equation

FKS;I�I
p(r) =


�1
2
� + vInuc(r) + vH + vxc[⇢I ](r) + vIint(r)

�
�I
p(r)

= "KS;I
p �I

p(r) (7)

where
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0 +
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4�E
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�����
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�
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�⇢

�����
⇢I

3

5

(8)

is the embedding potential that carries the intersystem
dependence.

To satisfy Eq. (1), ⇢II must be smaller than ⇢tot every-
where and v-representable, something that often cannot
be fulfilled in practice for a fixed ⇢II. A solution is to min-
imize the total energy with respect to ⇢I as well as ⇢II,
implying a system of Euler-Lagrange equation coupled
through the interaction term as done e.g. in the iterative
“freeze-thaw” procedure, where one exchange the role of
⇢I and ⇢II in eq. 6 until self-consistency.

Excited states

Excited states in DFT can be obtained from the time evo-
lution of the system’s density subjected to an external (pe-
riodic) perturbations, with excitation energies associated
to the poles of the linear response function[1,3], e.g.

hhµx;µyii! = �⌘xF�1⌘y =
d2{Q(2)}T

d✏x(!)d✏y(�!)
(9)

where {Q(2)}T is the second-order (wrt. perturbation)
quasienergy [3] for the total system. As for E[⇢tot], the
response of the total system can be subdivided [4] into
that of subsystems so that [5]

{Q(t)}T = {Q[⇢I](t)}T + {Q[⇢II](t)}T + {Eint[⇢I, ⇢II](t)}T ,
(10)

with the (time-dependent) densities

⇢(r, t) = ⇢I(r,I) + ⇢II(r,II). (11)

The expression for F are obtained as the derivatives of
{Q(t)}T with respect to {I,II} [1,5]

F =
@2{Q(2)}T
@(1)@(1)
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✓
F I,I F II,I
F I,II F II,II

◆
=
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F I 0
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int

F I,II
int F II

int

◆
,

(12)
If one disregards the response of ⇢II(r,II) (e.g. for excita-
tions localised on I), one has

F = F I + F I
int =

@2{Q(2)}T
@(1)

I @(1)
I
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✓
A B
B⇤ A⇤
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� !
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1 0
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with

AI,I
ia,jb = �ij�ab("

I
a � "Ii ) + 2(ia|bj) + (ia|fxc|bj) + (ia|wnn

emb|bj),
(14)

BI,I
ia,jb = 2(ia|jb) + (ia|fxc|jb) + (ia|wI,I

int |jb), (15)

Apart from contributions from vIint (in "KS;I
I ) one has a new

FDE contribution, named kernel contribution due to the
analogous contributions in standard TD-DFT

(pq|wI,I
int |rs) =

ZZ "
�2Exck

�⇢(r0)�⇢(r)

����
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� �2Exck

�⇢(r0)�⇢(r)

����
⇢I

#

⇥ ⌦pq(r
0)⌦rs(r) drdr

0 (16)

where ⌦ab(r) = �I,†
a (r)�I

b(r) are orbital products.

WFT-in-DFT Embedding

One can remain in the framework above but treat one or
more subsystem energies as arising from a wave function
(WFT)-based treatment,

Ei[⇢i] = ENN + h i|T̂ + V̂nuc + V̂ee| ii (17)

where
⇢i   ⇤i i (18)

Ground state

If the WFT method is variational, one can directly min-
imise E[⇢tot] with respect to the WFT ⇢i [6] while for non-
variational approaches such as coupled cluster (CC) it is
the total Lagrangian [5]

L = LI + Eint + EII . (19)

that should be made stationary. Here LI is the conven-
tional CC Lagrangian, depending on cluster amplitudes
(t) and Lagrange multipliers (̄t). Because the CC density
depends on both t and t̄,

⇢(t, t̄) = h⇤|⇢̂|CCi =

2

4hHF| +
X

µi

t̄µihµi|e�T
3

5 ⇢̂|CCi (20)

these parameters must be determined by solving

0 =
@L

@ t̄µi
= ⌦µi +

X

pq

hp|vint|qihµi| exp(�T )Epq|CCi (21)

0 =
@L

@tµi
= h⇤|[H, ⌧µi]|CCi +

X

pq

hp|vint|qih⇤|[Epq, ⌧µi]|CCi

(22)

self-consistently. Here

hp|vint|qi =
Z

�†
p(r)v

I
int(r)�q(r)dr , (23)

and vIint has the same form as in Eq. 8. Additionally, Eq.
(22) can be expressed in matrix form as

�(⌘vac + ⌘int) = t̄
�
Avac + tA

�
. (24)

so that the vacuum (Avac) and embedding (tA) contribu-
tions to the total CC Jacobian are clearly seen.

Fixed embedding potential

The iterative procedure to obtain vIint can be costly as it re-
quires several WFT calculations. A computationally effi-
cient approximation [7,8] is to use only DFT densities for
the subsystems. With this, the embedding contributions
can be added to the Fock matrix of the WFT calculations
as a (fixed) one-electron operator

Fab  h�a|vIint(r)|�bi (25)

Excited states

In the case of non-variational approaches such as CC ex-
pressions for hhµx;µyii! can be obtained from derivatives
of the quasienergy Lagrangian

{L(t)}T = {L[⇢I](t)}T + {Q[⇢II](t)}T + {Eint[⇢I, ⇢II](t)}T .
(26)

If one again disregards the response of the environment,
in CC-in-DFT the poles of hhµx;µyii! will occur at the
eigenvalues of

✓
F I,I AI,I
AT

I,I J I,I

◆
=

✓
F I AI
AT

I 0

◆
+

✓
F I

int (AI
int)

T

AI
int J I

int

◆
, (27)

or, to a good accuracy, as the eigenvalues of the CC-in-
DFT Jacobian for I for which the FDE contribution is

t̄tAµi,⌫j  
X

pq

hp|vint|qihµi| exp(�T )[Epq, ⌧⌫j ]|CCi

+
1

2

X

pq,rs

(pq|wint|rs)hµi| exp(�T )Epq|CCi

⇥ h⇤|[Ers, ⌧⌫j ]|CCi, (28)

(T : ground-state amplitudes). It should be noted that for
the fixed potential approximation [5] the kernel contribu-
tions (eq. 16) are not included when calculating excitation
energies.
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Embedding approaches (see e.g. [1]) are extremely useful
to incorporate environment effects on electronic excita-
tions when these present a rather localized character, by
allowing calculations of the system of interest with accu-
rate expensive methods (e.g. wavefunction-based (WFT)
approaches such as coupled cluster) while describing the
surroundings more approximately.

Here we outline approaches based on the frozen density
embedding (FDE) formalism [2], whose point of depar-
ture is the partition of the total density and the nuclear
framework into fragments (I: system of interest, II: envi-
ronment, may be subdivided into n sub-fragments):

⇢tot = ⇢I + ⇢II = ⇢I +
X

n

⇢II;n (1)

That implies a division of the total energy for the system
into subsystem energies and an interaction term

E[⇢tot] = Ts[⇢tot] + Vext[⇢tot] + VH[⇢tot] + Exc[⇢tot]

= E[⇢I] + E[⇢I] + Eint[⇢I, ⇢II] (2)

DFT-in-DFT Embedding

In the case of a purely DFT (DFT-in-DFT) embedding, the
subsystem (i = I, II) energies are

Ei[⇢i] =

Z
⇢i(r)v

i
nuc(r)dr +

1

2

ZZ
⇢i(r)⇢i(r0)

|r� r0| dr dr0 + Ei
nuc

+ Exc[⇢i] + Ts[⇢i] (3)

where vinuc is the nuclear potential and Ei
nuc the nuclear

repulsion energy. The interaction energy is

Eint[⇢I, ⇢II] =

Z
⇢I(r)v

II
nuc(r)dr +

Z
⇢II(r)v

I
nuc(r)dr + EI,II

nuc

+

ZZ
⇢I(r)⇢II(r0)

|r� r0| drdr0 + Enadd
xck [⇢I, ⇢II] (4)

with

Enadd
xck [⇢I, ⇢II] = Exck[⇢I + ⇢II]� Exck[⇢II]� Exck[⇢II] (5)

grouping the non-additive exchange-correlation and ki-
netic energy contributions.

Ground state

Minimizing E[⇢tot] with respect to ⇢I while keeping ⇢II
fixed yields the Euler-Lagrange equation,

�EI[⇢I]

�⇢I
+
�Eint[⇢I, ⇢II]

�⇢I
= µI , (6)

with µI introduced to keep the number of electrons in sys-
tem I constant. In a Kohn-Sham (KS) picture ⇢I is obtained
by solving the KS constrained electron density (KSCED)
[2] equation

FKS;I�I
p(r) =


�1
2
� + vInuc(r) + vH + vxc[⇢I ](r) + vIint(r)

�
�I
p(r)

= "KS;I
p �I

p(r) (7)

where

vIint(r) =
�Eint[⇢I, ⇢II]

�⇢I

= vIInuc(r) +

Z
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|r� r0|dr
0 +
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4�E
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�����
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�
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�����
⇢I

3

5

(8)

is the embedding potential that carries the intersystem
dependence.

To satisfy Eq. (1), ⇢II must be smaller than ⇢tot every-
where and v-representable, something that often cannot
be fulfilled in practice for a fixed ⇢II. A solution is to min-
imize the total energy with respect to ⇢I as well as ⇢II,
implying a system of Euler-Lagrange equation coupled
through the interaction term as done e.g. in the iterative
“freeze-thaw” procedure, where one exchange the role of
⇢I and ⇢II in eq. 6 until self-consistency.

Excited states

Excited states in DFT can be obtained from the time evo-
lution of the system’s density subjected to an external (pe-
riodic) perturbations, with excitation energies associated
to the poles of the linear response function[1,3], e.g.

hhµx;µyii! = �⌘xF�1⌘y =
d2{Q(2)}T

d✏x(!)d✏y(�!)
(9)

where {Q(2)}T is the second-order (wrt. perturbation)
quasienergy [3] for the total system. As for E[⇢tot], the
response of the total system can be subdivided [4] into
that of subsystems so that [5]

{Q(t)}T = {Q[⇢I](t)}T + {Q[⇢II](t)}T + {Eint[⇢I, ⇢II](t)}T ,
(10)

with the (time-dependent) densities

⇢(r, t) = ⇢I(r,I) + ⇢II(r,II). (11)

The expression for F are obtained as the derivatives of
{Q(t)}T with respect to {I,II} [1,5]

F =
@2{Q(2)}T
@(1)@(1)

=

✓
F I,I F II,I
F I,II F II,II

◆
=

✓
F I 0
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◆
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✓
F I

int F II,I
int

F I,II
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int

◆
,

(12)
If one disregards the response of ⇢II(r,II) (e.g. for excita-
tions localised on I), one has

F = F I + F I
int =

@2{Q(2)}T
@(1)

I @(1)
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A B
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with

AI,I
ia,jb = �ij�ab("

I
a � "Ii ) + 2(ia|bj) + (ia|fxc|bj) + (ia|wnn

emb|bj),
(14)

BI,I
ia,jb = 2(ia|jb) + (ia|fxc|jb) + (ia|wI,I

int |jb), (15)

Apart from contributions from vIint (in "KS;I
I ) one has a new

FDE contribution, named kernel contribution due to the
analogous contributions in standard TD-DFT

(pq|wI,I
int |rs) =

ZZ "
�2Exck

�⇢(r0)�⇢(r)

����
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#
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0)⌦rs(r) drdr

0 (16)

where ⌦ab(r) = �I,†
a (r)�I

b(r) are orbital products.

WFT-in-DFT Embedding

One can remain in the framework above but treat one or
more subsystem energies as arising from a wave function
(WFT)-based treatment,

Ei[⇢i] = ENN + h i|T̂ + V̂nuc + V̂ee| ii (17)

where
⇢i   ⇤i i (18)

Ground state

If the WFT method is variational, one can directly min-
imise E[⇢tot] with respect to the WFT ⇢i [6] while for non-
variational approaches such as coupled cluster (CC) it is
the total Lagrangian [5]

L = LI + Eint + EII . (19)

that should be made stationary. Here LI is the conven-
tional CC Lagrangian, depending on cluster amplitudes
(t) and Lagrange multipliers (̄t). Because the CC density
depends on both t and t̄,

⇢(t, t̄) = h⇤|⇢̂|CCi =

2

4hHF| +
X

µi

t̄µihµi|e�T
3

5 ⇢̂|CCi (20)

these parameters must be determined by solving

0 =
@L

@ t̄µi
= ⌦µi +

X

pq

hp|vint|qihµi| exp(�T )Epq|CCi (21)

0 =
@L

@tµi
= h⇤|[H, ⌧µi]|CCi +

X

pq

hp|vint|qih⇤|[Epq, ⌧µi]|CCi

(22)

self-consistently. Here

hp|vint|qi =
Z

�†
p(r)v

I
int(r)�q(r)dr , (23)

and vIint has the same form as in Eq. 8. Additionally, Eq.
(22) can be expressed in matrix form as

�(⌘vac + ⌘int) = t̄
�
Avac + tA

�
. (24)

so that the vacuum (Avac) and embedding (tA) contribu-
tions to the total CC Jacobian are clearly seen.

Fixed embedding potential

The iterative procedure to obtain vIint can be costly as it re-
quires several WFT calculations. A computationally effi-
cient approximation [7,8] is to use only DFT densities for
the subsystems. With this, the embedding contributions
can be added to the Fock matrix of the WFT calculations
as a (fixed) one-electron operator

Fab  h�a|vIint(r)|�bi (25)

Excited states

In the case of non-variational approaches such as CC ex-
pressions for hhµx;µyii! can be obtained from derivatives
of the quasienergy Lagrangian

{L(t)}T = {L[⇢I](t)}T + {Q[⇢II](t)}T + {Eint[⇢I, ⇢II](t)}T .
(26)

If one again disregards the response of the environment,
in CC-in-DFT the poles of hhµx;µyii! will occur at the
eigenvalues of
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int (AI
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or, to a good accuracy, as the eigenvalues of the CC-in-
DFT Jacobian for I for which the FDE contribution is

t̄tAµi,⌫j  
X

pq

hp|vint|qihµi| exp(�T )[Epq, ⌧⌫j ]|CCi

+
1

2

X

pq,rs

(pq|wint|rs)hµi| exp(�T )Epq|CCi

⇥ h⇤|[Ers, ⌧⌫j ]|CCi, (28)

(T : ground-state amplitudes). It should be noted that for
the fixed potential approximation [5] the kernel contribu-
tions (eq. 16) are not included when calculating excitation
energies.
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Embedding approaches (see e.g. [1]) are extremely useful
to incorporate environment effects on electronic excita-
tions when these present a rather localized character, by
allowing calculations of the system of interest with accu-
rate expensive methods (e.g. wavefunction-based (WFT)
approaches such as coupled cluster) while describing the
surroundings more approximately.

Here we outline approaches based on the frozen density
embedding (FDE) formalism [2], whose point of depar-
ture is the partition of the total density and the nuclear
framework into fragments (I: system of interest, II: envi-
ronment, may be subdivided into n sub-fragments):

⇢tot = ⇢I + ⇢II = ⇢I +
X

n

⇢II;n (1)

That implies a division of the total energy for the system
into subsystem energies and an interaction term

E[⇢tot] = Ts[⇢tot] + Vext[⇢tot] + VH[⇢tot] + Exc[⇢tot]

= E[⇢I] + E[⇢I] + Eint[⇢I, ⇢II] (2)

DFT-in-DFT Embedding

In the case of a purely DFT (DFT-in-DFT) embedding, the
subsystem (i = I, II) energies are

Ei[⇢i] =

Z
⇢i(r)v

i
nuc(r)dr +

1

2

ZZ
⇢i(r)⇢i(r0)

|r� r0| dr dr0 + Ei
nuc

+ Exc[⇢i] + Ts[⇢i] (3)

where vinuc is the nuclear potential and Ei
nuc the nuclear

repulsion energy. The interaction energy is

Eint[⇢I, ⇢II] =

Z
⇢I(r)v

II
nuc(r)dr +

Z
⇢II(r)v

I
nuc(r)dr + EI,II

nuc

+

ZZ
⇢I(r)⇢II(r0)

|r� r0| drdr0 + Enadd
xck [⇢I, ⇢II] (4)

with

Enadd
xck [⇢I, ⇢II] = Exck[⇢I + ⇢II]� Exck[⇢II]� Exck[⇢II] (5)

grouping the non-additive exchange-correlation and ki-
netic energy contributions.

Ground state

Minimizing E[⇢tot] with respect to ⇢I while keeping ⇢II
fixed yields the Euler-Lagrange equation,

�EI[⇢I]

�⇢I
+
�Eint[⇢I, ⇢II]

�⇢I
= µI , (6)

with µI introduced to keep the number of electrons in sys-
tem I constant. In a Kohn-Sham (KS) picture ⇢I is obtained
by solving the KS constrained electron density (KSCED)
[2] equation

FKS;I�I
p(r) =


�1
2
� + vInuc(r) + vH + vxc[⇢I ](r) + vIint(r)

�
�I
p(r)

= "KS;I
p �I

p(r) (7)

where

vIint(r) =
�Eint[⇢I, ⇢II]

�⇢I

= vIInuc(r) +

Z
⇢II(r0)

|r� r0|dr
0 +

2

4�E
nadd
xck
�⇢

�����
⇢tot

�
�Enadd

xck
�⇢

�����
⇢I

3

5

(8)

is the embedding potential that carries the intersystem
dependence.

To satisfy Eq. (1), ⇢II must be smaller than ⇢tot every-
where and v-representable, something that often cannot
be fulfilled in practice for a fixed ⇢II. A solution is to min-
imize the total energy with respect to ⇢I as well as ⇢II,
implying a system of Euler-Lagrange equation coupled
through the interaction term as done e.g. in the iterative
“freeze-thaw” procedure, where one exchange the role of
⇢I and ⇢II in eq. 6 until self-consistency.

Excited states

Excited states in DFT can be obtained from the time evo-
lution of the system’s density subjected to an external (pe-
riodic) perturbations, with excitation energies associated
to the poles of the linear response function[1,3], e.g.

hhµx;µyii! = �⌘xF�1⌘y =
d2{Q(2)}T

d✏x(!)d✏y(�!)
(9)

where {Q(2)}T is the second-order (wrt. perturbation)
quasienergy [3] for the total system. As for E[⇢tot], the
response of the total system can be subdivided [4] into
that of subsystems so that [5]

{Q(t)}T = {Q[⇢I](t)}T + {Q[⇢II](t)}T + {Eint[⇢I, ⇢II](t)}T ,
(10)

with the (time-dependent) densities

⇢(r, t) = ⇢I(r,I) + ⇢II(r,II). (11)

The expression for F are obtained as the derivatives of
{Q(t)}T with respect to {I,II} [1,5]

F =
@2{Q(2)}T
@(1)@(1)

=

✓
F I,I F II,I
F I,II F II,II

◆
=

✓
F I 0
0 F II

◆
+

✓
F I

int F II,I
int

F I,II
int F II

int

◆
,

(12)
If one disregards the response of ⇢II(r,II) (e.g. for excita-
tions localised on I), one has

F = F I + F I
int =

@2{Q(2)}T
@(1)

I @(1)
I

=

✓
A B
B⇤ A⇤

◆
� !

✓
1 0
0 1

◆
(13)

with

AI,I
ia,jb = �ij�ab("

I
a � "Ii ) + 2(ia|bj) + (ia|fxc|bj) + (ia|wnn

emb|bj),
(14)

BI,I
ia,jb = 2(ia|jb) + (ia|fxc|jb) + (ia|wI,I

int |jb), (15)

Apart from contributions from vIint (in "KS;I
I ) one has a new

FDE contribution, named kernel contribution due to the
analogous contributions in standard TD-DFT

(pq|wI,I
int |rs) =

ZZ "
�2Exck

�⇢(r0)�⇢(r)

����
⇢tot

� �2Exck

�⇢(r0)�⇢(r)

����
⇢I

#

⇥ ⌦pq(r
0)⌦rs(r) drdr

0 (16)

where ⌦ab(r) = �I,†
a (r)�I

b(r) are orbital products.

WFT-in-DFT Embedding

One can remain in the framework above but treat one or
more subsystem energies as arising from a wave function
(WFT)-based treatment,

Ei[⇢i] = ENN + h i|T̂ + V̂nuc + V̂ee| ii (17)

where
⇢i   ⇤i i (18)

Ground state

If the WFT method is variational, one can directly min-
imise E[⇢tot] with respect to the WFT ⇢i [6] while for non-
variational approaches such as coupled cluster (CC) it is
the total Lagrangian [5]

L = LI + Eint + EII . (19)

that should be made stationary. Here LI is the conven-
tional CC Lagrangian, depending on cluster amplitudes
(t) and Lagrange multipliers (̄t). Because the CC density
depends on both t and t̄,

⇢(t, t̄) = h⇤|⇢̂|CCi =

2

4hHF| +
X

µi

t̄µihµi|e�T
3

5 ⇢̂|CCi (20)

these parameters must be determined by solving

0 =
@L

@ t̄µi
= ⌦µi +

X

pq

hp|vint|qihµi| exp(�T )Epq|CCi (21)

0 =
@L

@tµi
= h⇤|[H, ⌧µi]|CCi +

X

pq

hp|vint|qih⇤|[Epq, ⌧µi]|CCi

(22)

self-consistently. Here

hp|vint|qi =
Z

�†
p(r)v

I
int(r)�q(r)dr , (23)

and vIint has the same form as in Eq. 8. Additionally, Eq.
(22) can be expressed in matrix form as

�(⌘vac + ⌘int) = t̄
�
Avac + tA

�
. (24)

so that the vacuum (Avac) and embedding (tA) contribu-
tions to the total CC Jacobian are clearly seen.

Fixed embedding potential

The iterative procedure to obtain vIint can be costly as it re-
quires several WFT calculations. A computationally effi-
cient approximation [7,8] is to use only DFT densities for
the subsystems. With this, the embedding contributions
can be added to the Fock matrix of the WFT calculations
as a (fixed) one-electron operator

Fab  h�a|vIint(r)|�bi (25)

Excited states

In the case of non-variational approaches such as CC ex-
pressions for hhµx;µyii! can be obtained from derivatives
of the quasienergy Lagrangian

{L(t)}T = {L[⇢I](t)}T + {Q[⇢II](t)}T + {Eint[⇢I, ⇢II](t)}T .
(26)

If one again disregards the response of the environment,
in CC-in-DFT the poles of hhµx;µyii! will occur at the
eigenvalues of

✓
F I,I AI,I
AT

I,I J I,I

◆
=

✓
F I AI
AT

I 0

◆
+

✓
F I

int (AI
int)

T

AI
int J I

int

◆
, (27)

or, to a good accuracy, as the eigenvalues of the CC-in-
DFT Jacobian for I for which the FDE contribution is

t̄tAµi,⌫j  
X

pq

hp|vint|qihµi| exp(�T )[Epq, ⌧⌫j ]|CCi

+
1

2

X

pq,rs

(pq|wint|rs)hµi| exp(�T )Epq|CCi

⇥ h⇤|[Ers, ⌧⌫j ]|CCi, (28)

(T : ground-state amplitudes). It should be noted that for
the fixed potential approximation [5] the kernel contribu-
tions (eq. 16) are not included when calculating excitation
energies.
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Embedding approaches (see e.g. [1]) are extremely useful
to incorporate environment effects on electronic excita-
tions when these present a rather localized character, by
allowing calculations of the system of interest with accu-
rate expensive methods (e.g. wavefunction-based (WFT)
approaches such as coupled cluster) while describing the
surroundings more approximately.

Here we outline approaches based on the frozen density
embedding (FDE) formalism [2], whose point of depar-
ture is the partition of the total density and the nuclear
framework into fragments (I: system of interest, II: envi-
ronment, may be subdivided into n sub-fragments):

⇢tot = ⇢I + ⇢II = ⇢I +
X

n

⇢II;n (1)

That implies a division of the total energy for the system
into subsystem energies and an interaction term

E[⇢tot] = Ts[⇢tot] + Vext[⇢tot] + VH[⇢tot] + Exc[⇢tot]

= E[⇢I] + E[⇢I] + Eint[⇢I, ⇢II] (2)

DFT-in-DFT Embedding

In the case of a purely DFT (DFT-in-DFT) embedding, the
subsystem (i = I, II) energies are

Ei[⇢i] =

Z
⇢i(r)v

i
nuc(r)dr +

1

2

ZZ
⇢i(r)⇢i(r0)

|r� r0| dr dr0 + Ei
nuc

+ Exc[⇢i] + Ts[⇢i] (3)

where vinuc is the nuclear potential and Ei
nuc the nuclear

repulsion energy. The interaction energy is

Eint[⇢I, ⇢II] =

Z
⇢I(r)v

II
nuc(r)dr +

Z
⇢II(r)v

I
nuc(r)dr + EI,II

nuc

+

ZZ
⇢I(r)⇢II(r0)

|r� r0| drdr0 + Enadd
xck [⇢I, ⇢II] (4)

with

Enadd
xck [⇢I, ⇢II] = Exck[⇢I + ⇢II]� Exck[⇢II]� Exck[⇢II] (5)

grouping the non-additive exchange-correlation and ki-
netic energy contributions.

Ground state

Minimizing E[⇢tot] with respect to ⇢I while keeping ⇢II
fixed yields the Euler-Lagrange equation,

�EI[⇢I]

�⇢I
+
�Eint[⇢I, ⇢II]

�⇢I
= µI , (6)

with µI introduced to keep the number of electrons in sys-
tem I constant. In a Kohn-Sham (KS) picture ⇢I is obtained
by solving the KS constrained electron density (KSCED)
[2] equation

FKS;I�I
p(r) =


�1
2
� + vInuc(r) + vH + vxc[⇢I ](r) + vIint(r)

�
�I
p(r)

= "KS;I
p �I

p(r) (7)

where

vIint(r) =
�Eint[⇢I, ⇢II]

�⇢I

= vIInuc(r) +

Z
⇢II(r0)

|r� r0|dr
0 +

2

4�E
nadd
xck
�⇢

�����
⇢tot

�
�Enadd

xck
�⇢

�����
⇢I

3

5

(8)

is the embedding potential that carries the intersystem
dependence.

To satisfy Eq. (1), ⇢II must be smaller than ⇢tot every-
where and v-representable, something that often cannot
be fulfilled in practice for a fixed ⇢II. A solution is to min-
imize the total energy with respect to ⇢I as well as ⇢II,
implying a system of Euler-Lagrange equation coupled
through the interaction term as done e.g. in the iterative
“freeze-thaw” procedure, where one exchange the role of
⇢I and ⇢II in eq. 6 until self-consistency.

Excited states

Excited states in DFT can be obtained from the time evo-
lution of the system’s density subjected to an external (pe-
riodic) perturbations, with excitation energies associated
to the poles of the linear response function[1,3], e.g.

hhµx;µyii! = �⌘xF�1⌘y =
d2{Q(2)}T

d✏x(!)d✏y(�!)
(9)

where {Q(2)}T is the second-order (wrt. perturbation)
quasienergy [3] for the total system. As for E[⇢tot], the
response of the total system can be subdivided [4] into
that of subsystems so that [5]

{Q(t)}T = {Q[⇢I](t)}T + {Q[⇢II](t)}T + {Eint[⇢I, ⇢II](t)}T ,
(10)

with the (time-dependent) densities

⇢(r, t) = ⇢I(r,I) + ⇢II(r,II). (11)

The expression for F are obtained as the derivatives of
{Q(t)}T with respect to {I,II} [1,5]

F =
@2{Q(2)}T
@(1)@(1)

=

✓
F I,I F II,I
F I,II F II,II

◆
=

✓
F I 0
0 F II

◆
+

✓
F I

int F II,I
int

F I,II
int F II

int

◆
,

(12)
If one disregards the response of ⇢II(r,II) (e.g. for excita-
tions localised on I), one has

F = F I + F I
int =

@2{Q(2)}T
@(1)

I @(1)
I

=

✓
A B
B⇤ A⇤

◆
� !

✓
1 0
0 1

◆
(13)

with

AI,I
ia,jb = �ij�ab("

I
a � "Ii ) + 2(ia|bj) + (ia|fxc|bj) + (ia|wnn

emb|bj),
(14)

BI,I
ia,jb = 2(ia|jb) + (ia|fxc|jb) + (ia|wI,I

int |jb), (15)

Apart from contributions from vIint (in "KS;I
I ) one has a new

FDE contribution, named kernel contribution due to the
analogous contributions in standard TD-DFT

(pq|wI,I
int |rs) =

ZZ "
�2Exck

�⇢(r0)�⇢(r)

����
⇢tot

� �2Exck

�⇢(r0)�⇢(r)

����
⇢I

#

⇥ ⌦pq(r
0)⌦rs(r) drdr

0 (16)

where ⌦ab(r) = �I,†
a (r)�I

b(r) are orbital products.

WFT-in-DFT Embedding

One can remain in the framework above but treat one or
more subsystem energies as arising from a wave function
(WFT)-based treatment,

Ei[⇢i] = ENN + h i|T̂ + V̂nuc + V̂ee| ii (17)

where
⇢i   ⇤i i (18)

Ground state

If the WFT method is variational, one can directly min-
imise E[⇢tot] with respect to the WFT ⇢i [6] while for non-
variational approaches such as coupled cluster (CC) it is
the total Lagrangian [5]

L = LI + Eint + EII . (19)

that should be made stationary. Here LI is the conven-
tional CC Lagrangian, depending on cluster amplitudes
(t) and Lagrange multipliers (̄t). Because the CC density
depends on both t and t̄,

⇢(t, t̄) = h⇤|⇢̂|CCi =

2

4hHF| +
X

µi

t̄µihµi|e�T
3

5 ⇢̂|CCi (20)

these parameters must be determined by solving

0 =
@L

@ t̄µi
= ⌦µi +

X

pq

hp|vint|qihµi| exp(�T )Epq|CCi (21)

0 =
@L

@tµi
= h⇤|[H, ⌧µi]|CCi +

X

pq

hp|vint|qih⇤|[Epq, ⌧µi]|CCi

(22)

self-consistently. Here

hp|vint|qi =
Z

�†
p(r)v

I
int(r)�q(r)dr , (23)

and vIint has the same form as in Eq. 8. Additionally, Eq.
(22) can be expressed in matrix form as

�(⌘vac + ⌘int) = t̄
�
Avac + tA

�
. (24)

so that the vacuum (Avac) and embedding (tA) contribu-
tions to the total CC Jacobian are clearly seen.

Fixed embedding potential

The iterative procedure to obtain vIint can be costly as it re-
quires several WFT calculations. A computationally effi-
cient approximation [7,8] is to use only DFT densities for
the subsystems. With this, the embedding contributions
can be added to the Fock matrix of the WFT calculations
as a (fixed) one-electron operator

Fab  h�a|vIint(r)|�bi (25)

Excited states

In the case of non-variational approaches such as CC ex-
pressions for hhµx;µyii! can be obtained from derivatives
of the quasienergy Lagrangian

{L(t)}T = {L[⇢I](t)}T + {Q[⇢II](t)}T + {Eint[⇢I, ⇢II](t)}T .
(26)

If one again disregards the response of the environment,
in CC-in-DFT the poles of hhµx;µyii! will occur at the
eigenvalues of

✓
F I,I AI,I
AT

I,I J I,I

◆
=

✓
F I AI
AT

I 0

◆
+

✓
F I

int (AI
int)

T

AI
int J I

int

◆
, (27)

or, to a good accuracy, as the eigenvalues of the CC-in-
DFT Jacobian for I for which the FDE contribution is

t̄tAµi,⌫j  
X

pq

hp|vint|qihµi| exp(�T )[Epq, ⌧⌫j ]|CCi

+
1

2

X

pq,rs

(pq|wint|rs)hµi| exp(�T )Epq|CCi

⇥ h⇤|[Ers, ⌧⌫j ]|CCi, (28)

(T : ground-state amplitudes). It should be noted that for
the fixed potential approximation [5] the kernel contribu-
tions (eq. 16) are not included when calculating excitation
energies.
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Embedding approaches (see e.g. [1]) are extremely useful
to incorporate environment effects on electronic excita-
tions when these present a rather localized character, by
allowing calculations of the system of interest with accu-
rate expensive methods (e.g. wavefunction-based (WFT)
approaches such as coupled cluster) while describing the
surroundings more approximately.

Here we outline approaches based on the frozen density
embedding (FDE) formalism [2], whose point of depar-
ture is the partition of the total density and the nuclear
framework into fragments (I: system of interest, II: envi-
ronment, may be subdivided into n sub-fragments):

⇢tot = ⇢I + ⇢II = ⇢I +
X

n

⇢II;n (1)

That implies a division of the total energy for the system
into subsystem energies and an interaction term

E[⇢tot] = Ts[⇢tot] + Vext[⇢tot] + VH[⇢tot] + Exc[⇢tot]

= E[⇢I] + E[⇢I] + Eint[⇢I, ⇢II] (2)

DFT-in-DFT Embedding

In the case of a purely DFT (DFT-in-DFT) embedding, the
subsystem (i = I, II) energies are

Ei[⇢i] =

Z
⇢i(r)v

i
nuc(r)dr +

1

2

ZZ
⇢i(r)⇢i(r0)

|r� r0| dr dr0 + Ei
nuc

+ Exc[⇢i] + Ts[⇢i] (3)

where vinuc is the nuclear potential and Ei
nuc the nuclear

repulsion energy. The interaction energy is

Eint[⇢I, ⇢II] =

Z
⇢I(r)v

II
nuc(r)dr +

Z
⇢II(r)v

I
nuc(r)dr + EI,II

nuc

+

ZZ
⇢I(r)⇢II(r0)

|r� r0| drdr0 + Enadd
xck [⇢I, ⇢II] (4)

with

Enadd
xck [⇢I, ⇢II] = Exck[⇢I + ⇢II]� Exck[⇢II]� Exck[⇢II] (5)

grouping the non-additive exchange-correlation and ki-
netic energy contributions.

Ground state

Minimizing E[⇢tot] with respect to ⇢I while keeping ⇢II
fixed yields the Euler-Lagrange equation,

�EI[⇢I]

�⇢I
+
�Eint[⇢I, ⇢II]

�⇢I
= µI , (6)

with µI introduced to keep the number of electrons in sys-
tem I constant. In a Kohn-Sham (KS) picture ⇢I is obtained
by solving the KS constrained electron density (KSCED)
[2] equation

FKS;I�I
p(r) =


�1
2
� + vInuc(r) + vH + vxc[⇢I ](r) + vIint(r)

�
�I
p(r)

= "KS;I
p �I

p(r) (7)

where

vIint(r) =
�Eint[⇢I, ⇢II]

�⇢I

= vIInuc(r) +

Z
⇢II(r0)

|r� r0|dr
0 +

2

4�E
nadd
xck
�⇢

�����
⇢tot

�
�Enadd

xck
�⇢

�����
⇢I

3

5

(8)

is the embedding potential that carries the intersystem
dependence.

To satisfy Eq. (1), ⇢II must be smaller than ⇢tot every-
where and v-representable, something that often cannot
be fulfilled in practice for a fixed ⇢II. A solution is to min-
imize the total energy with respect to ⇢I as well as ⇢II,
implying a system of Euler-Lagrange equation coupled
through the interaction term as done e.g. in the iterative
“freeze-thaw” procedure, where one exchange the role of
⇢I and ⇢II in eq. 6 until self-consistency.

Excited states

Excited states in DFT can be obtained from the time evo-
lution of the system’s density subjected to an external (pe-
riodic) perturbations, with excitation energies associated
to the poles of the linear response function[1,3], e.g.

hhµx;µyii! = �⌘xF�1⌘y =
d2{Q(2)}T

d✏x(!)d✏y(�!)
(9)

where {Q(2)}T is the second-order (wrt. perturbation)
quasienergy [3] for the total system. As for E[⇢tot], the
response of the total system can be subdivided [4] into
that of subsystems so that [5]

{Q(t)}T = {Q[⇢I](t)}T + {Q[⇢II](t)}T + {Eint[⇢I, ⇢II](t)}T ,
(10)

with the (time-dependent) densities

⇢(r, t) = ⇢I(r,I) + ⇢II(r,II). (11)

The expression for F are obtained as the derivatives of
{Q(t)}T with respect to {I,II} [1,5]

F =
@2{Q(2)}T
@(1)@(1)

=

✓
F I,I F II,I
F I,II F II,II

◆
=

✓
F I 0
0 F II

◆
+

✓
F I

int F II,I
int

F I,II
int F II

int

◆
,

(12)
If one disregards the response of ⇢II(r,II) (e.g. for excita-
tions localised on I), one has

F = F I + F I
int =

@2{Q(2)}T
@(1)

I @(1)
I

=

✓
A B
B⇤ A⇤

◆
� !

✓
1 0
0 1

◆
(13)

with

AI,I
ia,jb = �ij�ab("

I
a � "Ii ) + 2(ia|bj) + (ia|fxc|bj) + (ia|wnn

emb|bj),
(14)

BI,I
ia,jb = 2(ia|jb) + (ia|fxc|jb) + (ia|wI,I

int |jb), (15)

Apart from contributions from vIint (in "KS;I
I ) one has a new

FDE contribution, named kernel contribution due to the
analogous contributions in standard TD-DFT

(pq|wI,I
int |rs) =

ZZ "
�2Exck

�⇢(r0)�⇢(r)

����
⇢tot

� �2Exck

�⇢(r0)�⇢(r)

����
⇢I

#

⇥ ⌦pq(r
0)⌦rs(r) drdr

0 (16)

where ⌦ab(r) = �I,†
a (r)�I

b(r) are orbital products.

WFT-in-DFT Embedding

One can remain in the framework above but treat one or
more subsystem energies as arising from a wave function
(WFT)-based treatment,

Ei[⇢i] = ENN + h i|T̂ + V̂nuc + V̂ee| ii (17)

where
⇢i   ⇤i i (18)

Ground state

If the WFT method is variational, one can directly min-
imise E[⇢tot] with respect to the WFT ⇢i [6] while for non-
variational approaches such as coupled cluster (CC) it is
the total Lagrangian [5]

L = LI + Eint + EII . (19)

that should be made stationary. Here LI is the conven-
tional CC Lagrangian, depending on cluster amplitudes
(t) and Lagrange multipliers (̄t). Because the CC density
depends on both t and t̄,

⇢(t, t̄) = h⇤|⇢̂|CCi =

2

4hHF| +
X

µi

t̄µihµi|e�T
3

5 ⇢̂|CCi (20)

these parameters must be determined by solving

0 =
@L

@ t̄µi
= ⌦µi +

X

pq

hp|vint|qihµi| exp(�T )Epq|CCi (21)

0 =
@L

@tµi
= h⇤|[H, ⌧µi]|CCi +

X

pq

hp|vint|qih⇤|[Epq, ⌧µi]|CCi

(22)

self-consistently. Here

hp|vint|qi =
Z

�†
p(r)v

I
int(r)�q(r)dr , (23)

and vIint has the same form as in Eq. 8. Additionally, Eq.
(22) can be expressed in matrix form as

�(⌘vac + ⌘int) = t̄
�
Avac + tA

�
. (24)

so that the vacuum (Avac) and embedding (tA) contribu-
tions to the total CC Jacobian are clearly seen.

Fixed embedding potential

The iterative procedure to obtain vIint can be costly as it re-
quires several WFT calculations. A computationally effi-
cient approximation [7,8] is to use only DFT densities for
the subsystems. With this, the embedding contributions
can be added to the Fock matrix of the WFT calculations
as a (fixed) one-electron operator

Fab  h�a|vIint(r)|�bi (25)

Excited states

In the case of non-variational approaches such as CC ex-
pressions for hhµx;µyii! can be obtained from derivatives
of the quasienergy Lagrangian

{L(t)}T = {L[⇢I](t)}T + {Q[⇢II](t)}T + {Eint[⇢I, ⇢II](t)}T .
(26)

If one again disregards the response of the environment,
in CC-in-DFT the poles of hhµx;µyii! will occur at the
eigenvalues of

✓
F I,I AI,I
AT

I,I J I,I

◆
=

✓
F I AI
AT

I 0

◆
+

✓
F I

int (AI
int)

T

AI
int J I

int

◆
, (27)

or, to a good accuracy, as the eigenvalues of the CC-in-
DFT Jacobian for I for which the FDE contribution is

t̄tAµi,⌫j  
X

pq

hp|vint|qihµi| exp(�T )[Epq, ⌧⌫j ]|CCi

+
1

2

X

pq,rs

(pq|wint|rs)hµi| exp(�T )Epq|CCi

⇥ h⇤|[Ers, ⌧⌫j ]|CCi, (28)

(T : ground-state amplitudes). It should be noted that for
the fixed potential approximation [5] the kernel contribu-
tions (eq. 16) are not included when calculating excitation
energies.
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Embedding approaches (see e.g. [1]) are extremely useful
to incorporate environment effects on electronic excita-
tions when these present a rather localized character, by
allowing calculations of the system of interest with accu-
rate expensive methods (e.g. wavefunction-based (WFT)
approaches such as coupled cluster) while describing the
surroundings more approximately.

Here we outline approaches based on the frozen density
embedding (FDE) formalism [2], whose point of depar-
ture is the partition of the total density and the nuclear
framework into fragments (I: system of interest, II: envi-
ronment, may be subdivided into n sub-fragments):

⇢tot = ⇢I + ⇢II = ⇢I +
X

n

⇢II;n (1)

That implies a division of the total energy for the system
into subsystem energies and an interaction term

E[⇢tot] = Ts[⇢tot] + Vext[⇢tot] + VH[⇢tot] + Exc[⇢tot]

= E[⇢I] + E[⇢I] + Eint[⇢I, ⇢II] (2)

DFT-in-DFT Embedding

In the case of a purely DFT (DFT-in-DFT) embedding, the
subsystem (i = I, II) energies are

Ei[⇢i] =

Z
⇢i(r)v

i
nuc(r)dr +

1

2

ZZ
⇢i(r)⇢i(r0)

|r� r0| dr dr0 + Ei
nuc

+ Exc[⇢i] + Ts[⇢i] (3)

where vinuc is the nuclear potential and Ei
nuc the nuclear

repulsion energy. The interaction energy is

Eint[⇢I, ⇢II] =

Z
⇢I(r)v

II
nuc(r)dr +

Z
⇢II(r)v

I
nuc(r)dr + EI,II

nuc

+

ZZ
⇢I(r)⇢II(r0)

|r� r0| drdr0 + Enadd
xck [⇢I, ⇢II] (4)

with

Enadd
xck [⇢I, ⇢II] = Exck[⇢I + ⇢II]� Exck[⇢II]� Exck[⇢II] (5)

grouping the non-additive exchange-correlation and ki-
netic energy contributions.

Ground state

Minimizing E[⇢tot] with respect to ⇢I while keeping ⇢II
fixed yields the Euler-Lagrange equation,

�EI[⇢I]

�⇢I
+
�Eint[⇢I, ⇢II]

�⇢I
= µI , (6)

with µI introduced to keep the number of electrons in sys-
tem I constant. In a Kohn-Sham (KS) picture ⇢I is obtained
by solving the KS constrained electron density (KSCED)
[2] equation

FKS;I�I
p(r) =


�1
2
� + vInuc(r) + vH + vxc[⇢I ](r) + vIint(r)

�
�I
p(r)

= "KS;I
p �I

p(r) (7)

where

vIint(r) =
�Eint[⇢I, ⇢II]

�⇢I

= vIInuc(r) +

Z
⇢II(r0)

|r� r0|dr
0 +

2

4�E
nadd
xck
�⇢

�����
⇢tot

�
�Enadd

xck
�⇢

�����
⇢I

3

5

(8)

is the embedding potential that carries the intersystem
dependence.

To satisfy Eq. (1), ⇢II must be smaller than ⇢tot every-
where and v-representable, something that often cannot
be fulfilled in practice for a fixed ⇢II. A solution is to min-
imize the total energy with respect to ⇢I as well as ⇢II,
implying a system of Euler-Lagrange equation coupled
through the interaction term as done e.g. in the iterative
“freeze-thaw” procedure, where one exchange the role of
⇢I and ⇢II in eq. 6 until self-consistency.

Excited states

Excited states in DFT can be obtained from the time evo-
lution of the system’s density subjected to an external (pe-
riodic) perturbations, with excitation energies associated
to the poles of the linear response function[1,3], e.g.

hhµx;µyii! = �⌘xF�1⌘y =
d2{Q(2)}T

d✏x(!)d✏y(�!)
(9)

where {Q(2)}T is the second-order (wrt. perturbation)
quasienergy [3] for the total system. As for E[⇢tot], the
response of the total system can be subdivided [4] into
that of subsystems so that [5]

{Q(t)}T = {Q[⇢I](t)}T + {Q[⇢II](t)}T + {Eint[⇢I, ⇢II](t)}T ,
(10)

with the (time-dependent) densities

⇢(r, t) = ⇢I(r,I) + ⇢II(r,II). (11)

The expression for F are obtained as the derivatives of
{Q(t)}T with respect to {I,II} [1,5]

F =
@2{Q(2)}T
@(1)@(1)

=

✓
F I,I F II,I
F I,II F II,II

◆
=

✓
F I 0
0 F II

◆
+

✓
F I

int F II,I
int

F I,II
int F II

int

◆
,

(12)
If one disregards the response of ⇢II(r,II) (e.g. for excita-
tions localised on I), one has

F = F I + F I
int =

@2{Q(2)}T
@(1)

I @(1)
I

=

✓
A B
B⇤ A⇤

◆
� !

✓
1 0
0 1

◆
(13)

with

AI,I
ia,jb = �ij�ab("

I
a � "Ii ) + 2(ia|bj) + (ia|fxc|bj) + (ia|wnn

emb|bj),
(14)

BI,I
ia,jb = 2(ia|jb) + (ia|fxc|jb) + (ia|wI,I

int |jb), (15)

Apart from contributions from vIint (in "KS;I
I ) one has a new

FDE contribution, named kernel contribution due to the
analogous contributions in standard TD-DFT

(pq|wI,I
int |rs) =

ZZ "
�2Exck

�⇢(r0)�⇢(r)

����
⇢tot

� �2Exck

�⇢(r0)�⇢(r)

����
⇢I

#

⇥ ⌦pq(r
0)⌦rs(r) drdr

0 (16)

where ⌦ab(r) = �I,†
a (r)�I

b(r) are orbital products.

WFT-in-DFT Embedding

One can remain in the framework above but treat one or
more subsystem energies as arising from a wave function
(WFT)-based treatment,

Ei[⇢i] = ENN + h i|T̂ + V̂nuc + V̂ee| ii (17)

where
⇢i   ⇤i i (18)

Ground state

If the WFT method is variational, one can directly min-
imise E[⇢tot] with respect to the WFT ⇢i [6] while for non-
variational approaches such as coupled cluster (CC) it is
the total Lagrangian [5]

L = LI + Eint + EII . (19)

that should be made stationary. Here LI is the conven-
tional CC Lagrangian, depending on cluster amplitudes
(t) and Lagrange multipliers (̄t). Because the CC density
depends on both t and t̄,

⇢(t, t̄) = h⇤|⇢̂|CCi =

2

4hHF| +
X

µi

t̄µihµi|e�T
3

5 ⇢̂|CCi (20)

these parameters must be determined by solving

0 =
@L

@ t̄µi
= ⌦µi +

X

pq

hp|vint|qihµi| exp(�T )Epq|CCi (21)

0 =
@L

@tµi
= h⇤|[H, ⌧µi]|CCi +

X

pq

hp|vint|qih⇤|[Epq, ⌧µi]|CCi

(22)

self-consistently. Here

hp|vint|qi =
Z

�†
p(r)v

I
int(r)�q(r)dr , (23)

and vIint has the same form as in Eq. 8. Additionally, Eq.
(22) can be expressed in matrix form as

�(⌘vac + ⌘int) = t̄
�
Avac + tA

�
. (24)

so that the vacuum (Avac) and embedding (tA) contribu-
tions to the total CC Jacobian are clearly seen.

Fixed embedding potential

The iterative procedure to obtain vIint can be costly as it re-
quires several WFT calculations. A computationally effi-
cient approximation [7,8] is to use only DFT densities for
the subsystems. With this, the embedding contributions
can be added to the Fock matrix of the WFT calculations
as a (fixed) one-electron operator

Fab  h�a|vIint(r)|�bi (25)

Excited states

In the case of non-variational approaches such as CC ex-
pressions for hhµx;µyii! can be obtained from derivatives
of the quasienergy Lagrangian

{L(t)}T = {L[⇢I](t)}T + {Q[⇢II](t)}T + {Eint[⇢I, ⇢II](t)}T .
(26)

If one again disregards the response of the environment,
in CC-in-DFT the poles of hhµx;µyii! will occur at the
eigenvalues of

✓
F I,I AI,I
AT

I,I J I,I

◆
=

✓
F I AI
AT

I 0

◆
+

✓
F I

int (AI
int)

T

AI
int J I

int

◆
, (27)

or, to a good accuracy, as the eigenvalues of the CC-in-
DFT Jacobian for I for which the FDE contribution is

t̄tAµi,⌫j  
X

pq

hp|vint|qihµi| exp(�T )[Epq, ⌧⌫j ]|CCi

+
1

2

X

pq,rs

(pq|wint|rs)hµi| exp(�T )Epq|CCi

⇥ h⇤|[Ers, ⌧⌫j ]|CCi, (28)

(T : ground-state amplitudes). It should be noted that for
the fixed potential approximation [5] the kernel contribu-
tions (eq. 16) are not included when calculating excitation
energies.
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Making the total energy stationary (wrt. I) yields KS-like equations	

!
Subsystems interact with each other via an effective embedding potential	

!

Polarization of the environment: exchange I and II	

Generalization to WFT-in-DFT (e.g. Huang and Carter, JCP 2006, 125, 084102)	

!
Non-variational WF (Höfener, Gomes and Visscher, JCP 2012, 136, 044104; JCP 2013, 139, 104106)	

!
!
!
CC-in-CC straightforward (Höfener and Visscher, JCP 2012, 137, 204120)	

Use only DFT densities:                     (Gomes, Jacob and Visscher, PCCP 2008, 10, 5353)
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Embedding approaches (see e.g. [1]) are extremely useful
to incorporate environment effects on electronic excita-
tions when these present a rather localized character, by
allowing calculations of the system of interest with accu-
rate expensive methods (e.g. wavefunction-based (WFT)
approaches such as coupled cluster) while describing the
surroundings more approximately.

Here we outline approaches based on the frozen density
embedding (FDE) formalism [2], whose point of depar-
ture is the partition of the total density and the nuclear
framework into fragments (I: system of interest, II: envi-
ronment, may be subdivided into n sub-fragments):

⇢tot = ⇢I + ⇢II = ⇢I +
X

n

⇢II;n (1)

That implies a division of the total energy for the system
into subsystem energies and an interaction term

E[⇢tot] = Ts[⇢tot] + Vext[⇢tot] + VH[⇢tot] + Exc[⇢tot]

= E[⇢I] + E[⇢I] + Eint[⇢I, ⇢II] (2)

DFT-in-DFT Embedding

In the case of a purely DFT (DFT-in-DFT) embedding, the
subsystem (i = I, II) energies are

Ei[⇢i] =

Z
⇢i(r)v

i
nuc(r)dr +

1

2

ZZ
⇢i(r)⇢i(r0)

|r� r0| dr dr0 + Ei
nuc

+ Exc[⇢i] + Ts[⇢i] (3)

where vinuc is the nuclear potential and Ei
nuc the nuclear

repulsion energy. The interaction energy is

Eint[⇢I, ⇢II] =

Z
⇢I(r)v

II
nuc(r)dr +

Z
⇢II(r)v

I
nuc(r)dr + EI,II

nuc

+

ZZ
⇢I(r)⇢II(r0)

|r� r0| drdr0 + Enadd
xck [⇢I, ⇢II] (4)

with

Enadd
xck [⇢I, ⇢II] = Exck[⇢I + ⇢II]� Exck[⇢II]� Exck[⇢II] (5)

grouping the non-additive exchange-correlation and ki-
netic energy contributions.

Ground state

Minimizing E[⇢tot] with respect to ⇢I while keeping ⇢II
fixed yields the Euler-Lagrange equation,

�EI[⇢I]

�⇢I
+
�Eint[⇢I, ⇢II]

�⇢I
= µI , (6)

with µI introduced to keep the number of electrons in sys-
tem I constant. In a Kohn-Sham (KS) picture ⇢I is obtained
by solving the KS constrained electron density (KSCED)
[2] equation

FKS;I�I
p(r) =


�1
2
� + vInuc(r) + vH + vxc[⇢I ](r) + vIint(r)

�
�I
p(r)

= "KS;I
p �I

p(r) (7)

where

vIint(r) =
�Eint[⇢I, ⇢II]

�⇢I

= vIInuc(r) +
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|r� r0|dr
0 +

2

4�E
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xck
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�����
⇢tot

�
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xck
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�����
⇢I

3

5

(8)

is the embedding potential that carries the intersystem
dependence.

To satisfy Eq. (1), ⇢II must be smaller than ⇢tot every-
where and v-representable, something that often cannot
be fulfilled in practice for a fixed ⇢II. A solution is to min-
imize the total energy with respect to ⇢I as well as ⇢II,
implying a system of Euler-Lagrange equation coupled
through the interaction term as done e.g. in the iterative
“freeze-thaw” procedure, where one exchange the role of
⇢I and ⇢II in eq. 6 until self-consistency.

Excited states

Excited states in DFT can be obtained from the time evo-
lution of the system’s density subjected to an external (pe-
riodic) perturbations, with excitation energies associated
to the poles of the linear response function[1,3], e.g.

hhµx;µyii! = �⌘xF�1⌘y =
d2{Q(2)}T

d✏x(!)d✏y(�!)
(9)

where {Q(2)}T is the second-order (wrt. perturbation)
quasienergy [3] for the total system. As for E[⇢tot], the
response of the total system can be subdivided [4] into
that of subsystems so that [5]

{Q(t)}T = {Q[⇢I](t)}T + {Q[⇢II](t)}T + {Eint[⇢I, ⇢II](t)}T ,
(10)

with the (time-dependent) densities

⇢(r, t) = ⇢I(r,I) + ⇢II(r,II). (11)

The expression for F are obtained as the derivatives of
{Q(t)}T with respect to {I,II} [1,5]

F =
@2{Q(2)}T
@(1)@(1)

=

✓
F I,I F II,I
F I,II F II,II

◆
=

✓
F I 0
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◆
+

✓
F I

int F II,I
int

F I,II
int F II

int

◆
,

(12)
If one disregards the response of ⇢II(r,II) (e.g. for excita-
tions localised on I), one has

F = F I + F I
int =

@2{Q(2)}T
@(1)

I @(1)
I

=

✓
A B
B⇤ A⇤

◆
� !

✓
1 0
0 1

◆
(13)

with

AI,I
ia,jb = �ij�ab("

I
a � "Ii ) + 2(ia|bj) + (ia|fxc|bj) + (ia|wnn

emb|bj),
(14)

BI,I
ia,jb = 2(ia|jb) + (ia|fxc|jb) + (ia|wI,I

int |jb), (15)

Apart from contributions from vIint (in "KS;I
I ) one has a new

FDE contribution, named kernel contribution due to the
analogous contributions in standard TD-DFT

(pq|wI,I
int |rs) =

ZZ "
�2Exck

�⇢(r0)�⇢(r)

����
⇢tot

� �2Exck

�⇢(r0)�⇢(r)

����
⇢I

#

⇥ ⌦pq(r
0)⌦rs(r) drdr

0 (16)

where ⌦ab(r) = �I,†
a (r)�I

b(r) are orbital products.

WFT-in-DFT Embedding

One can remain in the framework above but treat one or
more subsystem energies as arising from a wave function
(WFT)-based treatment,

Ei[⇢i] = ENN + h i|T̂ + V̂nuc + V̂ee| ii (17)

where
⇢i   ⇤i i (18)

Ground state

If the WFT method is variational, one can directly min-
imise E[⇢tot] with respect to the WFT ⇢i [6] while for non-
variational approaches such as coupled cluster (CC) it is
the total Lagrangian [5]

L = LI + Eint + EII . (19)

that should be made stationary. Here LI is the conven-
tional CC Lagrangian, depending on cluster amplitudes
(t) and Lagrange multipliers (̄t). Because the CC density
depends on both t and t̄,

⇢(t, t̄) = h⇤|⇢̂|CCi =

2

4hHF| +
X

µi

t̄µihµi|e�T
3

5 ⇢̂|CCi (20)

these parameters must be determined by solving

0 =
@L

@ t̄µi
= ⌦µi +

X

pq

hp|vint|qihµi| exp(�T )Epq|CCi (21)

0 =
@L

@tµi
= h⇤|[H, ⌧µi]|CCi +

X

pq

hp|vint|qih⇤|[Epq, ⌧µi]|CCi

(22)

self-consistently. Here

hp|vint|qi =
Z

�†
p(r)v

I
int(r)�q(r)dr , (23)

and vIint has the same form as in Eq. 8. Additionally, Eq.
(22) can be expressed in matrix form as

�(⌘vac + ⌘int) = t̄
�
Avac + tA

�
. (24)

so that the vacuum (Avac) and embedding (tA) contribu-
tions to the total CC Jacobian are clearly seen.

Fixed embedding potential

The iterative procedure to obtain vIint can be costly as it re-
quires several WFT calculations. A computationally effi-
cient approximation [7,8] is to use only DFT densities for
the subsystems. With this, the embedding contributions
can be added to the Fock matrix of the WFT calculations
as a (fixed) one-electron operator

Fab  h�a|vIint(r)|�bi (25)

Excited states

In the case of non-variational approaches such as CC ex-
pressions for hhµx;µyii! can be obtained from derivatives
of the quasienergy Lagrangian

{L(t)}T = {L[⇢I](t)}T + {Q[⇢II](t)}T + {Eint[⇢I, ⇢II](t)}T .
(26)

If one again disregards the response of the environment,
in CC-in-DFT the poles of hhµx;µyii! will occur at the
eigenvalues of

✓
F I,I AI,I
AT

I,I J I,I

◆
=

✓
F I AI
AT

I 0

◆
+

✓
F I

int (AI
int)

T

AI
int J I

int

◆
, (27)

or, to a good accuracy, as the eigenvalues of the CC-in-
DFT Jacobian for I for which the FDE contribution is

t̄tAµi,⌫j  
X

pq

hp|vint|qihµi| exp(�T )[Epq, ⌧⌫j ]|CCi

+
1

2

X

pq,rs

(pq|wint|rs)hµi| exp(�T )Epq|CCi

⇥ h⇤|[Ers, ⌧⌫j ]|CCi, (28)

(T : ground-state amplitudes). It should be noted that for
the fixed potential approximation [5] the kernel contribu-
tions (eq. 16) are not included when calculating excitation
energies.
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Embedding approaches (see e.g. [1]) are extremely useful
to incorporate environment effects on electronic excita-
tions when these present a rather localized character, by
allowing calculations of the system of interest with accu-
rate expensive methods (e.g. wavefunction-based (WFT)
approaches such as coupled cluster) while describing the
surroundings more approximately.

Here we outline approaches based on the frozen density
embedding (FDE) formalism [2], whose point of depar-
ture is the partition of the total density and the nuclear
framework into fragments (I: system of interest, II: envi-
ronment, may be subdivided into n sub-fragments):

⇢tot = ⇢I + ⇢II = ⇢I +
X

n

⇢II;n (1)

That implies a division of the total energy for the system
into subsystem energies and an interaction term

E[⇢tot] = Ts[⇢tot] + Vext[⇢tot] + VH[⇢tot] + Exc[⇢tot]

= E[⇢I] + E[⇢I] + Eint[⇢I, ⇢II] (2)

DFT-in-DFT Embedding

In the case of a purely DFT (DFT-in-DFT) embedding, the
subsystem (i = I, II) energies are

Ei[⇢i] =

Z
⇢i(r)v
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nuc(r)dr +
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⇢i(r)⇢i(r0)

|r� r0| dr dr0 + Ei
nuc

+ Exc[⇢i] + Ts[⇢i] (3)

where vinuc is the nuclear potential and Ei
nuc the nuclear

repulsion energy. The interaction energy is

Eint[⇢I, ⇢II] =
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with

Enadd
xck [⇢I, ⇢II] = Exck[⇢I + ⇢II]� Exck[⇢II]� Exck[⇢II] (5)

grouping the non-additive exchange-correlation and ki-
netic energy contributions.

Ground state

Minimizing E[⇢tot] with respect to ⇢I while keeping ⇢II
fixed yields the Euler-Lagrange equation,

�EI[⇢I]

�⇢I
+
�Eint[⇢I, ⇢II]

�⇢I
= µI , (6)

with µI introduced to keep the number of electrons in sys-
tem I constant. In a Kohn-Sham (KS) picture ⇢I is obtained
by solving the KS constrained electron density (KSCED)
[2] equation

FKS;I�I
p(r) =
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is the embedding potential that carries the intersystem
dependence.

To satisfy Eq. (1), ⇢II must be smaller than ⇢tot every-
where and v-representable, something that often cannot
be fulfilled in practice for a fixed ⇢II. A solution is to min-
imize the total energy with respect to ⇢I as well as ⇢II,
implying a system of Euler-Lagrange equation coupled
through the interaction term as done e.g. in the iterative
“freeze-thaw” procedure, where one exchange the role of
⇢I and ⇢II in eq. 6 until self-consistency.

Excited states

Excited states in DFT can be obtained from the time evo-
lution of the system’s density subjected to an external (pe-
riodic) perturbations, with excitation energies associated
to the poles of the linear response function[1,3], e.g.

hhµx;µyii! = �⌘xF�1⌘y =
d2{Q(2)}T

d✏x(!)d✏y(�!)
(9)

where {Q(2)}T is the second-order (wrt. perturbation)
quasienergy [3] for the total system. As for E[⇢tot], the
response of the total system can be subdivided [4] into
that of subsystems so that [5]

{Q(t)}T = {Q[⇢I](t)}T + {Q[⇢II](t)}T + {Eint[⇢I, ⇢II](t)}T ,
(10)

with the (time-dependent) densities

⇢(r, t) = ⇢I(r,I) + ⇢II(r,II). (11)

The expression for F are obtained as the derivatives of
{Q(t)}T with respect to {I,II} [1,5]

F =
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(12)
If one disregards the response of ⇢II(r,II) (e.g. for excita-
tions localised on I), one has
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with
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emb|bj),
(14)

BI,I
ia,jb = 2(ia|jb) + (ia|fxc|jb) + (ia|wI,I

int |jb), (15)

Apart from contributions from vIint (in "KS;I
I ) one has a new

FDE contribution, named kernel contribution due to the
analogous contributions in standard TD-DFT

(pq|wI,I
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#

⇥ ⌦pq(r
0)⌦rs(r) drdr

0 (16)

where ⌦ab(r) = �I,†
a (r)�I

b(r) are orbital products.

WFT-in-DFT Embedding

One can remain in the framework above but treat one or
more subsystem energies as arising from a wave function
(WFT)-based treatment,

Ei[⇢i] = ENN + h i|T̂ + V̂nuc + V̂ee| ii (17)

where
⇢i   ⇤i i (18)

Ground state

If the WFT method is variational, one can directly min-
imise E[⇢tot] with respect to the WFT ⇢i [6] while for non-
variational approaches such as coupled cluster (CC) it is
the total Lagrangian [5]

L = LI + Eint + EII . (19)

that should be made stationary. Here LI is the conven-
tional CC Lagrangian, depending on cluster amplitudes
(t) and Lagrange multipliers (̄t). Because the CC density
depends on both t and t̄,

⇢(t, t̄) = h⇤|⇢̂|CCi =

2

4hHF| +
X

µi

t̄µihµi|e�T
3

5 ⇢̂|CCi (20)

these parameters must be determined by solving
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self-consistently. Here
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Z
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I
int(r)�q(r)dr , (23)

and vIint has the same form as in Eq. 8. Additionally, Eq.
(22) can be expressed in matrix form as

�(⌘vac + ⌘int) = t̄
�
Avac + tA

�
. (24)

so that the vacuum (Avac) and embedding (tA) contribu-
tions to the total CC Jacobian are clearly seen.

Fixed embedding potential

The iterative procedure to obtain vIint can be costly as it re-
quires several WFT calculations. A computationally effi-
cient approximation [7,8] is to use only DFT densities for
the subsystems. With this, the embedding contributions
can be added to the Fock matrix of the WFT calculations
as a (fixed) one-electron operator

Fab  h�a|vIint(r)|�bi (25)

Excited states

In the case of non-variational approaches such as CC ex-
pressions for hhµx;µyii! can be obtained from derivatives
of the quasienergy Lagrangian

{L(t)}T = {L[⇢I](t)}T + {Q[⇢II](t)}T + {Eint[⇢I, ⇢II](t)}T .
(26)

If one again disregards the response of the environment,
in CC-in-DFT the poles of hhµx;µyii! will occur at the
eigenvalues of
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◆
, (27)

or, to a good accuracy, as the eigenvalues of the CC-in-
DFT Jacobian for I for which the FDE contribution is

t̄tAµi,⌫j  
X

pq

hp|vint|qihµi| exp(�T )[Epq, ⌧⌫j ]|CCi

+
1

2

X

pq,rs

(pq|wint|rs)hµi| exp(�T )Epq|CCi

⇥ h⇤|[Ers, ⌧⌫j ]|CCi, (28)

(T : ground-state amplitudes). It should be noted that for
the fixed potential approximation [5] the kernel contribu-
tions (eq. 16) are not included when calculating excitation
energies.
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Embedding approaches (see e.g. [1]) are extremely useful
to incorporate environment effects on electronic excita-
tions when these present a rather localized character, by
allowing calculations of the system of interest with accu-
rate expensive methods (e.g. wavefunction-based (WFT)
approaches such as coupled cluster) while describing the
surroundings more approximately.

Here we outline approaches based on the frozen density
embedding (FDE) formalism [2], whose point of depar-
ture is the partition of the total density and the nuclear
framework into fragments (I: system of interest, II: envi-
ronment, may be subdivided into n sub-fragments):

⇢tot = ⇢I + ⇢II = ⇢I +
X

n

⇢II;n (1)

That implies a division of the total energy for the system
into subsystem energies and an interaction term

E[⇢tot] = Ts[⇢tot] + Vext[⇢tot] + VH[⇢tot] + Exc[⇢tot]

= E[⇢I] + E[⇢I] + Eint[⇢I, ⇢II] (2)

DFT-in-DFT Embedding

In the case of a purely DFT (DFT-in-DFT) embedding, the
subsystem (i = I, II) energies are

Ei[⇢i] =

Z
⇢i(r)v

i
nuc(r)dr +

1

2

ZZ
⇢i(r)⇢i(r0)

|r� r0| dr dr0 + Ei
nuc

+ Exc[⇢i] + Ts[⇢i] (3)

where vinuc is the nuclear potential and Ei
nuc the nuclear

repulsion energy. The interaction energy is

Eint[⇢I, ⇢II] =

Z
⇢I(r)v

II
nuc(r)dr +

Z
⇢II(r)v

I
nuc(r)dr + EI,II

nuc

+

ZZ
⇢I(r)⇢II(r0)

|r� r0| drdr0 + Enadd
xck [⇢I, ⇢II] (4)

with

Enadd
xck [⇢I, ⇢II] = Exck[⇢I + ⇢II]� Exck[⇢II]� Exck[⇢II] (5)

grouping the non-additive exchange-correlation and ki-
netic energy contributions.

Ground state

Minimizing E[⇢tot] with respect to ⇢I while keeping ⇢II
fixed yields the Euler-Lagrange equation,

�EI[⇢I]

�⇢I
+
�Eint[⇢I, ⇢II]

�⇢I
= µI , (6)

with µI introduced to keep the number of electrons in sys-
tem I constant. In a Kohn-Sham (KS) picture ⇢I is obtained
by solving the KS constrained electron density (KSCED)
[2] equation

FKS;I�I
p(r) =


�1
2
� + vInuc(r) + vH + vxc[⇢I ](r) + vIint(r)

�
�I
p(r)

= "KS;I
p �I

p(r) (7)

where

vIint(r) =
�Eint[⇢I, ⇢II]

�⇢I

= vIInuc(r) +

Z
⇢II(r0)

|r� r0|dr
0 +

2

4�E
nadd
xck
�⇢

�����
⇢tot

�
�Enadd

xck
�⇢

�����
⇢I

3

5

(8)

is the embedding potential that carries the intersystem
dependence.

To satisfy Eq. (1), ⇢II must be smaller than ⇢tot every-
where and v-representable, something that often cannot
be fulfilled in practice for a fixed ⇢II. A solution is to min-
imize the total energy with respect to ⇢I as well as ⇢II,
implying a system of Euler-Lagrange equation coupled
through the interaction term as done e.g. in the iterative
“freeze-thaw” procedure, where one exchange the role of
⇢I and ⇢II in eq. 6 until self-consistency.

Excited states

Excited states in DFT can be obtained from the time evo-
lution of the system’s density subjected to an external (pe-
riodic) perturbations, with excitation energies associated
to the poles of the linear response function[1,3], e.g.

hhµx;µyii! = �⌘xF�1⌘y =
d2{Q(2)}T

d✏x(!)d✏y(�!)
(9)

where {Q(2)}T is the second-order (wrt. perturbation)
quasienergy [3] for the total system. As for E[⇢tot], the
response of the total system can be subdivided [4] into
that of subsystems so that [5]

{Q(t)}T = {Q[⇢I](t)}T + {Q[⇢II](t)}T + {Eint[⇢I, ⇢II](t)}T ,
(10)

with the (time-dependent) densities

⇢(r, t) = ⇢I(r,I) + ⇢II(r,II). (11)

The expression for F are obtained as the derivatives of
{Q(t)}T with respect to {I,II} [1,5]

F =
@2{Q(2)}T
@(1)@(1)

=

✓
F I,I F II,I
F I,II F II,II

◆
=

✓
F I 0
0 F II

◆
+

✓
F I

int F II,I
int

F I,II
int F II

int

◆
,

(12)
If one disregards the response of ⇢II(r,II) (e.g. for excita-
tions localised on I), one has

F = F I + F I
int =

@2{Q(2)}T
@(1)

I @(1)
I

=

✓
A B
B⇤ A⇤

◆
� !

✓
1 0
0 1

◆
(13)

with

AI,I
ia,jb = �ij�ab("

I
a � "Ii ) + 2(ia|bj) + (ia|fxc|bj) + (ia|wnn

emb|bj),
(14)

BI,I
ia,jb = 2(ia|jb) + (ia|fxc|jb) + (ia|wI,I

int |jb), (15)

Apart from contributions from vIint (in "KS;I
I ) one has a new

FDE contribution, named kernel contribution due to the
analogous contributions in standard TD-DFT

(pq|wI,I
int |rs) =

ZZ "
�2Exck

�⇢(r0)�⇢(r)

����
⇢tot

� �2Exck

�⇢(r0)�⇢(r)

����
⇢I

#

⇥ ⌦pq(r
0)⌦rs(r) drdr

0 (16)

where ⌦ab(r) = �I,†
a (r)�I

b(r) are orbital products.

WFT-in-DFT Embedding

One can remain in the framework above but treat one or
more subsystem energies as arising from a wave function
(WFT)-based treatment,

Ei[⇢i] = ENN + h i|T̂ + V̂nuc + V̂ee| ii (17)

where
⇢i   ⇤i i (18)

Ground state

If the WFT method is variational, one can directly min-
imise E[⇢tot] with respect to the WFT ⇢i [6] while for non-
variational approaches such as coupled cluster (CC) it is
the total Lagrangian [5]

L = LI + Eint + EII . (19)

that should be made stationary. Here LI is the conven-
tional CC Lagrangian, depending on cluster amplitudes
(t) and Lagrange multipliers (̄t). Because the CC density
depends on both t and t̄,

⇢(t, t̄) = h⇤|⇢̂|CCi =

2

4hHF| +
X

µi

t̄µihµi|e�T
3

5 ⇢̂|CCi (20)

these parameters must be determined by solving

0 =
@L

@ t̄µi
= ⌦µi +

X

pq

hp|vint|qihµi| exp(�T )Epq|CCi (21)

0 =
@L

@tµi
= h⇤|[H, ⌧µi]|CCi +

X

pq

hp|vint|qih⇤|[Epq, ⌧µi]|CCi

(22)

self-consistently. Here

hp|vint|qi =
Z

�†
p(r)v

I
int(r)�q(r)dr , (23)

and vIint has the same form as in Eq. 8. Additionally, Eq.
(22) can be expressed in matrix form as

�(⌘vac + ⌘int) = t̄
�
Avac + tA

�
. (24)

so that the vacuum (Avac) and embedding (tA) contribu-
tions to the total CC Jacobian are clearly seen.

Fixed embedding potential

The iterative procedure to obtain vIint can be costly as it re-
quires several WFT calculations. A computationally effi-
cient approximation [7,8] is to use only DFT densities for
the subsystems. With this, the embedding contributions
can be added to the Fock matrix of the WFT calculations
as a (fixed) one-electron operator

Fab  h�a|vIint(r)|�bi (25)

Excited states

In the case of non-variational approaches such as CC ex-
pressions for hhµx;µyii! can be obtained from derivatives
of the quasienergy Lagrangian

{L(t)}T = {L[⇢I](t)}T + {Q[⇢II](t)}T + {Eint[⇢I, ⇢II](t)}T .
(26)

If one again disregards the response of the environment,
in CC-in-DFT the poles of hhµx;µyii! will occur at the
eigenvalues of

✓
F I,I AI,I
AT

I,I J I,I

◆
=

✓
F I AI
AT

I 0

◆
+

✓
F I

int (AI
int)

T

AI
int J I

int

◆
, (27)

or, to a good accuracy, as the eigenvalues of the CC-in-
DFT Jacobian for I for which the FDE contribution is

t̄tAµi,⌫j  
X

pq

hp|vint|qihµi| exp(�T )[Epq, ⌧⌫j ]|CCi

+
1

2

X

pq,rs

(pq|wint|rs)hµi| exp(�T )Epq|CCi

⇥ h⇤|[Ers, ⌧⌫j ]|CCi, (28)

(T : ground-state amplitudes). It should be noted that for
the fixed potential approximation [5] the kernel contribu-
tions (eq. 16) are not included when calculating excitation
energies.
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Embedding approaches (see e.g. [1]) are extremely useful
to incorporate environment effects on electronic excita-
tions when these present a rather localized character, by
allowing calculations of the system of interest with accu-
rate expensive methods (e.g. wavefunction-based (WFT)
approaches such as coupled cluster) while describing the
surroundings more approximately.

Here we outline approaches based on the frozen density
embedding (FDE) formalism [2], whose point of depar-
ture is the partition of the total density and the nuclear
framework into fragments (I: system of interest, II: envi-
ronment, may be subdivided into n sub-fragments):

⇢tot = ⇢I + ⇢II = ⇢I +
X

n

⇢II;n (1)

That implies a division of the total energy for the system
into subsystem energies and an interaction term

E[⇢tot] = Ts[⇢tot] + Vext[⇢tot] + VH[⇢tot] + Exc[⇢tot]

= E[⇢I] + E[⇢I] + Eint[⇢I, ⇢II] (2)

DFT-in-DFT Embedding

In the case of a purely DFT (DFT-in-DFT) embedding, the
subsystem (i = I, II) energies are

Ei[⇢i] =

Z
⇢i(r)v

i
nuc(r)dr +

1

2

ZZ
⇢i(r)⇢i(r0)

|r� r0| dr dr0 + Ei
nuc

+ Exc[⇢i] + Ts[⇢i] (3)

where vinuc is the nuclear potential and Ei
nuc the nuclear

repulsion energy. The interaction energy is

Eint[⇢I, ⇢II] =

Z
⇢I(r)v

II
nuc(r)dr +

Z
⇢II(r)v

I
nuc(r)dr + EI,II

nuc

+

ZZ
⇢I(r)⇢II(r0)

|r� r0| drdr0 + Enadd
xck [⇢I, ⇢II] (4)

with

Enadd
xck [⇢I, ⇢II] = Exck[⇢I + ⇢II]� Exck[⇢II]� Exck[⇢II] (5)

grouping the non-additive exchange-correlation and ki-
netic energy contributions.

Ground state

Minimizing E[⇢tot] with respect to ⇢I while keeping ⇢II
fixed yields the Euler-Lagrange equation,

�EI[⇢I]

�⇢I
+
�Eint[⇢I, ⇢II]

�⇢I
= µI , (6)

with µI introduced to keep the number of electrons in sys-
tem I constant. In a Kohn-Sham (KS) picture ⇢I is obtained
by solving the KS constrained electron density (KSCED)
[2] equation

FKS;I�I
p(r) =


�1
2
� + vInuc(r) + vH + vxc[⇢I ](r) + vIint(r)

�
�I
p(r)

= "KS;I
p �I

p(r) (7)

where

vIint(r) =
�Eint[⇢I, ⇢II]

�⇢I

= vIInuc(r) +

Z
⇢II(r0)

|r� r0|dr
0 +

2

4�E
nadd
xck
�⇢

�����
⇢tot

�
�Enadd

xck
�⇢

�����
⇢I

3

5

(8)

is the embedding potential that carries the intersystem
dependence.

To satisfy Eq. (1), ⇢II must be smaller than ⇢tot every-
where and v-representable, something that often cannot
be fulfilled in practice for a fixed ⇢II. A solution is to min-
imize the total energy with respect to ⇢I as well as ⇢II,
implying a system of Euler-Lagrange equation coupled
through the interaction term as done e.g. in the iterative
“freeze-thaw” procedure, where one exchange the role of
⇢I and ⇢II in eq. 6 until self-consistency.

Excited states

Excited states in DFT can be obtained from the time evo-
lution of the system’s density subjected to an external (pe-
riodic) perturbations, with excitation energies associated
to the poles of the linear response function[1,3], e.g.

hhµx;µyii! = �⌘xF�1⌘y =
d2{Q(2)}T

d✏x(!)d✏y(�!)
(9)

where {Q(2)}T is the second-order (wrt. perturbation)
quasienergy [3] for the total system. As for E[⇢tot], the
response of the total system can be subdivided [4] into
that of subsystems so that [5]

{Q(t)}T = {Q[⇢I](t)}T + {Q[⇢II](t)}T + {Eint[⇢I, ⇢II](t)}T ,
(10)

with the (time-dependent) densities

⇢(r, t) = ⇢I(r,I) + ⇢II(r,II). (11)

The expression for F are obtained as the derivatives of
{Q(t)}T with respect to {I,II} [1,5]

F =
@2{Q(2)}T
@(1)@(1)

=

✓
F I,I F II,I
F I,II F II,II

◆
=

✓
F I 0
0 F II

◆
+

✓
F I

int F II,I
int

F I,II
int F II

int

◆
,

(12)
If one disregards the response of ⇢II(r,II) (e.g. for excita-
tions localised on I), one has

F = F I + F I
int =

@2{Q(2)}T
@(1)

I @(1)
I

=

✓
A B
B⇤ A⇤

◆
� !

✓
1 0
0 1

◆
(13)

with

AI,I
ia,jb = �ij�ab("

I
a � "Ii ) + 2(ia|bj) + (ia|fxc|bj) + (ia|wnn

emb|bj),
(14)

BI,I
ia,jb = 2(ia|jb) + (ia|fxc|jb) + (ia|wI,I

int |jb), (15)

Apart from contributions from vIint (in "KS;I
I ) one has a new

FDE contribution, named kernel contribution due to the
analogous contributions in standard TD-DFT

(pq|wI,I
int |rs) =

ZZ "
�2Exck

�⇢(r0)�⇢(r)

����
⇢tot

� �2Exck

�⇢(r0)�⇢(r)

����
⇢I

#

⇥ ⌦pq(r
0)⌦rs(r) drdr

0 (16)

where ⌦ab(r) = �I,†
a (r)�I

b(r) are orbital products.

WFT-in-DFT Embedding

One can remain in the framework above but treat one or
more subsystem energies as arising from a wave function
(WFT)-based treatment,

Ei[⇢i] = ENN + h i|T̂ + V̂nuc + V̂ee| ii (17)

where
⇢i   ⇤i i (18)

Ground state

If the WFT method is variational, one can directly min-
imise E[⇢tot] with respect to the WFT ⇢i [6] while for non-
variational approaches such as coupled cluster (CC) it is
the total Lagrangian [5]

L = LI + Eint + EII . (19)

that should be made stationary. Here LI is the conven-
tional CC Lagrangian, depending on cluster amplitudes
(t) and Lagrange multipliers (̄t). Because the CC density
depends on both t and t̄,

⇢(t, t̄) = h⇤|⇢̂|CCi =

2

4hHF| +
X

µi

t̄µihµi|e�T
3

5 ⇢̂|CCi (20)

these parameters must be determined by solving

0 =
@L

@ t̄µi
= ⌦µi +

X

pq

hp|vint|qihµi| exp(�T )Epq|CCi (21)

0 =
@L

@tµi
= h⇤|[H, ⌧µi]|CCi +

X

pq

hp|vint|qih⇤|[Epq, ⌧µi]|CCi

(22)

self-consistently. Here

hp|vint|qi =
Z

�†
p(r)v

I
int(r)�q(r)dr , (23)

and vIint has the same form as in Eq. 8. Additionally, Eq.
(22) can be expressed in matrix form as

�(⌘vac + ⌘int) = t̄
�
Avac + tA

�
. (24)

so that the vacuum (Avac) and embedding (tA) contribu-
tions to the total CC Jacobian are clearly seen.

Fixed embedding potential

The iterative procedure to obtain vIint can be costly as it re-
quires several WFT calculations. A computationally effi-
cient approximation [7,8] is to use only DFT densities for
the subsystems. With this, the embedding contributions
can be added to the Fock matrix of the WFT calculations
as a (fixed) one-electron operator

Fab  h�a|vIint(r)|�bi (25)

Excited states

In the case of non-variational approaches such as CC ex-
pressions for hhµx;µyii! can be obtained from derivatives
of the quasienergy Lagrangian

{L(t)}T = {L[⇢I](t)}T + {Q[⇢II](t)}T + {Eint[⇢I, ⇢II](t)}T .
(26)

If one again disregards the response of the environment,
in CC-in-DFT the poles of hhµx;µyii! will occur at the
eigenvalues of

✓
F I,I AI,I
AT

I,I J I,I

◆
=

✓
F I AI
AT

I 0

◆
+

✓
F I

int (AI
int)

T

AI
int J I

int

◆
, (27)

or, to a good accuracy, as the eigenvalues of the CC-in-
DFT Jacobian for I for which the FDE contribution is

t̄tAµi,⌫j  
X

pq

hp|vint|qihµi| exp(�T )[Epq, ⌧⌫j ]|CCi

+
1

2

X

pq,rs

(pq|wint|rs)hµi| exp(�T )Epq|CCi

⇥ h⇤|[Ers, ⌧⌫j ]|CCi, (28)

(T : ground-state amplitudes). It should be noted that for
the fixed potential approximation [5] the kernel contribu-
tions (eq. 16) are not included when calculating excitation
energies.
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Embedding approaches (see e.g. [1]) are extremely useful
to incorporate environment effects on electronic excita-
tions when these present a rather localized character, by
allowing calculations of the system of interest with accu-
rate expensive methods (e.g. wavefunction-based (WFT)
approaches such as coupled cluster) while describing the
surroundings more approximately.

Here we outline approaches based on the frozen density
embedding (FDE) formalism [2], whose point of depar-
ture is the partition of the total density and the nuclear
framework into fragments (I: system of interest, II: envi-
ronment, may be subdivided into n sub-fragments):

⇢tot = ⇢I + ⇢II = ⇢I +
X

n

⇢II;n (1)

That implies a division of the total energy for the system
into subsystem energies and an interaction term

E[⇢tot] = Ts[⇢tot] + Vext[⇢tot] + VH[⇢tot] + Exc[⇢tot]

= E[⇢I] + E[⇢I] + Eint[⇢I, ⇢II] (2)

DFT-in-DFT Embedding

In the case of a purely DFT (DFT-in-DFT) embedding, the
subsystem (i = I, II) energies are

Ei[⇢i] =

Z
⇢i(r)v

i
nuc(r)dr +

1

2

ZZ
⇢i(r)⇢i(r0)

|r� r0| dr dr0 + Ei
nuc

+ Exc[⇢i] + Ts[⇢i] (3)

where vinuc is the nuclear potential and Ei
nuc the nuclear

repulsion energy. The interaction energy is

Eint[⇢I, ⇢II] =

Z
⇢I(r)v

II
nuc(r)dr +

Z
⇢II(r)v

I
nuc(r)dr + EI,II

nuc

+

ZZ
⇢I(r)⇢II(r0)

|r� r0| drdr0 + Enadd
xck [⇢I, ⇢II] (4)

with

Enadd
xck [⇢I, ⇢II] = Exck[⇢I + ⇢II]� Exck[⇢II]� Exck[⇢II] (5)

grouping the non-additive exchange-correlation and ki-
netic energy contributions.

Ground state

Minimizing E[⇢tot] with respect to ⇢I while keeping ⇢II
fixed yields the Euler-Lagrange equation,

�EI[⇢I]

�⇢I
+
�Eint[⇢I, ⇢II]

�⇢I
= µI , (6)

with µI introduced to keep the number of electrons in sys-
tem I constant. In a Kohn-Sham (KS) picture ⇢I is obtained
by solving the KS constrained electron density (KSCED)
[2] equation

FKS;I�I
p(r) =


�1
2
� + vInuc(r) + vH + vxc[⇢I ](r) + vIint(r)

�
�I
p(r)

= "KS;I
p �I

p(r) (7)

where

vIint(r) =
�Eint[⇢I, ⇢II]

�⇢I

= vIInuc(r) +

Z
⇢II(r0)

|r� r0|dr
0 +

2

4�E
nadd
xck
�⇢

�����
⇢tot

�
�Enadd

xck
�⇢

�����
⇢I

3

5

(8)

is the embedding potential that carries the intersystem
dependence.

To satisfy Eq. (1), ⇢II must be smaller than ⇢tot every-
where and v-representable, something that often cannot
be fulfilled in practice for a fixed ⇢II. A solution is to min-
imize the total energy with respect to ⇢I as well as ⇢II,
implying a system of Euler-Lagrange equation coupled
through the interaction term as done e.g. in the iterative
“freeze-thaw” procedure, where one exchange the role of
⇢I and ⇢II in eq. 6 until self-consistency.

Excited states

Excited states in DFT can be obtained from the time evo-
lution of the system’s density subjected to an external (pe-
riodic) perturbations, with excitation energies associated
to the poles of the linear response function[1,3], e.g.

hhµx;µyii! = �⌘xF�1⌘y =
d2{Q(2)}T

d✏x(!)d✏y(�!)
(9)

where {Q(2)}T is the second-order (wrt. perturbation)
quasienergy [3] for the total system. As for E[⇢tot], the
response of the total system can be subdivided [4] into
that of subsystems so that [5]

{Q(t)}T = {Q[⇢I](t)}T + {Q[⇢II](t)}T + {Eint[⇢I, ⇢II](t)}T ,
(10)

with the (time-dependent) densities

⇢(r, t) = ⇢I(r,I) + ⇢II(r,II). (11)

The expression for F are obtained as the derivatives of
{Q(t)}T with respect to {I,II} [1,5]

F =
@2{Q(2)}T
@(1)@(1)

=

✓
F I,I F II,I
F I,II F II,II

◆
=

✓
F I 0
0 F II

◆
+

✓
F I

int F II,I
int

F I,II
int F II

int

◆
,

(12)
If one disregards the response of ⇢II(r,II) (e.g. for excita-
tions localised on I), one has

F = F I + F I
int =

@2{Q(2)}T
@(1)

I @(1)
I

=

✓
A B
B⇤ A⇤

◆
� !

✓
1 0
0 1

◆
(13)

with

AI,I
ia,jb = �ij�ab("

I
a � "Ii ) + 2(ia|bj) + (ia|fxc|bj) + (ia|wnn

emb|bj),
(14)

BI,I
ia,jb = 2(ia|jb) + (ia|fxc|jb) + (ia|wI,I

int |jb), (15)

Apart from contributions from vIint (in "KS;I
I ) one has a new

FDE contribution, named kernel contribution due to the
analogous contributions in standard TD-DFT

(pq|wI,I
int |rs) =

ZZ "
�2Exck

�⇢(r0)�⇢(r)

����
⇢tot

� �2Exck

�⇢(r0)�⇢(r)

����
⇢I

#

⇥ ⌦pq(r
0)⌦rs(r) drdr

0 (16)

where ⌦ab(r) = �I,†
a (r)�I

b(r) are orbital products.

WFT-in-DFT Embedding

One can remain in the framework above but treat one or
more subsystem energies as arising from a wave function
(WFT)-based treatment,

Ei[⇢i] = ENN + h i|T̂ + V̂nuc + V̂ee| ii (17)

where
⇢i   ⇤i i (18)

Ground state

If the WFT method is variational, one can directly min-
imise E[⇢tot] with respect to the WFT ⇢i [6] while for non-
variational approaches such as coupled cluster (CC) it is
the total Lagrangian [5]

L = LI + Eint + EII . (19)

that should be made stationary. Here LI is the conven-
tional CC Lagrangian, depending on cluster amplitudes
(t) and Lagrange multipliers (̄t). Because the CC density
depends on both t and t̄,

⇢(t, t̄) = h⇤|⇢̂|CCi =

2

4hHF| +
X

µi

t̄µihµi|e�T
3

5 ⇢̂|CCi (20)

these parameters must be determined by solving

0 =
@L

@ t̄µi
= ⌦µi +

X

pq

hp|vint|qihµi| exp(�T )Epq|CCi (21)

0 =
@L

@tµi
= h⇤|[H, ⌧µi]|CCi +

X

pq

hp|vint|qih⇤|[Epq, ⌧µi]|CCi

(22)

self-consistently. Here

hp|vint|qi =
Z

�†
p(r)v

I
int(r)�q(r)dr , (23)

and vIint has the same form as in Eq. 8. Additionally, Eq.
(22) can be expressed in matrix form as

�(⌘vac + ⌘int) = t̄
�
Avac + tA

�
. (24)

so that the vacuum (Avac) and embedding (tA) contribu-
tions to the total CC Jacobian are clearly seen.

Fixed embedding potential

The iterative procedure to obtain vIint can be costly as it re-
quires several WFT calculations. A computationally effi-
cient approximation [7,8] is to use only DFT densities for
the subsystems. With this, the embedding contributions
can be added to the Fock matrix of the WFT calculations
as a (fixed) one-electron operator

Fab  h�a|vIint(r)|�bi (25)

Excited states

In the case of non-variational approaches such as CC ex-
pressions for hhµx;µyii! can be obtained from derivatives
of the quasienergy Lagrangian

{L(t)}T = {L[⇢I](t)}T + {Q[⇢II](t)}T + {Eint[⇢I, ⇢II](t)}T .
(26)

If one again disregards the response of the environment,
in CC-in-DFT the poles of hhµx;µyii! will occur at the
eigenvalues of

✓
F I,I AI,I
AT

I,I J I,I

◆
=

✓
F I AI
AT

I 0

◆
+

✓
F I

int (AI
int)

T

AI
int J I

int

◆
, (27)

or, to a good accuracy, as the eigenvalues of the CC-in-
DFT Jacobian for I for which the FDE contribution is

t̄tAµi,⌫j  
X

pq

hp|vint|qihµi| exp(�T )[Epq, ⌧⌫j ]|CCi

+
1

2

X

pq,rs

(pq|wint|rs)hµi| exp(�T )Epq|CCi

⇥ h⇤|[Ers, ⌧⌫j ]|CCi, (28)

(T : ground-state amplitudes). It should be noted that for
the fixed potential approximation [5] the kernel contribu-
tions (eq. 16) are not included when calculating excitation
energies.
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Embedding approaches (see e.g. [1]) are extremely useful
to incorporate environment effects on electronic excita-
tions when these present a rather localized character, by
allowing calculations of the system of interest with accu-
rate expensive methods (e.g. wavefunction-based (WFT)
approaches such as coupled cluster) while describing the
surroundings more approximately.

Here we outline approaches based on the frozen density
embedding (FDE) formalism [2], whose point of depar-
ture is the partition of the total density and the nuclear
framework into fragments (I: system of interest, II: envi-
ronment, may be subdivided into n sub-fragments):

⇢tot = ⇢I + ⇢II = ⇢I +
X

n

⇢II;n (1)

That implies a division of the total energy for the system
into subsystem energies and an interaction term

E[⇢tot] = Ts[⇢tot] + Vext[⇢tot] + VH[⇢tot] + Exc[⇢tot]

= E[⇢I] + E[⇢I] + Eint[⇢I, ⇢II] (2)

DFT-in-DFT Embedding

In the case of a purely DFT (DFT-in-DFT) embedding, the
subsystem (i = I, II) energies are

Ei[⇢i] =

Z
⇢i(r)v

i
nuc(r)dr +

1

2

ZZ
⇢i(r)⇢i(r0)

|r� r0| dr dr0 + Ei
nuc

+ Exc[⇢i] + Ts[⇢i] (3)

where vinuc is the nuclear potential and Ei
nuc the nuclear

repulsion energy. The interaction energy is

Eint[⇢I, ⇢II] =

Z
⇢I(r)v

II
nuc(r)dr +

Z
⇢II(r)v

I
nuc(r)dr + EI,II

nuc

+

ZZ
⇢I(r)⇢II(r0)

|r� r0| drdr0 + Enadd
xck [⇢I, ⇢II] (4)

with

Enadd
xck [⇢I, ⇢II] = Exck[⇢I + ⇢II]� Exck[⇢II]� Exck[⇢II] (5)

grouping the non-additive exchange-correlation and ki-
netic energy contributions.

Ground state

Minimizing E[⇢tot] with respect to ⇢I while keeping ⇢II
fixed yields the Euler-Lagrange equation,

�EI[⇢I]

�⇢I
+
�Eint[⇢I, ⇢II]

�⇢I
= µI , (6)

with µI introduced to keep the number of electrons in sys-
tem I constant. In a Kohn-Sham (KS) picture ⇢I is obtained
by solving the KS constrained electron density (KSCED)
[2] equation

FKS;I�I
p(r) =


�1
2
� + vInuc(r) + vH + vxc[⇢I ](r) + vIint(r)

�
�I
p(r)

= "KS;I
p �I

p(r) (7)

where

vIint(r) =
�Eint[⇢I, ⇢II]

�⇢I

= vIInuc(r) +

Z
⇢II(r0)

|r� r0|dr
0 +

2

4�E
nadd
xck
�⇢

�����
⇢tot

�
�Enadd

xck
�⇢

�����
⇢I

3

5

(8)

is the embedding potential that carries the intersystem
dependence.

To satisfy Eq. (1), ⇢II must be smaller than ⇢tot every-
where and v-representable, something that often cannot
be fulfilled in practice for a fixed ⇢II. A solution is to min-
imize the total energy with respect to ⇢I as well as ⇢II,
implying a system of Euler-Lagrange equation coupled
through the interaction term as done e.g. in the iterative
“freeze-thaw” procedure, where one exchange the role of
⇢I and ⇢II in eq. 6 until self-consistency.

Excited states

Excited states in DFT can be obtained from the time evo-
lution of the system’s density subjected to an external (pe-
riodic) perturbations, with excitation energies associated
to the poles of the linear response function[1,3], e.g.

hhµx;µyii! = �⌘xF�1⌘y =
d2{Q(2)}T

d✏x(!)d✏y(�!)
(9)

where {Q(2)}T is the second-order (wrt. perturbation)
quasienergy [3] for the total system. As for E[⇢tot], the
response of the total system can be subdivided [4] into
that of subsystems so that [5]

{Q(t)}T = {Q[⇢I](t)}T + {Q[⇢II](t)}T + {Eint[⇢I, ⇢II](t)}T ,
(10)

with the (time-dependent) densities

⇢(r, t) = ⇢I(r,I) + ⇢II(r,II). (11)

The expression for F are obtained as the derivatives of
{Q(t)}T with respect to {I,II} [1,5]

F =
@2{Q(2)}T
@(1)@(1)

=

✓
F I,I F II,I
F I,II F II,II

◆
=

✓
F I 0
0 F II

◆
+

✓
F I

int F II,I
int

F I,II
int F II

int

◆
,

(12)
If one disregards the response of ⇢II(r,II) (e.g. for excita-
tions localised on I), one has

F = F I + F I
int =

@2{Q(2)}T
@(1)

I @(1)
I

=

✓
A B
B⇤ A⇤

◆
� !

✓
1 0
0 1

◆
(13)

with

AI,I
ia,jb = �ij�ab("

I
a � "Ii ) + 2(ia|bj) + (ia|fxc|bj) + (ia|wnn

emb|bj),
(14)

BI,I
ia,jb = 2(ia|jb) + (ia|fxc|jb) + (ia|wI,I

int |jb), (15)

Apart from contributions from vIint (in "KS;I
I ) one has a new

FDE contribution, named kernel contribution due to the
analogous contributions in standard TD-DFT

(pq|wI,I
int |rs) =

ZZ "
�2Exck

�⇢(r0)�⇢(r)

����
⇢tot

� �2Exck

�⇢(r0)�⇢(r)

����
⇢I

#

⇥ ⌦pq(r
0)⌦rs(r) drdr

0 (16)

where ⌦ab(r) = �I,†
a (r)�I

b(r) are orbital products.

WFT-in-DFT Embedding

One can remain in the framework above but treat one or
more subsystem energies as arising from a wave function
(WFT)-based treatment,

Ei[⇢i] = ENN + h i|T̂ + V̂nuc + V̂ee| ii (17)

where
⇢i   ⇤i i (18)

Ground state

If the WFT method is variational, one can directly min-
imise E[⇢tot] with respect to the WFT ⇢i [6] while for non-
variational approaches such as coupled cluster (CC) it is
the total Lagrangian [5]

L = LI + Eint + EII . (19)

that should be made stationary. Here LI is the conven-
tional CC Lagrangian, depending on cluster amplitudes
(t) and Lagrange multipliers (̄t). Because the CC density
depends on both t and t̄,

⇢(t, t̄) = h⇤|⇢̂|CCi =

2

4hHF| +
X

µi

t̄µihµi|e�T
3

5 ⇢̂|CCi (20)

these parameters must be determined by solving

0 =
@L

@ t̄µi
= ⌦µi +

X

pq

hp|vint|qihµi| exp(�T )Epq|CCi (21)

0 =
@L

@tµi
= h⇤|[H, ⌧µi]|CCi +

X

pq

hp|vint|qih⇤|[Epq, ⌧µi]|CCi

(22)

self-consistently. Here

hp|vint|qi =
Z

�†
p(r)v

I
int(r)�q(r)dr , (23)

and vIint has the same form as in Eq. 8. Additionally, Eq.
(22) can be expressed in matrix form as

�(⌘vac + ⌘int) = t̄
�
Avac + tA

�
. (24)

so that the vacuum (Avac) and embedding (tA) contribu-
tions to the total CC Jacobian are clearly seen.

Fixed embedding potential

The iterative procedure to obtain vIint can be costly as it re-
quires several WFT calculations. A computationally effi-
cient approximation [7,8] is to use only DFT densities for
the subsystems. With this, the embedding contributions
can be added to the Fock matrix of the WFT calculations
as a (fixed) one-electron operator

Fab  h�a|vIint(r)|�bi (25)

Excited states

In the case of non-variational approaches such as CC ex-
pressions for hhµx;µyii! can be obtained from derivatives
of the quasienergy Lagrangian

{L(t)}T = {L[⇢I](t)}T + {Q[⇢II](t)}T + {Eint[⇢I, ⇢II](t)}T .
(26)

If one again disregards the response of the environment,
in CC-in-DFT the poles of hhµx;µyii! will occur at the
eigenvalues of

✓
F I,I AI,I
AT

I,I J I,I

◆
=

✓
F I AI
AT

I 0

◆
+

✓
F I

int (AI
int)

T

AI
int J I

int

◆
, (27)

or, to a good accuracy, as the eigenvalues of the CC-in-
DFT Jacobian for I for which the FDE contribution is

t̄tAµi,⌫j  
X

pq

hp|vint|qihµi| exp(�T )[Epq, ⌧⌫j ]|CCi

+
1

2

X

pq,rs

(pq|wint|rs)hµi| exp(�T )Epq|CCi

⇥ h⇤|[Ers, ⌧⌫j ]|CCi, (28)

(T : ground-state amplitudes). It should be noted that for
the fixed potential approximation [5] the kernel contribu-
tions (eq. 16) are not included when calculating excitation
energies.
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Embedding approaches (see e.g. [1]) are extremely useful
to incorporate environment effects on electronic excita-
tions when these present a rather localized character, by
allowing calculations of the system of interest with accu-
rate expensive methods (e.g. wavefunction-based (WFT)
approaches such as coupled cluster) while describing the
surroundings more approximately.

Here we outline approaches based on the frozen density
embedding (FDE) formalism [2], whose point of depar-
ture is the partition of the total density and the nuclear
framework into fragments (I: system of interest, II: envi-
ronment, may be subdivided into n sub-fragments):

⇢tot = ⇢I + ⇢II = ⇢I +
X

n

⇢II;n (1)

That implies a division of the total energy for the system
into subsystem energies and an interaction term

E[⇢tot] = Ts[⇢tot] + Vext[⇢tot] + VH[⇢tot] + Exc[⇢tot]

= E[⇢I] + E[⇢I] + Eint[⇢I, ⇢II] (2)

DFT-in-DFT Embedding

In the case of a purely DFT (DFT-in-DFT) embedding, the
subsystem (i = I, II) energies are

Ei[⇢i] =

Z
⇢i(r)v

i
nuc(r)dr +

1

2

ZZ
⇢i(r)⇢i(r0)

|r� r0| dr dr0 + Ei
nuc

+ Exc[⇢i] + Ts[⇢i] (3)

where vinuc is the nuclear potential and Ei
nuc the nuclear

repulsion energy. The interaction energy is

Eint[⇢I, ⇢II] =

Z
⇢I(r)v

II
nuc(r)dr +

Z
⇢II(r)v

I
nuc(r)dr + EI,II

nuc

+

ZZ
⇢I(r)⇢II(r0)

|r� r0| drdr0 + Enadd
xck [⇢I, ⇢II] (4)

with

Enadd
xck [⇢I, ⇢II] = Exck[⇢I + ⇢II]� Exck[⇢II]� Exck[⇢II] (5)

grouping the non-additive exchange-correlation and ki-
netic energy contributions.

Ground state

Minimizing E[⇢tot] with respect to ⇢I while keeping ⇢II
fixed yields the Euler-Lagrange equation,

�EI[⇢I]

�⇢I
+
�Eint[⇢I, ⇢II]

�⇢I
= µI , (6)

with µI introduced to keep the number of electrons in sys-
tem I constant. In a Kohn-Sham (KS) picture ⇢I is obtained
by solving the KS constrained electron density (KSCED)
[2] equation

FKS;I�I
p(r) =


�1
2
� + vInuc(r) + vH + vxc[⇢I ](r) + vIint(r)

�
�I
p(r)

= "KS;I
p �I

p(r) (7)

where

vIint(r) =
�Eint[⇢I, ⇢II]

�⇢I

= vIInuc(r) +

Z
⇢II(r0)

|r� r0|dr
0 +

2

4�E
nadd
xck
�⇢

�����
⇢tot

�
�Enadd

xck
�⇢

�����
⇢I

3

5

(8)

is the embedding potential that carries the intersystem
dependence.

To satisfy Eq. (1), ⇢II must be smaller than ⇢tot every-
where and v-representable, something that often cannot
be fulfilled in practice for a fixed ⇢II. A solution is to min-
imize the total energy with respect to ⇢I as well as ⇢II,
implying a system of Euler-Lagrange equation coupled
through the interaction term as done e.g. in the iterative
“freeze-thaw” procedure, where one exchange the role of
⇢I and ⇢II in eq. 6 until self-consistency.

Excited states

Excited states in DFT can be obtained from the time evo-
lution of the system’s density subjected to an external (pe-
riodic) perturbations, with excitation energies associated
to the poles of the linear response function[1,3], e.g.

hhµx;µyii! = �⌘xF�1⌘y =
d2{Q(2)}T

d✏x(!)d✏y(�!)
(9)

where {Q(2)}T is the second-order (wrt. perturbation)
quasienergy [3] for the total system. As for E[⇢tot], the
response of the total system can be subdivided [4] into
that of subsystems so that [5]

{Q(t)}T = {Q[⇢I](t)}T + {Q[⇢II](t)}T + {Eint[⇢I, ⇢II](t)}T ,
(10)

with the (time-dependent) densities

⇢(r, t) = ⇢I(r,I) + ⇢II(r,II). (11)

The expression for F are obtained as the derivatives of
{Q(t)}T with respect to {I,II} [1,5]

F =
@2{Q(2)}T
@(1)@(1)

=

✓
F I,I F II,I
F I,II F II,II

◆
=

✓
F I 0
0 F II

◆
+

✓
F I

int F II,I
int

F I,II
int F II

int

◆
,

(12)
If one disregards the response of ⇢II(r,II) (e.g. for excita-
tions localised on I), one has

F = F I + F I
int =

@2{Q(2)}T
@(1)

I @(1)
I

=

✓
A B
B⇤ A⇤

◆
� !

✓
1 0
0 1

◆
(13)

with

AI,I
ia,jb = �ij�ab("

I
a � "Ii ) + 2(ia|bj) + (ia|fxc|bj) + (ia|wnn

emb|bj),
(14)

BI,I
ia,jb = 2(ia|jb) + (ia|fxc|jb) + (ia|wI,I

int |jb), (15)

Apart from contributions from vIint (in "KS;I
I ) one has a new

FDE contribution, named kernel contribution due to the
analogous contributions in standard TD-DFT

(pq|wI,I
int |rs) =

ZZ "
�2Exck

�⇢(r0)�⇢(r)

����
⇢tot

� �2Exck

�⇢(r0)�⇢(r)

����
⇢I

#

⇥ ⌦pq(r
0)⌦rs(r) drdr

0 (16)

where ⌦ab(r) = �I,†
a (r)�I

b(r) are orbital products.

WFT-in-DFT Embedding

One can remain in the framework above but treat one or
more subsystem energies as arising from a wave function
(WFT)-based treatment,

Ei[⇢i] = ENN + h i|T̂ + V̂nuc + V̂ee| ii (17)

where
⇢i   ⇤i i (18)

Ground state

If the WFT method is variational, one can directly min-
imise E[⇢tot] with respect to the WFT ⇢i [6] while for non-
variational approaches such as coupled cluster (CC) it is
the total Lagrangian [5]

L = LI + Eint + EII . (19)

that should be made stationary. Here LI is the conven-
tional CC Lagrangian, depending on cluster amplitudes
(t) and Lagrange multipliers (̄t). Because the CC density
depends on both t and t̄,

⇢(t, t̄) = h⇤|⇢̂|CCi =

2

4hHF| +
X

µi

t̄µihµi|e�T
3

5 ⇢̂|CCi (20)

these parameters must be determined by solving

0 =
@L

@ t̄µi
= ⌦µi +

X

pq

hp|vint|qihµi| exp(�T )Epq|CCi (21)

0 =
@L

@tµi
= h⇤|[H, ⌧µi]|CCi +

X

pq

hp|vint|qih⇤|[Epq, ⌧µi]|CCi

(22)

self-consistently. Here

hp|vint|qi =
Z

�†
p(r)v

I
int(r)�q(r)dr , (23)

and vIint has the same form as in Eq. 8. Additionally, Eq.
(22) can be expressed in matrix form as

�(⌘vac + ⌘int) = t̄
�
Avac + tA

�
. (24)

so that the vacuum (Avac) and embedding (tA) contribu-
tions to the total CC Jacobian are clearly seen.

Fixed embedding potential

The iterative procedure to obtain vIint can be costly as it re-
quires several WFT calculations. A computationally effi-
cient approximation [7,8] is to use only DFT densities for
the subsystems. With this, the embedding contributions
can be added to the Fock matrix of the WFT calculations
as a (fixed) one-electron operator

Fab  h�a|vIint(r)|�bi (25)

Excited states

In the case of non-variational approaches such as CC ex-
pressions for hhµx;µyii! can be obtained from derivatives
of the quasienergy Lagrangian

{L(t)}T = {L[⇢I](t)}T + {Q[⇢II](t)}T + {Eint[⇢I, ⇢II](t)}T .
(26)

If one again disregards the response of the environment,
in CC-in-DFT the poles of hhµx;µyii! will occur at the
eigenvalues of

✓
F I,I AI,I
AT

I,I J I,I

◆
=

✓
F I AI
AT

I 0

◆
+

✓
F I

int (AI
int)

T

AI
int J I

int

◆
, (27)

or, to a good accuracy, as the eigenvalues of the CC-in-
DFT Jacobian for I for which the FDE contribution is

t̄tAµi,⌫j  
X

pq

hp|vint|qihµi| exp(�T )[Epq, ⌧⌫j ]|CCi

+
1

2

X

pq,rs

(pq|wint|rs)hµi| exp(�T )Epq|CCi

⇥ h⇤|[Ers, ⌧⌫j ]|CCi, (28)

(T : ground-state amplitudes). It should be noted that for
the fixed potential approximation [5] the kernel contribu-
tions (eq. 16) are not included when calculating excitation
energies.
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Embedding approaches (see e.g. [1]) are extremely useful
to incorporate environment effects on electronic excita-
tions when these present a rather localized character, by
allowing calculations of the system of interest with accu-
rate expensive methods (e.g. wavefunction-based (WFT)
approaches such as coupled cluster) while describing the
surroundings more approximately.

Here we outline approaches based on the frozen density
embedding (FDE) formalism [2], whose point of depar-
ture is the partition of the total density and the nuclear
framework into fragments (I: system of interest, II: envi-
ronment, may be subdivided into n sub-fragments):

⇢tot = ⇢I + ⇢II = ⇢I +
X

n

⇢II;n (1)

That implies a division of the total energy for the system
into subsystem energies and an interaction term

E[⇢tot] = Ts[⇢tot] + Vext[⇢tot] + VH[⇢tot] + Exc[⇢tot]

= E[⇢I] + E[⇢I] + Eint[⇢I, ⇢II] (2)

DFT-in-DFT Embedding

In the case of a purely DFT (DFT-in-DFT) embedding, the
subsystem (i = I, II) energies are

Ei[⇢i] =

Z
⇢i(r)v

i
nuc(r)dr +

1

2

ZZ
⇢i(r)⇢i(r0)

|r� r0| dr dr0 + Ei
nuc

+ Exc[⇢i] + Ts[⇢i] (3)

where vinuc is the nuclear potential and Ei
nuc the nuclear

repulsion energy. The interaction energy is

Eint[⇢I, ⇢II] =

Z
⇢I(r)v

II
nuc(r)dr +

Z
⇢II(r)v

I
nuc(r)dr + EI,II

nuc

+

ZZ
⇢I(r)⇢II(r0)

|r� r0| drdr0 + Enadd
xck [⇢I, ⇢II] (4)

with

Enadd
xck [⇢I, ⇢II] = Exck[⇢I + ⇢II]� Exck[⇢II]� Exck[⇢II] (5)

grouping the non-additive exchange-correlation and ki-
netic energy contributions.

Ground state

Minimizing E[⇢tot] with respect to ⇢I while keeping ⇢II
fixed yields the Euler-Lagrange equation,

�EI[⇢I]

�⇢I
+
�Eint[⇢I, ⇢II]

�⇢I
= µI , (6)

with µI introduced to keep the number of electrons in sys-
tem I constant. In a Kohn-Sham (KS) picture ⇢I is obtained
by solving the KS constrained electron density (KSCED)
[2] equation

FKS;I�I
p(r) =


�1
2
� + vInuc(r) + vH + vxc[⇢I ](r) + vIint(r)

�
�I
p(r)

= "KS;I
p �I

p(r) (7)

where

vIint(r) =
�Eint[⇢I, ⇢II]

�⇢I

= vIInuc(r) +

Z
⇢II(r0)

|r� r0|dr
0 +

2

4�E
nadd
xck
�⇢

�����
⇢tot

�
�Enadd

xck
�⇢

�����
⇢I

3

5

(8)

is the embedding potential that carries the intersystem
dependence.

To satisfy Eq. (1), ⇢II must be smaller than ⇢tot every-
where and v-representable, something that often cannot
be fulfilled in practice for a fixed ⇢II. A solution is to min-
imize the total energy with respect to ⇢I as well as ⇢II,
implying a system of Euler-Lagrange equation coupled
through the interaction term as done e.g. in the iterative
“freeze-thaw” procedure, where one exchange the role of
⇢I and ⇢II in eq. 6 until self-consistency.

Excited states

Excited states in DFT can be obtained from the time evo-
lution of the system’s density subjected to an external (pe-
riodic) perturbations, with excitation energies associated
to the poles of the linear response function[1,3], e.g.

hhµx;µyii! = �⌘xF�1⌘y =
d2{Q(2)}T

d✏x(!)d✏y(�!)
(9)

where {Q(2)}T is the second-order (wrt. perturbation)
quasienergy [3] for the total system. As for E[⇢tot], the
response of the total system can be subdivided [4] into
that of subsystems so that [5]

{Q(t)}T = {Q[⇢I](t)}T + {Q[⇢II](t)}T + {Eint[⇢I, ⇢II](t)}T ,
(10)

with the (time-dependent) densities

⇢(r, t) = ⇢I(r,I) + ⇢II(r,II). (11)

The expression for F are obtained as the derivatives of
{Q(t)}T with respect to {I,II} [1,5]

F =
@2{Q(2)}T
@(1)@(1)

=

✓
F I,I F II,I
F I,II F II,II

◆
=

✓
F I 0
0 F II

◆
+

✓
F I

int F II,I
int

F I,II
int F II

int

◆
,

(12)
If one disregards the response of ⇢II(r,II) (e.g. for excita-
tions localised on I), one has

F = F I + F I
int =

@2{Q(2)}T
@(1)

I @(1)
I

=

✓
A B
B⇤ A⇤

◆
� !

✓
1 0
0 1

◆
(13)

with

AI,I
ia,jb = �ij�ab("

I
a � "Ii ) + 2(ia|bj) + (ia|fxc|bj) + (ia|wnn

emb|bj),
(14)

BI,I
ia,jb = 2(ia|jb) + (ia|fxc|jb) + (ia|wI,I

int |jb), (15)

Apart from contributions from vIint (in "KS;I
I ) one has a new

FDE contribution, named kernel contribution due to the
analogous contributions in standard TD-DFT

(pq|wI,I
int |rs) =

ZZ "
�2Exck

�⇢(r0)�⇢(r)

����
⇢tot

� �2Exck

�⇢(r0)�⇢(r)

����
⇢I

#

⇥ ⌦pq(r
0)⌦rs(r) drdr

0 (16)

where ⌦ab(r) = �I,†
a (r)�I

b(r) are orbital products.

WFT-in-DFT Embedding

One can remain in the framework above but treat one or
more subsystem energies as arising from a wave function
(WFT)-based treatment,

Ei[⇢i] = ENN + h i|T̂ + V̂nuc + V̂ee| ii (17)

where
⇢i   ⇤i i (18)

Ground state

If the WFT method is variational, one can directly min-
imise E[⇢tot] with respect to the WFT ⇢i [6] while for non-
variational approaches such as coupled cluster (CC) it is
the total Lagrangian [5]

L = LI + Eint + EII . (19)

that should be made stationary. Here LI is the conven-
tional CC Lagrangian, depending on cluster amplitudes
(t) and Lagrange multipliers (̄t). Because the CC density
depends on both t and t̄,

⇢(t, t̄) = h⇤|⇢̂|CCi =

2

4hHF| +
X

µi

t̄µihµi|e�T
3

5 ⇢̂|CCi (20)

these parameters must be determined by solving

0 =
@L

@ t̄µi
= ⌦µi +

X

pq

hp|vint|qihµi| exp(�T )Epq|CCi (21)

0 =
@L

@tµi
= h⇤|[H, ⌧µi]|CCi +

X

pq

hp|vint|qih⇤|[Epq, ⌧µi]|CCi

(22)

self-consistently. Here

hp|vint|qi =
Z

�†
p(r)v

I
int(r)�q(r)dr , (23)

and vIint has the same form as in Eq. 8. Additionally, Eq.
(22) can be expressed in matrix form as

�(⌘vac + ⌘int) = t̄
�
Avac + tA

�
. (24)

so that the vacuum (Avac) and embedding (tA) contribu-
tions to the total CC Jacobian are clearly seen.

Fixed embedding potential

The iterative procedure to obtain vIint can be costly as it re-
quires several WFT calculations. A computationally effi-
cient approximation [7,8] is to use only DFT densities for
the subsystems. With this, the embedding contributions
can be added to the Fock matrix of the WFT calculations
as a (fixed) one-electron operator

Fab  h�a|vIint(r)|�bi (25)

Excited states

In the case of non-variational approaches such as CC ex-
pressions for hhµx;µyii! can be obtained from derivatives
of the quasienergy Lagrangian

{L(t)}T = {L[⇢I](t)}T + {Q[⇢II](t)}T + {Eint[⇢I, ⇢II](t)}T .
(26)

If one again disregards the response of the environment,
in CC-in-DFT the poles of hhµx;µyii! will occur at the
eigenvalues of

✓
F I,I AI,I
AT

I,I J I,I

◆
=

✓
F I AI
AT

I 0

◆
+

✓
F I

int (AI
int)

T

AI
int J I

int

◆
, (27)

or, to a good accuracy, as the eigenvalues of the CC-in-
DFT Jacobian for I for which the FDE contribution is

t̄tAµi,⌫j  
X

pq

hp|vint|qihµi| exp(�T )[Epq, ⌧⌫j ]|CCi

+
1

2

X

pq,rs

(pq|wint|rs)hµi| exp(�T )Epq|CCi

⇥ h⇤|[Ers, ⌧⌫j ]|CCi, (28)

(T : ground-state amplitudes). It should be noted that for
the fixed potential approximation [5] the kernel contribu-
tions (eq. 16) are not included when calculating excitation
energies.
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Embedding approaches (see e.g. [1]) are extremely useful
to incorporate environment effects on electronic excita-
tions when these present a rather localized character, by
allowing calculations of the system of interest with accu-
rate expensive methods (e.g. wavefunction-based (WFT)
approaches such as coupled cluster) while describing the
surroundings more approximately.

Here we outline approaches based on the frozen density
embedding (FDE) formalism [2], whose point of depar-
ture is the partition of the total density and the nuclear
framework into fragments (I: system of interest, II: envi-
ronment, may be subdivided into n sub-fragments):

⇢tot = ⇢I + ⇢II = ⇢I +
X

n

⇢II;n (1)

That implies a division of the total energy for the system
into subsystem energies and an interaction term

E[⇢tot] = Ts[⇢tot] + Vext[⇢tot] + VH[⇢tot] + Exc[⇢tot]

= E[⇢I] + E[⇢I] + Eint[⇢I, ⇢II] (2)

DFT-in-DFT Embedding

In the case of a purely DFT (DFT-in-DFT) embedding, the
subsystem (i = I, II) energies are

Ei[⇢i] =

Z
⇢i(r)v

i
nuc(r)dr +

1

2

ZZ
⇢i(r)⇢i(r0)

|r� r0| dr dr0 + Ei
nuc

+ Exc[⇢i] + Ts[⇢i] (3)

where vinuc is the nuclear potential and Ei
nuc the nuclear

repulsion energy. The interaction energy is

Eint[⇢I, ⇢II] =

Z
⇢I(r)v

II
nuc(r)dr +

Z
⇢II(r)v

I
nuc(r)dr + EI,II

nuc

+

ZZ
⇢I(r)⇢II(r0)

|r� r0| drdr0 + Enadd
xck [⇢I, ⇢II] (4)

with

Enadd
xck [⇢I, ⇢II] = Exck[⇢I + ⇢II]� Exck[⇢II]� Exck[⇢II] (5)

grouping the non-additive exchange-correlation and ki-
netic energy contributions.

Ground state

Minimizing E[⇢tot] with respect to ⇢I while keeping ⇢II
fixed yields the Euler-Lagrange equation,

�EI[⇢I]

�⇢I
+
�Eint[⇢I, ⇢II]

�⇢I
= µI , (6)

with µI introduced to keep the number of electrons in sys-
tem I constant. In a Kohn-Sham (KS) picture ⇢I is obtained
by solving the KS constrained electron density (KSCED)
[2] equation

FKS;I�I
p(r) =


�1
2
� + vInuc(r) + vH + vxc[⇢I ](r) + vIint(r)

�
�I
p(r)

= "KS;I
p �I

p(r) (7)

where

vIint(r) =
�Eint[⇢I, ⇢II]

�⇢I

= vIInuc(r) +

Z
⇢II(r0)

|r� r0|dr
0 +

2

4�E
nadd
xck
�⇢

�����
⇢tot

�
�Enadd

xck
�⇢

�����
⇢I

3

5

(8)

is the embedding potential that carries the intersystem
dependence.

To satisfy Eq. (1), ⇢II must be smaller than ⇢tot every-
where and v-representable, something that often cannot
be fulfilled in practice for a fixed ⇢II. A solution is to min-
imize the total energy with respect to ⇢I as well as ⇢II,
implying a system of Euler-Lagrange equation coupled
through the interaction term as done e.g. in the iterative
“freeze-thaw” procedure, where one exchange the role of
⇢I and ⇢II in eq. 6 until self-consistency.

Excited states

Excited states in DFT can be obtained from the time evo-
lution of the system’s density subjected to an external (pe-
riodic) perturbations, with excitation energies associated
to the poles of the linear response function[1,3], e.g.

hhµx;µyii! = �⌘xF�1⌘y =
d2{Q(2)}T

d✏x(!)d✏y(�!)
(9)

where {Q(2)}T is the second-order (wrt. perturbation)
quasienergy [3] for the total system. As for E[⇢tot], the
response of the total system can be subdivided [4] into
that of subsystems so that [5]

{Q(t)}T = {Q[⇢I](t)}T + {Q[⇢II](t)}T + {Eint[⇢I, ⇢II](t)}T ,
(10)

with the (time-dependent) densities

⇢(r, t) = ⇢I(r,I) + ⇢II(r,II). (11)

The expression for F are obtained as the derivatives of
{Q(t)}T with respect to {I,II} [1,5]

F =
@2{Q(2)}T
@(1)@(1)

=

✓
F I,I F II,I
F I,II F II,II

◆
=

✓
F I 0
0 F II

◆
+

✓
F I

int F II,I
int

F I,II
int F II

int

◆
,

(12)
If one disregards the response of ⇢II(r,II) (e.g. for excita-
tions localised on I), one has

F = F I + F I
int =

@2{Q(2)}T
@(1)

I @(1)
I

=

✓
A B
B⇤ A⇤

◆
� !

✓
1 0
0 1

◆
(13)

with

AI,I
ia,jb = �ij�ab("

I
a � "Ii ) + 2(ia|bj) + (ia|fxc|bj) + (ia|wnn

emb|bj),
(14)

BI,I
ia,jb = 2(ia|jb) + (ia|fxc|jb) + (ia|wI,I

int |jb), (15)

Apart from contributions from vIint (in "KS;I
I ) one has a new

FDE contribution, named kernel contribution due to the
analogous contributions in standard TD-DFT

(pq|wI,I
int |rs) =

ZZ "
�2Exck

�⇢(r0)�⇢(r)

����
⇢tot

� �2Exck

�⇢(r0)�⇢(r)

����
⇢I

#

⇥ ⌦pq(r
0)⌦rs(r) drdr

0 (16)

where ⌦ab(r) = �I,†
a (r)�I

b(r) are orbital products.

WFT-in-DFT Embedding

One can remain in the framework above but treat one or
more subsystem energies as arising from a wave function
(WFT)-based treatment,

Ei[⇢i] = ENN + h i|T̂ + V̂nuc + V̂ee| ii (17)

where
⇢i   ⇤i i (18)

Ground state

If the WFT method is variational, one can directly min-
imise E[⇢tot] with respect to the WFT ⇢i [6] while for non-
variational approaches such as coupled cluster (CC) it is
the total Lagrangian [5]

L = LI + Eint + EII . (19)

that should be made stationary. Here LI is the conven-
tional CC Lagrangian, depending on cluster amplitudes
(t) and Lagrange multipliers (̄t). Because the CC density
depends on both t and t̄,

⇢(t, t̄) = h⇤|⇢̂|CCi =

2

4hHF| +
X

µi

t̄µihµi|e�T
3

5 ⇢̂|CCi (20)

these parameters must be determined by solving

0 =
@L

@ t̄µi
= ⌦µi +

X

pq

hp|vint|qihµi| exp(�T )Epq|CCi (21)

0 =
@L

@tµi
= h⇤|[H, ⌧µi]|CCi +

X

pq

hp|vint|qih⇤|[Epq, ⌧µi]|CCi

(22)

self-consistently. Here

hp|vint|qi =
Z

�†
p(r)v

I
int(r)�q(r)dr , (23)

and vIint has the same form as in Eq. 8. Additionally, Eq.
(22) can be expressed in matrix form as

�(⌘vac + ⌘int) = t̄
�
Avac + tA

�
. (24)

so that the vacuum (Avac) and embedding (tA) contribu-
tions to the total CC Jacobian are clearly seen.

Fixed embedding potential

The iterative procedure to obtain vIint can be costly as it re-
quires several WFT calculations. A computationally effi-
cient approximation [7,8] is to use only DFT densities for
the subsystems. With this, the embedding contributions
can be added to the Fock matrix of the WFT calculations
as a (fixed) one-electron operator

Fab  h�a|vIint(r)|�bi (25)

Excited states

In the case of non-variational approaches such as CC ex-
pressions for hhµx;µyii! can be obtained from derivatives
of the quasienergy Lagrangian

{L(t)}T = {L[⇢I](t)}T + {Q[⇢II](t)}T + {Eint[⇢I, ⇢II](t)}T .
(26)

If one again disregards the response of the environment,
in CC-in-DFT the poles of hhµx;µyii! will occur at the
eigenvalues of

✓
F I,I AI,I
AT

I,I J I,I

◆
=

✓
F I AI
AT

I 0

◆
+

✓
F I

int (AI
int)

T

AI
int J I

int

◆
, (27)

or, to a good accuracy, as the eigenvalues of the CC-in-
DFT Jacobian for I for which the FDE contribution is

t̄tAµi,⌫j  
X

pq

hp|vint|qihµi| exp(�T )[Epq, ⌧⌫j ]|CCi

+
1

2

X

pq,rs

(pq|wint|rs)hµi| exp(�T )Epq|CCi

⇥ h⇤|[Ers, ⌧⌫j ]|CCi, (28)

(T : ground-state amplitudes). It should be noted that for
the fixed potential approximation [5] the kernel contribu-
tions (eq. 16) are not included when calculating excitation
energies.
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Embedding approaches (see e.g. [1]) are extremely useful
to incorporate environment effects on electronic excita-
tions when these present a rather localized character, by
allowing calculations of the system of interest with accu-
rate expensive methods (e.g. wavefunction-based (WFT)
approaches such as coupled cluster) while describing the
surroundings more approximately.

Here we outline approaches based on the frozen density
embedding (FDE) formalism [2], whose point of depar-
ture is the partition of the total density and the nuclear
framework into fragments (I: system of interest, II: envi-
ronment, may be subdivided into n sub-fragments):

⇢tot = ⇢I + ⇢II = ⇢I +
X

n

⇢II;n (1)

That implies a division of the total energy for the system
into subsystem energies and an interaction term

E[⇢tot] = Ts[⇢tot] + Vext[⇢tot] + VH[⇢tot] + Exc[⇢tot]

= E[⇢I] + E[⇢I] + Eint[⇢I, ⇢II] (2)

DFT-in-DFT Embedding

In the case of a purely DFT (DFT-in-DFT) embedding, the
subsystem (i = I, II) energies are

Ei[⇢i] =

Z
⇢i(r)v

i
nuc(r)dr +

1

2

ZZ
⇢i(r)⇢i(r0)

|r� r0| dr dr0 + Ei
nuc

+ Exc[⇢i] + Ts[⇢i] (3)

where vinuc is the nuclear potential and Ei
nuc the nuclear

repulsion energy. The interaction energy is

Eint[⇢I, ⇢II] =

Z
⇢I(r)v

II
nuc(r)dr +

Z
⇢II(r)v

I
nuc(r)dr + EI,II

nuc

+

ZZ
⇢I(r)⇢II(r0)

|r� r0| drdr0 + Enadd
xck [⇢I, ⇢II] (4)

with

Enadd
xck [⇢I, ⇢II] = Exck[⇢I + ⇢II]� Exck[⇢II]� Exck[⇢II] (5)

grouping the non-additive exchange-correlation and ki-
netic energy contributions.

Ground state

Minimizing E[⇢tot] with respect to ⇢I while keeping ⇢II
fixed yields the Euler-Lagrange equation,

�EI[⇢I]

�⇢I
+
�Eint[⇢I, ⇢II]

�⇢I
= µI , (6)

with µI introduced to keep the number of electrons in sys-
tem I constant. In a Kohn-Sham (KS) picture ⇢I is obtained
by solving the KS constrained electron density (KSCED)
[2] equation

FKS;I�I
p(r) =


�1
2
� + vInuc(r) + vH + vxc[⇢I ](r) + vIint(r)

�
�I
p(r)

= "KS;I
p �I

p(r) (7)

where

vIint(r) =
�Eint[⇢I, ⇢II]

�⇢I

= vIInuc(r) +

Z
⇢II(r0)

|r� r0|dr
0 +

2

4�E
nadd
xck
�⇢

�����
⇢tot

�
�Enadd

xck
�⇢

�����
⇢I

3

5

(8)

is the embedding potential that carries the intersystem
dependence.

To satisfy Eq. (1), ⇢II must be smaller than ⇢tot every-
where and v-representable, something that often cannot
be fulfilled in practice for a fixed ⇢II. A solution is to min-
imize the total energy with respect to ⇢I as well as ⇢II,
implying a system of Euler-Lagrange equation coupled
through the interaction term as done e.g. in the iterative
“freeze-thaw” procedure, where one exchange the role of
⇢I and ⇢II in eq. 6 until self-consistency.

Excited states

Excited states in DFT can be obtained from the time evo-
lution of the system’s density subjected to an external (pe-
riodic) perturbations, with excitation energies associated
to the poles of the linear response function[1,3], e.g.

hhµx;µyii! = �⌘xF�1⌘y =
d2{Q(2)}T

d✏x(!)d✏y(�!)
(9)

where {Q(2)}T is the second-order (wrt. perturbation)
quasienergy [3] for the total system. As for E[⇢tot], the
response of the total system can be subdivided [4] into
that of subsystems so that [5]

{Q(t)}T = {Q[⇢I](t)}T + {Q[⇢II](t)}T + {Eint[⇢I, ⇢II](t)}T ,
(10)

with the (time-dependent) densities

⇢(r, t) = ⇢I(r,I) + ⇢II(r,II). (11)

The expression for F are obtained as the derivatives of
{Q(t)}T with respect to {I,II} [1,5]

F =
@2{Q(2)}T
@(1)@(1)

=

✓
F I,I F II,I
F I,II F II,II

◆
=

✓
F I 0
0 F II

◆
+

✓
F I

int F II,I
int

F I,II
int F II

int

◆
,

(12)
If one disregards the response of ⇢II(r,II) (e.g. for excita-
tions localised on I), one has

F = F I + F I
int =

@2{Q(2)}T
@(1)

I @(1)
I

=

✓
A B
B⇤ A⇤

◆
� !

✓
1 0
0 1

◆
(13)

with

AI,I
ia,jb = �ij�ab("

I
a � "Ii ) + 2(ia|bj) + (ia|fxc|bj) + (ia|wnn

emb|bj),
(14)

BI,I
ia,jb = 2(ia|jb) + (ia|fxc|jb) + (ia|wI,I

int |jb), (15)

Apart from contributions from vIint (in "KS;I
I ) one has a new

FDE contribution, named kernel contribution due to the
analogous contributions in standard TD-DFT

(pq|wI,I
int |rs) =

ZZ "
�2Exck

�⇢(r0)�⇢(r)

����
⇢tot

� �2Exck

�⇢(r0)�⇢(r)

����
⇢I

#

⇥ ⌦pq(r
0)⌦rs(r) drdr

0 (16)

where ⌦ab(r) = �I,†
a (r)�I

b(r) are orbital products.

WFT-in-DFT Embedding

One can remain in the framework above but treat one or
more subsystem energies as arising from a wave function
(WFT)-based treatment,

Ei[⇢i] = ENN + h i|T̂ + V̂nuc + V̂ee| ii (17)

where
⇢i   ⇤i i (18)

Ground state

If the WFT method is variational, one can directly min-
imise E[⇢tot] with respect to the WFT ⇢i [6] while for non-
variational approaches such as coupled cluster (CC) it is
the total Lagrangian [5]

L = LI + Eint + EII . (19)

that should be made stationary. Here LI is the conven-
tional CC Lagrangian, depending on cluster amplitudes
(t) and Lagrange multipliers (̄t). Because the CC density
depends on both t and t̄,

⇢(t, t̄) = h⇤|⇢̂|CCi =

2

4hHF| +
X

µi

t̄µihµi|e�T
3

5 ⇢̂|CCi (20)

these parameters must be determined by solving

0 =
@L

@ t̄µi
= ⌦µi +

X

pq

hp|vint|qihµi| exp(�T )Epq|CCi (21)

0 =
@L

@tµi
= h⇤|[H, ⌧µi]|CCi +

X

pq

hp|vint|qih⇤|[Epq, ⌧µi]|CCi

(22)

self-consistently. Here

hp|vint|qi =
Z

�†
p(r)v

I
int(r)�q(r)dr , (23)

and vIint has the same form as in Eq. 8. Additionally, Eq.
(22) can be expressed in matrix form as

�(⌘vac + ⌘int) = t̄
�
Avac + tA

�
. (24)

so that the vacuum (Avac) and embedding (tA) contribu-
tions to the total CC Jacobian are clearly seen.

Fixed embedding potential

The iterative procedure to obtain vIint can be costly as it re-
quires several WFT calculations. A computationally effi-
cient approximation [7,8] is to use only DFT densities for
the subsystems. With this, the embedding contributions
can be added to the Fock matrix of the WFT calculations
as a (fixed) one-electron operator

Fab  h�a|vIint(r)|�bi (25)

Excited states

In the case of non-variational approaches such as CC ex-
pressions for hhµx;µyii! can be obtained from derivatives
of the quasienergy Lagrangian

{L(t)}T = {L[⇢I](t)}T + {Q[⇢II](t)}T + {Eint[⇢I, ⇢II](t)}T .
(26)

If one again disregards the response of the environment,
in CC-in-DFT the poles of hhµx;µyii! will occur at the
eigenvalues of

✓
F I,I AI,I
AT

I,I J I,I

◆
=

✓
F I AI
AT

I 0

◆
+

✓
F I

int (AI
int)

T

AI
int J I

int

◆
, (27)

or, to a good accuracy, as the eigenvalues of the CC-in-
DFT Jacobian for I for which the FDE contribution is

t̄tAµi,⌫j  
X

pq

hp|vint|qihµi| exp(�T )[Epq, ⌧⌫j ]|CCi

+
1

2

X

pq,rs

(pq|wint|rs)hµi| exp(�T )Epq|CCi

⇥ h⇤|[Ers, ⌧⌫j ]|CCi, (28)

(T : ground-state amplitudes). It should be noted that for
the fixed potential approximation [5] the kernel contribu-
tions (eq. 16) are not included when calculating excitation
energies.
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Embedding approaches (see e.g. [1]) are extremely useful
to incorporate environment effects on electronic excita-
tions when these present a rather localized character, by
allowing calculations of the system of interest with accu-
rate expensive methods (e.g. wavefunction-based (WFT)
approaches such as coupled cluster) while describing the
surroundings more approximately.

Here we outline approaches based on the frozen density
embedding (FDE) formalism [2], whose point of depar-
ture is the partition of the total density and the nuclear
framework into fragments (I: system of interest, II: envi-
ronment, may be subdivided into n sub-fragments):

⇢tot = ⇢I + ⇢II = ⇢I +
X

n

⇢II;n (1)

That implies a division of the total energy for the system
into subsystem energies and an interaction term

E[⇢tot] = Ts[⇢tot] + Vext[⇢tot] + VH[⇢tot] + Exc[⇢tot]

= E[⇢I] + E[⇢I] + Eint[⇢I, ⇢II] (2)

DFT-in-DFT Embedding

In the case of a purely DFT (DFT-in-DFT) embedding, the
subsystem (i = I, II) energies are

Ei[⇢i] =

Z
⇢i(r)v

i
nuc(r)dr +

1

2

ZZ
⇢i(r)⇢i(r0)

|r� r0| dr dr0 + Ei
nuc

+ Exc[⇢i] + Ts[⇢i] (3)

where vinuc is the nuclear potential and Ei
nuc the nuclear

repulsion energy. The interaction energy is

Eint[⇢I, ⇢II] =

Z
⇢I(r)v

II
nuc(r)dr +

Z
⇢II(r)v

I
nuc(r)dr + EI,II

nuc

+

ZZ
⇢I(r)⇢II(r0)

|r� r0| drdr0 + Enadd
xck [⇢I, ⇢II] (4)

with

Enadd
xck [⇢I, ⇢II] = Exck[⇢I + ⇢II]� Exck[⇢II]� Exck[⇢II] (5)

grouping the non-additive exchange-correlation and ki-
netic energy contributions.

Ground state

Minimizing E[⇢tot] with respect to ⇢I while keeping ⇢II
fixed yields the Euler-Lagrange equation,

�EI[⇢I]

�⇢I
+
�Eint[⇢I, ⇢II]

�⇢I
= µI , (6)

with µI introduced to keep the number of electrons in sys-
tem I constant. In a Kohn-Sham (KS) picture ⇢I is obtained
by solving the KS constrained electron density (KSCED)
[2] equation

FKS;I�I
p(r) =


�1
2
� + vInuc(r) + vH + vxc[⇢I ](r) + vIint(r)

�
�I
p(r)

= "KS;I
p �I

p(r) (7)

where

vIint(r) =
�Eint[⇢I, ⇢II]

�⇢I

= vIInuc(r) +

Z
⇢II(r0)

|r� r0|dr
0 +

2

4�E
nadd
xck
�⇢

�����
⇢tot

�
�Enadd

xck
�⇢

�����
⇢I

3

5

(8)

is the embedding potential that carries the intersystem
dependence.

To satisfy Eq. (1), ⇢II must be smaller than ⇢tot every-
where and v-representable, something that often cannot
be fulfilled in practice for a fixed ⇢II. A solution is to min-
imize the total energy with respect to ⇢I as well as ⇢II,
implying a system of Euler-Lagrange equation coupled
through the interaction term as done e.g. in the iterative
“freeze-thaw” procedure, where one exchange the role of
⇢I and ⇢II in eq. 6 until self-consistency.

Excited states

Excited states in DFT can be obtained from the time evo-
lution of the system’s density subjected to an external (pe-
riodic) perturbations, with excitation energies associated
to the poles of the linear response function[1,3], e.g.

hhµx;µyii! = �⌘xF�1⌘y =
d2{Q(2)}T

d✏x(!)d✏y(�!)
(9)

where {Q(2)}T is the second-order (wrt. perturbation)
quasienergy [3] for the total system. As for E[⇢tot], the
response of the total system can be subdivided [4] into
that of subsystems so that [5]

{Q(t)}T = {Q[⇢I](t)}T + {Q[⇢II](t)}T + {Eint[⇢I, ⇢II](t)}T ,
(10)

with the (time-dependent) densities

⇢(r, t) = ⇢I(r,I) + ⇢II(r,II). (11)

The expression for F are obtained as the derivatives of
{Q(t)}T with respect to {I,II} [1,5]

F =
@2{Q(2)}T
@(1)@(1)

=

✓
F I,I F II,I
F I,II F II,II

◆
=

✓
F I 0
0 F II

◆
+

✓
F I

int F II,I
int

F I,II
int F II

int

◆
,

(12)
If one disregards the response of ⇢II(r,II) (e.g. for excita-
tions localised on I), one has

F = F I + F I
int =

@2{Q(2)}T
@(1)

I @(1)
I

=

✓
A B
B⇤ A⇤

◆
� !

✓
1 0
0 1

◆
(13)

with

AI,I
ia,jb = �ij�ab("

I
a � "Ii ) + 2(ia|bj) + (ia|fxc|bj) + (ia|wnn

emb|bj),
(14)

BI,I
ia,jb = 2(ia|jb) + (ia|fxc|jb) + (ia|wI,I

int |jb), (15)

Apart from contributions from vIint (in "KS;I
I ) one has a new

FDE contribution, named kernel contribution due to the
analogous contributions in standard TD-DFT

(pq|wI,I
int |rs) =

ZZ "
�2Exck

�⇢(r0)�⇢(r)

����
⇢tot

� �2Exck

�⇢(r0)�⇢(r)

����
⇢I

#

⇥ ⌦pq(r
0)⌦rs(r) drdr

0 (16)

where ⌦ab(r) = �I,†
a (r)�I

b(r) are orbital products.

WFT-in-DFT Embedding

One can remain in the framework above but treat one or
more subsystem energies as arising from a wave function
(WFT)-based treatment,

Ei[⇢i] = ENN + h i|T̂ + V̂nuc + V̂ee| ii (17)

where
⇢i   ⇤i i (18)

Ground state

If the WFT method is variational, one can directly min-
imise E[⇢tot] with respect to the WFT ⇢i [6] while for non-
variational approaches such as coupled cluster (CC) it is
the total Lagrangian [5]

L = LI + Eint + EII . (19)

that should be made stationary. Here LI is the conven-
tional CC Lagrangian, depending on cluster amplitudes
(t) and Lagrange multipliers (̄t). Because the CC density
depends on both t and t̄,

⇢(t, t̄) = h⇤|⇢̂|CCi =

2

4hHF| +
X

µi

t̄µihµi|e�T
3

5 ⇢̂|CCi (20)

these parameters must be determined by solving

0 =
@L

@ t̄µi
= ⌦µi +

X

pq

hp|vint|qihµi| exp(�T )Epq|CCi (21)

0 =
@L

@tµi
= h⇤|[H, ⌧µi]|CCi +

X

pq

hp|vint|qih⇤|[Epq, ⌧µi]|CCi

(22)

self-consistently. Here

hp|vint|qi =
Z

�†
p(r)v

I
int(r)�q(r)dr , (23)

and vIint has the same form as in Eq. 8. Additionally, Eq.
(22) can be expressed in matrix form as

�(⌘vac + ⌘int) = t̄
�
Avac + tA

�
. (24)

so that the vacuum (Avac) and embedding (tA) contribu-
tions to the total CC Jacobian are clearly seen.

Fixed embedding potential

The iterative procedure to obtain vIint can be costly as it re-
quires several WFT calculations. A computationally effi-
cient approximation [7,8] is to use only DFT densities for
the subsystems. With this, the embedding contributions
can be added to the Fock matrix of the WFT calculations
as a (fixed) one-electron operator

Fab  h�a|vIint(r)|�bi (25)

Excited states

In the case of non-variational approaches such as CC ex-
pressions for hhµx;µyii! can be obtained from derivatives
of the quasienergy Lagrangian

{L(t)}T = {L[⇢I](t)}T + {Q[⇢II](t)}T + {Eint[⇢I, ⇢II](t)}T .
(26)

If one again disregards the response of the environment,
in CC-in-DFT the poles of hhµx;µyii! will occur at the
eigenvalues of

✓
F I,I AI,I
AT

I,I J I,I

◆
=

✓
F I AI
AT

I 0

◆
+

✓
F I

int (AI
int)

T

AI
int J I

int

◆
, (27)

or, to a good accuracy, as the eigenvalues of the CC-in-
DFT Jacobian for I for which the FDE contribution is

t̄tAµi,⌫j  
X

pq

hp|vint|qihµi| exp(�T )[Epq, ⌧⌫j ]|CCi

+
1

2

X

pq,rs

(pq|wint|rs)hµi| exp(�T )Epq|CCi

⇥ h⇤|[Ers, ⌧⌫j ]|CCi, (28)

(T : ground-state amplitudes). It should be noted that for
the fixed potential approximation [5] the kernel contribu-
tions (eq. 16) are not included when calculating excitation
energies.
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Embedding approaches (see e.g. [1]) are extremely useful
to incorporate environment effects on electronic excita-
tions when these present a rather localized character, by
allowing calculations of the system of interest with accu-
rate expensive methods (e.g. wavefunction-based (WFT)
approaches such as coupled cluster) while describing the
surroundings more approximately.

Here we outline approaches based on the frozen density
embedding (FDE) formalism [2], whose point of depar-
ture is the partition of the total density and the nuclear
framework into fragments (I: system of interest, II: envi-
ronment, may be subdivided into n sub-fragments):

⇢tot = ⇢I + ⇢II = ⇢I +
X

n

⇢II;n (1)

That implies a division of the total energy for the system
into subsystem energies and an interaction term

E[⇢tot] = Ts[⇢tot] + Vext[⇢tot] + VH[⇢tot] + Exc[⇢tot]

= E[⇢I] + E[⇢I] + Eint[⇢I, ⇢II] (2)

DFT-in-DFT Embedding

In the case of a purely DFT (DFT-in-DFT) embedding, the
subsystem (i = I, II) energies are

Ei[⇢i] =

Z
⇢i(r)v

i
nuc(r)dr +

1

2

ZZ
⇢i(r)⇢i(r0)

|r� r0| dr dr0 + Ei
nuc

+ Exc[⇢i] + Ts[⇢i] (3)

where vinuc is the nuclear potential and Ei
nuc the nuclear

repulsion energy. The interaction energy is

Eint[⇢I, ⇢II] =

Z
⇢I(r)v

II
nuc(r)dr +

Z
⇢II(r)v

I
nuc(r)dr + EI,II

nuc

+

ZZ
⇢I(r)⇢II(r0)

|r� r0| drdr0 + Enadd
xck [⇢I, ⇢II] (4)

with

Enadd
xck [⇢I, ⇢II] = Exck[⇢I + ⇢II]� Exck[⇢II]� Exck[⇢II] (5)

grouping the non-additive exchange-correlation and ki-
netic energy contributions.

Ground state

Minimizing E[⇢tot] with respect to ⇢I while keeping ⇢II
fixed yields the Euler-Lagrange equation,

�EI[⇢I]

�⇢I
+
�Eint[⇢I, ⇢II]

�⇢I
= µI , (6)

with µI introduced to keep the number of electrons in sys-
tem I constant. In a Kohn-Sham (KS) picture ⇢I is obtained
by solving the KS constrained electron density (KSCED)
[2] equation

FKS;I�I
p(r) =


�1
2
� + vInuc(r) + vH + vxc[⇢I ](r) + vIint(r)

�
�I
p(r)

= "KS;I
p �I

p(r) (7)

where

vIint(r) =
�Eint[⇢I, ⇢II]

�⇢I

= vIInuc(r) +

Z
⇢II(r0)

|r� r0|dr
0 +

2

4�E
nadd
xck
�⇢

�����
⇢tot

�
�Enadd

xck
�⇢

�����
⇢I

3

5

(8)

is the embedding potential that carries the intersystem
dependence.

To satisfy Eq. (1), ⇢II must be smaller than ⇢tot every-
where and v-representable, something that often cannot
be fulfilled in practice for a fixed ⇢II. A solution is to min-
imize the total energy with respect to ⇢I as well as ⇢II,
implying a system of Euler-Lagrange equation coupled
through the interaction term as done e.g. in the iterative
“freeze-thaw” procedure, where one exchange the role of
⇢I and ⇢II in eq. 6 until self-consistency.

Excited states

Excited states in DFT can be obtained from the time evo-
lution of the system’s density subjected to an external (pe-
riodic) perturbations, with excitation energies associated
to the poles of the linear response function[1,3], e.g.

hhµx;µyii! = �⌘xF�1⌘y =
d2{Q(2)}T

d✏x(!)d✏y(�!)
(9)

where {Q(2)}T is the second-order (wrt. perturbation)
quasienergy [3] for the total system. As for E[⇢tot], the
response of the total system can be subdivided [4] into
that of subsystems so that [5]

{Q(t)}T = {Q[⇢I](t)}T + {Q[⇢II](t)}T + {Eint[⇢I, ⇢II](t)}T ,
(10)

with the (time-dependent) densities

⇢(r, t) = ⇢I(r,I) + ⇢II(r,II). (11)

The expression for F are obtained as the derivatives of
{Q(t)}T with respect to {I,II} [1,5]

F =
@2{Q(2)}T
@(1)@(1)

=

✓
F I,I F II,I
F I,II F II,II

◆
=

✓
F I 0
0 F II

◆
+

✓
F I

int F II,I
int

F I,II
int F II

int

◆
,

(12)
If one disregards the response of ⇢II(r,II) (e.g. for excita-
tions localised on I), one has

F = F I + F I
int =

@2{Q(2)}T
@(1)

I @(1)
I

=

✓
A B
B⇤ A⇤

◆
� !

✓
1 0
0 1

◆
(13)

with

AI,I
ia,jb = �ij�ab("

I
a � "Ii ) + 2(ia|bj) + (ia|fxc|bj) + (ia|wnn

emb|bj),
(14)

BI,I
ia,jb = 2(ia|jb) + (ia|fxc|jb) + (ia|wI,I

int |jb), (15)

Apart from contributions from vIint (in "KS;I
I ) one has a new

FDE contribution, named kernel contribution due to the
analogous contributions in standard TD-DFT

(pq|wI,I
int |rs) =

ZZ "
�2Exck

�⇢(r0)�⇢(r)

����
⇢tot

� �2Exck

�⇢(r0)�⇢(r)

����
⇢I

#

⇥ ⌦pq(r
0)⌦rs(r) drdr

0 (16)

where ⌦ab(r) = �I,†
a (r)�I

b(r) are orbital products.

WFT-in-DFT Embedding

One can remain in the framework above but treat one or
more subsystem energies as arising from a wave function
(WFT)-based treatment,

Ei[⇢i] = ENN + h i|T̂ + V̂nuc + V̂ee| ii (17)

where
⇢i   ⇤i i (18)

Ground state

If the WFT method is variational, one can directly min-
imise E[⇢tot] with respect to the WFT ⇢i [6] while for non-
variational approaches such as coupled cluster (CC) it is
the total Lagrangian [5]

L = LI + Eint + EII . (19)

that should be made stationary. Here LI is the conven-
tional CC Lagrangian, depending on cluster amplitudes
(t) and Lagrange multipliers (̄t). Because the CC density
depends on both t and t̄,

⇢(t, t̄) = h⇤|⇢̂|CCi =

2

4hHF| +
X

µi

t̄µihµi|e�T
3

5 ⇢̂|CCi (20)

these parameters must be determined by solving

0 =
@L

@ t̄µi
= ⌦µi +

X

pq

hp|vint|qihµi| exp(�T )Epq|CCi (21)

0 =
@L

@tµi
= h⇤|[H, ⌧µi]|CCi +

X

pq

hp|vint|qih⇤|[Epq, ⌧µi]|CCi

(22)

self-consistently. Here

hp|vint|qi =
Z

�†
p(r)v

I
int(r)�q(r)dr , (23)

and vIint has the same form as in Eq. 8. Additionally, Eq.
(22) can be expressed in matrix form as

�(⌘vac + ⌘int) = t̄
�
Avac + tA

�
. (24)

so that the vacuum (Avac) and embedding (tA) contribu-
tions to the total CC Jacobian are clearly seen.

Fixed embedding potential

The iterative procedure to obtain vIint can be costly as it re-
quires several WFT calculations. A computationally effi-
cient approximation [7,8] is to use only DFT densities for
the subsystems. With this, the embedding contributions
can be added to the Fock matrix of the WFT calculations
as a (fixed) one-electron operator

Fab  h�a|vIint(r)|�bi (25)

Excited states

In the case of non-variational approaches such as CC ex-
pressions for hhµx;µyii! can be obtained from derivatives
of the quasienergy Lagrangian

{L(t)}T = {L[⇢I](t)}T + {Q[⇢II](t)}T + {Eint[⇢I, ⇢II](t)}T .
(26)

If one again disregards the response of the environment,
in CC-in-DFT the poles of hhµx;µyii! will occur at the
eigenvalues of

✓
F I,I AI,I
AT

I,I J I,I

◆
=

✓
F I AI
AT

I 0

◆
+

✓
F I

int (AI
int)

T

AI
int J I

int

◆
, (27)

or, to a good accuracy, as the eigenvalues of the CC-in-
DFT Jacobian for I for which the FDE contribution is

t̄tAµi,⌫j  
X

pq

hp|vint|qihµi| exp(�T )[Epq, ⌧⌫j ]|CCi

+
1

2

X

pq,rs

(pq|wint|rs)hµi| exp(�T )Epq|CCi

⇥ h⇤|[Ers, ⌧⌫j ]|CCi, (28)

(T : ground-state amplitudes). It should be noted that for
the fixed potential approximation [5] the kernel contribu-
tions (eq. 16) are not included when calculating excitation
energies.
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Embedding approaches (see e.g. [1]) are extremely useful
to incorporate environment effects on electronic excita-
tions when these present a rather localized character, by
allowing calculations of the system of interest with accu-
rate expensive methods (e.g. wavefunction-based (WFT)
approaches such as coupled cluster) while describing the
surroundings more approximately.

Here we outline approaches based on the frozen density
embedding (FDE) formalism [2], whose point of depar-
ture is the partition of the total density and the nuclear
framework into fragments (I: system of interest, II: envi-
ronment, may be subdivided into n sub-fragments):

⇢tot = ⇢I + ⇢II = ⇢I +
X

n

⇢II;n (1)

That implies a division of the total energy for the system
into subsystem energies and an interaction term

E[⇢tot] = Ts[⇢tot] + Vext[⇢tot] + VH[⇢tot] + Exc[⇢tot]

= E[⇢I] + E[⇢I] + Eint[⇢I, ⇢II] (2)

DFT-in-DFT Embedding

In the case of a purely DFT (DFT-in-DFT) embedding, the
subsystem (i = I, II) energies are

Ei[⇢i] =

Z
⇢i(r)v

i
nuc(r)dr +

1

2

ZZ
⇢i(r)⇢i(r0)

|r� r0| dr dr0 + Ei
nuc

+ Exc[⇢i] + Ts[⇢i] (3)

where vinuc is the nuclear potential and Ei
nuc the nuclear

repulsion energy. The interaction energy is

Eint[⇢I, ⇢II] =

Z
⇢I(r)v

II
nuc(r)dr +

Z
⇢II(r)v

I
nuc(r)dr + EI,II

nuc

+

ZZ
⇢I(r)⇢II(r0)

|r� r0| drdr0 + Enadd
xck [⇢I, ⇢II] (4)

with

Enadd
xck [⇢I, ⇢II] = Exck[⇢I + ⇢II]� Exck[⇢II]� Exck[⇢II] (5)

grouping the non-additive exchange-correlation and ki-
netic energy contributions.

Ground state

Minimizing E[⇢tot] with respect to ⇢I while keeping ⇢II
fixed yields the Euler-Lagrange equation,

�EI[⇢I]

�⇢I
+
�Eint[⇢I, ⇢II]

�⇢I
= µI , (6)

with µI introduced to keep the number of electrons in sys-
tem I constant. In a Kohn-Sham (KS) picture ⇢I is obtained
by solving the KS constrained electron density (KSCED)
[2] equation

FKS;I�I
p(r) =


�1
2
� + vInuc(r) + vH + vxc[⇢I ](r) + vIint(r)

�
�I
p(r)

= "KS;I
p �I

p(r) (7)

where

vIint(r) =
�Eint[⇢I, ⇢II]

�⇢I

= vIInuc(r) +

Z
⇢II(r0)

|r� r0|dr
0 +

2

4�E
nadd
xck
�⇢

�����
⇢tot

�
�Enadd

xck
�⇢

�����
⇢I

3

5

(8)

is the embedding potential that carries the intersystem
dependence.

To satisfy Eq. (1), ⇢II must be smaller than ⇢tot every-
where and v-representable, something that often cannot
be fulfilled in practice for a fixed ⇢II. A solution is to min-
imize the total energy with respect to ⇢I as well as ⇢II,
implying a system of Euler-Lagrange equation coupled
through the interaction term as done e.g. in the iterative
“freeze-thaw” procedure, where one exchange the role of
⇢I and ⇢II in eq. 6 until self-consistency.

Excited states

Excited states in DFT can be obtained from the time evo-
lution of the system’s density subjected to an external (pe-
riodic) perturbations, with excitation energies associated
to the poles of the linear response function[1,3], e.g.

hhµx;µyii! = �⌘xF�1⌘y =
d2{Q(2)}T

d✏x(!)d✏y(�!)
(9)

where {Q(2)}T is the second-order (wrt. perturbation)
quasienergy [3] for the total system. As for E[⇢tot], the
response of the total system can be subdivided [4] into
that of subsystems so that [5]

{Q(t)}T = {Q[⇢I](t)}T + {Q[⇢II](t)}T + {Eint[⇢I, ⇢II](t)}T ,
(10)

with the (time-dependent) densities

⇢(r, t) = ⇢I(r,I) + ⇢II(r,II). (11)

The expression for F are obtained as the derivatives of
{Q(t)}T with respect to {I,II} [1,5]

F =
@2{Q(2)}T
@(1)@(1)

=

✓
F I,I F II,I
F I,II F II,II

◆
=

✓
F I 0
0 F II

◆
+

✓
F I

int F II,I
int

F I,II
int F II

int

◆
,

(12)
If one disregards the response of ⇢II(r,II) (e.g. for excita-
tions localised on I), one has

F = F I + F I
int =

@2{Q(2)}T
@(1)

I @(1)
I

=

✓
A B
B⇤ A⇤

◆
� !

✓
1 0
0 1

◆
(13)

with

AI,I
ia,jb = �ij�ab("

I
a � "Ii ) + 2(ia|bj) + (ia|fxc|bj) + (ia|wnn

emb|bj),
(14)

BI,I
ia,jb = 2(ia|jb) + (ia|fxc|jb) + (ia|wI,I

int |jb), (15)

Apart from contributions from vIint (in "KS;I
I ) one has a new

FDE contribution, named kernel contribution due to the
analogous contributions in standard TD-DFT

(pq|wI,I
int |rs) =

ZZ "
�2Exck

�⇢(r0)�⇢(r)

����
⇢tot

� �2Exck

�⇢(r0)�⇢(r)

����
⇢I

#

⇥ ⌦pq(r
0)⌦rs(r) drdr

0 (16)

where ⌦ab(r) = �I,†
a (r)�I

b(r) are orbital products.

WFT-in-DFT Embedding

One can remain in the framework above but treat one or
more subsystem energies as arising from a wave function
(WFT)-based treatment,

Ei[⇢i] = ENN + h i|T̂ + V̂nuc + V̂ee| ii (17)

where
⇢i   ⇤i i (18)

Ground state

If the WFT method is variational, one can directly min-
imise E[⇢tot] with respect to the WFT ⇢i [6] while for non-
variational approaches such as coupled cluster (CC) it is
the total Lagrangian [5]

L = LI + Eint + EII . (19)

that should be made stationary. Here LI is the conven-
tional CC Lagrangian, depending on cluster amplitudes
(t) and Lagrange multipliers (̄t). Because the CC density
depends on both t and t̄,

⇢(t, t̄) = h⇤|⇢̂|CCi =

2

4hHF| +
X

µi

t̄µihµi|e�T
3

5 ⇢̂|CCi (20)

these parameters must be determined by solving

0 =
@L

@ t̄µi
= ⌦µi +

X

pq

hp|vint|qihµi| exp(�T )Epq|CCi (21)

0 =
@L

@tµi
= h⇤|[H, ⌧µi]|CCi +

X

pq

hp|vint|qih⇤|[Epq, ⌧µi]|CCi

(22)

self-consistently. Here

hp|vint|qi =
Z

�†
p(r)v

I
int(r)�q(r)dr , (23)

and vIint has the same form as in Eq. 8. Additionally, Eq.
(22) can be expressed in matrix form as

�(⌘vac + ⌘int) = t̄
�
Avac + tA

�
. (24)

so that the vacuum (Avac) and embedding (tA) contribu-
tions to the total CC Jacobian are clearly seen.

Fixed embedding potential

The iterative procedure to obtain vIint can be costly as it re-
quires several WFT calculations. A computationally effi-
cient approximation [7,8] is to use only DFT densities for
the subsystems. With this, the embedding contributions
can be added to the Fock matrix of the WFT calculations
as a (fixed) one-electron operator

Fab  h�a|vIint(r)|�bi (25)

Excited states

In the case of non-variational approaches such as CC ex-
pressions for hhµx;µyii! can be obtained from derivatives
of the quasienergy Lagrangian

{L(t)}T = {L[⇢I](t)}T + {Q[⇢II](t)}T + {Eint[⇢I, ⇢II](t)}T .
(26)

If one again disregards the response of the environment,
in CC-in-DFT the poles of hhµx;µyii! will occur at the
eigenvalues of

✓
F I,I AI,I
AT

I,I J I,I

◆
=

✓
F I AI
AT

I 0

◆
+

✓
F I

int (AI
int)

T

AI
int J I

int

◆
, (27)

or, to a good accuracy, as the eigenvalues of the CC-in-
DFT Jacobian for I for which the FDE contribution is

t̄tAµi,⌫j  
X

pq

hp|vint|qihµi| exp(�T )[Epq, ⌧⌫j ]|CCi

+
1

2

X

pq,rs

(pq|wint|rs)hµi| exp(�T )Epq|CCi

⇥ h⇤|[Ers, ⌧⌫j ]|CCi, (28)

(T : ground-state amplitudes). It should be noted that for
the fixed potential approximation [5] the kernel contribu-
tions (eq. 16) are not included when calculating excitation
energies.
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For CC-in-DFT, response of I: good approximation is eigenvalues of CC Jacobian with 
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!
Explicit calculation of excited states	

used here, along with the fixed potential approximation
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Embedding approaches (see e.g. [1]) are extremely useful
to incorporate environment effects on electronic excita-
tions when these present a rather localized character, by
allowing calculations of the system of interest with accu-
rate expensive methods (e.g. wavefunction-based (WFT)
approaches such as coupled cluster) while describing the
surroundings more approximately.

Here we outline approaches based on the frozen density
embedding (FDE) formalism [2], whose point of depar-
ture is the partition of the total density and the nuclear
framework into fragments (I: system of interest, II: envi-
ronment, may be subdivided into n sub-fragments):

⇢tot = ⇢I + ⇢II = ⇢I +
X

n

⇢II;n (1)

That implies a division of the total energy for the system
into subsystem energies and an interaction term

E[⇢tot] = Ts[⇢tot] + Vext[⇢tot] + VH[⇢tot] + Exc[⇢tot]

= E[⇢I] + E[⇢I] + Eint[⇢I, ⇢II] (2)

DFT-in-DFT Embedding

In the case of a purely DFT (DFT-in-DFT) embedding, the
subsystem (i = I, II) energies are

Ei[⇢i] =

Z
⇢i(r)v

i
nuc(r)dr +

1

2

ZZ
⇢i(r)⇢i(r0)

|r� r0| dr dr0 + Ei
nuc

+ Exc[⇢i] + Ts[⇢i] (3)

where vinuc is the nuclear potential and Ei
nuc the nuclear

repulsion energy. The interaction energy is

Eint[⇢I, ⇢II] =

Z
⇢I(r)v

II
nuc(r)dr +

Z
⇢II(r)v

I
nuc(r)dr + EI,II

nuc

+

ZZ
⇢I(r)⇢II(r0)

|r� r0| drdr0 + Enadd
xck [⇢I, ⇢II] (4)

with

Enadd
xck [⇢I, ⇢II] = Exck[⇢I + ⇢II]� Exck[⇢II]� Exck[⇢II] (5)

grouping the non-additive exchange-correlation and ki-
netic energy contributions.

Ground state

Minimizing E[⇢tot] with respect to ⇢I while keeping ⇢II
fixed yields the Euler-Lagrange equation,

�EI[⇢I]

�⇢I
+
�Eint[⇢I, ⇢II]

�⇢I
= µI , (6)

with µI introduced to keep the number of electrons in sys-
tem I constant. In a Kohn-Sham (KS) picture ⇢I is obtained
by solving the KS constrained electron density (KSCED)
[2] equation

FKS;I�I
p(r) =


�1
2
� + vInuc(r) + vH + vxc[⇢I ](r) + vIint(r)

�
�I
p(r)

= "KS;I
p �I

p(r) (7)

where

vIint(r) =
�Eint[⇢I, ⇢II]

�⇢I

= vIInuc(r) +

Z
⇢II(r0)

|r� r0|dr
0 +

2

4�E
nadd
xck
�⇢

�����
⇢tot

�
�Enadd

xck
�⇢

�����
⇢I

3

5

(8)

is the embedding potential that carries the intersystem
dependence.

To satisfy Eq. (1), ⇢II must be smaller than ⇢tot every-
where and v-representable, something that often cannot
be fulfilled in practice for a fixed ⇢II. A solution is to min-
imize the total energy with respect to ⇢I as well as ⇢II,
implying a system of Euler-Lagrange equation coupled
through the interaction term as done e.g. in the iterative
“freeze-thaw” procedure, where one exchange the role of
⇢I and ⇢II in eq. 6 until self-consistency.

Excited states

Excited states in DFT can be obtained from the time evo-
lution of the system’s density subjected to an external (pe-
riodic) perturbations, with excitation energies associated
to the poles of the linear response function[1,3], e.g.

hhµx;µyii! = �⌘xF�1⌘y =
d2{Q(2)}T

d✏x(!)d✏y(�!)
(9)

where {Q(2)}T is the second-order (wrt. perturbation)
quasienergy [3] for the total system. As for E[⇢tot], the
response of the total system can be subdivided [4] into
that of subsystems so that [5]

{Q(t)}T = {Q[⇢I](t)}T + {Q[⇢II](t)}T + {Eint[⇢I, ⇢II](t)}T ,
(10)

with the (time-dependent) densities

⇢(r, t) = ⇢I(r,I) + ⇢II(r,II). (11)

The expression for F are obtained as the derivatives of
{Q(t)}T with respect to {I,II} [1,5]

F =
@2{Q(2)}T
@(1)@(1)

=

✓
F I,I F II,I
F I,II F II,II

◆
=

✓
F I 0
0 F II

◆
+

✓
F I

int F II,I
int

F I,II
int F II

int

◆
,

(12)
If one disregards the response of ⇢II(r,II) (e.g. for excita-
tions localised on I), one has

F = F I + F I
int =

@2{Q(2)}T
@(1)

I @(1)
I

=

✓
A B
B⇤ A⇤

◆
� !

✓
1 0
0 1

◆
(13)

with

AI,I
ia,jb = �ij�ab("

I
a � "Ii ) + 2(ia|bj) + (ia|fxc|bj) + (ia|wnn

emb|bj),
(14)

BI,I
ia,jb = 2(ia|jb) + (ia|fxc|jb) + (ia|wI,I

int |jb), (15)

Apart from contributions from vIint (in "KS;I
I ) one has a new

FDE contribution, named kernel contribution due to the
analogous contributions in standard TD-DFT

(pq|wI,I
int |rs) =

ZZ "
�2Exck

�⇢(r0)�⇢(r)

����
⇢tot

� �2Exck

�⇢(r0)�⇢(r)

����
⇢I

#

⇥ ⌦pq(r
0)⌦rs(r) drdr

0 (16)

where ⌦ab(r) = �I,†
a (r)�I

b(r) are orbital products.

WFT-in-DFT Embedding

One can remain in the framework above but treat one or
more subsystem energies as arising from a wave function
(WFT)-based treatment,

Ei[⇢i] = ENN + h i|T̂ + V̂nuc + V̂ee| ii (17)

where
⇢i   ⇤i i (18)

Ground state

If the WFT method is variational, one can directly min-
imise E[⇢tot] with respect to the WFT ⇢i [6] while for non-
variational approaches such as coupled cluster (CC) it is
the total Lagrangian [5]

L = LI + Eint + EII . (19)

that should be made stationary. Here LI is the conven-
tional CC Lagrangian, depending on cluster amplitudes
(t) and Lagrange multipliers (̄t). Because the CC density
depends on both t and t̄,

⇢(t, t̄) = h⇤|⇢̂|CCi =

2

4hHF| +
X

µi

t̄µihµi|e�T
3

5 ⇢̂|CCi (20)

these parameters must be determined by solving

0 =
@L

@ t̄µi
= ⌦µi +

X

pq

hp|vint|qihµi| exp(�T )Epq|CCi (21)

0 =
@L

@tµi
= h⇤|[H, ⌧µi]|CCi +

X

pq

hp|vint|qih⇤|[Epq, ⌧µi]|CCi

(22)

self-consistently. Here

hp|vint|qi =
Z

�†
p(r)v

I
int(r)�q(r)dr , (23)

and vIint has the same form as in Eq. 8. Additionally, Eq.
(22) can be expressed in matrix form as

�(⌘vac + ⌘int) = t̄
�
Avac + tA

�
. (24)

so that the vacuum (Avac) and embedding (tA) contribu-
tions to the total CC Jacobian are clearly seen.

Fixed embedding potential

The iterative procedure to obtain vIint can be costly as it re-
quires several WFT calculations. A computationally effi-
cient approximation [7,8] is to use only DFT densities for
the subsystems. With this, the embedding contributions
can be added to the Fock matrix of the WFT calculations
as a (fixed) one-electron operator

Fab  h�a|vIint(r)|�bi (25)

Excited states

In the case of non-variational approaches such as CC ex-
pressions for hhµx;µyii! can be obtained from derivatives
of the quasienergy Lagrangian

{L(t)}T = {L[⇢I](t)}T + {Q[⇢II](t)}T + {Eint[⇢I, ⇢II](t)}T .
(26)

If one again disregards the response of the environment,
in CC-in-DFT the poles of hhµx;µyii! will occur at the
eigenvalues of

✓
F I,I AI,I
AT

I,I J I,I

◆
=

✓
F I AI
AT

I 0

◆
+

✓
F I

int (AI
int)

T

AI
int J I

int

◆
, (27)

or, to a good accuracy, as the eigenvalues of the CC-in-
DFT Jacobian for I for which the FDE contribution is

t̄tAµi,⌫j  
X

pq

hp|vint|qihµi| exp(�T )[Epq, ⌧⌫j ]|CCi

+
1

2

X

pq,rs

(pq|wint|rs)hµi| exp(�T )Epq|CCi

⇥ h⇤|[Ers, ⌧⌫j ]|CCi, (28)

(T : ground-state amplitudes). It should be noted that for
the fixed potential approximation [5] the kernel contribu-
tions (eq. 16) are not included when calculating excitation
energies.
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Embedding approaches (see e.g. [1]) are extremely useful
to incorporate environment effects on electronic excita-
tions when these present a rather localized character, by
allowing calculations of the system of interest with accu-
rate expensive methods (e.g. wavefunction-based (WFT)
approaches such as coupled cluster) while describing the
surroundings more approximately.

Here we outline approaches based on the frozen density
embedding (FDE) formalism [2], whose point of depar-
ture is the partition of the total density and the nuclear
framework into fragments (I: system of interest, II: envi-
ronment, may be subdivided into n sub-fragments):

⇢tot = ⇢I + ⇢II = ⇢I +
X

n

⇢II;n (1)

That implies a division of the total energy for the system
into subsystem energies and an interaction term

E[⇢tot] = Ts[⇢tot] + Vext[⇢tot] + VH[⇢tot] + Exc[⇢tot]

= E[⇢I] + E[⇢I] + Eint[⇢I, ⇢II] (2)

DFT-in-DFT Embedding

In the case of a purely DFT (DFT-in-DFT) embedding, the
subsystem (i = I, II) energies are

Ei[⇢i] =

Z
⇢i(r)v

i
nuc(r)dr +

1

2

ZZ
⇢i(r)⇢i(r0)

|r� r0| dr dr0 + Ei
nuc

+ Exc[⇢i] + Ts[⇢i] (3)

where vinuc is the nuclear potential and Ei
nuc the nuclear

repulsion energy. The interaction energy is

Eint[⇢I, ⇢II] =

Z
⇢I(r)v

II
nuc(r)dr +

Z
⇢II(r)v

I
nuc(r)dr + EI,II

nuc

+

ZZ
⇢I(r)⇢II(r0)

|r� r0| drdr0 + Enadd
xck [⇢I, ⇢II] (4)

with

Enadd
xck [⇢I, ⇢II] = Exck[⇢I + ⇢II]� Exck[⇢II]� Exck[⇢II] (5)

grouping the non-additive exchange-correlation and ki-
netic energy contributions.

Ground state

Minimizing E[⇢tot] with respect to ⇢I while keeping ⇢II
fixed yields the Euler-Lagrange equation,

�EI[⇢I]

�⇢I
+
�Eint[⇢I, ⇢II]

�⇢I
= µI , (6)

with µI introduced to keep the number of electrons in sys-
tem I constant. In a Kohn-Sham (KS) picture ⇢I is obtained
by solving the KS constrained electron density (KSCED)
[2] equation

FKS;I�I
p(r) =


�1
2
� + vInuc(r) + vH + vxc[⇢I ](r) + vIint(r)

�
�I
p(r)

= "KS;I
p �I

p(r) (7)

where

vIint(r) =
�Eint[⇢I, ⇢II]

�⇢I

= vIInuc(r) +

Z
⇢II(r0)

|r� r0|dr
0 +

2

4�E
nadd
xck
�⇢

�����
⇢tot

�
�Enadd

xck
�⇢

�����
⇢I

3

5

(8)

is the embedding potential that carries the intersystem
dependence.

To satisfy Eq. (1), ⇢II must be smaller than ⇢tot every-
where and v-representable, something that often cannot
be fulfilled in practice for a fixed ⇢II. A solution is to min-
imize the total energy with respect to ⇢I as well as ⇢II,
implying a system of Euler-Lagrange equation coupled
through the interaction term as done e.g. in the iterative
“freeze-thaw” procedure, where one exchange the role of
⇢I and ⇢II in eq. 6 until self-consistency.

Excited states

Excited states in DFT can be obtained from the time evo-
lution of the system’s density subjected to an external (pe-
riodic) perturbations, with excitation energies associated
to the poles of the linear response function[1,3], e.g.

hhµx;µyii! = �⌘xF�1⌘y =
d2{Q(2)}T

d✏x(!)d✏y(�!)
(9)

where {Q(2)}T is the second-order (wrt. perturbation)
quasienergy [3] for the total system. As for E[⇢tot], the
response of the total system can be subdivided [4] into
that of subsystems so that [5]

{Q(t)}T = {Q[⇢I](t)}T + {Q[⇢II](t)}T + {Eint[⇢I, ⇢II](t)}T ,
(10)

with the (time-dependent) densities

⇢(r, t) = ⇢I(r,I) + ⇢II(r,II). (11)

The expression for F are obtained as the derivatives of
{Q(t)}T with respect to {I,II} [1,5]

F =
@2{Q(2)}T
@(1)@(1)

=

✓
F I,I F II,I
F I,II F II,II

◆
=

✓
F I 0
0 F II

◆
+

✓
F I

int F II,I
int

F I,II
int F II

int

◆
,

(12)
If one disregards the response of ⇢II(r,II) (e.g. for excita-
tions localised on I), one has

F = F I + F I
int =

@2{Q(2)}T
@(1)

I @(1)
I

=

✓
A B
B⇤ A⇤

◆
� !

✓
1 0
0 1

◆
(13)

with

AI,I
ia,jb = �ij�ab("

I
a � "Ii ) + 2(ia|bj) + (ia|fxc|bj) + (ia|wnn

emb|bj),
(14)

BI,I
ia,jb = 2(ia|jb) + (ia|fxc|jb) + (ia|wI,I

int |jb), (15)

Apart from contributions from vIint (in "KS;I
I ) one has a new

FDE contribution, named kernel contribution due to the
analogous contributions in standard TD-DFT

(pq|wI,I
int |rs) =

ZZ "
�2Exck

�⇢(r0)�⇢(r)

����
⇢tot

� �2Exck

�⇢(r0)�⇢(r)

����
⇢I

#

⇥ ⌦pq(r
0)⌦rs(r) drdr

0 (16)

where ⌦ab(r) = �I,†
a (r)�I

b(r) are orbital products.

WFT-in-DFT Embedding

One can remain in the framework above but treat one or
more subsystem energies as arising from a wave function
(WFT)-based treatment,

Ei[⇢i] = ENN + h i|T̂ + V̂nuc + V̂ee| ii (17)

where
⇢i   ⇤i i (18)

Ground state

If the WFT method is variational, one can directly min-
imise E[⇢tot] with respect to the WFT ⇢i [6] while for non-
variational approaches such as coupled cluster (CC) it is
the total Lagrangian [5]

L = LI + Eint + EII . (19)

that should be made stationary. Here LI is the conven-
tional CC Lagrangian, depending on cluster amplitudes
(t) and Lagrange multipliers (̄t). Because the CC density
depends on both t and t̄,

⇢(t, t̄) = h⇤|⇢̂|CCi =

2

4hHF| +
X

µi

t̄µihµi|e�T
3

5 ⇢̂|CCi (20)

these parameters must be determined by solving

0 =
@L

@ t̄µi
= ⌦µi +

X

pq

hp|vint|qihµi| exp(�T )Epq|CCi (21)

0 =
@L

@tµi
= h⇤|[H, ⌧µi]|CCi +

X

pq

hp|vint|qih⇤|[Epq, ⌧µi]|CCi

(22)

self-consistently. Here

hp|vint|qi =
Z

�†
p(r)v

I
int(r)�q(r)dr , (23)

and vIint has the same form as in Eq. 8. Additionally, Eq.
(22) can be expressed in matrix form as

�(⌘vac + ⌘int) = t̄
�
Avac + tA

�
. (24)

so that the vacuum (Avac) and embedding (tA) contribu-
tions to the total CC Jacobian are clearly seen.

Fixed embedding potential

The iterative procedure to obtain vIint can be costly as it re-
quires several WFT calculations. A computationally effi-
cient approximation [7,8] is to use only DFT densities for
the subsystems. With this, the embedding contributions
can be added to the Fock matrix of the WFT calculations
as a (fixed) one-electron operator

Fab  h�a|vIint(r)|�bi (25)

Excited states

In the case of non-variational approaches such as CC ex-
pressions for hhµx;µyii! can be obtained from derivatives
of the quasienergy Lagrangian

{L(t)}T = {L[⇢I](t)}T + {Q[⇢II](t)}T + {Eint[⇢I, ⇢II](t)}T .
(26)

If one again disregards the response of the environment,
in CC-in-DFT the poles of hhµx;µyii! will occur at the
eigenvalues of

✓
F I,I AI,I
AT

I,I J I,I

◆
=

✓
F I AI
AT

I 0

◆
+

✓
F I

int (AI
int)

T

AI
int J I

int

◆
, (27)

or, to a good accuracy, as the eigenvalues of the CC-in-
DFT Jacobian for I for which the FDE contribution is

t̄tAµi,⌫j  
X

pq

hp|vint|qihµi| exp(�T )[Epq, ⌧⌫j ]|CCi

+
1

2

X

pq,rs

(pq|wint|rs)hµi| exp(�T )Epq|CCi

⇥ h⇤|[Ers, ⌧⌫j ]|CCi, (28)

(T : ground-state amplitudes). It should be noted that for
the fixed potential approximation [5] the kernel contribu-
tions (eq. 16) are not included when calculating excitation
energies.
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Embedding approaches (see e.g. [1]) are extremely useful
to incorporate environment effects on electronic excita-
tions when these present a rather localized character, by
allowing calculations of the system of interest with accu-
rate expensive methods (e.g. wavefunction-based (WFT)
approaches such as coupled cluster) while describing the
surroundings more approximately.

Here we outline approaches based on the frozen density
embedding (FDE) formalism [2], whose point of depar-
ture is the partition of the total density and the nuclear
framework into fragments (I: system of interest, II: envi-
ronment, may be subdivided into n sub-fragments):

⇢tot = ⇢I + ⇢II = ⇢I +
X

n

⇢II;n (1)

That implies a division of the total energy for the system
into subsystem energies and an interaction term

E[⇢tot] = Ts[⇢tot] + Vext[⇢tot] + VH[⇢tot] + Exc[⇢tot]

= E[⇢I] + E[⇢I] + Eint[⇢I, ⇢II] (2)

DFT-in-DFT Embedding

In the case of a purely DFT (DFT-in-DFT) embedding, the
subsystem (i = I, II) energies are

Ei[⇢i] =

Z
⇢i(r)v

i
nuc(r)dr +

1

2

ZZ
⇢i(r)⇢i(r0)

|r� r0| dr dr0 + Ei
nuc

+ Exc[⇢i] + Ts[⇢i] (3)

where vinuc is the nuclear potential and Ei
nuc the nuclear

repulsion energy. The interaction energy is

Eint[⇢I, ⇢II] =

Z
⇢I(r)v

II
nuc(r)dr +

Z
⇢II(r)v

I
nuc(r)dr + EI,II

nuc

+

ZZ
⇢I(r)⇢II(r0)

|r� r0| drdr0 + Enadd
xck [⇢I, ⇢II] (4)

with

Enadd
xck [⇢I, ⇢II] = Exck[⇢I + ⇢II]� Exck[⇢II]� Exck[⇢II] (5)

grouping the non-additive exchange-correlation and ki-
netic energy contributions.

Ground state

Minimizing E[⇢tot] with respect to ⇢I while keeping ⇢II
fixed yields the Euler-Lagrange equation,

�EI[⇢I]

�⇢I
+
�Eint[⇢I, ⇢II]

�⇢I
= µI , (6)

with µI introduced to keep the number of electrons in sys-
tem I constant. In a Kohn-Sham (KS) picture ⇢I is obtained
by solving the KS constrained electron density (KSCED)
[2] equation

FKS;I�I
p(r) =


�1
2
� + vInuc(r) + vH + vxc[⇢I ](r) + vIint(r)

�
�I
p(r)

= "KS;I
p �I

p(r) (7)

where

vIint(r) =
�Eint[⇢I, ⇢II]

�⇢I

= vIInuc(r) +

Z
⇢II(r0)

|r� r0|dr
0 +

2

4�E
nadd
xck
�⇢

�����
⇢tot

�
�Enadd

xck
�⇢

�����
⇢I

3

5

(8)

is the embedding potential that carries the intersystem
dependence.

To satisfy Eq. (1), ⇢II must be smaller than ⇢tot every-
where and v-representable, something that often cannot
be fulfilled in practice for a fixed ⇢II. A solution is to min-
imize the total energy with respect to ⇢I as well as ⇢II,
implying a system of Euler-Lagrange equation coupled
through the interaction term as done e.g. in the iterative
“freeze-thaw” procedure, where one exchange the role of
⇢I and ⇢II in eq. 6 until self-consistency.

Excited states

Excited states in DFT can be obtained from the time evo-
lution of the system’s density subjected to an external (pe-
riodic) perturbations, with excitation energies associated
to the poles of the linear response function[1,3], e.g.

hhµx;µyii! = �⌘xF�1⌘y =
d2{Q(2)}T

d✏x(!)d✏y(�!)
(9)

where {Q(2)}T is the second-order (wrt. perturbation)
quasienergy [3] for the total system. As for E[⇢tot], the
response of the total system can be subdivided [4] into
that of subsystems so that [5]

{Q(t)}T = {Q[⇢I](t)}T + {Q[⇢II](t)}T + {Eint[⇢I, ⇢II](t)}T ,
(10)

with the (time-dependent) densities

⇢(r, t) = ⇢I(r,I) + ⇢II(r,II). (11)

The expression for F are obtained as the derivatives of
{Q(t)}T with respect to {I,II} [1,5]

F =
@2{Q(2)}T
@(1)@(1)

=

✓
F I,I F II,I
F I,II F II,II

◆
=

✓
F I 0
0 F II

◆
+

✓
F I

int F II,I
int

F I,II
int F II

int

◆
,

(12)
If one disregards the response of ⇢II(r,II) (e.g. for excita-
tions localised on I), one has

F = F I + F I
int =

@2{Q(2)}T
@(1)

I @(1)
I

=

✓
A B
B⇤ A⇤

◆
� !

✓
1 0
0 1

◆
(13)

with

AI,I
ia,jb = �ij�ab("

I
a � "Ii ) + 2(ia|bj) + (ia|fxc|bj) + (ia|wnn

emb|bj),
(14)

BI,I
ia,jb = 2(ia|jb) + (ia|fxc|jb) + (ia|wI,I

int |jb), (15)

Apart from contributions from vIint (in "KS;I
I ) one has a new

FDE contribution, named kernel contribution due to the
analogous contributions in standard TD-DFT

(pq|wI,I
int |rs) =

ZZ "
�2Exck

�⇢(r0)�⇢(r)

����
⇢tot

� �2Exck

�⇢(r0)�⇢(r)

����
⇢I

#

⇥ ⌦pq(r
0)⌦rs(r) drdr

0 (16)

where ⌦ab(r) = �I,†
a (r)�I

b(r) are orbital products.

WFT-in-DFT Embedding

One can remain in the framework above but treat one or
more subsystem energies as arising from a wave function
(WFT)-based treatment,

Ei[⇢i] = ENN + h i|T̂ + V̂nuc + V̂ee| ii (17)

where
⇢i   ⇤i i (18)

Ground state

If the WFT method is variational, one can directly min-
imise E[⇢tot] with respect to the WFT ⇢i [6] while for non-
variational approaches such as coupled cluster (CC) it is
the total Lagrangian [5]

L = LI + Eint + EII . (19)

that should be made stationary. Here LI is the conven-
tional CC Lagrangian, depending on cluster amplitudes
(t) and Lagrange multipliers (̄t). Because the CC density
depends on both t and t̄,

⇢(t, t̄) = h⇤|⇢̂|CCi =

2

4hHF| +
X

µi

t̄µihµi|e�T
3

5 ⇢̂|CCi (20)

these parameters must be determined by solving

0 =
@L

@ t̄µi
= ⌦µi +

X

pq

hp|vint|qihµi| exp(�T )Epq|CCi (21)

0 =
@L

@tµi
= h⇤|[H, ⌧µi]|CCi +

X

pq

hp|vint|qih⇤|[Epq, ⌧µi]|CCi

(22)

self-consistently. Here

hp|vint|qi =
Z

�†
p(r)v

I
int(r)�q(r)dr , (23)

and vIint has the same form as in Eq. 8. Additionally, Eq.
(22) can be expressed in matrix form as

�(⌘vac + ⌘int) = t̄
�
Avac + tA

�
. (24)

so that the vacuum (Avac) and embedding (tA) contribu-
tions to the total CC Jacobian are clearly seen.

Fixed embedding potential

The iterative procedure to obtain vIint can be costly as it re-
quires several WFT calculations. A computationally effi-
cient approximation [7,8] is to use only DFT densities for
the subsystems. With this, the embedding contributions
can be added to the Fock matrix of the WFT calculations
as a (fixed) one-electron operator

Fab  h�a|vIint(r)|�bi (25)

Excited states

In the case of non-variational approaches such as CC ex-
pressions for hhµx;µyii! can be obtained from derivatives
of the quasienergy Lagrangian

{L(t)}T = {L[⇢I](t)}T + {Q[⇢II](t)}T + {Eint[⇢I, ⇢II](t)}T .
(26)

If one again disregards the response of the environment,
in CC-in-DFT the poles of hhµx;µyii! will occur at the
eigenvalues of

✓
F I,I AI,I
AT

I,I J I,I

◆
=

✓
F I AI
AT

I 0

◆
+

✓
F I

int (AI
int)

T

AI
int J I

int

◆
, (27)

or, to a good accuracy, as the eigenvalues of the CC-in-
DFT Jacobian for I for which the FDE contribution is

t̄tAµi,⌫j  
X

pq

hp|vint|qihµi| exp(�T )[Epq, ⌧⌫j ]|CCi

+
1

2

X

pq,rs

(pq|wint|rs)hµi| exp(�T )Epq|CCi

⇥ h⇤|[Ers, ⌧⌫j ]|CCi, (28)

(T : ground-state amplitudes). It should be noted that for
the fixed potential approximation [5] the kernel contribu-
tions (eq. 16) are not included when calculating excitation
energies.
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Embedding approaches (see e.g. [1]) are extremely useful
to incorporate environment effects on electronic excita-
tions when these present a rather localized character, by
allowing calculations of the system of interest with accu-
rate expensive methods (e.g. wavefunction-based (WFT)
approaches such as coupled cluster) while describing the
surroundings more approximately.

Here we outline approaches based on the frozen density
embedding (FDE) formalism [2], whose point of depar-
ture is the partition of the total density and the nuclear
framework into fragments (I: system of interest, II: envi-
ronment, may be subdivided into n sub-fragments):

⇢tot = ⇢I + ⇢II = ⇢I +
X

n

⇢II;n (1)

That implies a division of the total energy for the system
into subsystem energies and an interaction term

E[⇢tot] = Ts[⇢tot] + Vext[⇢tot] + VH[⇢tot] + Exc[⇢tot]

= E[⇢I] + E[⇢I] + Eint[⇢I, ⇢II] (2)

DFT-in-DFT Embedding

In the case of a purely DFT (DFT-in-DFT) embedding, the
subsystem (i = I, II) energies are

Ei[⇢i] =

Z
⇢i(r)v

i
nuc(r)dr +

1

2

ZZ
⇢i(r)⇢i(r0)

|r� r0| dr dr0 + Ei
nuc

+ Exc[⇢i] + Ts[⇢i] (3)

where vinuc is the nuclear potential and Ei
nuc the nuclear

repulsion energy. The interaction energy is

Eint[⇢I, ⇢II] =

Z
⇢I(r)v

II
nuc(r)dr +

Z
⇢II(r)v

I
nuc(r)dr + EI,II

nuc

+

ZZ
⇢I(r)⇢II(r0)

|r� r0| drdr0 + Enadd
xck [⇢I, ⇢II] (4)

with

Enadd
xck [⇢I, ⇢II] = Exck[⇢I + ⇢II]� Exck[⇢II]� Exck[⇢II] (5)

grouping the non-additive exchange-correlation and ki-
netic energy contributions.

Ground state

Minimizing E[⇢tot] with respect to ⇢I while keeping ⇢II
fixed yields the Euler-Lagrange equation,

�EI[⇢I]

�⇢I
+
�Eint[⇢I, ⇢II]

�⇢I
= µI , (6)

with µI introduced to keep the number of electrons in sys-
tem I constant. In a Kohn-Sham (KS) picture ⇢I is obtained
by solving the KS constrained electron density (KSCED)
[2] equation

FKS;I�I
p(r) =


�1
2
� + vInuc(r) + vH + vxc[⇢I ](r) + vIint(r)

�
�I
p(r)

= "KS;I
p �I

p(r) (7)

where

vIint(r) =
�Eint[⇢I, ⇢II]

�⇢I

= vIInuc(r) +

Z
⇢II(r0)

|r� r0|dr
0 +

2

4�E
nadd
xck
�⇢

�����
⇢tot

�
�Enadd

xck
�⇢

�����
⇢I

3

5

(8)

is the embedding potential that carries the intersystem
dependence.

To satisfy Eq. (1), ⇢II must be smaller than ⇢tot every-
where and v-representable, something that often cannot
be fulfilled in practice for a fixed ⇢II. A solution is to min-
imize the total energy with respect to ⇢I as well as ⇢II,
implying a system of Euler-Lagrange equation coupled
through the interaction term as done e.g. in the iterative
“freeze-thaw” procedure, where one exchange the role of
⇢I and ⇢II in eq. 6 until self-consistency.

Excited states

Excited states in DFT can be obtained from the time evo-
lution of the system’s density subjected to an external (pe-
riodic) perturbations, with excitation energies associated
to the poles of the linear response function[1,3], e.g.

hhµx;µyii! = �⌘xF�1⌘y =
d2{Q(2)}T

d✏x(!)d✏y(�!)
(9)

where {Q(2)}T is the second-order (wrt. perturbation)
quasienergy [3] for the total system. As for E[⇢tot], the
response of the total system can be subdivided [4] into
that of subsystems so that [5]

{Q(t)}T = {Q[⇢I](t)}T + {Q[⇢II](t)}T + {Eint[⇢I, ⇢II](t)}T ,
(10)

with the (time-dependent) densities

⇢(r, t) = ⇢I(r,I) + ⇢II(r,II). (11)

The expression for F are obtained as the derivatives of
{Q(t)}T with respect to {I,II} [1,5]

F =
@2{Q(2)}T
@(1)@(1)

=

✓
F I,I F II,I
F I,II F II,II

◆
=

✓
F I 0
0 F II

◆
+

✓
F I

int F II,I
int

F I,II
int F II

int

◆
,

(12)
If one disregards the response of ⇢II(r,II) (e.g. for excita-
tions localised on I), one has

F = F I + F I
int =

@2{Q(2)}T
@(1)

I @(1)
I

=

✓
A B
B⇤ A⇤

◆
� !

✓
1 0
0 1

◆
(13)

with

AI,I
ia,jb = �ij�ab("

I
a � "Ii ) + 2(ia|bj) + (ia|fxc|bj) + (ia|wnn

emb|bj),
(14)

BI,I
ia,jb = 2(ia|jb) + (ia|fxc|jb) + (ia|wI,I

int |jb), (15)

Apart from contributions from vIint (in "KS;I
I ) one has a new

FDE contribution, named kernel contribution due to the
analogous contributions in standard TD-DFT

(pq|wI,I
int |rs) =

ZZ "
�2Exck

�⇢(r0)�⇢(r)

����
⇢tot

� �2Exck

�⇢(r0)�⇢(r)

����
⇢I

#

⇥ ⌦pq(r
0)⌦rs(r) drdr

0 (16)

where ⌦ab(r) = �I,†
a (r)�I

b(r) are orbital products.

WFT-in-DFT Embedding

One can remain in the framework above but treat one or
more subsystem energies as arising from a wave function
(WFT)-based treatment,

Ei[⇢i] = ENN + h i|T̂ + V̂nuc + V̂ee| ii (17)

where
⇢i   ⇤i i (18)

Ground state

If the WFT method is variational, one can directly min-
imise E[⇢tot] with respect to the WFT ⇢i [6] while for non-
variational approaches such as coupled cluster (CC) it is
the total Lagrangian [5]

L = LI + Eint + EII . (19)

that should be made stationary. Here LI is the conven-
tional CC Lagrangian, depending on cluster amplitudes
(t) and Lagrange multipliers (̄t). Because the CC density
depends on both t and t̄,

⇢(t, t̄) = h⇤|⇢̂|CCi =

2

4hHF| +
X

µi

t̄µihµi|e�T
3

5 ⇢̂|CCi (20)

these parameters must be determined by solving

0 =
@L

@ t̄µi
= ⌦µi +

X

pq

hp|vint|qihµi| exp(�T )Epq|CCi (21)

0 =
@L

@tµi
= h⇤|[H, ⌧µi]|CCi +

X

pq

hp|vint|qih⇤|[Epq, ⌧µi]|CCi

(22)

self-consistently. Here

hp|vint|qi =
Z

�†
p(r)v

I
int(r)�q(r)dr , (23)

and vIint has the same form as in Eq. 8. Additionally, Eq.
(22) can be expressed in matrix form as

�(⌘vac + ⌘int) = t̄
�
Avac + tA

�
. (24)

so that the vacuum (Avac) and embedding (tA) contribu-
tions to the total CC Jacobian are clearly seen.

Fixed embedding potential

The iterative procedure to obtain vIint can be costly as it re-
quires several WFT calculations. A computationally effi-
cient approximation [7,8] is to use only DFT densities for
the subsystems. With this, the embedding contributions
can be added to the Fock matrix of the WFT calculations
as a (fixed) one-electron operator

Fab  h�a|vIint(r)|�bi (25)

Excited states

In the case of non-variational approaches such as CC ex-
pressions for hhµx;µyii! can be obtained from derivatives
of the quasienergy Lagrangian

{L(t)}T = {L[⇢I](t)}T + {Q[⇢II](t)}T + {Eint[⇢I, ⇢II](t)}T .
(26)

If one again disregards the response of the environment,
in CC-in-DFT the poles of hhµx;µyii! will occur at the
eigenvalues of

✓
F I,I AI,I
AT

I,I J I,I

◆
=

✓
F I AI
AT

I 0

◆
+

✓
F I

int (AI
int)

T

AI
int J I

int

◆
, (27)

or, to a good accuracy, as the eigenvalues of the CC-in-
DFT Jacobian for I for which the FDE contribution is

t̄tAµi,⌫j  
X

pq

hp|vint|qihµi| exp(�T )[Epq, ⌧⌫j ]|CCi

+
1

2

X

pq,rs

(pq|wint|rs)hµi| exp(�T )Epq|CCi

⇥ h⇤|[Ers, ⌧⌫j ]|CCi, (28)

(T : ground-state amplitudes). It should be noted that for
the fixed potential approximation [5] the kernel contribu-
tions (eq. 16) are not included when calculating excitation
energies.
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Embedding approaches (see e.g. [1]) are extremely useful
to incorporate environment effects on electronic excita-
tions when these present a rather localized character, by
allowing calculations of the system of interest with accu-
rate expensive methods (e.g. wavefunction-based (WFT)
approaches such as coupled cluster) while describing the
surroundings more approximately.

Here we outline approaches based on the frozen density
embedding (FDE) formalism [2], whose point of depar-
ture is the partition of the total density and the nuclear
framework into fragments (I: system of interest, II: envi-
ronment, may be subdivided into n sub-fragments):

⇢tot = ⇢I + ⇢II = ⇢I +
X

n

⇢II;n (1)

That implies a division of the total energy for the system
into subsystem energies and an interaction term

E[⇢tot] = Ts[⇢tot] + Vext[⇢tot] + VH[⇢tot] + Exc[⇢tot]

= E[⇢I] + E[⇢I] + Eint[⇢I, ⇢II] (2)

DFT-in-DFT Embedding

In the case of a purely DFT (DFT-in-DFT) embedding, the
subsystem (i = I, II) energies are

Ei[⇢i] =

Z
⇢i(r)v

i
nuc(r)dr +

1

2

ZZ
⇢i(r)⇢i(r0)

|r� r0| dr dr0 + Ei
nuc

+ Exc[⇢i] + Ts[⇢i] (3)

where vinuc is the nuclear potential and Ei
nuc the nuclear

repulsion energy. The interaction energy is

Eint[⇢I, ⇢II] =

Z
⇢I(r)v

II
nuc(r)dr +

Z
⇢II(r)v

I
nuc(r)dr + EI,II

nuc

+

ZZ
⇢I(r)⇢II(r0)

|r� r0| drdr0 + Enadd
xck [⇢I, ⇢II] (4)

with

Enadd
xck [⇢I, ⇢II] = Exck[⇢I + ⇢II]� Exck[⇢II]� Exck[⇢II] (5)

grouping the non-additive exchange-correlation and ki-
netic energy contributions.

Ground state

Minimizing E[⇢tot] with respect to ⇢I while keeping ⇢II
fixed yields the Euler-Lagrange equation,

�EI[⇢I]

�⇢I
+
�Eint[⇢I, ⇢II]

�⇢I
= µI , (6)

with µI introduced to keep the number of electrons in sys-
tem I constant. In a Kohn-Sham (KS) picture ⇢I is obtained
by solving the KS constrained electron density (KSCED)
[2] equation

FKS;I�I
p(r) =


�1
2
� + vInuc(r) + vH + vxc[⇢I ](r) + vIint(r)

�
�I
p(r)

= "KS;I
p �I

p(r) (7)

where

vIint(r) =
�Eint[⇢I, ⇢II]

�⇢I

= vIInuc(r) +

Z
⇢II(r0)

|r� r0|dr
0 +

2

4�E
nadd
xck
�⇢

�����
⇢tot

�
�Enadd

xck
�⇢

�����
⇢I

3

5

(8)

is the embedding potential that carries the intersystem
dependence.

To satisfy Eq. (1), ⇢II must be smaller than ⇢tot every-
where and v-representable, something that often cannot
be fulfilled in practice for a fixed ⇢II. A solution is to min-
imize the total energy with respect to ⇢I as well as ⇢II,
implying a system of Euler-Lagrange equation coupled
through the interaction term as done e.g. in the iterative
“freeze-thaw” procedure, where one exchange the role of
⇢I and ⇢II in eq. 6 until self-consistency.

Excited states

Excited states in DFT can be obtained from the time evo-
lution of the system’s density subjected to an external (pe-
riodic) perturbations, with excitation energies associated
to the poles of the linear response function[1,3], e.g.

hhµx;µyii! = �⌘xF�1⌘y =
d2{Q(2)}T

d✏x(!)d✏y(�!)
(9)

where {Q(2)}T is the second-order (wrt. perturbation)
quasienergy [3] for the total system. As for E[⇢tot], the
response of the total system can be subdivided [4] into
that of subsystems so that [5]

{Q(t)}T = {Q[⇢I](t)}T + {Q[⇢II](t)}T + {Eint[⇢I, ⇢II](t)}T ,
(10)

with the (time-dependent) densities

⇢(r, t) = ⇢I(r,I) + ⇢II(r,II). (11)

The expression for F are obtained as the derivatives of
{Q(t)}T with respect to {I,II} [1,5]

F =
@2{Q(2)}T
@(1)@(1)

=

✓
F I,I F II,I
F I,II F II,II

◆
=

✓
F I 0
0 F II

◆
+

✓
F I

int F II,I
int

F I,II
int F II

int

◆
,

(12)
If one disregards the response of ⇢II(r,II) (e.g. for excita-
tions localised on I), one has

F = F I + F I
int =

@2{Q(2)}T
@(1)

I @(1)
I

=

✓
A B
B⇤ A⇤

◆
� !

✓
1 0
0 1

◆
(13)

with

AI,I
ia,jb = �ij�ab("

I
a � "Ii ) + 2(ia|bj) + (ia|fxc|bj) + (ia|wnn

emb|bj),
(14)

BI,I
ia,jb = 2(ia|jb) + (ia|fxc|jb) + (ia|wI,I

int |jb), (15)

Apart from contributions from vIint (in "KS;I
I ) one has a new

FDE contribution, named kernel contribution due to the
analogous contributions in standard TD-DFT

(pq|wI,I
int |rs) =

ZZ "
�2Exck

�⇢(r0)�⇢(r)

����
⇢tot

� �2Exck

�⇢(r0)�⇢(r)

����
⇢I

#

⇥ ⌦pq(r
0)⌦rs(r) drdr

0 (16)

where ⌦ab(r) = �I,†
a (r)�I

b(r) are orbital products.

WFT-in-DFT Embedding

One can remain in the framework above but treat one or
more subsystem energies as arising from a wave function
(WFT)-based treatment,

Ei[⇢i] = ENN + h i|T̂ + V̂nuc + V̂ee| ii (17)

where
⇢i   ⇤i i (18)

Ground state

If the WFT method is variational, one can directly min-
imise E[⇢tot] with respect to the WFT ⇢i [6] while for non-
variational approaches such as coupled cluster (CC) it is
the total Lagrangian [5]

L = LI + Eint + EII . (19)

that should be made stationary. Here LI is the conven-
tional CC Lagrangian, depending on cluster amplitudes
(t) and Lagrange multipliers (̄t). Because the CC density
depends on both t and t̄,

⇢(t, t̄) = h⇤|⇢̂|CCi =

2

4hHF| +
X

µi

t̄µihµi|e�T
3

5 ⇢̂|CCi (20)

these parameters must be determined by solving

0 =
@L

@ t̄µi
= ⌦µi +

X

pq

hp|vint|qihµi| exp(�T )Epq|CCi (21)

0 =
@L

@tµi
= h⇤|[H, ⌧µi]|CCi +

X

pq

hp|vint|qih⇤|[Epq, ⌧µi]|CCi

(22)

self-consistently. Here

hp|vint|qi =
Z

�†
p(r)v

I
int(r)�q(r)dr , (23)

and vIint has the same form as in Eq. 8. Additionally, Eq.
(22) can be expressed in matrix form as

�(⌘vac + ⌘int) = t̄
�
Avac + tA

�
. (24)

so that the vacuum (Avac) and embedding (tA) contribu-
tions to the total CC Jacobian are clearly seen.

Fixed embedding potential

The iterative procedure to obtain vIint can be costly as it re-
quires several WFT calculations. A computationally effi-
cient approximation [7,8] is to use only DFT densities for
the subsystems. With this, the embedding contributions
can be added to the Fock matrix of the WFT calculations
as a (fixed) one-electron operator

Fab  h�a|vIint(r)|�bi (25)

Excited states

In the case of non-variational approaches such as CC ex-
pressions for hhµx;µyii! can be obtained from derivatives
of the quasienergy Lagrangian

{L(t)}T = {L[⇢I](t)}T + {Q[⇢II](t)}T + {Eint[⇢I, ⇢II](t)}T .
(26)

If one again disregards the response of the environment,
in CC-in-DFT the poles of hhµx;µyii! will occur at the
eigenvalues of

✓
F I,I AI,I
AT

I,I J I,I

◆
=

✓
F I AI
AT

I 0

◆
+

✓
F I

int (AI
int)

T

AI
int J I

int

◆
, (27)

or, to a good accuracy, as the eigenvalues of the CC-in-
DFT Jacobian for I for which the FDE contribution is

t̄tAµi,⌫j  
X

pq

hp|vint|qihµi| exp(�T )[Epq, ⌧⌫j ]|CCi

+
1

2

X

pq,rs

(pq|wint|rs)hµi| exp(�T )Epq|CCi

⇥ h⇤|[Ers, ⌧⌫j ]|CCi, (28)

(T : ground-state amplitudes). It should be noted that for
the fixed potential approximation [5] the kernel contribu-
tions (eq. 16) are not included when calculating excitation
energies.
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Embedding approaches (see e.g. [1]) are extremely useful
to incorporate environment effects on electronic excita-
tions when these present a rather localized character, by
allowing calculations of the system of interest with accu-
rate expensive methods (e.g. wavefunction-based (WFT)
approaches such as coupled cluster) while describing the
surroundings more approximately.

Here we outline approaches based on the frozen density
embedding (FDE) formalism [2], whose point of depar-
ture is the partition of the total density and the nuclear
framework into fragments (I: system of interest, II: envi-
ronment, may be subdivided into n sub-fragments):

⇢tot = ⇢I + ⇢II = ⇢I +
X

n

⇢II;n (1)

That implies a division of the total energy for the system
into subsystem energies and an interaction term

E[⇢tot] = Ts[⇢tot] + Vext[⇢tot] + VH[⇢tot] + Exc[⇢tot]

= E[⇢I] + E[⇢I] + Eint[⇢I, ⇢II] (2)

DFT-in-DFT Embedding

In the case of a purely DFT (DFT-in-DFT) embedding, the
subsystem (i = I, II) energies are

Ei[⇢i] =

Z
⇢i(r)v

i
nuc(r)dr +

1

2

ZZ
⇢i(r)⇢i(r0)

|r� r0| dr dr0 + Ei
nuc

+ Exc[⇢i] + Ts[⇢i] (3)

where vinuc is the nuclear potential and Ei
nuc the nuclear

repulsion energy. The interaction energy is

Eint[⇢I, ⇢II] =

Z
⇢I(r)v

II
nuc(r)dr +

Z
⇢II(r)v

I
nuc(r)dr + EI,II

nuc

+

ZZ
⇢I(r)⇢II(r0)

|r� r0| drdr0 + Enadd
xck [⇢I, ⇢II] (4)

with

Enadd
xck [⇢I, ⇢II] = Exck[⇢I + ⇢II]� Exck[⇢II]� Exck[⇢II] (5)

grouping the non-additive exchange-correlation and ki-
netic energy contributions.

Ground state

Minimizing E[⇢tot] with respect to ⇢I while keeping ⇢II
fixed yields the Euler-Lagrange equation,

�EI[⇢I]

�⇢I
+
�Eint[⇢I, ⇢II]

�⇢I
= µI , (6)

with µI introduced to keep the number of electrons in sys-
tem I constant. In a Kohn-Sham (KS) picture ⇢I is obtained
by solving the KS constrained electron density (KSCED)
[2] equation

FKS;I�I
p(r) =


�1
2
� + vInuc(r) + vH + vxc[⇢I ](r) + vIint(r)

�
�I
p(r)

= "KS;I
p �I

p(r) (7)

where

vIint(r) =
�Eint[⇢I, ⇢II]

�⇢I

= vIInuc(r) +

Z
⇢II(r0)

|r� r0|dr
0 +

2

4�E
nadd
xck
�⇢

�����
⇢tot

�
�Enadd

xck
�⇢

�����
⇢I

3

5

(8)

is the embedding potential that carries the intersystem
dependence.

To satisfy Eq. (1), ⇢II must be smaller than ⇢tot every-
where and v-representable, something that often cannot
be fulfilled in practice for a fixed ⇢II. A solution is to min-
imize the total energy with respect to ⇢I as well as ⇢II,
implying a system of Euler-Lagrange equation coupled
through the interaction term as done e.g. in the iterative
“freeze-thaw” procedure, where one exchange the role of
⇢I and ⇢II in eq. 6 until self-consistency.

Excited states

Excited states in DFT can be obtained from the time evo-
lution of the system’s density subjected to an external (pe-
riodic) perturbations, with excitation energies associated
to the poles of the linear response function[1,3], e.g.

hhµx;µyii! = �⌘xF�1⌘y =
d2{Q(2)}T

d✏x(!)d✏y(�!)
(9)

where {Q(2)}T is the second-order (wrt. perturbation)
quasienergy [3] for the total system. As for E[⇢tot], the
response of the total system can be subdivided [4] into
that of subsystems so that [5]

{Q(t)}T = {Q[⇢I](t)}T + {Q[⇢II](t)}T + {Eint[⇢I, ⇢II](t)}T ,
(10)

with the (time-dependent) densities

⇢(r, t) = ⇢I(r,I) + ⇢II(r,II). (11)

The expression for F are obtained as the derivatives of
{Q(t)}T with respect to {I,II} [1,5]

F =
@2{Q(2)}T
@(1)@(1)

=

✓
F I,I F II,I
F I,II F II,II

◆
=

✓
F I 0
0 F II

◆
+

✓
F I

int F II,I
int

F I,II
int F II

int

◆
,

(12)
If one disregards the response of ⇢II(r,II) (e.g. for excita-
tions localised on I), one has

F = F I + F I
int =

@2{Q(2)}T
@(1)

I @(1)
I

=

✓
A B
B⇤ A⇤

◆
� !

✓
1 0
0 1

◆
(13)

with

AI,I
ia,jb = �ij�ab("

I
a � "Ii ) + 2(ia|bj) + (ia|fxc|bj) + (ia|wnn

emb|bj),
(14)

BI,I
ia,jb = 2(ia|jb) + (ia|fxc|jb) + (ia|wI,I

int |jb), (15)

Apart from contributions from vIint (in "KS;I
I ) one has a new

FDE contribution, named kernel contribution due to the
analogous contributions in standard TD-DFT

(pq|wI,I
int |rs) =

ZZ "
�2Exck

�⇢(r0)�⇢(r)

����
⇢tot

� �2Exck

�⇢(r0)�⇢(r)

����
⇢I

#

⇥ ⌦pq(r
0)⌦rs(r) drdr

0 (16)

where ⌦ab(r) = �I,†
a (r)�I

b(r) are orbital products.

WFT-in-DFT Embedding

One can remain in the framework above but treat one or
more subsystem energies as arising from a wave function
(WFT)-based treatment,

Ei[⇢i] = ENN + h i|T̂ + V̂nuc + V̂ee| ii (17)

where
⇢i   ⇤i i (18)

Ground state

If the WFT method is variational, one can directly min-
imise E[⇢tot] with respect to the WFT ⇢i [6] while for non-
variational approaches such as coupled cluster (CC) it is
the total Lagrangian [5]

L = LI + Eint + EII . (19)

that should be made stationary. Here LI is the conven-
tional CC Lagrangian, depending on cluster amplitudes
(t) and Lagrange multipliers (̄t). Because the CC density
depends on both t and t̄,

⇢(t, t̄) = h⇤|⇢̂|CCi =

2

4hHF| +
X

µi

t̄µihµi|e�T
3

5 ⇢̂|CCi (20)

these parameters must be determined by solving

0 =
@L

@ t̄µi
= ⌦µi +

X

pq

hp|vint|qihµi| exp(�T )Epq|CCi (21)

0 =
@L

@tµi
= h⇤|[H, ⌧µi]|CCi +

X

pq

hp|vint|qih⇤|[Epq, ⌧µi]|CCi

(22)

self-consistently. Here

hp|vint|qi =
Z

�†
p(r)v

I
int(r)�q(r)dr , (23)

and vIint has the same form as in Eq. 8. Additionally, Eq.
(22) can be expressed in matrix form as

�(⌘vac + ⌘int) = t̄
�
Avac + tA

�
. (24)

so that the vacuum (Avac) and embedding (tA) contribu-
tions to the total CC Jacobian are clearly seen.

Fixed embedding potential

The iterative procedure to obtain vIint can be costly as it re-
quires several WFT calculations. A computationally effi-
cient approximation [7,8] is to use only DFT densities for
the subsystems. With this, the embedding contributions
can be added to the Fock matrix of the WFT calculations
as a (fixed) one-electron operator

Fab  h�a|vIint(r)|�bi (25)

Excited states

In the case of non-variational approaches such as CC ex-
pressions for hhµx;µyii! can be obtained from derivatives
of the quasienergy Lagrangian

{L(t)}T = {L[⇢I](t)}T + {Q[⇢II](t)}T + {Eint[⇢I, ⇢II](t)}T .
(26)

If one again disregards the response of the environment,
in CC-in-DFT the poles of hhµx;µyii! will occur at the
eigenvalues of

✓
F I,I AI,I
AT

I,I J I,I

◆
=

✓
F I AI
AT

I 0

◆
+

✓
F I

int (AI
int)

T

AI
int J I

int

◆
, (27)

or, to a good accuracy, as the eigenvalues of the CC-in-
DFT Jacobian for I for which the FDE contribution is

t̄tAµi,⌫j  
X

pq

hp|vint|qihµi| exp(�T )[Epq, ⌧⌫j ]|CCi

+
1

2

X

pq,rs

(pq|wint|rs)hµi| exp(�T )Epq|CCi

⇥ h⇤|[Ers, ⌧⌫j ]|CCi, (28)

(T : ground-state amplitudes). It should be noted that for
the fixed potential approximation [5] the kernel contribu-
tions (eq. 16) are not included when calculating excitation
energies.
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Embedding approaches (see e.g. [1]) are extremely useful
to incorporate environment effects on electronic excita-
tions when these present a rather localized character, by
allowing calculations of the system of interest with accu-
rate expensive methods (e.g. wavefunction-based (WFT)
approaches such as coupled cluster) while describing the
surroundings more approximately.

Here we outline approaches based on the frozen density
embedding (FDE) formalism [2], whose point of depar-
ture is the partition of the total density and the nuclear
framework into fragments (I: system of interest, II: envi-
ronment, may be subdivided into n sub-fragments):

⇢tot = ⇢I + ⇢II = ⇢I +
X

n

⇢II;n (1)

That implies a division of the total energy for the system
into subsystem energies and an interaction term

E[⇢tot] = Ts[⇢tot] + Vext[⇢tot] + VH[⇢tot] + Exc[⇢tot]

= E[⇢I] + E[⇢I] + Eint[⇢I, ⇢II] (2)

DFT-in-DFT Embedding

In the case of a purely DFT (DFT-in-DFT) embedding, the
subsystem (i = I, II) energies are

Ei[⇢i] =

Z
⇢i(r)v

i
nuc(r)dr +

1

2

ZZ
⇢i(r)⇢i(r0)

|r� r0| dr dr0 + Ei
nuc

+ Exc[⇢i] + Ts[⇢i] (3)

where vinuc is the nuclear potential and Ei
nuc the nuclear

repulsion energy. The interaction energy is

Eint[⇢I, ⇢II] =

Z
⇢I(r)v

II
nuc(r)dr +

Z
⇢II(r)v

I
nuc(r)dr + EI,II

nuc

+

ZZ
⇢I(r)⇢II(r0)

|r� r0| drdr0 + Enadd
xck [⇢I, ⇢II] (4)

with

Enadd
xck [⇢I, ⇢II] = Exck[⇢I + ⇢II]� Exck[⇢II]� Exck[⇢II] (5)

grouping the non-additive exchange-correlation and ki-
netic energy contributions.

Ground state

Minimizing E[⇢tot] with respect to ⇢I while keeping ⇢II
fixed yields the Euler-Lagrange equation,

�EI[⇢I]

�⇢I
+
�Eint[⇢I, ⇢II]

�⇢I
= µI , (6)

with µI introduced to keep the number of electrons in sys-
tem I constant. In a Kohn-Sham (KS) picture ⇢I is obtained
by solving the KS constrained electron density (KSCED)
[2] equation

FKS;I�I
p(r) =


�1
2
� + vInuc(r) + vH + vxc[⇢I ](r) + vIint(r)

�
�I
p(r)

= "KS;I
p �I

p(r) (7)

where

vIint(r) =
�Eint[⇢I, ⇢II]

�⇢I

= vIInuc(r) +

Z
⇢II(r0)

|r� r0|dr
0 +

2

4�E
nadd
xck
�⇢

�����
⇢tot

�
�Enadd

xck
�⇢

�����
⇢I

3

5

(8)

is the embedding potential that carries the intersystem
dependence.

To satisfy Eq. (1), ⇢II must be smaller than ⇢tot every-
where and v-representable, something that often cannot
be fulfilled in practice for a fixed ⇢II. A solution is to min-
imize the total energy with respect to ⇢I as well as ⇢II,
implying a system of Euler-Lagrange equation coupled
through the interaction term as done e.g. in the iterative
“freeze-thaw” procedure, where one exchange the role of
⇢I and ⇢II in eq. 6 until self-consistency.

Excited states

Excited states in DFT can be obtained from the time evo-
lution of the system’s density subjected to an external (pe-
riodic) perturbations, with excitation energies associated
to the poles of the linear response function[1,3], e.g.

hhµx;µyii! = �⌘xF�1⌘y =
d2{Q(2)}T

d✏x(!)d✏y(�!)
(9)

where {Q(2)}T is the second-order (wrt. perturbation)
quasienergy [3] for the total system. As for E[⇢tot], the
response of the total system can be subdivided [4] into
that of subsystems so that [5]

{Q(t)}T = {Q[⇢I](t)}T + {Q[⇢II](t)}T + {Eint[⇢I, ⇢II](t)}T ,
(10)

with the (time-dependent) densities

⇢(r, t) = ⇢I(r,I) + ⇢II(r,II). (11)

The expression for F are obtained as the derivatives of
{Q(t)}T with respect to {I,II} [1,5]

F =
@2{Q(2)}T
@(1)@(1)

=

✓
F I,I F II,I
F I,II F II,II

◆
=

✓
F I 0
0 F II

◆
+

✓
F I

int F II,I
int

F I,II
int F II

int

◆
,

(12)
If one disregards the response of ⇢II(r,II) (e.g. for excita-
tions localised on I), one has

F = F I + F I
int =

@2{Q(2)}T
@(1)

I @(1)
I

=

✓
A B
B⇤ A⇤

◆
� !

✓
1 0
0 1

◆
(13)

with

AI,I
ia,jb = �ij�ab("

I
a � "Ii ) + 2(ia|bj) + (ia|fxc|bj) + (ia|wnn

emb|bj),
(14)

BI,I
ia,jb = 2(ia|jb) + (ia|fxc|jb) + (ia|wI,I

int |jb), (15)

Apart from contributions from vIint (in "KS;I
I ) one has a new

FDE contribution, named kernel contribution due to the
analogous contributions in standard TD-DFT

(pq|wI,I
int |rs) =

ZZ "
�2Exck

�⇢(r0)�⇢(r)

����
⇢tot

� �2Exck

�⇢(r0)�⇢(r)

����
⇢I

#

⇥ ⌦pq(r
0)⌦rs(r) drdr

0 (16)

where ⌦ab(r) = �I,†
a (r)�I

b(r) are orbital products.

WFT-in-DFT Embedding

One can remain in the framework above but treat one or
more subsystem energies as arising from a wave function
(WFT)-based treatment,

Ei[⇢i] = ENN + h i|T̂ + V̂nuc + V̂ee| ii (17)

where
⇢i   ⇤i i (18)

Ground state

If the WFT method is variational, one can directly min-
imise E[⇢tot] with respect to the WFT ⇢i [6] while for non-
variational approaches such as coupled cluster (CC) it is
the total Lagrangian [5]

L = LI + Eint + EII . (19)

that should be made stationary. Here LI is the conven-
tional CC Lagrangian, depending on cluster amplitudes
(t) and Lagrange multipliers (̄t). Because the CC density
depends on both t and t̄,

⇢(t, t̄) = h⇤|⇢̂|CCi =

2

4hHF| +
X

µi

t̄µihµi|e�T
3

5 ⇢̂|CCi (20)

these parameters must be determined by solving

0 =
@L

@ t̄µi
= ⌦µi +

X

pq

hp|vint|qihµi| exp(�T )Epq|CCi (21)

0 =
@L

@tµi
= h⇤|[H, ⌧µi]|CCi +

X

pq

hp|vint|qih⇤|[Epq, ⌧µi]|CCi

(22)

self-consistently. Here

hp|vint|qi =
Z

�†
p(r)v

I
int(r)�q(r)dr , (23)

and vIint has the same form as in Eq. 8. Additionally, Eq.
(22) can be expressed in matrix form as

�(⌘vac + ⌘int) = t̄
�
Avac + tA

�
. (24)

so that the vacuum (Avac) and embedding (tA) contribu-
tions to the total CC Jacobian are clearly seen.

Fixed embedding potential

The iterative procedure to obtain vIint can be costly as it re-
quires several WFT calculations. A computationally effi-
cient approximation [7,8] is to use only DFT densities for
the subsystems. With this, the embedding contributions
can be added to the Fock matrix of the WFT calculations
as a (fixed) one-electron operator

Fab  h�a|vIint(r)|�bi (25)

Excited states

In the case of non-variational approaches such as CC ex-
pressions for hhµx;µyii! can be obtained from derivatives
of the quasienergy Lagrangian

{L(t)}T = {L[⇢I](t)}T + {Q[⇢II](t)}T + {Eint[⇢I, ⇢II](t)}T .
(26)

If one again disregards the response of the environment,
in CC-in-DFT the poles of hhµx;µyii! will occur at the
eigenvalues of

✓
F I,I AI,I
AT

I,I J I,I

◆
=

✓
F I AI
AT

I 0

◆
+

✓
F I

int (AI
int)

T

AI
int J I

int

◆
, (27)

or, to a good accuracy, as the eigenvalues of the CC-in-
DFT Jacobian for I for which the FDE contribution is

t̄tAµi,⌫j  
X

pq

hp|vint|qihµi| exp(�T )[Epq, ⌧⌫j ]|CCi

+
1

2

X

pq,rs

(pq|wint|rs)hµi| exp(�T )Epq|CCi

⇥ h⇤|[Ers, ⌧⌫j ]|CCi, (28)

(T : ground-state amplitudes). It should be noted that for
the fixed potential approximation [5] the kernel contribu-
tions (eq. 16) are not included when calculating excitation
energies.
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Embedding approaches (see e.g. [1]) are extremely useful
to incorporate environment effects on electronic excita-
tions when these present a rather localized character, by
allowing calculations of the system of interest with accu-
rate expensive methods (e.g. wavefunction-based (WFT)
approaches such as coupled cluster) while describing the
surroundings more approximately.

Here we outline approaches based on the frozen density
embedding (FDE) formalism [2], whose point of depar-
ture is the partition of the total density and the nuclear
framework into fragments (I: system of interest, II: envi-
ronment, may be subdivided into n sub-fragments):

⇢tot = ⇢I + ⇢II = ⇢I +
X

n

⇢II;n (1)

That implies a division of the total energy for the system
into subsystem energies and an interaction term

E[⇢tot] = Ts[⇢tot] + Vext[⇢tot] + VH[⇢tot] + Exc[⇢tot]

= E[⇢I] + E[⇢I] + Eint[⇢I, ⇢II] (2)

DFT-in-DFT Embedding

In the case of a purely DFT (DFT-in-DFT) embedding, the
subsystem (i = I, II) energies are

Ei[⇢i] =

Z
⇢i(r)v

i
nuc(r)dr +

1

2

ZZ
⇢i(r)⇢i(r0)

|r� r0| dr dr0 + Ei
nuc

+ Exc[⇢i] + Ts[⇢i] (3)

where vinuc is the nuclear potential and Ei
nuc the nuclear

repulsion energy. The interaction energy is

Eint[⇢I, ⇢II] =

Z
⇢I(r)v

II
nuc(r)dr +

Z
⇢II(r)v

I
nuc(r)dr + EI,II

nuc

+

ZZ
⇢I(r)⇢II(r0)

|r� r0| drdr0 + Enadd
xck [⇢I, ⇢II] (4)

with

Enadd
xck [⇢I, ⇢II] = Exck[⇢I + ⇢II]� Exck[⇢II]� Exck[⇢II] (5)

grouping the non-additive exchange-correlation and ki-
netic energy contributions.

Ground state

Minimizing E[⇢tot] with respect to ⇢I while keeping ⇢II
fixed yields the Euler-Lagrange equation,

�EI[⇢I]

�⇢I
+
�Eint[⇢I, ⇢II]

�⇢I
= µI , (6)

with µI introduced to keep the number of electrons in sys-
tem I constant. In a Kohn-Sham (KS) picture ⇢I is obtained
by solving the KS constrained electron density (KSCED)
[2] equation

FKS;I�I
p(r) =


�1
2
� + vInuc(r) + vH + vxc[⇢I ](r) + vIint(r)

�
�I
p(r)

= "KS;I
p �I

p(r) (7)

where

vIint(r) =
�Eint[⇢I, ⇢II]

�⇢I

= vIInuc(r) +

Z
⇢II(r0)

|r� r0|dr
0 +

2

4�E
nadd
xck
�⇢

�����
⇢tot

�
�Enadd

xck
�⇢

�����
⇢I

3

5

(8)

is the embedding potential that carries the intersystem
dependence.

To satisfy Eq. (1), ⇢II must be smaller than ⇢tot every-
where and v-representable, something that often cannot
be fulfilled in practice for a fixed ⇢II. A solution is to min-
imize the total energy with respect to ⇢I as well as ⇢II,
implying a system of Euler-Lagrange equation coupled
through the interaction term as done e.g. in the iterative
“freeze-thaw” procedure, where one exchange the role of
⇢I and ⇢II in eq. 6 until self-consistency.

Excited states

Excited states in DFT can be obtained from the time evo-
lution of the system’s density subjected to an external (pe-
riodic) perturbations, with excitation energies associated
to the poles of the linear response function[1,3], e.g.

hhµx;µyii! = �⌘xF�1⌘y =
d2{Q(2)}T

d✏x(!)d✏y(�!)
(9)

where {Q(2)}T is the second-order (wrt. perturbation)
quasienergy [3] for the total system. As for E[⇢tot], the
response of the total system can be subdivided [4] into
that of subsystems so that [5]

{Q(t)}T = {Q[⇢I](t)}T + {Q[⇢II](t)}T + {Eint[⇢I, ⇢II](t)}T ,
(10)

with the (time-dependent) densities

⇢(r, t) = ⇢I(r,I) + ⇢II(r,II). (11)

The expression for F are obtained as the derivatives of
{Q(t)}T with respect to {I,II} [1,5]

F =
@2{Q(2)}T
@(1)@(1)

=

✓
F I,I F II,I
F I,II F II,II

◆
=

✓
F I 0
0 F II

◆
+

✓
F I

int F II,I
int

F I,II
int F II

int

◆
,

(12)
If one disregards the response of ⇢II(r,II) (e.g. for excita-
tions localised on I), one has

F = F I + F I
int =

@2{Q(2)}T
@(1)

I @(1)
I

=

✓
A B
B⇤ A⇤

◆
� !

✓
1 0
0 1

◆
(13)

with

AI,I
ia,jb = �ij�ab("

I
a � "Ii ) + 2(ia|bj) + (ia|fxc|bj) + (ia|wnn

emb|bj),
(14)

BI,I
ia,jb = 2(ia|jb) + (ia|fxc|jb) + (ia|wI,I

int |jb), (15)

Apart from contributions from vIint (in "KS;I
I ) one has a new

FDE contribution, named kernel contribution due to the
analogous contributions in standard TD-DFT

(pq|wI,I
int |rs) =

ZZ "
�2Exck

�⇢(r0)�⇢(r)

����
⇢tot

� �2Exck

�⇢(r0)�⇢(r)

����
⇢I

#

⇥ ⌦pq(r
0)⌦rs(r) drdr

0 (16)

where ⌦ab(r) = �I,†
a (r)�I

b(r) are orbital products.

WFT-in-DFT Embedding

One can remain in the framework above but treat one or
more subsystem energies as arising from a wave function
(WFT)-based treatment,

Ei[⇢i] = ENN + h i|T̂ + V̂nuc + V̂ee| ii (17)

where
⇢i   ⇤i i (18)

Ground state

If the WFT method is variational, one can directly min-
imise E[⇢tot] with respect to the WFT ⇢i [6] while for non-
variational approaches such as coupled cluster (CC) it is
the total Lagrangian [5]

L = LI + Eint + EII . (19)

that should be made stationary. Here LI is the conven-
tional CC Lagrangian, depending on cluster amplitudes
(t) and Lagrange multipliers (̄t). Because the CC density
depends on both t and t̄,

⇢(t, t̄) = h⇤|⇢̂|CCi =

2

4hHF| +
X

µi

t̄µihµi|e�T
3

5 ⇢̂|CCi (20)

these parameters must be determined by solving

0 =
@L

@ t̄µi
= ⌦µi +

X

pq

hp|vint|qihµi| exp(�T )Epq|CCi (21)

0 =
@L

@tµi
= h⇤|[H, ⌧µi]|CCi +

X

pq

hp|vint|qih⇤|[Epq, ⌧µi]|CCi

(22)

self-consistently. Here

hp|vint|qi =
Z

�†
p(r)v

I
int(r)�q(r)dr , (23)

and vIint has the same form as in Eq. 8. Additionally, Eq.
(22) can be expressed in matrix form as

�(⌘vac + ⌘int) = t̄
�
Avac + tA

�
. (24)

so that the vacuum (Avac) and embedding (tA) contribu-
tions to the total CC Jacobian are clearly seen.

Fixed embedding potential

The iterative procedure to obtain vIint can be costly as it re-
quires several WFT calculations. A computationally effi-
cient approximation [7,8] is to use only DFT densities for
the subsystems. With this, the embedding contributions
can be added to the Fock matrix of the WFT calculations
as a (fixed) one-electron operator

Fab  h�a|vIint(r)|�bi (25)

Excited states

In the case of non-variational approaches such as CC ex-
pressions for hhµx;µyii! can be obtained from derivatives
of the quasienergy Lagrangian

{L(t)}T = {L[⇢I](t)}T + {Q[⇢II](t)}T + {Eint[⇢I, ⇢II](t)}T .
(26)

If one again disregards the response of the environment,
in CC-in-DFT the poles of hhµx;µyii! will occur at the
eigenvalues of

✓
F I,I AI,I
AT

I,I J I,I

◆
=

✓
F I AI
AT

I 0

◆
+

✓
F I

int (AI
int)

T

AI
int J I

int

◆
, (27)

or, to a good accuracy, as the eigenvalues of the CC-in-
DFT Jacobian for I for which the FDE contribution is

t̄tAµi,⌫j  
X

pq

hp|vint|qihµi| exp(�T )[Epq, ⌧⌫j ]|CCi

+
1

2

X

pq,rs

(pq|wint|rs)hµi| exp(�T )Epq|CCi

⇥ h⇤|[Ers, ⌧⌫j ]|CCi, (28)

(T : ground-state amplitudes). It should be noted that for
the fixed potential approximation [5] the kernel contribu-
tions (eq. 16) are not included when calculating excitation
energies.
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Embedding approaches (see e.g. [1]) are extremely useful
to incorporate environment effects on electronic excita-
tions when these present a rather localized character, by
allowing calculations of the system of interest with accu-
rate expensive methods (e.g. wavefunction-based (WFT)
approaches such as coupled cluster) while describing the
surroundings more approximately.

Here we outline approaches based on the frozen density
embedding (FDE) formalism [2], whose point of depar-
ture is the partition of the total density and the nuclear
framework into fragments (I: system of interest, II: envi-
ronment, may be subdivided into n sub-fragments):

⇢tot = ⇢I + ⇢II = ⇢I +
X

n

⇢II;n (1)

That implies a division of the total energy for the system
into subsystem energies and an interaction term

E[⇢tot] = Ts[⇢tot] + Vext[⇢tot] + VH[⇢tot] + Exc[⇢tot]

= E[⇢I] + E[⇢I] + Eint[⇢I, ⇢II] (2)

DFT-in-DFT Embedding

In the case of a purely DFT (DFT-in-DFT) embedding, the
subsystem (i = I, II) energies are

Ei[⇢i] =

Z
⇢i(r)v

i
nuc(r)dr +

1

2

ZZ
⇢i(r)⇢i(r0)

|r� r0| dr dr0 + Ei
nuc

+ Exc[⇢i] + Ts[⇢i] (3)

where vinuc is the nuclear potential and Ei
nuc the nuclear

repulsion energy. The interaction energy is

Eint[⇢I, ⇢II] =

Z
⇢I(r)v

II
nuc(r)dr +

Z
⇢II(r)v

I
nuc(r)dr + EI,II

nuc

+

ZZ
⇢I(r)⇢II(r0)

|r� r0| drdr0 + Enadd
xck [⇢I, ⇢II] (4)

with

Enadd
xck [⇢I, ⇢II] = Exck[⇢I + ⇢II]� Exck[⇢II]� Exck[⇢II] (5)

grouping the non-additive exchange-correlation and ki-
netic energy contributions.

Ground state

Minimizing E[⇢tot] with respect to ⇢I while keeping ⇢II
fixed yields the Euler-Lagrange equation,

�EI[⇢I]

�⇢I
+
�Eint[⇢I, ⇢II]

�⇢I
= µI , (6)

with µI introduced to keep the number of electrons in sys-
tem I constant. In a Kohn-Sham (KS) picture ⇢I is obtained
by solving the KS constrained electron density (KSCED)
[2] equation

FKS;I�I
p(r) =


�1
2
� + vInuc(r) + vH + vxc[⇢I ](r) + vIint(r)

�
�I
p(r)

= "KS;I
p �I

p(r) (7)

where

vIint(r) =
�Eint[⇢I, ⇢II]

�⇢I

= vIInuc(r) +

Z
⇢II(r0)

|r� r0|dr
0 +

2

4�E
nadd
xck
�⇢

�����
⇢tot

�
�Enadd

xck
�⇢

�����
⇢I

3

5

(8)

is the embedding potential that carries the intersystem
dependence.

To satisfy Eq. (1), ⇢II must be smaller than ⇢tot every-
where and v-representable, something that often cannot
be fulfilled in practice for a fixed ⇢II. A solution is to min-
imize the total energy with respect to ⇢I as well as ⇢II,
implying a system of Euler-Lagrange equation coupled
through the interaction term as done e.g. in the iterative
“freeze-thaw” procedure, where one exchange the role of
⇢I and ⇢II in eq. 6 until self-consistency.

Excited states

Excited states in DFT can be obtained from the time evo-
lution of the system’s density subjected to an external (pe-
riodic) perturbations, with excitation energies associated
to the poles of the linear response function[1,3], e.g.

hhµx;µyii! = �⌘xF�1⌘y =
d2{Q(2)}T

d✏x(!)d✏y(�!)
(9)

where {Q(2)}T is the second-order (wrt. perturbation)
quasienergy [3] for the total system. As for E[⇢tot], the
response of the total system can be subdivided [4] into
that of subsystems so that [5]

{Q(t)}T = {Q[⇢I](t)}T + {Q[⇢II](t)}T + {Eint[⇢I, ⇢II](t)}T ,
(10)

with the (time-dependent) densities

⇢(r, t) = ⇢I(r,I) + ⇢II(r,II). (11)

The expression for F are obtained as the derivatives of
{Q(t)}T with respect to {I,II} [1,5]

F =
@2{Q(2)}T
@(1)@(1)

=

✓
F I,I F II,I
F I,II F II,II

◆
=

✓
F I 0
0 F II

◆
+

✓
F I

int F II,I
int

F I,II
int F II

int

◆
,

(12)
If one disregards the response of ⇢II(r,II) (e.g. for excita-
tions localised on I), one has

F = F I + F I
int =

@2{Q(2)}T
@(1)

I @(1)
I

=

✓
A B
B⇤ A⇤

◆
� !

✓
1 0
0 1

◆
(13)

with

AI,I
ia,jb = �ij�ab("

I
a � "Ii ) + 2(ia|bj) + (ia|fxc|bj) + (ia|wnn

emb|bj),
(14)

BI,I
ia,jb = 2(ia|jb) + (ia|fxc|jb) + (ia|wI,I

int |jb), (15)

Apart from contributions from vIint (in "KS;I
I ) one has a new

FDE contribution, named kernel contribution due to the
analogous contributions in standard TD-DFT

(pq|wI,I
int |rs) =

ZZ "
�2Exck

�⇢(r0)�⇢(r)

����
⇢tot

� �2Exck

�⇢(r0)�⇢(r)

����
⇢I

#

⇥ ⌦pq(r
0)⌦rs(r) drdr

0 (16)

where ⌦ab(r) = �I,†
a (r)�I

b(r) are orbital products.

WFT-in-DFT Embedding

One can remain in the framework above but treat one or
more subsystem energies as arising from a wave function
(WFT)-based treatment,

Ei[⇢i] = ENN + h i|T̂ + V̂nuc + V̂ee| ii (17)

where
⇢i   ⇤i i (18)

Ground state

If the WFT method is variational, one can directly min-
imise E[⇢tot] with respect to the WFT ⇢i [6] while for non-
variational approaches such as coupled cluster (CC) it is
the total Lagrangian [5]

L = LI + Eint + EII . (19)

that should be made stationary. Here LI is the conven-
tional CC Lagrangian, depending on cluster amplitudes
(t) and Lagrange multipliers (̄t). Because the CC density
depends on both t and t̄,

⇢(t, t̄) = h⇤|⇢̂|CCi =

2

4hHF| +
X

µi

t̄µihµi|e�T
3

5 ⇢̂|CCi (20)

these parameters must be determined by solving

0 =
@L

@ t̄µi
= ⌦µi +

X

pq

hp|vint|qihµi| exp(�T )Epq|CCi (21)

0 =
@L

@tµi
= h⇤|[H, ⌧µi]|CCi +

X

pq

hp|vint|qih⇤|[Epq, ⌧µi]|CCi

(22)

self-consistently. Here

hp|vint|qi =
Z

�†
p(r)v

I
int(r)�q(r)dr , (23)

and vIint has the same form as in Eq. 8. Additionally, Eq.
(22) can be expressed in matrix form as

�(⌘vac + ⌘int) = t̄
�
Avac + tA

�
. (24)

so that the vacuum (Avac) and embedding (tA) contribu-
tions to the total CC Jacobian are clearly seen.

Fixed embedding potential

The iterative procedure to obtain vIint can be costly as it re-
quires several WFT calculations. A computationally effi-
cient approximation [7,8] is to use only DFT densities for
the subsystems. With this, the embedding contributions
can be added to the Fock matrix of the WFT calculations
as a (fixed) one-electron operator

Fab  h�a|vIint(r)|�bi (25)

Excited states

In the case of non-variational approaches such as CC ex-
pressions for hhµx;µyii! can be obtained from derivatives
of the quasienergy Lagrangian

{L(t)}T = {L[⇢I](t)}T + {Q[⇢II](t)}T + {Eint[⇢I, ⇢II](t)}T .
(26)

If one again disregards the response of the environment,
in CC-in-DFT the poles of hhµx;µyii! will occur at the
eigenvalues of

✓
F I,I AI,I
AT

I,I J I,I

◆
=

✓
F I AI
AT

I 0

◆
+

✓
F I

int (AI
int)

T

AI
int J I

int

◆
, (27)

or, to a good accuracy, as the eigenvalues of the CC-in-
DFT Jacobian for I for which the FDE contribution is

t̄tAµi,⌫j  
X

pq

hp|vint|qihµi| exp(�T )[Epq, ⌧⌫j ]|CCi

+
1

2

X

pq,rs

(pq|wint|rs)hµi| exp(�T )Epq|CCi

⇥ h⇤|[Ers, ⌧⌫j ]|CCi, (28)

(T : ground-state amplitudes). It should be noted that for
the fixed potential approximation [5] the kernel contribu-
tions (eq. 16) are not included when calculating excitation
energies.
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Embedding approaches (see e.g. [1]) are extremely useful
to incorporate environment effects on electronic excita-
tions when these present a rather localized character, by
allowing calculations of the system of interest with accu-
rate expensive methods (e.g. wavefunction-based (WFT)
approaches such as coupled cluster) while describing the
surroundings more approximately.

Here we outline approaches based on the frozen density
embedding (FDE) formalism [2], whose point of depar-
ture is the partition of the total density and the nuclear
framework into fragments (I: system of interest, II: envi-
ronment, may be subdivided into n sub-fragments):

⇢tot = ⇢I + ⇢II = ⇢I +
X

n

⇢II;n (1)

That implies a division of the total energy for the system
into subsystem energies and an interaction term

E[⇢tot] = Ts[⇢tot] + Vext[⇢tot] + VH[⇢tot] + Exc[⇢tot]

= E[⇢I] + E[⇢I] + Eint[⇢I, ⇢II] (2)

DFT-in-DFT Embedding

In the case of a purely DFT (DFT-in-DFT) embedding, the
subsystem (i = I, II) energies are

Ei[⇢i] =

Z
⇢i(r)v

i
nuc(r)dr +

1

2

ZZ
⇢i(r)⇢i(r0)

|r� r0| dr dr0 + Ei
nuc

+ Exc[⇢i] + Ts[⇢i] (3)

where vinuc is the nuclear potential and Ei
nuc the nuclear

repulsion energy. The interaction energy is

Eint[⇢I, ⇢II] =

Z
⇢I(r)v

II
nuc(r)dr +

Z
⇢II(r)v

I
nuc(r)dr + EI,II

nuc

+

ZZ
⇢I(r)⇢II(r0)

|r� r0| drdr0 + Enadd
xck [⇢I, ⇢II] (4)

with

Enadd
xck [⇢I, ⇢II] = Exck[⇢I + ⇢II]� Exck[⇢II]� Exck[⇢II] (5)

grouping the non-additive exchange-correlation and ki-
netic energy contributions.

Ground state

Minimizing E[⇢tot] with respect to ⇢I while keeping ⇢II
fixed yields the Euler-Lagrange equation,

�EI[⇢I]

�⇢I
+
�Eint[⇢I, ⇢II]

�⇢I
= µI , (6)

with µI introduced to keep the number of electrons in sys-
tem I constant. In a Kohn-Sham (KS) picture ⇢I is obtained
by solving the KS constrained electron density (KSCED)
[2] equation

FKS;I�I
p(r) =


�1
2
� + vInuc(r) + vH + vxc[⇢I ](r) + vIint(r)

�
�I
p(r)

= "KS;I
p �I

p(r) (7)

where

vIint(r) =
�Eint[⇢I, ⇢II]

�⇢I

= vIInuc(r) +

Z
⇢II(r0)

|r� r0|dr
0 +

2

4�E
nadd
xck
�⇢

�����
⇢tot

�
�Enadd

xck
�⇢

�����
⇢I

3

5

(8)

is the embedding potential that carries the intersystem
dependence.

To satisfy Eq. (1), ⇢II must be smaller than ⇢tot every-
where and v-representable, something that often cannot
be fulfilled in practice for a fixed ⇢II. A solution is to min-
imize the total energy with respect to ⇢I as well as ⇢II,
implying a system of Euler-Lagrange equation coupled
through the interaction term as done e.g. in the iterative
“freeze-thaw” procedure, where one exchange the role of
⇢I and ⇢II in eq. 6 until self-consistency.

Excited states

Excited states in DFT can be obtained from the time evo-
lution of the system’s density subjected to an external (pe-
riodic) perturbations, with excitation energies associated
to the poles of the linear response function[1,3], e.g.

hhµx;µyii! = �⌘xF�1⌘y =
d2{Q(2)}T

d✏x(!)d✏y(�!)
(9)

where {Q(2)}T is the second-order (wrt. perturbation)
quasienergy [3] for the total system. As for E[⇢tot], the
response of the total system can be subdivided [4] into
that of subsystems so that [5]

{Q(t)}T = {Q[⇢I](t)}T + {Q[⇢II](t)}T + {Eint[⇢I, ⇢II](t)}T ,
(10)

with the (time-dependent) densities

⇢(r, t) = ⇢I(r,I) + ⇢II(r,II). (11)

The expression for F are obtained as the derivatives of
{Q(t)}T with respect to {I,II} [1,5]

F =
@2{Q(2)}T
@(1)@(1)

=

✓
F I,I F II,I
F I,II F II,II

◆
=

✓
F I 0
0 F II

◆
+

✓
F I

int F II,I
int

F I,II
int F II

int

◆
,

(12)
If one disregards the response of ⇢II(r,II) (e.g. for excita-
tions localised on I), one has

F = F I + F I
int =

@2{Q(2)}T
@(1)

I @(1)
I

=

✓
A B
B⇤ A⇤

◆
� !

✓
1 0
0 1

◆
(13)

with

AI,I
ia,jb = �ij�ab("

I
a � "Ii ) + 2(ia|bj) + (ia|fxc|bj) + (ia|wnn

emb|bj),
(14)

BI,I
ia,jb = 2(ia|jb) + (ia|fxc|jb) + (ia|wI,I

int |jb), (15)

Apart from contributions from vIint (in "KS;I
I ) one has a new

FDE contribution, named kernel contribution due to the
analogous contributions in standard TD-DFT

(pq|wI,I
int |rs) =

ZZ "
�2Exck

�⇢(r0)�⇢(r)

����
⇢tot

� �2Exck

�⇢(r0)�⇢(r)

����
⇢I

#

⇥ ⌦pq(r
0)⌦rs(r) drdr

0 (16)

where ⌦ab(r) = �I,†
a (r)�I

b(r) are orbital products.

WFT-in-DFT Embedding

One can remain in the framework above but treat one or
more subsystem energies as arising from a wave function
(WFT)-based treatment,

Ei[⇢i] = ENN + h i|T̂ + V̂nuc + V̂ee| ii (17)

where
⇢i   ⇤i i (18)

Ground state

If the WFT method is variational, one can directly min-
imise E[⇢tot] with respect to the WFT ⇢i [6] while for non-
variational approaches such as coupled cluster (CC) it is
the total Lagrangian [5]

L = LI + Eint + EII . (19)

that should be made stationary. Here LI is the conven-
tional CC Lagrangian, depending on cluster amplitudes
(t) and Lagrange multipliers (̄t). Because the CC density
depends on both t and t̄,

⇢(t, t̄) = h⇤|⇢̂|CCi =

2

4hHF| +
X

µi

t̄µihµi|e�T
3

5 ⇢̂|CCi (20)

these parameters must be determined by solving

0 =
@L

@ t̄µi
= ⌦µi +

X

pq

hp|vint|qihµi| exp(�T )Epq|CCi (21)

0 =
@L

@tµi
= h⇤|[H, ⌧µi]|CCi +

X

pq

hp|vint|qih⇤|[Epq, ⌧µi]|CCi

(22)

self-consistently. Here

hp|vint|qi =
Z

�†
p(r)v

I
int(r)�q(r)dr , (23)

and vIint has the same form as in Eq. 8. Additionally, Eq.
(22) can be expressed in matrix form as

�(⌘vac + ⌘int) = t̄
�
Avac + tA

�
. (24)

so that the vacuum (Avac) and embedding (tA) contribu-
tions to the total CC Jacobian are clearly seen.

Fixed embedding potential

The iterative procedure to obtain vIint can be costly as it re-
quires several WFT calculations. A computationally effi-
cient approximation [7,8] is to use only DFT densities for
the subsystems. With this, the embedding contributions
can be added to the Fock matrix of the WFT calculations
as a (fixed) one-electron operator

Fab  h�a|vIint(r)|�bi (25)

Excited states

In the case of non-variational approaches such as CC ex-
pressions for hhµx;µyii! can be obtained from derivatives
of the quasienergy Lagrangian

{L(t)}T = {L[⇢I](t)}T + {Q[⇢II](t)}T + {Eint[⇢I, ⇢II](t)}T .
(26)

If one again disregards the response of the environment,
in CC-in-DFT the poles of hhµx;µyii! will occur at the
eigenvalues of

✓
F I,I AI,I
AT

I,I J I,I

◆
=

✓
F I AI
AT

I 0

◆
+

✓
F I

int (AI
int)

T

AI
int J I

int

◆
, (27)

or, to a good accuracy, as the eigenvalues of the CC-in-
DFT Jacobian for I for which the FDE contribution is

t̄tAµi,⌫j  
X

pq

hp|vint|qihµi| exp(�T )[Epq, ⌧⌫j ]|CCi

+
1

2

X

pq,rs

(pq|wint|rs)hµi| exp(�T )Epq|CCi

⇥ h⇤|[Ers, ⌧⌫j ]|CCi, (28)

(T : ground-state amplitudes). It should be noted that for
the fixed potential approximation [5] the kernel contribu-
tions (eq. 16) are not included when calculating excitation
energies.
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Embedding approaches (see e.g. [1]) are extremely useful
to incorporate environment effects on electronic excita-
tions when these present a rather localized character, by
allowing calculations of the system of interest with accu-
rate expensive methods (e.g. wavefunction-based (WFT)
approaches such as coupled cluster) while describing the
surroundings more approximately.

Here we outline approaches based on the frozen density
embedding (FDE) formalism [2], whose point of depar-
ture is the partition of the total density and the nuclear
framework into fragments (I: system of interest, II: envi-
ronment, may be subdivided into n sub-fragments):

⇢tot = ⇢I + ⇢II = ⇢I +
X

n

⇢II;n (1)

That implies a division of the total energy for the system
into subsystem energies and an interaction term

E[⇢tot] = Ts[⇢tot] + Vext[⇢tot] + VH[⇢tot] + Exc[⇢tot]

= E[⇢I] + E[⇢I] + Eint[⇢I, ⇢II] (2)

DFT-in-DFT Embedding

In the case of a purely DFT (DFT-in-DFT) embedding, the
subsystem (i = I, II) energies are

Ei[⇢i] =

Z
⇢i(r)v

i
nuc(r)dr +

1

2

ZZ
⇢i(r)⇢i(r0)

|r� r0| dr dr0 + Ei
nuc

+ Exc[⇢i] + Ts[⇢i] (3)

where vinuc is the nuclear potential and Ei
nuc the nuclear

repulsion energy. The interaction energy is

Eint[⇢I, ⇢II] =

Z
⇢I(r)v

II
nuc(r)dr +

Z
⇢II(r)v

I
nuc(r)dr + EI,II

nuc

+

ZZ
⇢I(r)⇢II(r0)

|r� r0| drdr0 + Enadd
xck [⇢I, ⇢II] (4)

with

Enadd
xck [⇢I, ⇢II] = Exck[⇢I + ⇢II]� Exck[⇢II]� Exck[⇢II] (5)

grouping the non-additive exchange-correlation and ki-
netic energy contributions.

Ground state

Minimizing E[⇢tot] with respect to ⇢I while keeping ⇢II
fixed yields the Euler-Lagrange equation,

�EI[⇢I]

�⇢I
+
�Eint[⇢I, ⇢II]

�⇢I
= µI , (6)

with µI introduced to keep the number of electrons in sys-
tem I constant. In a Kohn-Sham (KS) picture ⇢I is obtained
by solving the KS constrained electron density (KSCED)
[2] equation

FKS;I�I
p(r) =


�1
2
� + vInuc(r) + vH + vxc[⇢I ](r) + vIint(r)

�
�I
p(r)

= "KS;I
p �I

p(r) (7)

where

vIint(r) =
�Eint[⇢I, ⇢II]

�⇢I

= vIInuc(r) +

Z
⇢II(r0)

|r� r0|dr
0 +

2

4�E
nadd
xck
�⇢

�����
⇢tot

�
�Enadd

xck
�⇢

�����
⇢I

3

5

(8)

is the embedding potential that carries the intersystem
dependence.

To satisfy Eq. (1), ⇢II must be smaller than ⇢tot every-
where and v-representable, something that often cannot
be fulfilled in practice for a fixed ⇢II. A solution is to min-
imize the total energy with respect to ⇢I as well as ⇢II,
implying a system of Euler-Lagrange equation coupled
through the interaction term as done e.g. in the iterative
“freeze-thaw” procedure, where one exchange the role of
⇢I and ⇢II in eq. 6 until self-consistency.

Excited states

Excited states in DFT can be obtained from the time evo-
lution of the system’s density subjected to an external (pe-
riodic) perturbations, with excitation energies associated
to the poles of the linear response function[1,3], e.g.

hhµx;µyii! = �⌘xF�1⌘y =
d2{Q(2)}T

d✏x(!)d✏y(�!)
(9)

where {Q(2)}T is the second-order (wrt. perturbation)
quasienergy [3] for the total system. As for E[⇢tot], the
response of the total system can be subdivided [4] into
that of subsystems so that [5]

{Q(t)}T = {Q[⇢I](t)}T + {Q[⇢II](t)}T + {Eint[⇢I, ⇢II](t)}T ,
(10)

with the (time-dependent) densities

⇢(r, t) = ⇢I(r,I) + ⇢II(r,II). (11)

The expression for F are obtained as the derivatives of
{Q(t)}T with respect to {I,II} [1,5]

F =
@2{Q(2)}T
@(1)@(1)

=

✓
F I,I F II,I
F I,II F II,II

◆
=

✓
F I 0
0 F II

◆
+

✓
F I

int F II,I
int

F I,II
int F II

int

◆
,

(12)
If one disregards the response of ⇢II(r,II) (e.g. for excita-
tions localised on I), one has

F = F I + F I
int =

@2{Q(2)}T
@(1)

I @(1)
I

=

✓
A B
B⇤ A⇤

◆
� !

✓
1 0
0 1

◆
(13)

with

AI,I
ia,jb = �ij�ab("

I
a � "Ii ) + 2(ia|bj) + (ia|fxc|bj) + (ia|wnn

emb|bj),
(14)

BI,I
ia,jb = 2(ia|jb) + (ia|fxc|jb) + (ia|wI,I

int |jb), (15)

Apart from contributions from vIint (in "KS;I
I ) one has a new

FDE contribution, named kernel contribution due to the
analogous contributions in standard TD-DFT

(pq|wI,I
int |rs) =

ZZ "
�2Exck

�⇢(r0)�⇢(r)

����
⇢tot

� �2Exck

�⇢(r0)�⇢(r)

����
⇢I

#

⇥ ⌦pq(r
0)⌦rs(r) drdr

0 (16)

where ⌦ab(r) = �I,†
a (r)�I

b(r) are orbital products.

WFT-in-DFT Embedding

One can remain in the framework above but treat one or
more subsystem energies as arising from a wave function
(WFT)-based treatment,

Ei[⇢i] = ENN + h i|T̂ + V̂nuc + V̂ee| ii (17)

where
⇢i   ⇤i i (18)

Ground state

If the WFT method is variational, one can directly min-
imise E[⇢tot] with respect to the WFT ⇢i [6] while for non-
variational approaches such as coupled cluster (CC) it is
the total Lagrangian [5]

L = LI + Eint + EII . (19)

that should be made stationary. Here LI is the conven-
tional CC Lagrangian, depending on cluster amplitudes
(t) and Lagrange multipliers (̄t). Because the CC density
depends on both t and t̄,

⇢(t, t̄) = h⇤|⇢̂|CCi =

2

4hHF| +
X

µi

t̄µihµi|e�T
3

5 ⇢̂|CCi (20)

these parameters must be determined by solving

0 =
@L

@ t̄µi
= ⌦µi +

X

pq

hp|vint|qihµi| exp(�T )Epq|CCi (21)

0 =
@L

@tµi
= h⇤|[H, ⌧µi]|CCi +

X

pq

hp|vint|qih⇤|[Epq, ⌧µi]|CCi

(22)

self-consistently. Here

hp|vint|qi =
Z

�†
p(r)v

I
int(r)�q(r)dr , (23)

and vIint has the same form as in Eq. 8. Additionally, Eq.
(22) can be expressed in matrix form as

�(⌘vac + ⌘int) = t̄
�
Avac + tA

�
. (24)

so that the vacuum (Avac) and embedding (tA) contribu-
tions to the total CC Jacobian are clearly seen.

Fixed embedding potential

The iterative procedure to obtain vIint can be costly as it re-
quires several WFT calculations. A computationally effi-
cient approximation [7,8] is to use only DFT densities for
the subsystems. With this, the embedding contributions
can be added to the Fock matrix of the WFT calculations
as a (fixed) one-electron operator

Fab  h�a|vIint(r)|�bi (25)

Excited states

In the case of non-variational approaches such as CC ex-
pressions for hhµx;µyii! can be obtained from derivatives
of the quasienergy Lagrangian

{L(t)}T = {L[⇢I](t)}T + {Q[⇢II](t)}T + {Eint[⇢I, ⇢II](t)}T .
(26)

If one again disregards the response of the environment,
in CC-in-DFT the poles of hhµx;µyii! will occur at the
eigenvalues of

✓
F I,I AI,I
AT

I,I J I,I

◆
=

✓
F I AI
AT

I 0

◆
+

✓
F I

int (AI
int)

T

AI
int J I

int

◆
, (27)

or, to a good accuracy, as the eigenvalues of the CC-in-
DFT Jacobian for I for which the FDE contribution is

t̄tAµi,⌫j  
X

pq

hp|vint|qihµi| exp(�T )[Epq, ⌧⌫j ]|CCi

+
1

2

X

pq,rs

(pq|wint|rs)hµi| exp(�T )Epq|CCi

⇥ h⇤|[Ers, ⌧⌫j ]|CCi, (28)

(T : ground-state amplitudes). It should be noted that for
the fixed potential approximation [5] the kernel contribu-
tions (eq. 16) are not included when calculating excitation
energies.
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Embedding approaches (see e.g. [1]) are extremely useful
to incorporate environment effects on electronic excita-
tions when these present a rather localized character, by
allowing calculations of the system of interest with accu-
rate expensive methods (e.g. wavefunction-based (WFT)
approaches such as coupled cluster) while describing the
surroundings more approximately.

Here we outline approaches based on the frozen density
embedding (FDE) formalism [2], whose point of depar-
ture is the partition of the total density and the nuclear
framework into fragments (I: system of interest, II: envi-
ronment, may be subdivided into n sub-fragments):

⇢tot = ⇢I + ⇢II = ⇢I +
X

n

⇢II;n (1)

That implies a division of the total energy for the system
into subsystem energies and an interaction term

E[⇢tot] = Ts[⇢tot] + Vext[⇢tot] + VH[⇢tot] + Exc[⇢tot]

= E[⇢I] + E[⇢I] + Eint[⇢I, ⇢II] (2)

DFT-in-DFT Embedding

In the case of a purely DFT (DFT-in-DFT) embedding, the
subsystem (i = I, II) energies are

Ei[⇢i] =

Z
⇢i(r)v

i
nuc(r)dr +

1

2

ZZ
⇢i(r)⇢i(r0)

|r� r0| dr dr0 + Ei
nuc

+ Exc[⇢i] + Ts[⇢i] (3)

where vinuc is the nuclear potential and Ei
nuc the nuclear

repulsion energy. The interaction energy is

Eint[⇢I, ⇢II] =

Z
⇢I(r)v

II
nuc(r)dr +

Z
⇢II(r)v

I
nuc(r)dr + EI,II

nuc

+

ZZ
⇢I(r)⇢II(r0)

|r� r0| drdr0 + Enadd
xck [⇢I, ⇢II] (4)

with

Enadd
xck [⇢I, ⇢II] = Exck[⇢I + ⇢II]� Exck[⇢II]� Exck[⇢II] (5)

grouping the non-additive exchange-correlation and ki-
netic energy contributions.

Ground state

Minimizing E[⇢tot] with respect to ⇢I while keeping ⇢II
fixed yields the Euler-Lagrange equation,

�EI[⇢I]

�⇢I
+
�Eint[⇢I, ⇢II]

�⇢I
= µI , (6)

with µI introduced to keep the number of electrons in sys-
tem I constant. In a Kohn-Sham (KS) picture ⇢I is obtained
by solving the KS constrained electron density (KSCED)
[2] equation

FKS;I�I
p(r) =


�1
2
� + vInuc(r) + vH + vxc[⇢I ](r) + vIint(r)

�
�I
p(r)

= "KS;I
p �I

p(r) (7)

where

vIint(r) =
�Eint[⇢I, ⇢II]

�⇢I

= vIInuc(r) +

Z
⇢II(r0)

|r� r0|dr
0 +

2

4�E
nadd
xck
�⇢

�����
⇢tot

�
�Enadd

xck
�⇢

�����
⇢I

3

5

(8)

is the embedding potential that carries the intersystem
dependence.

To satisfy Eq. (1), ⇢II must be smaller than ⇢tot every-
where and v-representable, something that often cannot
be fulfilled in practice for a fixed ⇢II. A solution is to min-
imize the total energy with respect to ⇢I as well as ⇢II,
implying a system of Euler-Lagrange equation coupled
through the interaction term as done e.g. in the iterative
“freeze-thaw” procedure, where one exchange the role of
⇢I and ⇢II in eq. 6 until self-consistency.

Excited states

Excited states in DFT can be obtained from the time evo-
lution of the system’s density subjected to an external (pe-
riodic) perturbations, with excitation energies associated
to the poles of the linear response function[1,3], e.g.

hhµx;µyii! = �⌘xF�1⌘y =
d2{Q(2)}T

d✏x(!)d✏y(�!)
(9)

where {Q(2)}T is the second-order (wrt. perturbation)
quasienergy [3] for the total system. As for E[⇢tot], the
response of the total system can be subdivided [4] into
that of subsystems so that [5]

{Q(t)}T = {Q[⇢I](t)}T + {Q[⇢II](t)}T + {Eint[⇢I, ⇢II](t)}T ,
(10)

with the (time-dependent) densities

⇢(r, t) = ⇢I(r,I) + ⇢II(r,II). (11)

The expression for F are obtained as the derivatives of
{Q(t)}T with respect to {I,II} [1,5]

F =
@2{Q(2)}T
@(1)@(1)

=

✓
F I,I F II,I
F I,II F II,II

◆
=

✓
F I 0
0 F II

◆
+

✓
F I

int F II,I
int

F I,II
int F II

int

◆
,

(12)
If one disregards the response of ⇢II(r,II) (e.g. for excita-
tions localised on I), one has

F = F I + F I
int =

@2{Q(2)}T
@(1)

I @(1)
I

=

✓
A B
B⇤ A⇤

◆
� !

✓
1 0
0 1

◆
(13)

with

AI,I
ia,jb = �ij�ab("

I
a � "Ii ) + 2(ia|bj) + (ia|fxc|bj) + (ia|wnn

emb|bj),
(14)

BI,I
ia,jb = 2(ia|jb) + (ia|fxc|jb) + (ia|wI,I

int |jb), (15)

Apart from contributions from vIint (in "KS;I
I ) one has a new

FDE contribution, named kernel contribution due to the
analogous contributions in standard TD-DFT

(pq|wI,I
int |rs) =

ZZ "
�2Exck

�⇢(r0)�⇢(r)

����
⇢tot

� �2Exck

�⇢(r0)�⇢(r)

����
⇢I

#

⇥ ⌦pq(r
0)⌦rs(r) drdr

0 (16)

where ⌦ab(r) = �I,†
a (r)�I

b(r) are orbital products.

WFT-in-DFT Embedding

One can remain in the framework above but treat one or
more subsystem energies as arising from a wave function
(WFT)-based treatment,

Ei[⇢i] = ENN + h i|T̂ + V̂nuc + V̂ee| ii (17)

where
⇢i   ⇤i i (18)

Ground state

If the WFT method is variational, one can directly min-
imise E[⇢tot] with respect to the WFT ⇢i [6] while for non-
variational approaches such as coupled cluster (CC) it is
the total Lagrangian [5]

L = LI + Eint + EII . (19)

that should be made stationary. Here LI is the conven-
tional CC Lagrangian, depending on cluster amplitudes
(t) and Lagrange multipliers (̄t). Because the CC density
depends on both t and t̄,

⇢(t, t̄) = h⇤|⇢̂|CCi =

2

4hHF| +
X

µi

t̄µihµi|e�T
3

5 ⇢̂|CCi (20)

these parameters must be determined by solving

0 =
@L

@ t̄µi
= ⌦µi +

X

pq

hp|vint|qihµi| exp(�T )Epq|CCi (21)

0 =
@L

@tµi
= h⇤|[H, ⌧µi]|CCi +

X

pq

hp|vint|qih⇤|[Epq, ⌧µi]|CCi

(22)

self-consistently. Here

hp|vint|qi =
Z

�†
p(r)v

I
int(r)�q(r)dr , (23)

and vIint has the same form as in Eq. 8. Additionally, Eq.
(22) can be expressed in matrix form as

�(⌘vac + ⌘int) = t̄
�
Avac + tA

�
. (24)

so that the vacuum (Avac) and embedding (tA) contribu-
tions to the total CC Jacobian are clearly seen.

Fixed embedding potential

The iterative procedure to obtain vIint can be costly as it re-
quires several WFT calculations. A computationally effi-
cient approximation [7,8] is to use only DFT densities for
the subsystems. With this, the embedding contributions
can be added to the Fock matrix of the WFT calculations
as a (fixed) one-electron operator

Fab  h�a|vIint(r)|�bi (25)

Excited states

In the case of non-variational approaches such as CC ex-
pressions for hhµx;µyii! can be obtained from derivatives
of the quasienergy Lagrangian

{L(t)}T = {L[⇢I](t)}T + {Q[⇢II](t)}T + {Eint[⇢I, ⇢II](t)}T .
(26)

If one again disregards the response of the environment,
in CC-in-DFT the poles of hhµx;µyii! will occur at the
eigenvalues of

✓
F I,I AI,I
AT

I,I J I,I

◆
=

✓
F I AI
AT

I 0

◆
+

✓
F I

int (AI
int)

T

AI
int J I

int

◆
, (27)

or, to a good accuracy, as the eigenvalues of the CC-in-
DFT Jacobian for I for which the FDE contribution is

t̄tAµi,⌫j  
X

pq

hp|vint|qihµi| exp(�T )[Epq, ⌧⌫j ]|CCi

+
1

2

X

pq,rs

(pq|wint|rs)hµi| exp(�T )Epq|CCi

⇥ h⇤|[Ers, ⌧⌫j ]|CCi, (28)

(T : ground-state amplitudes). It should be noted that for
the fixed potential approximation [5] the kernel contribu-
tions (eq. 16) are not included when calculating excitation
energies.
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Embedding approaches (see e.g. [1]) are extremely useful
to incorporate environment effects on electronic excita-
tions when these present a rather localized character, by
allowing calculations of the system of interest with accu-
rate expensive methods (e.g. wavefunction-based (WFT)
approaches such as coupled cluster) while describing the
surroundings more approximately.

Here we outline approaches based on the frozen density
embedding (FDE) formalism [2], whose point of depar-
ture is the partition of the total density and the nuclear
framework into fragments (I: system of interest, II: envi-
ronment, may be subdivided into n sub-fragments):

⇢tot = ⇢I + ⇢II = ⇢I +
X

n

⇢II;n (1)

That implies a division of the total energy for the system
into subsystem energies and an interaction term

E[⇢tot] = Ts[⇢tot] + Vext[⇢tot] + VH[⇢tot] + Exc[⇢tot]

= E[⇢I] + E[⇢I] + Eint[⇢I, ⇢II] (2)

DFT-in-DFT Embedding

In the case of a purely DFT (DFT-in-DFT) embedding, the
subsystem (i = I, II) energies are

Ei[⇢i] =

Z
⇢i(r)v

i
nuc(r)dr +

1

2

ZZ
⇢i(r)⇢i(r0)

|r� r0| dr dr0 + Ei
nuc

+ Exc[⇢i] + Ts[⇢i] (3)

where vinuc is the nuclear potential and Ei
nuc the nuclear

repulsion energy. The interaction energy is

Eint[⇢I, ⇢II] =

Z
⇢I(r)v

II
nuc(r)dr +

Z
⇢II(r)v

I
nuc(r)dr + EI,II

nuc

+

ZZ
⇢I(r)⇢II(r0)

|r� r0| drdr0 + Enadd
xck [⇢I, ⇢II] (4)

with

Enadd
xck [⇢I, ⇢II] = Exck[⇢I + ⇢II]� Exck[⇢II]� Exck[⇢II] (5)

grouping the non-additive exchange-correlation and ki-
netic energy contributions.

Ground state

Minimizing E[⇢tot] with respect to ⇢I while keeping ⇢II
fixed yields the Euler-Lagrange equation,

�EI[⇢I]

�⇢I
+
�Eint[⇢I, ⇢II]

�⇢I
= µI , (6)

with µI introduced to keep the number of electrons in sys-
tem I constant. In a Kohn-Sham (KS) picture ⇢I is obtained
by solving the KS constrained electron density (KSCED)
[2] equation

FKS;I�I
p(r) =


�1
2
� + vInuc(r) + vH + vxc[⇢I ](r) + vIint(r)

�
�I
p(r)

= "KS;I
p �I

p(r) (7)

where

vIint(r) =
�Eint[⇢I, ⇢II]

�⇢I

= vIInuc(r) +

Z
⇢II(r0)

|r� r0|dr
0 +

2

4�E
nadd
xck
�⇢

�����
⇢tot

�
�Enadd

xck
�⇢

�����
⇢I

3

5

(8)

is the embedding potential that carries the intersystem
dependence.

To satisfy Eq. (1), ⇢II must be smaller than ⇢tot every-
where and v-representable, something that often cannot
be fulfilled in practice for a fixed ⇢II. A solution is to min-
imize the total energy with respect to ⇢I as well as ⇢II,
implying a system of Euler-Lagrange equation coupled
through the interaction term as done e.g. in the iterative
“freeze-thaw” procedure, where one exchange the role of
⇢I and ⇢II in eq. 6 until self-consistency.

Excited states

Excited states in DFT can be obtained from the time evo-
lution of the system’s density subjected to an external (pe-
riodic) perturbations, with excitation energies associated
to the poles of the linear response function[1,3], e.g.

hhµx;µyii! = �⌘xF�1⌘y =
d2{Q(2)}T

d✏x(!)d✏y(�!)
(9)

where {Q(2)}T is the second-order (wrt. perturbation)
quasienergy [3] for the total system. As for E[⇢tot], the
response of the total system can be subdivided [4] into
that of subsystems so that [5]

{Q(t)}T = {Q[⇢I](t)}T + {Q[⇢II](t)}T + {Eint[⇢I, ⇢II](t)}T ,
(10)

with the (time-dependent) densities

⇢(r, t) = ⇢I(r,I) + ⇢II(r,II). (11)

The expression for F are obtained as the derivatives of
{Q(t)}T with respect to {I,II} [1,5]

F =
@2{Q(2)}T
@(1)@(1)

=

✓
F I,I F II,I
F I,II F II,II

◆
=

✓
F I 0
0 F II

◆
+

✓
F I

int F II,I
int

F I,II
int F II

int

◆
,

(12)
If one disregards the response of ⇢II(r,II) (e.g. for excita-
tions localised on I), one has

F = F I + F I
int =

@2{Q(2)}T
@(1)

I @(1)
I

=

✓
A B
B⇤ A⇤

◆
� !

✓
1 0
0 1

◆
(13)

with

AI,I
ia,jb = �ij�ab("

I
a � "Ii ) + 2(ia|bj) + (ia|fxc|bj) + (ia|wnn

emb|bj),
(14)

BI,I
ia,jb = 2(ia|jb) + (ia|fxc|jb) + (ia|wI,I

int |jb), (15)

Apart from contributions from vIint (in "KS;I
I ) one has a new

FDE contribution, named kernel contribution due to the
analogous contributions in standard TD-DFT

(pq|wI,I
int |rs) =

ZZ "
�2Exck

�⇢(r0)�⇢(r)

����
⇢tot

� �2Exck

�⇢(r0)�⇢(r)

����
⇢I

#

⇥ ⌦pq(r
0)⌦rs(r) drdr

0 (16)

where ⌦ab(r) = �I,†
a (r)�I

b(r) are orbital products.

WFT-in-DFT Embedding

One can remain in the framework above but treat one or
more subsystem energies as arising from a wave function
(WFT)-based treatment,

Ei[⇢i] = ENN + h i|T̂ + V̂nuc + V̂ee| ii (17)

where
⇢i   ⇤i i (18)

Ground state

If the WFT method is variational, one can directly min-
imise E[⇢tot] with respect to the WFT ⇢i [6] while for non-
variational approaches such as coupled cluster (CC) it is
the total Lagrangian [5]

L = LI + Eint + EII . (19)

that should be made stationary. Here LI is the conven-
tional CC Lagrangian, depending on cluster amplitudes
(t) and Lagrange multipliers (̄t). Because the CC density
depends on both t and t̄,

⇢(t, t̄) = h⇤|⇢̂|CCi =

2

4hHF| +
X

µi

t̄µihµi|e�T
3

5 ⇢̂|CCi (20)

these parameters must be determined by solving

0 =
@L

@ t̄µi
= ⌦µi +

X

pq

hp|vint|qihµi| exp(�T )Epq|CCi (21)

0 =
@L

@tµi
= h⇤|[H, ⌧µi]|CCi +

X

pq

hp|vint|qih⇤|[Epq, ⌧µi]|CCi

(22)

self-consistently. Here

hp|vint|qi =
Z

�†
p(r)v

I
int(r)�q(r)dr , (23)

and vIint has the same form as in Eq. 8. Additionally, Eq.
(22) can be expressed in matrix form as

�(⌘vac + ⌘int) = t̄
�
Avac + tA

�
. (24)

so that the vacuum (Avac) and embedding (tA) contribu-
tions to the total CC Jacobian are clearly seen.

Fixed embedding potential

The iterative procedure to obtain vIint can be costly as it re-
quires several WFT calculations. A computationally effi-
cient approximation [7,8] is to use only DFT densities for
the subsystems. With this, the embedding contributions
can be added to the Fock matrix of the WFT calculations
as a (fixed) one-electron operator

Fab  h�a|vIint(r)|�bi (25)

Excited states

In the case of non-variational approaches such as CC ex-
pressions for hhµx;µyii! can be obtained from derivatives
of the quasienergy Lagrangian

{L(t)}T = {L[⇢I](t)}T + {Q[⇢II](t)}T + {Eint[⇢I, ⇢II](t)}T .
(26)

If one again disregards the response of the environment,
in CC-in-DFT the poles of hhµx;µyii! will occur at the
eigenvalues of

✓
F I,I AI,I
AT

I,I J I,I

◆
=

✓
F I AI
AT

I 0

◆
+

✓
F I

int (AI
int)

T

AI
int J I

int

◆
, (27)

or, to a good accuracy, as the eigenvalues of the CC-in-
DFT Jacobian for I for which the FDE contribution is

t̄tAµi,⌫j  
X

pq

hp|vint|qihµi| exp(�T )[Epq, ⌧⌫j ]|CCi

+
1

2

X

pq,rs

(pq|wint|rs)hµi| exp(�T )Epq|CCi

⇥ h⇤|[Ers, ⌧⌫j ]|CCi, (28)

(T : ground-state amplitudes). It should be noted that for
the fixed potential approximation [5] the kernel contribu-
tions (eq. 16) are not included when calculating excitation
energies.
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Embedding approaches (see e.g. [1]) are extremely useful
to incorporate environment effects on electronic excita-
tions when these present a rather localized character, by
allowing calculations of the system of interest with accu-
rate expensive methods (e.g. wavefunction-based (WFT)
approaches such as coupled cluster) while describing the
surroundings more approximately.

Here we outline approaches based on the frozen density
embedding (FDE) formalism [2], whose point of depar-
ture is the partition of the total density and the nuclear
framework into fragments (I: system of interest, II: envi-
ronment, may be subdivided into n sub-fragments):

⇢tot = ⇢I + ⇢II = ⇢I +
X

n

⇢II;n (1)

That implies a division of the total energy for the system
into subsystem energies and an interaction term

E[⇢tot] = Ts[⇢tot] + Vext[⇢tot] + VH[⇢tot] + Exc[⇢tot]

= E[⇢I] + E[⇢I] + Eint[⇢I, ⇢II] (2)

DFT-in-DFT Embedding

In the case of a purely DFT (DFT-in-DFT) embedding, the
subsystem (i = I, II) energies are

Ei[⇢i] =

Z
⇢i(r)v

i
nuc(r)dr +

1

2

ZZ
⇢i(r)⇢i(r0)

|r� r0| dr dr0 + Ei
nuc

+ Exc[⇢i] + Ts[⇢i] (3)

where vinuc is the nuclear potential and Ei
nuc the nuclear

repulsion energy. The interaction energy is

Eint[⇢I, ⇢II] =

Z
⇢I(r)v

II
nuc(r)dr +

Z
⇢II(r)v

I
nuc(r)dr + EI,II

nuc

+

ZZ
⇢I(r)⇢II(r0)

|r� r0| drdr0 + Enadd
xck [⇢I, ⇢II] (4)

with

Enadd
xck [⇢I, ⇢II] = Exck[⇢I + ⇢II]� Exck[⇢II]� Exck[⇢II] (5)

grouping the non-additive exchange-correlation and ki-
netic energy contributions.

Ground state

Minimizing E[⇢tot] with respect to ⇢I while keeping ⇢II
fixed yields the Euler-Lagrange equation,

�EI[⇢I]

�⇢I
+
�Eint[⇢I, ⇢II]

�⇢I
= µI , (6)

with µI introduced to keep the number of electrons in sys-
tem I constant. In a Kohn-Sham (KS) picture ⇢I is obtained
by solving the KS constrained electron density (KSCED)
[2] equation

FKS;I�I
p(r) =


�1
2
� + vInuc(r) + vH + vxc[⇢I ](r) + vIint(r)

�
�I
p(r)

= "KS;I
p �I

p(r) (7)

where

vIint(r) =
�Eint[⇢I, ⇢II]

�⇢I

= vIInuc(r) +

Z
⇢II(r0)

|r� r0|dr
0 +

2

4�E
nadd
xck
�⇢

�����
⇢tot

�
�Enadd

xck
�⇢

�����
⇢I

3

5

(8)

is the embedding potential that carries the intersystem
dependence.

To satisfy Eq. (1), ⇢II must be smaller than ⇢tot every-
where and v-representable, something that often cannot
be fulfilled in practice for a fixed ⇢II. A solution is to min-
imize the total energy with respect to ⇢I as well as ⇢II,
implying a system of Euler-Lagrange equation coupled
through the interaction term as done e.g. in the iterative
“freeze-thaw” procedure, where one exchange the role of
⇢I and ⇢II in eq. 6 until self-consistency.

Excited states

Excited states in DFT can be obtained from the time evo-
lution of the system’s density subjected to an external (pe-
riodic) perturbations, with excitation energies associated
to the poles of the linear response function[1,3], e.g.

hhµx;µyii! = �⌘xF�1⌘y =
d2{Q(2)}T

d✏x(!)d✏y(�!)
(9)

where {Q(2)}T is the second-order (wrt. perturbation)
quasienergy [3] for the total system. As for E[⇢tot], the
response of the total system can be subdivided [4] into
that of subsystems so that [5]

{Q(t)}T = {Q[⇢I](t)}T + {Q[⇢II](t)}T + {Eint[⇢I, ⇢II](t)}T ,
(10)

with the (time-dependent) densities

⇢(r, t) = ⇢I(r,I) + ⇢II(r,II). (11)

The expression for F are obtained as the derivatives of
{Q(t)}T with respect to {I,II} [1,5]

F =
@2{Q(2)}T
@(1)@(1)

=

✓
F I,I F II,I
F I,II F II,II

◆
=

✓
F I 0
0 F II

◆
+

✓
F I

int F II,I
int

F I,II
int F II

int

◆
,

(12)
If one disregards the response of ⇢II(r,II) (e.g. for excita-
tions localised on I), one has

F = F I + F I
int =

@2{Q(2)}T
@(1)

I @(1)
I

=

✓
A B
B⇤ A⇤

◆
� !

✓
1 0
0 1

◆
(13)

with

AI,I
ia,jb = �ij�ab("

I
a � "Ii ) + 2(ia|bj) + (ia|fxc|bj) + (ia|wnn

emb|bj),
(14)

BI,I
ia,jb = 2(ia|jb) + (ia|fxc|jb) + (ia|wI,I

int |jb), (15)

Apart from contributions from vIint (in "KS;I
I ) one has a new

FDE contribution, named kernel contribution due to the
analogous contributions in standard TD-DFT

(pq|wI,I
int |rs) =

ZZ "
�2Exck

�⇢(r0)�⇢(r)

����
⇢tot

� �2Exck

�⇢(r0)�⇢(r)

����
⇢I

#

⇥ ⌦pq(r
0)⌦rs(r) drdr

0 (16)

where ⌦ab(r) = �I,†
a (r)�I

b(r) are orbital products.

WFT-in-DFT Embedding

One can remain in the framework above but treat one or
more subsystem energies as arising from a wave function
(WFT)-based treatment,

Ei[⇢i] = ENN + h i|T̂ + V̂nuc + V̂ee| ii (17)

where
⇢i   ⇤i i (18)

Ground state

If the WFT method is variational, one can directly min-
imise E[⇢tot] with respect to the WFT ⇢i [6] while for non-
variational approaches such as coupled cluster (CC) it is
the total Lagrangian [5]

L = LI + Eint + EII . (19)

that should be made stationary. Here LI is the conven-
tional CC Lagrangian, depending on cluster amplitudes
(t) and Lagrange multipliers (̄t). Because the CC density
depends on both t and t̄,

⇢(t, t̄) = h⇤|⇢̂|CCi =

2

4hHF| +
X

µi

t̄µihµi|e�T
3

5 ⇢̂|CCi (20)

these parameters must be determined by solving

0 =
@L

@ t̄µi
= ⌦µi +

X

pq

hp|vint|qihµi| exp(�T )Epq|CCi (21)

0 =
@L

@tµi
= h⇤|[H, ⌧µi]|CCi +

X

pq

hp|vint|qih⇤|[Epq, ⌧µi]|CCi

(22)

self-consistently. Here

hp|vint|qi =
Z

�†
p(r)v

I
int(r)�q(r)dr , (23)

and vIint has the same form as in Eq. 8. Additionally, Eq.
(22) can be expressed in matrix form as

�(⌘vac + ⌘int) = t̄
�
Avac + tA

�
. (24)

so that the vacuum (Avac) and embedding (tA) contribu-
tions to the total CC Jacobian are clearly seen.

Fixed embedding potential

The iterative procedure to obtain vIint can be costly as it re-
quires several WFT calculations. A computationally effi-
cient approximation [7,8] is to use only DFT densities for
the subsystems. With this, the embedding contributions
can be added to the Fock matrix of the WFT calculations
as a (fixed) one-electron operator

Fab  h�a|vIint(r)|�bi (25)

Excited states

In the case of non-variational approaches such as CC ex-
pressions for hhµx;µyii! can be obtained from derivatives
of the quasienergy Lagrangian

{L(t)}T = {L[⇢I](t)}T + {Q[⇢II](t)}T + {Eint[⇢I, ⇢II](t)}T .
(26)

If one again disregards the response of the environment,
in CC-in-DFT the poles of hhµx;µyii! will occur at the
eigenvalues of

✓
F I,I AI,I
AT

I,I J I,I

◆
=

✓
F I AI
AT

I 0

◆
+

✓
F I

int (AI
int)

T

AI
int J I

int

◆
, (27)

or, to a good accuracy, as the eigenvalues of the CC-in-
DFT Jacobian for I for which the FDE contribution is

t̄tAµi,⌫j  
X

pq

hp|vint|qihµi| exp(�T )[Epq, ⌧⌫j ]|CCi

+
1

2

X

pq,rs

(pq|wint|rs)hµi| exp(�T )Epq|CCi

⇥ h⇤|[Ers, ⌧⌫j ]|CCi, (28)

(T : ground-state amplitudes). It should be noted that for
the fixed potential approximation [5] the kernel contribu-
tions (eq. 16) are not included when calculating excitation
energies.
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Embedding approaches (see e.g. [1]) are extremely useful
to incorporate environment effects on electronic excita-
tions when these present a rather localized character, by
allowing calculations of the system of interest with accu-
rate expensive methods (e.g. wavefunction-based (WFT)
approaches such as coupled cluster) while describing the
surroundings more approximately.

Here we outline approaches based on the frozen density
embedding (FDE) formalism [2], whose point of depar-
ture is the partition of the total density and the nuclear
framework into fragments (I: system of interest, II: envi-
ronment, may be subdivided into n sub-fragments):

⇢tot = ⇢I + ⇢II = ⇢I +
X

n

⇢II;n (1)

That implies a division of the total energy for the system
into subsystem energies and an interaction term

E[⇢tot] = Ts[⇢tot] + Vext[⇢tot] + VH[⇢tot] + Exc[⇢tot]

= E[⇢I] + E[⇢I] + Eint[⇢I, ⇢II] (2)

DFT-in-DFT Embedding

In the case of a purely DFT (DFT-in-DFT) embedding, the
subsystem (i = I, II) energies are

Ei[⇢i] =

Z
⇢i(r)v

i
nuc(r)dr +

1

2

ZZ
⇢i(r)⇢i(r0)

|r� r0| dr dr0 + Ei
nuc

+ Exc[⇢i] + Ts[⇢i] (3)

where vinuc is the nuclear potential and Ei
nuc the nuclear

repulsion energy. The interaction energy is

Eint[⇢I, ⇢II] =

Z
⇢I(r)v

II
nuc(r)dr +

Z
⇢II(r)v

I
nuc(r)dr + EI,II

nuc

+

ZZ
⇢I(r)⇢II(r0)

|r� r0| drdr0 + Enadd
xck [⇢I, ⇢II] (4)

with

Enadd
xck [⇢I, ⇢II] = Exck[⇢I + ⇢II]� Exck[⇢II]� Exck[⇢II] (5)

grouping the non-additive exchange-correlation and ki-
netic energy contributions.

Ground state

Minimizing E[⇢tot] with respect to ⇢I while keeping ⇢II
fixed yields the Euler-Lagrange equation,

�EI[⇢I]

�⇢I
+
�Eint[⇢I, ⇢II]

�⇢I
= µI , (6)

with µI introduced to keep the number of electrons in sys-
tem I constant. In a Kohn-Sham (KS) picture ⇢I is obtained
by solving the KS constrained electron density (KSCED)
[2] equation

FKS;I�I
p(r) =


�1
2
� + vInuc(r) + vH + vxc[⇢I ](r) + vIint(r)

�
�I
p(r)

= "KS;I
p �I

p(r) (7)

where

vIint(r) =
�Eint[⇢I, ⇢II]

�⇢I

= vIInuc(r) +

Z
⇢II(r0)

|r� r0|dr
0 +

2

4�E
nadd
xck
�⇢

�����
⇢tot

�
�Enadd

xck
�⇢

�����
⇢I

3

5

(8)

is the embedding potential that carries the intersystem
dependence.

To satisfy Eq. (1), ⇢II must be smaller than ⇢tot every-
where and v-representable, something that often cannot
be fulfilled in practice for a fixed ⇢II. A solution is to min-
imize the total energy with respect to ⇢I as well as ⇢II,
implying a system of Euler-Lagrange equation coupled
through the interaction term as done e.g. in the iterative
“freeze-thaw” procedure, where one exchange the role of
⇢I and ⇢II in eq. 6 until self-consistency.

Excited states

Excited states in DFT can be obtained from the time evo-
lution of the system’s density subjected to an external (pe-
riodic) perturbations, with excitation energies associated
to the poles of the linear response function[1,3], e.g.

hhµx;µyii! = �⌘xF�1⌘y =
d2{Q(2)}T

d✏x(!)d✏y(�!)
(9)

where {Q(2)}T is the second-order (wrt. perturbation)
quasienergy [3] for the total system. As for E[⇢tot], the
response of the total system can be subdivided [4] into
that of subsystems so that [5]

{Q(t)}T = {Q[⇢I](t)}T + {Q[⇢II](t)}T + {Eint[⇢I, ⇢II](t)}T ,
(10)

with the (time-dependent) densities

⇢(r, t) = ⇢I(r,I) + ⇢II(r,II). (11)

The expression for F are obtained as the derivatives of
{Q(t)}T with respect to {I,II} [1,5]

F =
@2{Q(2)}T
@(1)@(1)

=

✓
F I,I F II,I
F I,II F II,II

◆
=

✓
F I 0
0 F II

◆
+

✓
F I

int F II,I
int

F I,II
int F II

int

◆
,

(12)
If one disregards the response of ⇢II(r,II) (e.g. for excita-
tions localised on I), one has

F = F I + F I
int =

@2{Q(2)}T
@(1)

I @(1)
I

=

✓
A B
B⇤ A⇤

◆
� !

✓
1 0
0 1

◆
(13)

with

AI,I
ia,jb = �ij�ab("

I
a � "Ii ) + 2(ia|bj) + (ia|fxc|bj) + (ia|wnn

emb|bj),
(14)

BI,I
ia,jb = 2(ia|jb) + (ia|fxc|jb) + (ia|wI,I

int |jb), (15)

Apart from contributions from vIint (in "KS;I
I ) one has a new

FDE contribution, named kernel contribution due to the
analogous contributions in standard TD-DFT

(pq|wI,I
int |rs) =

ZZ "
�2Exck

�⇢(r0)�⇢(r)

����
⇢tot

� �2Exck

�⇢(r0)�⇢(r)

����
⇢I

#

⇥ ⌦pq(r
0)⌦rs(r) drdr

0 (16)

where ⌦ab(r) = �I,†
a (r)�I

b(r) are orbital products.

WFT-in-DFT Embedding

One can remain in the framework above but treat one or
more subsystem energies as arising from a wave function
(WFT)-based treatment,

Ei[⇢i] = ENN + h i|T̂ + V̂nuc + V̂ee| ii (17)

where
⇢i   ⇤i i (18)

Ground state

If the WFT method is variational, one can directly min-
imise E[⇢tot] with respect to the WFT ⇢i [6] while for non-
variational approaches such as coupled cluster (CC) it is
the total Lagrangian [5]

L = LI + Eint + EII . (19)

that should be made stationary. Here LI is the conven-
tional CC Lagrangian, depending on cluster amplitudes
(t) and Lagrange multipliers (̄t). Because the CC density
depends on both t and t̄,

⇢(t, t̄) = h⇤|⇢̂|CCi =

2

4hHF| +
X

µi

t̄µihµi|e�T
3

5 ⇢̂|CCi (20)

these parameters must be determined by solving

0 =
@L

@ t̄µi
= ⌦µi +

X

pq

hp|vint|qihµi| exp(�T )Epq|CCi (21)

0 =
@L

@tµi
= h⇤|[H, ⌧µi]|CCi +

X

pq

hp|vint|qih⇤|[Epq, ⌧µi]|CCi

(22)

self-consistently. Here

hp|vint|qi =
Z

�†
p(r)v

I
int(r)�q(r)dr , (23)

and vIint has the same form as in Eq. 8. Additionally, Eq.
(22) can be expressed in matrix form as

�(⌘vac + ⌘int) = t̄
�
Avac + tA

�
. (24)

so that the vacuum (Avac) and embedding (tA) contribu-
tions to the total CC Jacobian are clearly seen.

Fixed embedding potential

The iterative procedure to obtain vIint can be costly as it re-
quires several WFT calculations. A computationally effi-
cient approximation [7,8] is to use only DFT densities for
the subsystems. With this, the embedding contributions
can be added to the Fock matrix of the WFT calculations
as a (fixed) one-electron operator

Fab  h�a|vIint(r)|�bi (25)

Excited states

In the case of non-variational approaches such as CC ex-
pressions for hhµx;µyii! can be obtained from derivatives
of the quasienergy Lagrangian

{L(t)}T = {L[⇢I](t)}T + {Q[⇢II](t)}T + {Eint[⇢I, ⇢II](t)}T .
(26)

If one again disregards the response of the environment,
in CC-in-DFT the poles of hhµx;µyii! will occur at the
eigenvalues of

✓
F I,I AI,I
AT

I,I J I,I

◆
=

✓
F I AI
AT

I 0

◆
+

✓
F I

int (AI
int)

T

AI
int J I

int

◆
, (27)

or, to a good accuracy, as the eigenvalues of the CC-in-
DFT Jacobian for I for which the FDE contribution is

t̄tAµi,⌫j  
X

pq

hp|vint|qihµi| exp(�T )[Epq, ⌧⌫j ]|CCi

+
1

2

X

pq,rs

(pq|wint|rs)hµi| exp(�T )Epq|CCi

⇥ h⇤|[Ers, ⌧⌫j ]|CCi, (28)

(T : ground-state amplitudes). It should be noted that for
the fixed potential approximation [5] the kernel contribu-
tions (eq. 16) are not included when calculating excitation
energies.
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A Focal Point: Uranyl Compounds

The uranyl cation (UO2n+): the most important species in solution	

Linear (very strong U-O bonds)	

equatorial plane available for complexation	

electronic spectra quite sensitive to ligands 
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This Feature Article seeks to present the current state of knowledge, both experimental and theoretical, of the
electronic structure and bonding in actinyl ions and related species, such as the isoelectronic imido compounds
as well as in linear triatomic actinide molecules of the type X-An-Y.

I. Introduction

In the actinyl ions, AnO2n+, the actinide-oxygen bonds are
short, strong, and collinear; these are chemically robust species.
For example, the mean U-O bond enthalpy for dissociation to
oxygen atoms,1-3 604 kJ mol-1 for UO22+(g) and 746 kJ mol-1

for UO2(g), is comparable to that for many transition-metal
gaseous dioxides. However, ligands in the equatorial plane are
weakly bound and labile.

There have been several authoritative reviews of the electronic
structure of actinide compounds from a computational per-
spective.4-7 A discussion with more experimental emphasis,
focusing on actinyl ions, appeared in 1992;8 this Feature Article
is its sequel. At that time the optical spectroscopy of UO22+

and NpO22+ compounds was the main source of experimental
data, but recently X-ray spectroscopy has thrown more light
on the nature of the An-O bond. Moreover, the scope and
power of theoretical methods has since been much enhanced.
The inclusion of configuration interaction now enables dynamic
electron correlation to be treated successfully, at least for the
open-shell states accessible under optical excitation, whereas
the ability to handle the spin-orbit interaction in addition to
scalar relativistic effects has provided a comprehensive and
largely satisfactory theoretical description of these states.

Finally, a number of new actinide compounds, containing
actinyl-like triatomic structures, have been identified recently.
This is the result of both innovative synthetic chemistry and
the spectroscopic characterization of unstable molecules, both
in the gas-phase and in inert-gas matrices. It therefore seems
appropriate to present a contemporary description of this family
of structurally related compounds.

The main chemical characteristics of actinyl ions and some
relevant background material can be found in the previous
article.8 Figure 1 shows an energy level scheme for the
molecular orbitals (MOs) that are most significant in the An-O
bonding. In UO22+ the LUMOs are the 5fδ and 5fφ components
of the 5f shell. They are excluded by their symmetry from
participation in the U-O bond. Actinide ions possess two
primary valence shells, 5f and 6d. Both can form σ and π bonds
to oxygen. The four highest filled MOs, 3σg, 3σu, 1πg, and 2πu,

nominally centered on the oxygen atoms, can be viewed as
bonding and thus suggest a notional U-O bond order of three.
The relative importance of the σg, σu, πg, and πu components

that comprise the bonding interactions is not obvious. The
scheme in Figure 1 makes the familiar (but actually fallacious)
assumption that σ-overlap exceeds π-overlap, but it is also
unclear whether the different extent of the U(5f) and U(6d)
overlaps with O(2p) will outweigh their energy difference in
determining their contributions to the bond. The orbital basis
must, however, also include the “pseudo-core” 6p electrons,
because their XPES ionizations show large axial field splittings
that correlate inversely with the U-O bond distance.9 It is also
usual to consider the 6s shell whose radial extension is
comparable to that of 5f. Finally the O(2s) orbitals are included
because of their near degeneracy to, and interaction with, U(6p).
The MOs formed from this group of participating AOs are
numbered accordingly in Figure 1. Note, however, the omission
of actinide 7s and 7p, a policy that will, in due course, be seen
to be not always tenable.

The many factors involved in the bonding can be largely
unraveled by indentifying the apparent energies of all the
participating valence orbitals, be they filled or empty. The† E-mail: Bob.Denning@chem.ox.ac.uk.

Figure 1. Schematic energies of actinyl valence orbitals.
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increase the U-Cl bond length. For example, the small Huang-
Rhys parameter15 of 0.03 for the U-Cl stretch in these states
can be contrasted with that for a 4d f 4d* excitation in trans-

[Rh(en)2Cl2]+ where the value for a 250 cm-1 Rh-Cl stretch
is 21.16 We will return to this result in section III.2.2.

In the TPA spectra of CsUO2(NO3)3, in addition to the usual

O-U-O progressions, there is evidence of a substantial

modulation of the equatorial nitrate chelate angles in the excited

states.13 The 5fφ orbitals split in D3h into a1!! and a2!! compo-

nents; the former is σ-antibonding with respect to the nitrate
oxygens and the latter π-antibonding. These are substantially
stronger than the π-antibonding 5fδ interactions with the chloride
ions in Cs2UO2Cl4.

II.1.3. Configuration Interactions. The magnetic dipole

intensity in origins near 20 096 and 26 222 cm-1 is informative

because this transition mechanism is formally forbidden for all

states in the σuδu and σuφu manifolds.11 The estimated transition
moments are 0.18 and 0.15 µB. They signal the presence of
spin-orbit and tetragonal field interactions that link the σuδu
and σuφu configurations, respectively, with the σu3πu configu-
ration to which magnetic-dipole transitions are allowed. The

magnetic-dipole transition moment for an atomic fσ f fπ
transition is 3.46 µB, so the small observed moments reflect,
for example, (a) the σuπu:σuδu configuration interaction coef-
ficient that is of order (!10/2)($/∆E) ≈ 0.2, where $ is the
spin-orbit coupling constant, and (b) a transition moment that
is reduced from the 5f one-center value by the composition of

the 3σu MO.
Further configuration interactions are apparent in a pair of

states in Cs2UO2Cl4 found at 27 720 and 27 758 cm-1. The

second-order Zeeman effect unambiguously establishes the

symmetry of these states as Γg in D"h and A2g and A1g,

respectively, in D4h.11 Substantial magnetic-dipole intensity

polarized parallel to O-U-O is found in the A1g component.
Analysis shows that both the 38 cm-1 splitting and the magnetic-

dipole intensity can be explained only if these states, which are

primarily derived from the σuφu configuration, contain some
2πu

3φu character.17 The σuφu:πu
3φu interaction is a consequence

of spin-orbit coupling between the 3σu and 2πu orbitals, and
the magnetic dipole intensity is due to the tetragonal field

perturbation that links the A1g component of the πu
3φu config-

uration with the ground state.

II.I.4. Other Orbital Energies. Two additional valence orbitals

can be located by optical spectroscopy. The f-f transitions of
the 5f1 NpO22+ ion can be unambiguously identified. They

establish that the fπ-fφ separation is 1.59 eV in Cs2NpO2Cl4
and 1.74 eV in CsNpO2(NO3)3.8 It is unlikely that these energies

differ much from those in the uranyl analogs. The increased

effective nuclear charge of Np could strengthen the covalent

bonds and increase the fπ-fφ separation. However, in practice
the reduction of the O-An-O symmetric stretching frequency
from 832 cm-1 in Cs2UO2Cl4 to 802 cm-1 in Cs2NpO2Cl4
suggests that this is offset by a more contracted, core-like 5f-

shell. The core contraction is apparent in the bond distances of

the isomorphous compounds Cs2UO2Cl4 and Cs2NpO2Cl4. The

An-O distances of 177.4(4) and 175.8(22), and the An-Cl
distances of 267.1(1) and 265.7(5) pm, respectively, indicate a

contraction of ∼1.5 pm.14,18,19
In Cs2NpO2Cl4 the 37 cm-1 reduction in the NpO2 stretching

frequency from 802 cm-1 in the “fδ/fφ” ground state to 765 cm-1

in the 5fπ
/
excited states is modest compared with the 120 cm-1

reduction when a 3σu valence electron is excited into the 5f
shell. Apparently, the fπ

/
orbitals are rather weakly antibond-

ing.20 The relative progression intensities in this mode indicate

that the Np-O bond length increases in the excited state by

4.9 pm.

Finally, the polarized excited state absorption spectrum of

Cs2UO2Cl4 can be used to locate the filled 3σg valence orbital
∼2.0 eV below 3σu.21 The 3σgf 3σu transition leads to a further
decrease in the U-O frequency to 585 cm-1, and the absorption

band profile indicates a large increase in the U-O bond length
to 195 pm.21,22

II.I.5. Optical SpectroscopysSummary. Figure 3 shows the
energies of several orbitals obtained from the optical data. It

also includes some core and pseudo-core orbitals, whose

energies will be considered shortly. Note, however, that in multi-

electron systems orbital energies are not observables, rather they

have the imprecise status of SCF eigenvalues. Although Figure

3 is approximate, because it assumes that orbital energies can

be directly deduced from ionization or excitation energies, we

will, nevertheless, use these energies to illustrate the main

features of the chemical bonding.

Employing Koopmans’ approximation, one can deduce the

absolute energy of the 3σu HOMO in Cs2UO2Cl4 from photo-

electron spectroscopy to be -9.4 eV, although there is some
uncertainty, perhaps as much as (0.5 eV, in this value.8 The
transition energies determined above are averaged and rounded,

where necessary, to obtain the orbital energies in Figure 3. In

this way the 3σg valence orbital is located at -11.4 eV, the fδ
orbital at -6.3 eV, the fφ orbital at -6.05 eV and, assuming

that fπ-fφ separation is equal to that in Cs2NpO2Cl4, the fπ
orbital at -4.46 eV.
Hitherto the determination of the energies of other valence

orbitals has been frustrated by two factors. First, the photoelec-

tron spectrum of the filled valence shell is overlaid by ionizations

from the equatorial ligands,23 and second, the optical spectrum

in the ultraviolet is rendered intractable by charge-transfer

excitations to uranium from these same ligands. However, these

obstacles can be partially overcome by means of X-ray

spectroscopy. Core excitations have an unambiguous energy and,

below the ionization threshold, terminate at vacant MOs that

have a substantial presence on the atom containing the core hole.

Figure 3. Experimental orbital energies in Cs2UO2Cl4: gerade states,
red; ungerade states, black.
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Fig. 3. Crystallographic axes, crystal habit 
and molecular orientation in Cs2UO2CI4, 
from Ref. [31] 
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Uranyl tetrachloride (UO2Cl42-)	

High-quality measurements in the 
solid state (Cs2UO2Cl4 crystal)	

Photoelectron spectra for 
UO2Cl42- in the gas phase now 
available	

!
Can a minimal(ist) approach (actinyl 
embedded in ligands) work? 	

Yes for f-f spectra of NpO2Cl42- 
(Gomes, Jacob and Visscher, PCCP 
2008, 10, 5353): very local	

on uranyl chloride, low-lying 
excitations from bonding 
orbitals to U f orbitals: local 
enough?
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Computational Details

Ground-state FDE calculations: ADF (www.scm.com), driven by PyADF (www.pyadf.org)	

Spin-free ZORA Hamiltonian, TZ2P basis, SAOP model potential for subsystems	

Freeze-thaw (20 iterations)	

Non-additive terms calculated with PW91 XC / PW91k KEF (                                   )	

!
Excitation energies: DIRAC (http://diracprogram.org) 	

Dirac-Coulomb Hamiltonian, triple-zeta basis (U: Dyall; O, Cl: Dunning)	

Time-dependent CAM-B3LYP	

Fock-space coupled cluster (IHFSCCSD) via sector (1h1p) (also sector (1h0p) for IPs)	

34 electrons correlated	

model space with at least 5f, 6d (virtuals)	

2 virtual space truncations (Q1: 5 a.u.=~120 virt., Q2: 12 a.u.=~200 virt.)

THE CALCULATION OF EXCITATION ENERGIES WITH FROZEN
DENSITY EMBEDDING (FDE) APPROACHES

André Severo Pereira Gomes1, Christoph R. Jacob2, Lucas Visscher 3, Sebastian Höfener4

1 Université de Lille 1, Laboratoire PhLAM, CNRS UMR 8523, CERLA, CNRS FR 2416, Bât. P5, 59655 Villeneuve d’Ascq Cedex, France
2 Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, Center for Functional Nanostructures, Wolfgang-Gaede-Str. 1a, 76131 Karlsruhe, Germany
3 A’dam Center for Multiscale Modeling, Section Theoretical Chemistry, Faculty of Sciences, VU University Amsterdam, De Boelelaan 1083, 1081 HV Amsterdam, The Netherlands
4 Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, Theoretical Chemistry Department, Wolfgang-Gaede-Str. 1a, 76131 Karlsruhe, Germany

Embedding approaches (see e.g. [1]) are extremely useful
to incorporate environment effects on electronic excita-
tions when these present a rather localized character, by
allowing calculations of the system of interest with accu-
rate expensive methods (e.g. wavefunction-based (WFT)
approaches such as coupled cluster) while describing the
surroundings more approximately.

Here we outline approaches based on the frozen density
embedding (FDE) formalism [2], whose point of depar-
ture is the partition of the total density and the nuclear
framework into fragments (I: system of interest, II: envi-
ronment, may be subdivided into n sub-fragments):

⇢tot = ⇢I + ⇢II = ⇢I +
X

n

⇢II;n (1)

That implies a division of the total energy for the system
into subsystem energies and an interaction term

E[⇢tot] = Ts[⇢tot] + Vext[⇢tot] + VH[⇢tot] + Exc[⇢tot]

= E[⇢I] + E[⇢I] + Eint[⇢I, ⇢II] (2)

DFT-in-DFT Embedding

In the case of a purely DFT (DFT-in-DFT) embedding, the
subsystem (i = I, II) energies are

Ei[⇢i] =

Z
⇢i(r)v

i
nuc(r)dr +

1

2

ZZ
⇢i(r)⇢i(r0)

|r� r0| dr dr0 + Ei
nuc

+ Exc[⇢i] + Ts[⇢i] (3)

where vinuc is the nuclear potential and Ei
nuc the nuclear

repulsion energy. The interaction energy is

Eint[⇢I, ⇢II] =

Z
⇢I(r)v

II
nuc(r)dr +

Z
⇢II(r)v

I
nuc(r)dr + EI,II

nuc

+

ZZ
⇢I(r)⇢II(r0)

|r� r0| drdr0 + Enadd
xck [⇢I, ⇢II] (4)

with

Enadd
xck [⇢I, ⇢II] = Exck[⇢I + ⇢II]� Exck[⇢II]� Exck[⇢II] (5)

grouping the non-additive exchange-correlation and ki-
netic energy contributions.

Ground state

Minimizing E[⇢tot] with respect to ⇢I while keeping ⇢II
fixed yields the Euler-Lagrange equation,

�EI[⇢I]

�⇢I
+
�Eint[⇢I, ⇢II]

�⇢I
= µI , (6)

with µI introduced to keep the number of electrons in sys-
tem I constant. In a Kohn-Sham (KS) picture ⇢I is obtained
by solving the KS constrained electron density (KSCED)
[2] equation

FKS;I�I
p(r) =


�1
2
� + vInuc(r) + vH + vxc[⇢I ](r) + vIint(r)

�
�I
p(r)

= "KS;I
p �I

p(r) (7)

where

vIint(r) =
�Eint[⇢I, ⇢II]

�⇢I

= vIInuc(r) +

Z
⇢II(r0)

|r� r0|dr
0 +

2

4�E
nadd
xck
�⇢

�����
⇢tot

�
�Enadd

xck
�⇢

�����
⇢I

3

5

(8)

is the embedding potential that carries the intersystem
dependence.

To satisfy Eq. (1), ⇢II must be smaller than ⇢tot every-
where and v-representable, something that often cannot
be fulfilled in practice for a fixed ⇢II. A solution is to min-
imize the total energy with respect to ⇢I as well as ⇢II,
implying a system of Euler-Lagrange equation coupled
through the interaction term as done e.g. in the iterative
“freeze-thaw” procedure, where one exchange the role of
⇢I and ⇢II in eq. 6 until self-consistency.

Excited states

Excited states in DFT can be obtained from the time evo-
lution of the system’s density subjected to an external (pe-
riodic) perturbations, with excitation energies associated
to the poles of the linear response function[1,3], e.g.

hhµx;µyii! = �⌘xF�1⌘y =
d2{Q(2)}T

d✏x(!)d✏y(�!)
(9)

where {Q(2)}T is the second-order (wrt. perturbation)
quasienergy [3] for the total system. As for E[⇢tot], the
response of the total system can be subdivided [4] into
that of subsystems so that [5]

{Q(t)}T = {Q[⇢I](t)}T + {Q[⇢II](t)}T + {Eint[⇢I, ⇢II](t)}T ,
(10)

with the (time-dependent) densities

⇢(r, t) = ⇢I(r,I) + ⇢II(r,II). (11)

The expression for F are obtained as the derivatives of
{Q(t)}T with respect to {I,II} [1,5]

F =
@2{Q(2)}T
@(1)@(1)

=

✓
F I,I F II,I
F I,II F II,II

◆
=

✓
F I 0
0 F II

◆
+

✓
F I

int F II,I
int

F I,II
int F II

int

◆
,

(12)
If one disregards the response of ⇢II(r,II) (e.g. for excita-
tions localised on I), one has

F = F I + F I
int =

@2{Q(2)}T
@(1)

I @(1)
I

=

✓
A B
B⇤ A⇤

◆
� !

✓
1 0
0 1

◆
(13)

with

AI,I
ia,jb = �ij�ab("

I
a � "Ii ) + 2(ia|bj) + (ia|fxc|bj) + (ia|wnn

emb|bj),
(14)

BI,I
ia,jb = 2(ia|jb) + (ia|fxc|jb) + (ia|wI,I

int |jb), (15)

Apart from contributions from vIint (in "KS;I
I ) one has a new

FDE contribution, named kernel contribution due to the
analogous contributions in standard TD-DFT

(pq|wI,I
int |rs) =

ZZ "
�2Exck

�⇢(r0)�⇢(r)

����
⇢tot

� �2Exck

�⇢(r0)�⇢(r)

����
⇢I

#

⇥ ⌦pq(r
0)⌦rs(r) drdr

0 (16)

where ⌦ab(r) = �I,†
a (r)�I

b(r) are orbital products.

WFT-in-DFT Embedding

One can remain in the framework above but treat one or
more subsystem energies as arising from a wave function
(WFT)-based treatment,

Ei[⇢i] = ENN + h i|T̂ + V̂nuc + V̂ee| ii (17)

where
⇢i   ⇤i i (18)

Ground state

If the WFT method is variational, one can directly min-
imise E[⇢tot] with respect to the WFT ⇢i [6] while for non-
variational approaches such as coupled cluster (CC) it is
the total Lagrangian [5]

L = LI + Eint + EII . (19)

that should be made stationary. Here LI is the conven-
tional CC Lagrangian, depending on cluster amplitudes
(t) and Lagrange multipliers (̄t). Because the CC density
depends on both t and t̄,

⇢(t, t̄) = h⇤|⇢̂|CCi =

2

4hHF| +
X

µi

t̄µihµi|e�T
3

5 ⇢̂|CCi (20)

these parameters must be determined by solving

0 =
@L

@ t̄µi
= ⌦µi +

X

pq

hp|vint|qihµi| exp(�T )Epq|CCi (21)

0 =
@L

@tµi
= h⇤|[H, ⌧µi]|CCi +

X

pq

hp|vint|qih⇤|[Epq, ⌧µi]|CCi

(22)

self-consistently. Here

hp|vint|qi =
Z

�†
p(r)v

I
int(r)�q(r)dr , (23)

and vIint has the same form as in Eq. 8. Additionally, Eq.
(22) can be expressed in matrix form as

�(⌘vac + ⌘int) = t̄
�
Avac + tA

�
. (24)

so that the vacuum (Avac) and embedding (tA) contribu-
tions to the total CC Jacobian are clearly seen.

Fixed embedding potential

The iterative procedure to obtain vIint can be costly as it re-
quires several WFT calculations. A computationally effi-
cient approximation [7,8] is to use only DFT densities for
the subsystems. With this, the embedding contributions
can be added to the Fock matrix of the WFT calculations
as a (fixed) one-electron operator

Fab  h�a|vIint(r)|�bi (25)

Excited states

In the case of non-variational approaches such as CC ex-
pressions for hhµx;µyii! can be obtained from derivatives
of the quasienergy Lagrangian

{L(t)}T = {L[⇢I](t)}T + {Q[⇢II](t)}T + {Eint[⇢I, ⇢II](t)}T .
(26)

If one again disregards the response of the environment,
in CC-in-DFT the poles of hhµx;µyii! will occur at the
eigenvalues of

✓
F I,I AI,I
AT

I,I J I,I

◆
=

✓
F I AI
AT

I 0

◆
+

✓
F I

int (AI
int)

T

AI
int J I

int

◆
, (27)

or, to a good accuracy, as the eigenvalues of the CC-in-
DFT Jacobian for I for which the FDE contribution is

t̄tAµi,⌫j  
X

pq

hp|vint|qihµi| exp(�T )[Epq, ⌧⌫j ]|CCi

+
1

2

X

pq,rs

(pq|wint|rs)hµi| exp(�T )Epq|CCi

⇥ h⇤|[Ers, ⌧⌫j ]|CCi, (28)

(T : ground-state amplitudes). It should be noted that for
the fixed potential approximation [5] the kernel contribu-
tions (eq. 16) are not included when calculating excitation
energies.
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Computational Details

Two sets of structural models: UO2Cl42- with (C2h) and without the crystal environment (D4h)	

Coordinates from X-ray structures (U-O: 1.774 A, U-Cl: 2.671 A)

Fig. 1 Models without the crystal environment: (a) the bare uranyl species; (b) uranyl with point-charge embedding; (c) uranyl with FDE
embedding; and (d) the uranyl chloride species. (uranium: black; oxygen: red; chlorine: green; point charges: grey)

Fig. 2 Uranyl FDE embedding models including the crystal environment (shown on the right), where one relaxes: (e) only the neareast
chlorides; (f) the nearest chlorides and 12 cesium ions. (uranium: black; oxygen: red; cesium: purple; chlorine: green)

simplify our analysis and allow for a direct comparison to cal-
culations in the literature. In the calculations, only the Abelian
point group D2h can be used (instead of D4h) and, therefore,
the irreducible representations of D2h are used to label the ex-
cited states in our tables.

More sophisticated models, shown in figure 2, extend those
above and include effects arising from the long-range inter-
actions with the crystal lattice. The structure of the crystal
suggest a natural subdivision of Cs2UO2Cl4 into three dis-
tinct zones

::::::
regions – an inner one containing the core model(s)

above, an intermediate region
:::
one

:
containing at least the shell

of nearest cesium atoms, and finally the remainder of the
crystal. Our first model (e) is built using the same strategy
as in Ref. 53. The basic representation of the crystal envi-
ronment is the combination of the buffer

::::::::::
intermediate region

(comprising 20 UO2Cl2�4 and 90 Cs+ ions) around the cen-

tral unit and an array of point charges is defined to repre-
sent the Madelung potential due to the rest of the crystal92.
The electron density of the buffer

::::::::::
intermediate region, which

is necessary to determine the corresponding FDE embedding
potential, is obtained as the sum of the densities from DFT
calculations (SAOP/TZP) on the isolated (UO2Cl2�4 and Cs+)
species. In a more refined model (f) the density for the 12
cesium nearest to the uranyl species was allowed to relax in
a DFT-in-DFT freeze-and-thaw procedure. Both models (e)
and (f) are derived from the experimental crystal structure, in
which the central uranyl unit only has C2h symmetry.

3.2 Assessing the models without a crystal environment

First, we consider the models without the crystal environment.
To assess the accuracy that can be achieved with these models,
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DFT-in-DFT

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Table 5 CAM-B3LYP and IHFSCC-112/Q1 excitation energies (column “abs.”), in wavenumbers, at the experimental geometry (C2h) for models (c’), (e) and (f). The
energies relative to the first excited state are also shown (column “rel.”) for each case.

CAM-B3LYP IHFSCC-112/Q1
State Label (D2h) model (c’) model (e) model (f) model (c’) model (f) Ref. 10 Exp.31,65

abs. rel. abs. rel. abs. rel. abs. rel. abs. rel. abs. rel. abs. rel.
I B2g 18114 18134 18119 18151 18128 20364 20095.7
II B3g 18112 -2 18136 2 18120 1 18154 3 18124 -4 20363 -1 20097.3 1.6
III B1g 17975 -139 17938 -196 17913 -206 18874 723 18816 688 21013 649 20406.5 310.8
IV Ag 18317 203 18263 129 18236 117 19552 1401 19492 1364 21838 1474 21316 1220.3
V B2g 19568 1454 19520 1386 19494 1375 20836 2685 20760 2632 22808 2444 22026.1 1930.4
VI B3g 19552 1438 19501 1367 19475 1356 20843 2692 20768 2640 22830 2466 22076 1980.3
VII Ag 20536 2422 20514 2380 20494 2375 21944 3793 21848 3720 24618 4254 22406 2310.3
VIII B1g 20825 2711 20826 2692 20808 2689 22005 3854 21905 3777 24780 4416 22750 2654.3
IX B2g 24749 6635 24733 6599 24711 6592 25297 7146 25185 7057 26763 6399 26197.3 6101.6
X B3g 24738 6624 24719 6585 24698 6579 25307 7156 25201 7073 26871 6507 26247.3 6151.6
XI B1g 26131 8017 26045 7911 26014 7895 27779 9628 27634 9506 29169 8805 27719.6 7623.9
XII Ag 26134 8020 26048 7914 26017 7898 27781 9630 27637 9509 29145 8781 27757 7661.3
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IV Ag 18317 203 18263 129 18236 117 19552 1401 19492 1364 21838 1474 21316 1220.3
V B2g 19568 1454 19520 1386 19494 1375 20836 2685 20760 2632 22808 2444 22026.1 1930.4
VI B3g 19552 1438 19501 1367 19475 1356 20843 2692 20768 2640 22830 2466 22076 1980.3
VII Ag 20536 2422 20514 2380 20494 2375 21944 3793 21848 3720 24618 4254 22406 2310.3
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XII Ag 26134 8020 26048 7914 26017 7898 27781 9630 27637 9509 29145 8781 27757 7661.3
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intruder states, we have resorted to an approximate treatment
of the CC amplitudes in this sector, which are determined in a
manner akin to that of MP2 – in practice by performing a single
CC iteration for the (1h,1p) sector after having converged the
preceding sectors. We shall here denote this approach by the
IHFSCC-112 acronym.

Due to computational constraints we are forced to truncate
the virtual space in the WFT calculations. In order to verify the
effect of this truncation, we have explored three different
correlating (Q) spaces by considering all uranyl spinors with
energies between (1) !6.0 and 5.0 a.u.; (2) !6.0 and 12.0 a.u.;
and (3) !6.0 and 100.0 a.u. This way, the occupied 5d spinors
are always correlated (yielding a total of 34 correlated electrons),
with up to 446 virtual spinors. The IHFS model (P) spaces were
the same for all correlation spaces. These are slightly modified
compared to those employed in prior work,17,27 and contain at
least the 6d and 5f spinors. More details on the definition of
the P and Q spaces can be found in Table 1. Information on
the computational cost of these calculations can be found in
Table S1 in the ESI.†

We note that we were not able to obtain a Fock-space
reference spectrum for uranyl tetrachloride, due to difficulties
in performing calculations with the large active spaces required
to take into account the ligand (occupied and virtual) spinors
that have energies in between the occupied and virtual spinors
involved in the excitations.

DFT-in-DFT embedding calculations42,44,47 were performed
with the ADF82 code via the PyADF scripting environment.83

In the calculations, the spin-free (SF) ZORA84,85 Hamiltonian
was used along with the corresponding TZ2P basis sets86 for
uranium, oxygen, and chlorine. We have employed the SAOP87–89

model potential for the active subsystems, whose densities were

allowed to relax through the freeze–thaw procedure until conver-
gence (reached within 20 iterations). The non-additive exchange–
correlation and kinetic-energy contributions to the embedding
potential were calculated with the PW9190 exchange–correlation
and PW91k91 kinetic energy functionals, respectively. The inte-
gration accuracy parameter in ADF was set to 10. The DFT-in-
DFT embedding potentials obtained with ADF and PyADF were
subsequently used in Dirac calculations as effective one-electron
operators according to the ‘‘static’’ embedding scheme outlined
in ref. 53.

3 Results and discussion
3.1 Models for uranyl in Cs2UO2Cl4

Our main goal in this work is to explore the construction of
models of increasing complexity that can describe the absorp-
tion spectra of Cs2UO2Cl4. In this crystal, whose structure has
been accurately determined from X-ray diffraction studies,73

the uranyl cation is surrounded by four chlorine atoms. These
are oriented along the equatorial plane, but show a C2h site
symmetry, as the O–U–O axis intersects the plane defined by
the four chlorides with a slight deviation from 901. The U–O
and U–Cl distances are 1.774 Å and 2.671 Å, respectively.
Further away from the uranium one finds a shell of cesium
atoms at C4.6 Å from the central uranium, and the nearest
uranium atom at C5.8 Å. Therefore, the crystal is made up
of well-separated uranyl tetrachloride (UO2Cl4

2!) units inter-
spersed with cesium ions.

The simplest models are (a) the bare UO2
2+ ion and (d) the

UO2Cl4
2! unit, as shown in Fig. 1. In addition, one can consider

intermediate models in which only the uranyl species is treated
explicitly while the equatorial ligands are included in an
approximate fashion. This could be achieved either (b) by a
simple point-charge embedding41 or (c) by using an FDE-based
embedding potential.53 For all four models, we use an idealized
structure with D4h symmetry instead of the C2h point group
corresponding to the crystal’s site symmetry. This will simplify
our analysis and allow for a direct comparison to calculations
in the literature. In the calculations, only the Abelian point
group D2h can be used (instead of D4h) and, therefore, the
irreducible representations of D2h are used to label the excited
states in our tables.

More sophisticated models, shown in Fig. 2, extend those
above and include effects arising from the long-range inter-
actions with the crystal lattice. The structure of the crystal

Table 1 IHFSCCSD main model (Pm), intermediate model space (Pi) and correlation
(Q) spaces employed for the different models for the environment surrounding the
UO2

2+ species, given in terms of number of spinor pairs of gerade (ungerade)
symmetry in each subspace. The ‘‘h’’ and ‘‘p’’ superscripts denote ‘‘holes’’ and
‘‘particles’’, respectively

Model Environment Ph
i Ph

m Pp
m Pp

i Qh Qp

(a) None Q2 2 (4) 3 (3) 5 (10) 6 (7) 5 (0) 101 (93)
(b) Cl4

4! p.c. Q2 2 (4) 3 (3) 7 (13) 9 (10) 5 (0) 101 (93)
(c) Cl4

4! FDE Q1 2 (4) 3 (3) 7 (13) 9 (10) 5 (0) 72 (58)
Q2 101 (93)
Q3 122 (128)

(e), (f) Cs2UO2Cl4 Q1 2 (4) 3 (3) 7 (13) 9 (10) 5 (0) 72 (58)

Fig. 1 Models without the crystal environment: (a) the bare uranyl species; (b) uranyl with point-charge embedding; (c) uranyl with FDE embedding; and (d) the
uranyl chloride species (uranium: black; oxygen: red; chlorine: green; point charges: grey).
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manner akin to that of MP2 – in practice by performing a single
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reference spectrum for uranyl tetrachloride, due to difficulties
in performing calculations with the large active spaces required
to take into account the ligand (occupied and virtual) spinors
that have energies in between the occupied and virtual spinors
involved in the excitations.

DFT-in-DFT embedding calculations42,44,47 were performed
with the ADF82 code via the PyADF scripting environment.83

In the calculations, the spin-free (SF) ZORA84,85 Hamiltonian
was used along with the corresponding TZ2P basis sets86 for
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model potential for the active subsystems, whose densities were

allowed to relax through the freeze–thaw procedure until conver-
gence (reached within 20 iterations). The non-additive exchange–
correlation and kinetic-energy contributions to the embedding
potential were calculated with the PW9190 exchange–correlation
and PW91k91 kinetic energy functionals, respectively. The inte-
gration accuracy parameter in ADF was set to 10. The DFT-in-
DFT embedding potentials obtained with ADF and PyADF were
subsequently used in Dirac calculations as effective one-electron
operators according to the ‘‘static’’ embedding scheme outlined
in ref. 53.

3 Results and discussion
3.1 Models for uranyl in Cs2UO2Cl4

Our main goal in this work is to explore the construction of
models of increasing complexity that can describe the absorp-
tion spectra of Cs2UO2Cl4. In this crystal, whose structure has
been accurately determined from X-ray diffraction studies,73

the uranyl cation is surrounded by four chlorine atoms. These
are oriented along the equatorial plane, but show a C2h site
symmetry, as the O–U–O axis intersects the plane defined by
the four chlorides with a slight deviation from 901. The U–O
and U–Cl distances are 1.774 Å and 2.671 Å, respectively.
Further away from the uranium one finds a shell of cesium
atoms at C4.6 Å from the central uranium, and the nearest
uranium atom at C5.8 Å. Therefore, the crystal is made up
of well-separated uranyl tetrachloride (UO2Cl4

2!) units inter-
spersed with cesium ions.

The simplest models are (a) the bare UO2
2+ ion and (d) the

UO2Cl4
2! unit, as shown in Fig. 1. In addition, one can consider

intermediate models in which only the uranyl species is treated
explicitly while the equatorial ligands are included in an
approximate fashion. This could be achieved either (b) by a
simple point-charge embedding41 or (c) by using an FDE-based
embedding potential.53 For all four models, we use an idealized
structure with D4h symmetry instead of the C2h point group
corresponding to the crystal’s site symmetry. This will simplify
our analysis and allow for a direct comparison to calculations
in the literature. In the calculations, only the Abelian point
group D2h can be used (instead of D4h) and, therefore, the
irreducible representations of D2h are used to label the excited
states in our tables.

More sophisticated models, shown in Fig. 2, extend those
above and include effects arising from the long-range inter-
actions with the crystal lattice. The structure of the crystal

Table 1 IHFSCCSD main model (Pm), intermediate model space (Pi) and correlation
(Q) spaces employed for the different models for the environment surrounding the
UO2

2+ species, given in terms of number of spinor pairs of gerade (ungerade)
symmetry in each subspace. The ‘‘h’’ and ‘‘p’’ superscripts denote ‘‘holes’’ and
‘‘particles’’, respectively

Model Environment Ph
i Ph

m Pp
m Pp

i Qh Qp

(a) None Q2 2 (4) 3 (3) 5 (10) 6 (7) 5 (0) 101 (93)
(b) Cl4

4! p.c. Q2 2 (4) 3 (3) 7 (13) 9 (10) 5 (0) 101 (93)
(c) Cl4

4! FDE Q1 2 (4) 3 (3) 7 (13) 9 (10) 5 (0) 72 (58)
Q2 101 (93)
Q3 122 (128)

(e), (f) Cs2UO2Cl4 Q1 2 (4) 3 (3) 7 (13) 9 (10) 5 (0) 72 (58)

Fig. 1 Models without the crystal environment: (a) the bare uranyl species; (b) uranyl with point-charge embedding; (c) uranyl with FDE embedding; and (d) the
uranyl chloride species (uranium: black; oxygen: red; chlorine: green; point charges: grey).
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Table 5 CAM-B3LYP and IHFSCC-112/Q1 excitation energies (column “abs.”), in wavenumbers, at the experimental geometry (C2h) for models (c’), (e) and (f). The
energies relative to the first excited state are also shown (column “rel.”) for each case.

CAM-B3LYP IHFSCC-112/Q1
State Label (D2h) model (c’) model (e) model (f) model (c’) model (f) Ref. 10 Exp.31,65

abs. rel. abs. rel. abs. rel. abs. rel. abs. rel. abs. rel. abs. rel.
I B2g 18114 18134 18119 18151 18128 20364 20095.7
II B3g 18112 -2 18136 2 18120 1 18154 3 18124 -4 20363 -1 20097.3 1.6
III B1g 17975 -139 17938 -196 17913 -206 18874 723 18816 688 21013 649 20406.5 310.8
IV Ag 18317 203 18263 129 18236 117 19552 1401 19492 1364 21838 1474 21316 1220.3
V B2g 19568 1454 19520 1386 19494 1375 20836 2685 20760 2632 22808 2444 22026.1 1930.4
VI B3g 19552 1438 19501 1367 19475 1356 20843 2692 20768 2640 22830 2466 22076 1980.3
VII Ag 20536 2422 20514 2380 20494 2375 21944 3793 21848 3720 24618 4254 22406 2310.3
VIII B1g 20825 2711 20826 2692 20808 2689 22005 3854 21905 3777 24780 4416 22750 2654.3
IX B2g 24749 6635 24733 6599 24711 6592 25297 7146 25185 7057 26763 6399 26197.3 6101.6
X B3g 24738 6624 24719 6585 24698 6579 25307 7156 25201 7073 26871 6507 26247.3 6151.6
XI B1g 26131 8017 26045 7911 26014 7895 27779 9628 27634 9506 29169 8805 27719.6 7623.9
XII Ag 26134 8020 26048 7914 26017 7898 27781 9630 27637 9509 29145 8781 27757 7661.3
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intruder states, we have resorted to an approximate treatment
of the CC amplitudes in this sector, which are determined in a
manner akin to that of MP2 – in practice by performing a single
CC iteration for the (1h,1p) sector after having converged the
preceding sectors. We shall here denote this approach by the
IHFSCC-112 acronym.

Due to computational constraints we are forced to truncate
the virtual space in the WFT calculations. In order to verify the
effect of this truncation, we have explored three different
correlating (Q) spaces by considering all uranyl spinors with
energies between (1) !6.0 and 5.0 a.u.; (2) !6.0 and 12.0 a.u.;
and (3) !6.0 and 100.0 a.u. This way, the occupied 5d spinors
are always correlated (yielding a total of 34 correlated electrons),
with up to 446 virtual spinors. The IHFS model (P) spaces were
the same for all correlation spaces. These are slightly modified
compared to those employed in prior work,17,27 and contain at
least the 6d and 5f spinors. More details on the definition of
the P and Q spaces can be found in Table 1. Information on
the computational cost of these calculations can be found in
Table S1 in the ESI.†

We note that we were not able to obtain a Fock-space
reference spectrum for uranyl tetrachloride, due to difficulties
in performing calculations with the large active spaces required
to take into account the ligand (occupied and virtual) spinors
that have energies in between the occupied and virtual spinors
involved in the excitations.

DFT-in-DFT embedding calculations42,44,47 were performed
with the ADF82 code via the PyADF scripting environment.83

In the calculations, the spin-free (SF) ZORA84,85 Hamiltonian
was used along with the corresponding TZ2P basis sets86 for
uranium, oxygen, and chlorine. We have employed the SAOP87–89

model potential for the active subsystems, whose densities were

allowed to relax through the freeze–thaw procedure until conver-
gence (reached within 20 iterations). The non-additive exchange–
correlation and kinetic-energy contributions to the embedding
potential were calculated with the PW9190 exchange–correlation
and PW91k91 kinetic energy functionals, respectively. The inte-
gration accuracy parameter in ADF was set to 10. The DFT-in-
DFT embedding potentials obtained with ADF and PyADF were
subsequently used in Dirac calculations as effective one-electron
operators according to the ‘‘static’’ embedding scheme outlined
in ref. 53.

3 Results and discussion
3.1 Models for uranyl in Cs2UO2Cl4

Our main goal in this work is to explore the construction of
models of increasing complexity that can describe the absorp-
tion spectra of Cs2UO2Cl4. In this crystal, whose structure has
been accurately determined from X-ray diffraction studies,73

the uranyl cation is surrounded by four chlorine atoms. These
are oriented along the equatorial plane, but show a C2h site
symmetry, as the O–U–O axis intersects the plane defined by
the four chlorides with a slight deviation from 901. The U–O
and U–Cl distances are 1.774 Å and 2.671 Å, respectively.
Further away from the uranium one finds a shell of cesium
atoms at C4.6 Å from the central uranium, and the nearest
uranium atom at C5.8 Å. Therefore, the crystal is made up
of well-separated uranyl tetrachloride (UO2Cl4

2!) units inter-
spersed with cesium ions.

The simplest models are (a) the bare UO2
2+ ion and (d) the

UO2Cl4
2! unit, as shown in Fig. 1. In addition, one can consider

intermediate models in which only the uranyl species is treated
explicitly while the equatorial ligands are included in an
approximate fashion. This could be achieved either (b) by a
simple point-charge embedding41 or (c) by using an FDE-based
embedding potential.53 For all four models, we use an idealized
structure with D4h symmetry instead of the C2h point group
corresponding to the crystal’s site symmetry. This will simplify
our analysis and allow for a direct comparison to calculations
in the literature. In the calculations, only the Abelian point
group D2h can be used (instead of D4h) and, therefore, the
irreducible representations of D2h are used to label the excited
states in our tables.

More sophisticated models, shown in Fig. 2, extend those
above and include effects arising from the long-range inter-
actions with the crystal lattice. The structure of the crystal

Table 1 IHFSCCSD main model (Pm), intermediate model space (Pi) and correlation
(Q) spaces employed for the different models for the environment surrounding the
UO2

2+ species, given in terms of number of spinor pairs of gerade (ungerade)
symmetry in each subspace. The ‘‘h’’ and ‘‘p’’ superscripts denote ‘‘holes’’ and
‘‘particles’’, respectively

Model Environment Ph
i Ph

m Pp
m Pp

i Qh Qp

(a) None Q2 2 (4) 3 (3) 5 (10) 6 (7) 5 (0) 101 (93)
(b) Cl4

4! p.c. Q2 2 (4) 3 (3) 7 (13) 9 (10) 5 (0) 101 (93)
(c) Cl4

4! FDE Q1 2 (4) 3 (3) 7 (13) 9 (10) 5 (0) 72 (58)
Q2 101 (93)
Q3 122 (128)

(e), (f) Cs2UO2Cl4 Q1 2 (4) 3 (3) 7 (13) 9 (10) 5 (0) 72 (58)

Fig. 1 Models without the crystal environment: (a) the bare uranyl species; (b) uranyl with point-charge embedding; (c) uranyl with FDE embedding; and (d) the
uranyl chloride species (uranium: black; oxygen: red; chlorine: green; point charges: grey).
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intruder states, we have resorted to an approximate treatment
of the CC amplitudes in this sector, which are determined in a
manner akin to that of MP2 – in practice by performing a single
CC iteration for the (1h,1p) sector after having converged the
preceding sectors. We shall here denote this approach by the
IHFSCC-112 acronym.

Due to computational constraints we are forced to truncate
the virtual space in the WFT calculations. In order to verify the
effect of this truncation, we have explored three different
correlating (Q) spaces by considering all uranyl spinors with
energies between (1) !6.0 and 5.0 a.u.; (2) !6.0 and 12.0 a.u.;
and (3) !6.0 and 100.0 a.u. This way, the occupied 5d spinors
are always correlated (yielding a total of 34 correlated electrons),
with up to 446 virtual spinors. The IHFS model (P) spaces were
the same for all correlation spaces. These are slightly modified
compared to those employed in prior work,17,27 and contain at
least the 6d and 5f spinors. More details on the definition of
the P and Q spaces can be found in Table 1. Information on
the computational cost of these calculations can be found in
Table S1 in the ESI.†

We note that we were not able to obtain a Fock-space
reference spectrum for uranyl tetrachloride, due to difficulties
in performing calculations with the large active spaces required
to take into account the ligand (occupied and virtual) spinors
that have energies in between the occupied and virtual spinors
involved in the excitations.

DFT-in-DFT embedding calculations42,44,47 were performed
with the ADF82 code via the PyADF scripting environment.83

In the calculations, the spin-free (SF) ZORA84,85 Hamiltonian
was used along with the corresponding TZ2P basis sets86 for
uranium, oxygen, and chlorine. We have employed the SAOP87–89

model potential for the active subsystems, whose densities were

allowed to relax through the freeze–thaw procedure until conver-
gence (reached within 20 iterations). The non-additive exchange–
correlation and kinetic-energy contributions to the embedding
potential were calculated with the PW9190 exchange–correlation
and PW91k91 kinetic energy functionals, respectively. The inte-
gration accuracy parameter in ADF was set to 10. The DFT-in-
DFT embedding potentials obtained with ADF and PyADF were
subsequently used in Dirac calculations as effective one-electron
operators according to the ‘‘static’’ embedding scheme outlined
in ref. 53.

3 Results and discussion
3.1 Models for uranyl in Cs2UO2Cl4

Our main goal in this work is to explore the construction of
models of increasing complexity that can describe the absorp-
tion spectra of Cs2UO2Cl4. In this crystal, whose structure has
been accurately determined from X-ray diffraction studies,73

the uranyl cation is surrounded by four chlorine atoms. These
are oriented along the equatorial plane, but show a C2h site
symmetry, as the O–U–O axis intersects the plane defined by
the four chlorides with a slight deviation from 901. The U–O
and U–Cl distances are 1.774 Å and 2.671 Å, respectively.
Further away from the uranium one finds a shell of cesium
atoms at C4.6 Å from the central uranium, and the nearest
uranium atom at C5.8 Å. Therefore, the crystal is made up
of well-separated uranyl tetrachloride (UO2Cl4

2!) units inter-
spersed with cesium ions.

The simplest models are (a) the bare UO2
2+ ion and (d) the

UO2Cl4
2! unit, as shown in Fig. 1. In addition, one can consider

intermediate models in which only the uranyl species is treated
explicitly while the equatorial ligands are included in an
approximate fashion. This could be achieved either (b) by a
simple point-charge embedding41 or (c) by using an FDE-based
embedding potential.53 For all four models, we use an idealized
structure with D4h symmetry instead of the C2h point group
corresponding to the crystal’s site symmetry. This will simplify
our analysis and allow for a direct comparison to calculations
in the literature. In the calculations, only the Abelian point
group D2h can be used (instead of D4h) and, therefore, the
irreducible representations of D2h are used to label the excited
states in our tables.

More sophisticated models, shown in Fig. 2, extend those
above and include effects arising from the long-range inter-
actions with the crystal lattice. The structure of the crystal

Table 1 IHFSCCSD main model (Pm), intermediate model space (Pi) and correlation
(Q) spaces employed for the different models for the environment surrounding the
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2+ species, given in terms of number of spinor pairs of gerade (ungerade)
symmetry in each subspace. The ‘‘h’’ and ‘‘p’’ superscripts denote ‘‘holes’’ and
‘‘particles’’, respectively

Model Environment Ph
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Fig. 1 Models without the crystal environment: (a) the bare uranyl species; (b) uranyl with point-charge embedding; (c) uranyl with FDE embedding; and (d) the
uranyl chloride species (uranium: black; oxygen: red; chlorine: green; point charges: grey).
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intruder states, we have resorted to an approximate treatment
of the CC amplitudes in this sector, which are determined in a
manner akin to that of MP2 – in practice by performing a single
CC iteration for the (1h,1p) sector after having converged the
preceding sectors. We shall here denote this approach by the
IHFSCC-112 acronym.

Due to computational constraints we are forced to truncate
the virtual space in the WFT calculations. In order to verify the
effect of this truncation, we have explored three different
correlating (Q) spaces by considering all uranyl spinors with
energies between (1) !6.0 and 5.0 a.u.; (2) !6.0 and 12.0 a.u.;
and (3) !6.0 and 100.0 a.u. This way, the occupied 5d spinors
are always correlated (yielding a total of 34 correlated electrons),
with up to 446 virtual spinors. The IHFS model (P) spaces were
the same for all correlation spaces. These are slightly modified
compared to those employed in prior work,17,27 and contain at
least the 6d and 5f spinors. More details on the definition of
the P and Q spaces can be found in Table 1. Information on
the computational cost of these calculations can be found in
Table S1 in the ESI.†

We note that we were not able to obtain a Fock-space
reference spectrum for uranyl tetrachloride, due to difficulties
in performing calculations with the large active spaces required
to take into account the ligand (occupied and virtual) spinors
that have energies in between the occupied and virtual spinors
involved in the excitations.

DFT-in-DFT embedding calculations42,44,47 were performed
with the ADF82 code via the PyADF scripting environment.83

In the calculations, the spin-free (SF) ZORA84,85 Hamiltonian
was used along with the corresponding TZ2P basis sets86 for
uranium, oxygen, and chlorine. We have employed the SAOP87–89

model potential for the active subsystems, whose densities were

allowed to relax through the freeze–thaw procedure until conver-
gence (reached within 20 iterations). The non-additive exchange–
correlation and kinetic-energy contributions to the embedding
potential were calculated with the PW9190 exchange–correlation
and PW91k91 kinetic energy functionals, respectively. The inte-
gration accuracy parameter in ADF was set to 10. The DFT-in-
DFT embedding potentials obtained with ADF and PyADF were
subsequently used in Dirac calculations as effective one-electron
operators according to the ‘‘static’’ embedding scheme outlined
in ref. 53.

3 Results and discussion
3.1 Models for uranyl in Cs2UO2Cl4

Our main goal in this work is to explore the construction of
models of increasing complexity that can describe the absorp-
tion spectra of Cs2UO2Cl4. In this crystal, whose structure has
been accurately determined from X-ray diffraction studies,73

the uranyl cation is surrounded by four chlorine atoms. These
are oriented along the equatorial plane, but show a C2h site
symmetry, as the O–U–O axis intersects the plane defined by
the four chlorides with a slight deviation from 901. The U–O
and U–Cl distances are 1.774 Å and 2.671 Å, respectively.
Further away from the uranium one finds a shell of cesium
atoms at C4.6 Å from the central uranium, and the nearest
uranium atom at C5.8 Å. Therefore, the crystal is made up
of well-separated uranyl tetrachloride (UO2Cl4

2!) units inter-
spersed with cesium ions.

The simplest models are (a) the bare UO2
2+ ion and (d) the

UO2Cl4
2! unit, as shown in Fig. 1. In addition, one can consider

intermediate models in which only the uranyl species is treated
explicitly while the equatorial ligands are included in an
approximate fashion. This could be achieved either (b) by a
simple point-charge embedding41 or (c) by using an FDE-based
embedding potential.53 For all four models, we use an idealized
structure with D4h symmetry instead of the C2h point group
corresponding to the crystal’s site symmetry. This will simplify
our analysis and allow for a direct comparison to calculations
in the literature. In the calculations, only the Abelian point
group D2h can be used (instead of D4h) and, therefore, the
irreducible representations of D2h are used to label the excited
states in our tables.

More sophisticated models, shown in Fig. 2, extend those
above and include effects arising from the long-range inter-
actions with the crystal lattice. The structure of the crystal

Table 1 IHFSCCSD main model (Pm), intermediate model space (Pi) and correlation
(Q) spaces employed for the different models for the environment surrounding the
UO2

2+ species, given in terms of number of spinor pairs of gerade (ungerade)
symmetry in each subspace. The ‘‘h’’ and ‘‘p’’ superscripts denote ‘‘holes’’ and
‘‘particles’’, respectively

Model Environment Ph
i Ph

m Pp
m Pp

i Qh Qp

(a) None Q2 2 (4) 3 (3) 5 (10) 6 (7) 5 (0) 101 (93)
(b) Cl4

4! p.c. Q2 2 (4) 3 (3) 7 (13) 9 (10) 5 (0) 101 (93)
(c) Cl4

4! FDE Q1 2 (4) 3 (3) 7 (13) 9 (10) 5 (0) 72 (58)
Q2 101 (93)
Q3 122 (128)

(e), (f) Cs2UO2Cl4 Q1 2 (4) 3 (3) 7 (13) 9 (10) 5 (0) 72 (58)

Fig. 1 Models without the crystal environment: (a) the bare uranyl species; (b) uranyl with point-charge embedding; (c) uranyl with FDE embedding; and (d) the
uranyl chloride species (uranium: black; oxygen: red; chlorine: green; point charges: grey).
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intruder states, we have resorted to an approximate treatment
of the CC amplitudes in this sector, which are determined in a
manner akin to that of MP2 – in practice by performing a single
CC iteration for the (1h,1p) sector after having converged the
preceding sectors. We shall here denote this approach by the
IHFSCC-112 acronym.

Due to computational constraints we are forced to truncate
the virtual space in the WFT calculations. In order to verify the
effect of this truncation, we have explored three different
correlating (Q) spaces by considering all uranyl spinors with
energies between (1) !6.0 and 5.0 a.u.; (2) !6.0 and 12.0 a.u.;
and (3) !6.0 and 100.0 a.u. This way, the occupied 5d spinors
are always correlated (yielding a total of 34 correlated electrons),
with up to 446 virtual spinors. The IHFS model (P) spaces were
the same for all correlation spaces. These are slightly modified
compared to those employed in prior work,17,27 and contain at
least the 6d and 5f spinors. More details on the definition of
the P and Q spaces can be found in Table 1. Information on
the computational cost of these calculations can be found in
Table S1 in the ESI.†

We note that we were not able to obtain a Fock-space
reference spectrum for uranyl tetrachloride, due to difficulties
in performing calculations with the large active spaces required
to take into account the ligand (occupied and virtual) spinors
that have energies in between the occupied and virtual spinors
involved in the excitations.

DFT-in-DFT embedding calculations42,44,47 were performed
with the ADF82 code via the PyADF scripting environment.83

In the calculations, the spin-free (SF) ZORA84,85 Hamiltonian
was used along with the corresponding TZ2P basis sets86 for
uranium, oxygen, and chlorine. We have employed the SAOP87–89

model potential for the active subsystems, whose densities were

allowed to relax through the freeze–thaw procedure until conver-
gence (reached within 20 iterations). The non-additive exchange–
correlation and kinetic-energy contributions to the embedding
potential were calculated with the PW9190 exchange–correlation
and PW91k91 kinetic energy functionals, respectively. The inte-
gration accuracy parameter in ADF was set to 10. The DFT-in-
DFT embedding potentials obtained with ADF and PyADF were
subsequently used in Dirac calculations as effective one-electron
operators according to the ‘‘static’’ embedding scheme outlined
in ref. 53.

3 Results and discussion
3.1 Models for uranyl in Cs2UO2Cl4

Our main goal in this work is to explore the construction of
models of increasing complexity that can describe the absorp-
tion spectra of Cs2UO2Cl4. In this crystal, whose structure has
been accurately determined from X-ray diffraction studies,73

the uranyl cation is surrounded by four chlorine atoms. These
are oriented along the equatorial plane, but show a C2h site
symmetry, as the O–U–O axis intersects the plane defined by
the four chlorides with a slight deviation from 901. The U–O
and U–Cl distances are 1.774 Å and 2.671 Å, respectively.
Further away from the uranium one finds a shell of cesium
atoms at C4.6 Å from the central uranium, and the nearest
uranium atom at C5.8 Å. Therefore, the crystal is made up
of well-separated uranyl tetrachloride (UO2Cl4

2!) units inter-
spersed with cesium ions.

The simplest models are (a) the bare UO2
2+ ion and (d) the

UO2Cl4
2! unit, as shown in Fig. 1. In addition, one can consider

intermediate models in which only the uranyl species is treated
explicitly while the equatorial ligands are included in an
approximate fashion. This could be achieved either (b) by a
simple point-charge embedding41 or (c) by using an FDE-based
embedding potential.53 For all four models, we use an idealized
structure with D4h symmetry instead of the C2h point group
corresponding to the crystal’s site symmetry. This will simplify
our analysis and allow for a direct comparison to calculations
in the literature. In the calculations, only the Abelian point
group D2h can be used (instead of D4h) and, therefore, the
irreducible representations of D2h are used to label the excited
states in our tables.

More sophisticated models, shown in Fig. 2, extend those
above and include effects arising from the long-range inter-
actions with the crystal lattice. The structure of the crystal

Table 1 IHFSCCSD main model (Pm), intermediate model space (Pi) and correlation
(Q) spaces employed for the different models for the environment surrounding the
UO2

2+ species, given in terms of number of spinor pairs of gerade (ungerade)
symmetry in each subspace. The ‘‘h’’ and ‘‘p’’ superscripts denote ‘‘holes’’ and
‘‘particles’’, respectively

Model Environment Ph
i Ph

m Pp
m Pp

i Qh Qp

(a) None Q2 2 (4) 3 (3) 5 (10) 6 (7) 5 (0) 101 (93)
(b) Cl4

4! p.c. Q2 2 (4) 3 (3) 7 (13) 9 (10) 5 (0) 101 (93)
(c) Cl4

4! FDE Q1 2 (4) 3 (3) 7 (13) 9 (10) 5 (0) 72 (58)
Q2 101 (93)
Q3 122 (128)

(e), (f) Cs2UO2Cl4 Q1 2 (4) 3 (3) 7 (13) 9 (10) 5 (0) 72 (58)

Fig. 1 Models without the crystal environment: (a) the bare uranyl species; (b) uranyl with point-charge embedding; (c) uranyl with FDE embedding; and (d) the
uranyl chloride species (uranium: black; oxygen: red; chlorine: green; point charges: grey).
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Table 5 CAM-B3LYP and IHFSCC-112/Q1 excitation energies (column “abs.”), in wavenumbers, at the experimental geometry (C2h) for models (c’), (e) and (f). The
energies relative to the first excited state are also shown (column “rel.”) for each case.
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suggests a natural subdivision of Cs2UO2Cl4 into three distinct
regions – an inner one containing the core model(s) above, an
intermediate one containing at least the shell of the nearest
cesium atoms, and finally the remainder of the crystal. Our first
model (e) is built using the same strategy as in ref. 53. The basic
representation of the crystal environment is the combination of
the intermediate region (comprising 20 UO2Cl4

2! and 90 Cs+

ions) around the central unit and an array of point charges is
defined to represent the Madelung potential due to the rest of
the crystal.92 The electron density of the intermediate region,
which is necessary to determine the corresponding FDE embedding
potential, is obtained as the sum of the densities from DFT
calculations (SAOP/TZP) on the isolated (UO2Cl4

2! and Cs+)
species. In a more refined model (f) the density for the 12 cesium
ions nearest to the uranyl species was allowed to relax through a
DFT-in-DFT freeze-and-thaw procedure. Both models (e) and (f)
are derived from the experimental crystal structure, in which the
central uranyl unit only has C2h symmetry.

3.2 Assessing the models without a crystal environment

First, we consider the models without the crystal environment.
To assess the accuracy that can be achieved with these models,
we will compare the electronic spectrum of uranyl tetrachloride
(model d) to those obtained with the approximate models (a),
(b) and (c) (see Fig. 1).

3.2.1 The electronic structure of UO2Cl4
2!. Before discuss-

ing the approximate models, we recall some key findings from
calculations on uranyl tetrachloride.10,16,18–20,71 First, theo-
retical and experimental31,65 works assign the spectrum below
C30 000 cm!1 to excitations local to the uranyl species [i.e.,
excitations of type (i) in the classification introduced above].
These involve the highest occupied ungerade orbital and part
of the virtual uranium f manifold. LMCT from the chloride
ligands [i.e., excitations of type (iii)] occurs at somewhat higher
energy and concerns excitations from essentially pure chloride
ligand orbitals.31,71 This reflects the fact that the U–Cl bonds,
on the basis of experimental results and Mulliken population
analyses from correlated wavefunctions,19 are considered to be
largely ionic and have only weak covalent character. Recent AIM

studies93,94 corroborate this picture, although the experimentally
determined densities used in ref. 93 seem to indicate somewhat
stronger covalency. One should keep in mind, however, that this
is not an intrinsic characteristic of U–Cl bonds; for instance, in
compounds not containing the actinyl group such as metallo-
cene dichlorides, there is evidence that U–Cl covalency can be
substantial.95

Rather good agreement is found18 between WFT and DFT
calculations with the CAM-B3LYP exchange–correlation func-
tional, with a few notable exceptions: CAM-B3LYP reorders some
states (in D4h notation) with respect to CASPT216,19 as well as to
the experimental assignment. In particular, the first B1g and B2g

states (both of s1/2u - ff character) and the second B1g and B2g

states (both of s1/2u - fd character) are each interchanged. Apart
from these discrepancies, there is also a crossing between the
first Eg (of s1/2u - fd character) and B1g (for CAM-B3LYP)/B2g

(CASPT2) states found at a U–O distance of C1.83 Å for the
former and of C1.86 Å for the latter.

3.2.2 Approximate models, DFT. Proceeding now with an
analysis of the simplest models (a–c), we take the CAM-B3LYP
results for model (d), i.e., the full uranyl tetrachloride, as the
reference. All values are given in Table 2, where we order the
electronic states according to the experimental classification.31,65

We note that the experimental excitation energies for the twelve

Fig. 2 Uranyl FDE embedding models including the crystal environment (shown on the right), where one relaxes (e) only the nearest chlorides; (f) the nearest
chlorides and 12 cesium ions (uranium: black; oxygen: red; cesium: purple; chlorine: green).

Table 2 CAM-B3LYP excitation energies (columns ‘‘abs.’’) in wavenumbers for
different uranyl models (a–c) and uranyl chloride (model d), without the presence
of the crystal environment (rU–O = 1.774 Å). The energies relative to the first
excited state are also shown (columns ‘‘rel.’’)

State
Label
(D2h)

Model (a) Model (b) Model (c) Model (d)

abs. rel. abs. rel. abs. rel. abs. rel.

I, II B2g, B3g 13 215 17 265 18 115 19 018
III B1g 11 805 !1410 16 341 !924 18 321 206 19 934 917
IV Ag 11 805 !1410 16 239 !1026 17 981 !134 19 288 270
V, VI B2g, B3g 15 135 1920 17 681 416 19 565 1451 20 970 1952
VII Ag 17 084 3869 19 394 2129 20 539 2424 21 745 2728
VIII B1g 17 084 3869 19 660 2395 20 829 2714 21 592 2574
IX, X B2g, B3g 20 461 7246 23 424 6159 24 747 6633 25 531 6513
XI B1g 18 896 5681 23 875 6610 26 137 8022 27 058 8040
XII Ag 18 896 5681 23 876 6611 26 140 8025 27 112 8094
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former and of C1.86 Å for the latter.

3.2.2 Approximate models, DFT. Proceeding now with an
analysis of the simplest models (a–c), we take the CAM-B3LYP
results for model (d), i.e., the full uranyl tetrachloride, as the
reference. All values are given in Table 2, where we order the
electronic states according to the experimental classification.31,65

We note that the experimental excitation energies for the twelve

Fig. 2 Uranyl FDE embedding models including the crystal environment (shown on the right), where one relaxes (e) only the nearest chlorides; (f) the nearest
chlorides and 12 cesium ions (uranium: black; oxygen: red; cesium: purple; chlorine: green).
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intruder states, we have resorted to an approximate treatment
of the CC amplitudes in this sector, which are determined in a
manner akin to that of MP2 – in practice by performing a single
CC iteration for the (1h,1p) sector after having converged the
preceding sectors. We shall here denote this approach by the
IHFSCC-112 acronym.

Due to computational constraints we are forced to truncate
the virtual space in the WFT calculations. In order to verify the
effect of this truncation, we have explored three different
correlating (Q) spaces by considering all uranyl spinors with
energies between (1) !6.0 and 5.0 a.u.; (2) !6.0 and 12.0 a.u.;
and (3) !6.0 and 100.0 a.u. This way, the occupied 5d spinors
are always correlated (yielding a total of 34 correlated electrons),
with up to 446 virtual spinors. The IHFS model (P) spaces were
the same for all correlation spaces. These are slightly modified
compared to those employed in prior work,17,27 and contain at
least the 6d and 5f spinors. More details on the definition of
the P and Q spaces can be found in Table 1. Information on
the computational cost of these calculations can be found in
Table S1 in the ESI.†

We note that we were not able to obtain a Fock-space
reference spectrum for uranyl tetrachloride, due to difficulties
in performing calculations with the large active spaces required
to take into account the ligand (occupied and virtual) spinors
that have energies in between the occupied and virtual spinors
involved in the excitations.

DFT-in-DFT embedding calculations42,44,47 were performed
with the ADF82 code via the PyADF scripting environment.83

In the calculations, the spin-free (SF) ZORA84,85 Hamiltonian
was used along with the corresponding TZ2P basis sets86 for
uranium, oxygen, and chlorine. We have employed the SAOP87–89

model potential for the active subsystems, whose densities were

allowed to relax through the freeze–thaw procedure until conver-
gence (reached within 20 iterations). The non-additive exchange–
correlation and kinetic-energy contributions to the embedding
potential were calculated with the PW9190 exchange–correlation
and PW91k91 kinetic energy functionals, respectively. The inte-
gration accuracy parameter in ADF was set to 10. The DFT-in-
DFT embedding potentials obtained with ADF and PyADF were
subsequently used in Dirac calculations as effective one-electron
operators according to the ‘‘static’’ embedding scheme outlined
in ref. 53.

3 Results and discussion
3.1 Models for uranyl in Cs2UO2Cl4

Our main goal in this work is to explore the construction of
models of increasing complexity that can describe the absorp-
tion spectra of Cs2UO2Cl4. In this crystal, whose structure has
been accurately determined from X-ray diffraction studies,73

the uranyl cation is surrounded by four chlorine atoms. These
are oriented along the equatorial plane, but show a C2h site
symmetry, as the O–U–O axis intersects the plane defined by
the four chlorides with a slight deviation from 901. The U–O
and U–Cl distances are 1.774 Å and 2.671 Å, respectively.
Further away from the uranium one finds a shell of cesium
atoms at C4.6 Å from the central uranium, and the nearest
uranium atom at C5.8 Å. Therefore, the crystal is made up
of well-separated uranyl tetrachloride (UO2Cl4

2!) units inter-
spersed with cesium ions.

The simplest models are (a) the bare UO2
2+ ion and (d) the

UO2Cl4
2! unit, as shown in Fig. 1. In addition, one can consider

intermediate models in which only the uranyl species is treated
explicitly while the equatorial ligands are included in an
approximate fashion. This could be achieved either (b) by a
simple point-charge embedding41 or (c) by using an FDE-based
embedding potential.53 For all four models, we use an idealized
structure with D4h symmetry instead of the C2h point group
corresponding to the crystal’s site symmetry. This will simplify
our analysis and allow for a direct comparison to calculations
in the literature. In the calculations, only the Abelian point
group D2h can be used (instead of D4h) and, therefore, the
irreducible representations of D2h are used to label the excited
states in our tables.

More sophisticated models, shown in Fig. 2, extend those
above and include effects arising from the long-range inter-
actions with the crystal lattice. The structure of the crystal

Table 1 IHFSCCSD main model (Pm), intermediate model space (Pi) and correlation
(Q) spaces employed for the different models for the environment surrounding the
UO2

2+ species, given in terms of number of spinor pairs of gerade (ungerade)
symmetry in each subspace. The ‘‘h’’ and ‘‘p’’ superscripts denote ‘‘holes’’ and
‘‘particles’’, respectively

Model Environment Ph
i Ph

m Pp
m Pp

i Qh Qp

(a) None Q2 2 (4) 3 (3) 5 (10) 6 (7) 5 (0) 101 (93)
(b) Cl4

4! p.c. Q2 2 (4) 3 (3) 7 (13) 9 (10) 5 (0) 101 (93)
(c) Cl4

4! FDE Q1 2 (4) 3 (3) 7 (13) 9 (10) 5 (0) 72 (58)
Q2 101 (93)
Q3 122 (128)

(e), (f) Cs2UO2Cl4 Q1 2 (4) 3 (3) 7 (13) 9 (10) 5 (0) 72 (58)

Fig. 1 Models without the crystal environment: (a) the bare uranyl species; (b) uranyl with point-charge embedding; (c) uranyl with FDE embedding; and (d) the
uranyl chloride species (uranium: black; oxygen: red; chlorine: green; point charges: grey).
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intruder states, we have resorted to an approximate treatment
of the CC amplitudes in this sector, which are determined in a
manner akin to that of MP2 – in practice by performing a single
CC iteration for the (1h,1p) sector after having converged the
preceding sectors. We shall here denote this approach by the
IHFSCC-112 acronym.

Due to computational constraints we are forced to truncate
the virtual space in the WFT calculations. In order to verify the
effect of this truncation, we have explored three different
correlating (Q) spaces by considering all uranyl spinors with
energies between (1) !6.0 and 5.0 a.u.; (2) !6.0 and 12.0 a.u.;
and (3) !6.0 and 100.0 a.u. This way, the occupied 5d spinors
are always correlated (yielding a total of 34 correlated electrons),
with up to 446 virtual spinors. The IHFS model (P) spaces were
the same for all correlation spaces. These are slightly modified
compared to those employed in prior work,17,27 and contain at
least the 6d and 5f spinors. More details on the definition of
the P and Q spaces can be found in Table 1. Information on
the computational cost of these calculations can be found in
Table S1 in the ESI.†

We note that we were not able to obtain a Fock-space
reference spectrum for uranyl tetrachloride, due to difficulties
in performing calculations with the large active spaces required
to take into account the ligand (occupied and virtual) spinors
that have energies in between the occupied and virtual spinors
involved in the excitations.

DFT-in-DFT embedding calculations42,44,47 were performed
with the ADF82 code via the PyADF scripting environment.83

In the calculations, the spin-free (SF) ZORA84,85 Hamiltonian
was used along with the corresponding TZ2P basis sets86 for
uranium, oxygen, and chlorine. We have employed the SAOP87–89

model potential for the active subsystems, whose densities were

allowed to relax through the freeze–thaw procedure until conver-
gence (reached within 20 iterations). The non-additive exchange–
correlation and kinetic-energy contributions to the embedding
potential were calculated with the PW9190 exchange–correlation
and PW91k91 kinetic energy functionals, respectively. The inte-
gration accuracy parameter in ADF was set to 10. The DFT-in-
DFT embedding potentials obtained with ADF and PyADF were
subsequently used in Dirac calculations as effective one-electron
operators according to the ‘‘static’’ embedding scheme outlined
in ref. 53.

3 Results and discussion
3.1 Models for uranyl in Cs2UO2Cl4

Our main goal in this work is to explore the construction of
models of increasing complexity that can describe the absorp-
tion spectra of Cs2UO2Cl4. In this crystal, whose structure has
been accurately determined from X-ray diffraction studies,73

the uranyl cation is surrounded by four chlorine atoms. These
are oriented along the equatorial plane, but show a C2h site
symmetry, as the O–U–O axis intersects the plane defined by
the four chlorides with a slight deviation from 901. The U–O
and U–Cl distances are 1.774 Å and 2.671 Å, respectively.
Further away from the uranium one finds a shell of cesium
atoms at C4.6 Å from the central uranium, and the nearest
uranium atom at C5.8 Å. Therefore, the crystal is made up
of well-separated uranyl tetrachloride (UO2Cl4

2!) units inter-
spersed with cesium ions.

The simplest models are (a) the bare UO2
2+ ion and (d) the

UO2Cl4
2! unit, as shown in Fig. 1. In addition, one can consider

intermediate models in which only the uranyl species is treated
explicitly while the equatorial ligands are included in an
approximate fashion. This could be achieved either (b) by a
simple point-charge embedding41 or (c) by using an FDE-based
embedding potential.53 For all four models, we use an idealized
structure with D4h symmetry instead of the C2h point group
corresponding to the crystal’s site symmetry. This will simplify
our analysis and allow for a direct comparison to calculations
in the literature. In the calculations, only the Abelian point
group D2h can be used (instead of D4h) and, therefore, the
irreducible representations of D2h are used to label the excited
states in our tables.

More sophisticated models, shown in Fig. 2, extend those
above and include effects arising from the long-range inter-
actions with the crystal lattice. The structure of the crystal

Table 1 IHFSCCSD main model (Pm), intermediate model space (Pi) and correlation
(Q) spaces employed for the different models for the environment surrounding the
UO2

2+ species, given in terms of number of spinor pairs of gerade (ungerade)
symmetry in each subspace. The ‘‘h’’ and ‘‘p’’ superscripts denote ‘‘holes’’ and
‘‘particles’’, respectively

Model Environment Ph
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m Pp
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i Qh Qp

(a) None Q2 2 (4) 3 (3) 5 (10) 6 (7) 5 (0) 101 (93)
(b) Cl4

4! p.c. Q2 2 (4) 3 (3) 7 (13) 9 (10) 5 (0) 101 (93)
(c) Cl4

4! FDE Q1 2 (4) 3 (3) 7 (13) 9 (10) 5 (0) 72 (58)
Q2 101 (93)
Q3 122 (128)

(e), (f) Cs2UO2Cl4 Q1 2 (4) 3 (3) 7 (13) 9 (10) 5 (0) 72 (58)

Fig. 1 Models without the crystal environment: (a) the bare uranyl species; (b) uranyl with point-charge embedding; (c) uranyl with FDE embedding; and (d) the
uranyl chloride species (uranium: black; oxygen: red; chlorine: green; point charges: grey).
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increase the U-Cl bond length. For example, the small Huang-
Rhys parameter15 of 0.03 for the U-Cl stretch in these states
can be contrasted with that for a 4d f 4d* excitation in trans-
[Rh(en)2Cl2]+ where the value for a 250 cm-1 Rh-Cl stretch
is 21.16 We will return to this result in section III.2.2.
In the TPA spectra of CsUO2(NO3)3, in addition to the usual

O-U-O progressions, there is evidence of a substantial
modulation of the equatorial nitrate chelate angles in the excited
states.13 The 5fφ orbitals split in D3h into a1!! and a2!! compo-
nents; the former is σ-antibonding with respect to the nitrate
oxygens and the latter π-antibonding. These are substantially
stronger than the π-antibonding 5fδ interactions with the chloride
ions in Cs2UO2Cl4.
II.1.3. Configuration Interactions. The magnetic dipole

intensity in origins near 20 096 and 26 222 cm-1 is informative
because this transition mechanism is formally forbidden for all
states in the σuδu and σuφu manifolds.11 The estimated transition
moments are 0.18 and 0.15 µB. They signal the presence of
spin-orbit and tetragonal field interactions that link the σuδu
and σuφu configurations, respectively, with the σu3πu configu-
ration to which magnetic-dipole transitions are allowed. The
magnetic-dipole transition moment for an atomic fσ f fπ
transition is 3.46 µB, so the small observed moments reflect,
for example, (a) the σuπu:σuδu configuration interaction coef-
ficient that is of order (!10/2)($/∆E) ≈ 0.2, where $ is the
spin-orbit coupling constant, and (b) a transition moment that
is reduced from the 5f one-center value by the composition of
the 3σu MO.
Further configuration interactions are apparent in a pair of

states in Cs2UO2Cl4 found at 27 720 and 27 758 cm-1. The
second-order Zeeman effect unambiguously establishes the
symmetry of these states as Γg in D∞h and A2g and A1g,
respectively, in D4h.11 Substantial magnetic-dipole intensity
polarized parallel to O-U-O is found in the A1g component.
Analysis shows that both the 38 cm-1 splitting and the magnetic-
dipole intensity can be explained only if these states, which are
primarily derived from the σuφu configuration, contain some
2πu

3φu character.17 The σuφu:πu
3φu interaction is a consequence

of spin-orbit coupling between the 3σu and 2πu orbitals, and
the magnetic dipole intensity is due to the tetragonal field
perturbation that links the A1g component of the πu

3φu config-
uration with the ground state.
II.I.4. Other Orbital Energies. Two additional valence orbitals

can be located by optical spectroscopy. The f-f transitions of
the 5f1 NpO22+ ion can be unambiguously identified. They
establish that the fπ-fφ separation is 1.59 eV in Cs2NpO2Cl4
and 1.74 eV in CsNpO2(NO3)3.8 It is unlikely that these energies
differ much from those in the uranyl analogs. The increased
effective nuclear charge of Np could strengthen the covalent
bonds and increase the fπ-fφ separation. However, in practice
the reduction of the O-An-O symmetric stretching frequency
from 832 cm-1 in Cs2UO2Cl4 to 802 cm-1 in Cs2NpO2Cl4
suggests that this is offset by a more contracted, core-like 5f-
shell. The core contraction is apparent in the bond distances of
the isomorphous compounds Cs2UO2Cl4 and Cs2NpO2Cl4. The
An-O distances of 177.4(4) and 175.8(22), and the An-Cl
distances of 267.1(1) and 265.7(5) pm, respectively, indicate a
contraction of ∼1.5 pm.14,18,19
In Cs2NpO2Cl4 the 37 cm-1 reduction in the NpO2 stretching

frequency from 802 cm-1 in the “fδ/fφ” ground state to 765 cm-1

in the 5fπ
/ excited states is modest compared with the 120 cm-1

reduction when a 3σu valence electron is excited into the 5f
shell. Apparently, the fπ

/ orbitals are rather weakly antibond-

ing.20 The relative progression intensities in this mode indicate
that the Np-O bond length increases in the excited state by
4.9 pm.
Finally, the polarized excited state absorption spectrum of

Cs2UO2Cl4 can be used to locate the filled 3σg valence orbital
∼2.0 eV below 3σu.21 The 3σgf 3σu transition leads to a further
decrease in the U-O frequency to 585 cm-1, and the absorption
band profile indicates a large increase in the U-O bond length
to 195 pm.21,22
II.I.5. Optical SpectroscopysSummary. Figure 3 shows the

energies of several orbitals obtained from the optical data. It
also includes some core and pseudo-core orbitals, whose
energies will be considered shortly. Note, however, that in multi-
electron systems orbital energies are not observables, rather they
have the imprecise status of SCF eigenvalues. Although Figure
3 is approximate, because it assumes that orbital energies can
be directly deduced from ionization or excitation energies, we
will, nevertheless, use these energies to illustrate the main
features of the chemical bonding.
Employing Koopmans’ approximation, one can deduce the

absolute energy of the 3σu HOMO in Cs2UO2Cl4 from photo-
electron spectroscopy to be -9.4 eV, although there is some
uncertainty, perhaps as much as (0.5 eV, in this value.8 The
transition energies determined above are averaged and rounded,
where necessary, to obtain the orbital energies in Figure 3. In
this way the 3σg valence orbital is located at -11.4 eV, the fδ
orbital at -6.3 eV, the fφ orbital at -6.05 eV and, assuming
that fπ-fφ separation is equal to that in Cs2NpO2Cl4, the fπ
orbital at -4.46 eV.
Hitherto the determination of the energies of other valence

orbitals has been frustrated by two factors. First, the photoelec-
tron spectrum of the filled valence shell is overlaid by ionizations
from the equatorial ligands,23 and second, the optical spectrum
in the ultraviolet is rendered intractable by charge-transfer
excitations to uranium from these same ligands. However, these
obstacles can be partially overcome by means of X-ray
spectroscopy. Core excitations have an unambiguous energy and,
below the ionization threshold, terminate at vacant MOs that
have a substantial presence on the atom containing the core hole.

Figure 3. Experimental orbital energies in Cs2UO2Cl4: gerade states,
red; ungerade states, black.
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[Rh(en)2Cl2]+ where the value for a 250 cm-1 Rh-Cl stretch
is 21.16 We will return to this result in section III.2.2.
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states.13 The 5fφ orbitals split in D3h into a1!! and a2!! compo-
nents; the former is σ-antibonding with respect to the nitrate
oxygens and the latter π-antibonding. These are substantially
stronger than the π-antibonding 5fδ interactions with the chloride
ions in Cs2UO2Cl4.
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states in the σuδu and σuφu manifolds.11 The estimated transition
moments are 0.18 and 0.15 µB. They signal the presence of
spin-orbit and tetragonal field interactions that link the σuδu
and σuφu configurations, respectively, with the σu3πu configu-
ration to which magnetic-dipole transitions are allowed. The
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ficient that is of order (!10/2)($/∆E) ≈ 0.2, where $ is the
spin-orbit coupling constant, and (b) a transition moment that
is reduced from the 5f one-center value by the composition of
the 3σu MO.
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states in Cs2UO2Cl4 found at 27 720 and 27 758 cm-1. The
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polarized parallel to O-U-O is found in the A1g component.
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from 832 cm-1 in Cs2UO2Cl4 to 802 cm-1 in Cs2NpO2Cl4
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electron systems orbital energies are not observables, rather they
have the imprecise status of SCF eigenvalues. Although Figure
3 is approximate, because it assumes that orbital energies can
be directly deduced from ionization or excitation energies, we
will, nevertheless, use these energies to illustrate the main
features of the chemical bonding.
Employing Koopmans’ approximation, one can deduce the

absolute energy of the 3σu HOMO in Cs2UO2Cl4 from photo-
electron spectroscopy to be -9.4 eV, although there is some
uncertainty, perhaps as much as (0.5 eV, in this value.8 The
transition energies determined above are averaged and rounded,
where necessary, to obtain the orbital energies in Figure 3. In
this way the 3σg valence orbital is located at -11.4 eV, the fδ
orbital at -6.3 eV, the fφ orbital at -6.05 eV and, assuming
that fπ-fφ separation is equal to that in Cs2NpO2Cl4, the fπ
orbital at -4.46 eV.
Hitherto the determination of the energies of other valence

orbitals has been frustrated by two factors. First, the photoelec-
tron spectrum of the filled valence shell is overlaid by ionizations
from the equatorial ligands,23 and second, the optical spectrum
in the ultraviolet is rendered intractable by charge-transfer
excitations to uranium from these same ligands. However, these
obstacles can be partially overcome by means of X-ray
spectroscopy. Core excitations have an unambiguous energy and,
below the ionization threshold, terminate at vacant MOs that
have a substantial presence on the atom containing the core hole.

Figure 3. Experimental orbital energies in Cs2UO2Cl4: gerade states,
red; ungerade states, black.
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FIG. 3. The contour diagrams of the occupied valence orbitals of UO2Cl42− at the DFT/PBE level. The 2a2u and 1a2g orbitals are close in energy and compete
for the HOMO.

2a2u orbital is nearly degenerate with the nonbonding 1a2g

orbital composed of pure Cl 3p. Even with the inclusion of
additional SO relativistic effects in the DFT calculations, the
first two highest occupied MOs of UO2Cl42−, 2a2u and 1a2g,
remain close in energy (Fig. 2). In addition, the UO2

2+ σ g

orbital has a σ bonding interaction with Cl 3px,y in the 1a1g

orbital, where the U 6dσ has a small net overlap with the
Cl 3px,y in the equatorial plane. The U 7s orbital contributes
to the weak σ bonding in the 2a1g orbital with less than 2%
contribution. Finally, the non-bonding U 5fφu orbital has a
very small overlap with the Cl 3px,y in the 3eu orbital.

B. Comparison with experiment

Upon removal of one valence electron, theoretical cal-
culations at the DFT/B3LYP and CCSD(T) levels give the
ground state of UO2Cl4− as 2A2g (Table II). This corresponds
to electron detachment from the nonbonding 1a2g orbital of
pure Cl 3p character. This explains why all the U–O and

TABLE IV. Calculated VDEs and the corresponding MOs of UO2Cl42− at
the CASSCF/CCSD(T)/SO and CASSCF/CR-EOM-CCSD(T)/SO levels.

CASSCF/ CASSCF/CR-EOM-
CCSD(T)/SO CCSD(T)/SO

VDE# VDE (eV) MOs (SR) VDE (eV) MOs (SR)

1 2.61 1a2g 2.61 1a2g

2 2.85 2a2u 2.63 2a2u

3 2.89 2eg 2.66 3eu

4 2.89 2eg 2.68 2eg

5 2.93 2eu 2.68 2eg

6 3.09 3eu 2.77 3eu

7 3.09 3eu 2.90 1b2u

8 3.14 1b2u 2.90 2eu

9 3.26 2eu 3.12 2eu

10 3.87 1b2g 3.54 1b2g

11 4.09 2a1g 3.86 2a1g

12 4.25 1a2u 4.01 1b1g

13 4.26 1b1g 4.16 1a2u

14 5.01 1eu 4.99 1eu

15 5.24 1eu 5.21 1eu

16 5.79 1a1g 5.79 1a1g

17 5.88 1eg 5.91 1eg

18 5.93 1eg 5.96 1eg

U–Cl bond lengths do not change significantly between the
ground states of the dianion and monoanion (Table II). The
slightly shorter bond lengths in the UO2Cl4− monoanion are
mainly due to the reduced intramolecular Coulomb repulsion.

FIG. 4. Simulated photoelectron spectra of UO2Cl42− from (a)
CASSCF/CCSD(T)/SO calculations and (b) CASSCF/CR-EOM-
CCSD(T)/SO calculations, in comparison with the 157 nm experimental
data. The simulated spectra were generated by fitting a Gaussian of 0.06 eV
width and unit area to each calculated VDE. The Gaussian width is chosen
to be comparable to instrumental resolution at 157 nm. See Table IV for the
detailed detachment channels.
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suggests a natural subdivision of Cs2UO2Cl4 into three distinct
regions – an inner one containing the core model(s) above, an
intermediate one containing at least the shell of the nearest
cesium atoms, and finally the remainder of the crystal. Our first
model (e) is built using the same strategy as in ref. 53. The basic
representation of the crystal environment is the combination of
the intermediate region (comprising 20 UO2Cl4

2! and 90 Cs+

ions) around the central unit and an array of point charges is
defined to represent the Madelung potential due to the rest of
the crystal.92 The electron density of the intermediate region,
which is necessary to determine the corresponding FDE embedding
potential, is obtained as the sum of the densities from DFT
calculations (SAOP/TZP) on the isolated (UO2Cl4

2! and Cs+)
species. In a more refined model (f) the density for the 12 cesium
ions nearest to the uranyl species was allowed to relax through a
DFT-in-DFT freeze-and-thaw procedure. Both models (e) and (f)
are derived from the experimental crystal structure, in which the
central uranyl unit only has C2h symmetry.

3.2 Assessing the models without a crystal environment

First, we consider the models without the crystal environment.
To assess the accuracy that can be achieved with these models,
we will compare the electronic spectrum of uranyl tetrachloride
(model d) to those obtained with the approximate models (a),
(b) and (c) (see Fig. 1).

3.2.1 The electronic structure of UO2Cl4
2!. Before discuss-

ing the approximate models, we recall some key findings from
calculations on uranyl tetrachloride.10,16,18–20,71 First, theo-
retical and experimental31,65 works assign the spectrum below
C30 000 cm!1 to excitations local to the uranyl species [i.e.,
excitations of type (i) in the classification introduced above].
These involve the highest occupied ungerade orbital and part
of the virtual uranium f manifold. LMCT from the chloride
ligands [i.e., excitations of type (iii)] occurs at somewhat higher
energy and concerns excitations from essentially pure chloride
ligand orbitals.31,71 This reflects the fact that the U–Cl bonds,
on the basis of experimental results and Mulliken population
analyses from correlated wavefunctions,19 are considered to be
largely ionic and have only weak covalent character. Recent AIM

studies93,94 corroborate this picture, although the experimentally
determined densities used in ref. 93 seem to indicate somewhat
stronger covalency. One should keep in mind, however, that this
is not an intrinsic characteristic of U–Cl bonds; for instance, in
compounds not containing the actinyl group such as metallo-
cene dichlorides, there is evidence that U–Cl covalency can be
substantial.95

Rather good agreement is found18 between WFT and DFT
calculations with the CAM-B3LYP exchange–correlation func-
tional, with a few notable exceptions: CAM-B3LYP reorders some
states (in D4h notation) with respect to CASPT216,19 as well as to
the experimental assignment. In particular, the first B1g and B2g

states (both of s1/2u - ff character) and the second B1g and B2g

states (both of s1/2u - fd character) are each interchanged. Apart
from these discrepancies, there is also a crossing between the
first Eg (of s1/2u - fd character) and B1g (for CAM-B3LYP)/B2g

(CASPT2) states found at a U–O distance of C1.83 Å for the
former and of C1.86 Å for the latter.

3.2.2 Approximate models, DFT. Proceeding now with an
analysis of the simplest models (a–c), we take the CAM-B3LYP
results for model (d), i.e., the full uranyl tetrachloride, as the
reference. All values are given in Table 2, where we order the
electronic states according to the experimental classification.31,65

We note that the experimental excitation energies for the twelve

Fig. 2 Uranyl FDE embedding models including the crystal environment (shown on the right), where one relaxes (e) only the nearest chlorides; (f) the nearest
chlorides and 12 cesium ions (uranium: black; oxygen: red; cesium: purple; chlorine: green).

Table 2 CAM-B3LYP excitation energies (columns ‘‘abs.’’) in wavenumbers for
different uranyl models (a–c) and uranyl chloride (model d), without the presence
of the crystal environment (rU–O = 1.774 Å). The energies relative to the first
excited state are also shown (columns ‘‘rel.’’)

State
Label
(D2h)

Model (a) Model (b) Model (c) Model (d)

abs. rel. abs. rel. abs. rel. abs. rel.

I, II B2g, B3g 13 215 17 265 18 115 19 018
III B1g 11 805 !1410 16 341 !924 18 321 206 19 934 917
IV Ag 11 805 !1410 16 239 !1026 17 981 !134 19 288 270
V, VI B2g, B3g 15 135 1920 17 681 416 19 565 1451 20 970 1952
VII Ag 17 084 3869 19 394 2129 20 539 2424 21 745 2728
VIII B1g 17 084 3869 19 660 2395 20 829 2714 21 592 2574
IX, X B2g, B3g 20 461 7246 23 424 6159 24 747 6633 25 531 6513
XI B1g 18 896 5681 23 875 6610 26 137 8022 27 058 8040
XII Ag 18 896 5681 23 876 6611 26 140 8025 27 112 8094

Paper PCCP

10.61 eV (IHFSCC/Q1)

 9.32 eV (CAM-B3LYP)
~9.4  eV (Exp.) 
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intruder states, we have resorted to an approximate treatment
of the CC amplitudes in this sector, which are determined in a
manner akin to that of MP2 – in practice by performing a single
CC iteration for the (1h,1p) sector after having converged the
preceding sectors. We shall here denote this approach by the
IHFSCC-112 acronym.

Due to computational constraints we are forced to truncate
the virtual space in the WFT calculations. In order to verify the
effect of this truncation, we have explored three different
correlating (Q) spaces by considering all uranyl spinors with
energies between (1) !6.0 and 5.0 a.u.; (2) !6.0 and 12.0 a.u.;
and (3) !6.0 and 100.0 a.u. This way, the occupied 5d spinors
are always correlated (yielding a total of 34 correlated electrons),
with up to 446 virtual spinors. The IHFS model (P) spaces were
the same for all correlation spaces. These are slightly modified
compared to those employed in prior work,17,27 and contain at
least the 6d and 5f spinors. More details on the definition of
the P and Q spaces can be found in Table 1. Information on
the computational cost of these calculations can be found in
Table S1 in the ESI.†

We note that we were not able to obtain a Fock-space
reference spectrum for uranyl tetrachloride, due to difficulties
in performing calculations with the large active spaces required
to take into account the ligand (occupied and virtual) spinors
that have energies in between the occupied and virtual spinors
involved in the excitations.

DFT-in-DFT embedding calculations42,44,47 were performed
with the ADF82 code via the PyADF scripting environment.83

In the calculations, the spin-free (SF) ZORA84,85 Hamiltonian
was used along with the corresponding TZ2P basis sets86 for
uranium, oxygen, and chlorine. We have employed the SAOP87–89

model potential for the active subsystems, whose densities were

allowed to relax through the freeze–thaw procedure until conver-
gence (reached within 20 iterations). The non-additive exchange–
correlation and kinetic-energy contributions to the embedding
potential were calculated with the PW9190 exchange–correlation
and PW91k91 kinetic energy functionals, respectively. The inte-
gration accuracy parameter in ADF was set to 10. The DFT-in-
DFT embedding potentials obtained with ADF and PyADF were
subsequently used in Dirac calculations as effective one-electron
operators according to the ‘‘static’’ embedding scheme outlined
in ref. 53.

3 Results and discussion
3.1 Models for uranyl in Cs2UO2Cl4

Our main goal in this work is to explore the construction of
models of increasing complexity that can describe the absorp-
tion spectra of Cs2UO2Cl4. In this crystal, whose structure has
been accurately determined from X-ray diffraction studies,73

the uranyl cation is surrounded by four chlorine atoms. These
are oriented along the equatorial plane, but show a C2h site
symmetry, as the O–U–O axis intersects the plane defined by
the four chlorides with a slight deviation from 901. The U–O
and U–Cl distances are 1.774 Å and 2.671 Å, respectively.
Further away from the uranium one finds a shell of cesium
atoms at C4.6 Å from the central uranium, and the nearest
uranium atom at C5.8 Å. Therefore, the crystal is made up
of well-separated uranyl tetrachloride (UO2Cl4

2!) units inter-
spersed with cesium ions.

The simplest models are (a) the bare UO2
2+ ion and (d) the

UO2Cl4
2! unit, as shown in Fig. 1. In addition, one can consider

intermediate models in which only the uranyl species is treated
explicitly while the equatorial ligands are included in an
approximate fashion. This could be achieved either (b) by a
simple point-charge embedding41 or (c) by using an FDE-based
embedding potential.53 For all four models, we use an idealized
structure with D4h symmetry instead of the C2h point group
corresponding to the crystal’s site symmetry. This will simplify
our analysis and allow for a direct comparison to calculations
in the literature. In the calculations, only the Abelian point
group D2h can be used (instead of D4h) and, therefore, the
irreducible representations of D2h are used to label the excited
states in our tables.

More sophisticated models, shown in Fig. 2, extend those
above and include effects arising from the long-range inter-
actions with the crystal lattice. The structure of the crystal

Table 1 IHFSCCSD main model (Pm), intermediate model space (Pi) and correlation
(Q) spaces employed for the different models for the environment surrounding the
UO2

2+ species, given in terms of number of spinor pairs of gerade (ungerade)
symmetry in each subspace. The ‘‘h’’ and ‘‘p’’ superscripts denote ‘‘holes’’ and
‘‘particles’’, respectively

Model Environment Ph
i Ph

m Pp
m Pp

i Qh Qp

(a) None Q2 2 (4) 3 (3) 5 (10) 6 (7) 5 (0) 101 (93)
(b) Cl4

4! p.c. Q2 2 (4) 3 (3) 7 (13) 9 (10) 5 (0) 101 (93)
(c) Cl4

4! FDE Q1 2 (4) 3 (3) 7 (13) 9 (10) 5 (0) 72 (58)
Q2 101 (93)
Q3 122 (128)

(e), (f) Cs2UO2Cl4 Q1 2 (4) 3 (3) 7 (13) 9 (10) 5 (0) 72 (58)

Fig. 1 Models without the crystal environment: (a) the bare uranyl species; (b) uranyl with point-charge embedding; (c) uranyl with FDE embedding; and (d) the
uranyl chloride species (uranium: black; oxygen: red; chlorine: green; point charges: grey).
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suggests a natural subdivision of Cs2UO2Cl4 into three distinct
regions – an inner one containing the core model(s) above, an
intermediate one containing at least the shell of the nearest
cesium atoms, and finally the remainder of the crystal. Our first
model (e) is built using the same strategy as in ref. 53. The basic
representation of the crystal environment is the combination of
the intermediate region (comprising 20 UO2Cl4

2! and 90 Cs+

ions) around the central unit and an array of point charges is
defined to represent the Madelung potential due to the rest of
the crystal.92 The electron density of the intermediate region,
which is necessary to determine the corresponding FDE embedding
potential, is obtained as the sum of the densities from DFT
calculations (SAOP/TZP) on the isolated (UO2Cl4

2! and Cs+)
species. In a more refined model (f) the density for the 12 cesium
ions nearest to the uranyl species was allowed to relax through a
DFT-in-DFT freeze-and-thaw procedure. Both models (e) and (f)
are derived from the experimental crystal structure, in which the
central uranyl unit only has C2h symmetry.

3.2 Assessing the models without a crystal environment

First, we consider the models without the crystal environment.
To assess the accuracy that can be achieved with these models,
we will compare the electronic spectrum of uranyl tetrachloride
(model d) to those obtained with the approximate models (a),
(b) and (c) (see Fig. 1).

3.2.1 The electronic structure of UO2Cl4
2!. Before discuss-

ing the approximate models, we recall some key findings from
calculations on uranyl tetrachloride.10,16,18–20,71 First, theo-
retical and experimental31,65 works assign the spectrum below
C30 000 cm!1 to excitations local to the uranyl species [i.e.,
excitations of type (i) in the classification introduced above].
These involve the highest occupied ungerade orbital and part
of the virtual uranium f manifold. LMCT from the chloride
ligands [i.e., excitations of type (iii)] occurs at somewhat higher
energy and concerns excitations from essentially pure chloride
ligand orbitals.31,71 This reflects the fact that the U–Cl bonds,
on the basis of experimental results and Mulliken population
analyses from correlated wavefunctions,19 are considered to be
largely ionic and have only weak covalent character. Recent AIM

studies93,94 corroborate this picture, although the experimentally
determined densities used in ref. 93 seem to indicate somewhat
stronger covalency. One should keep in mind, however, that this
is not an intrinsic characteristic of U–Cl bonds; for instance, in
compounds not containing the actinyl group such as metallo-
cene dichlorides, there is evidence that U–Cl covalency can be
substantial.95

Rather good agreement is found18 between WFT and DFT
calculations with the CAM-B3LYP exchange–correlation func-
tional, with a few notable exceptions: CAM-B3LYP reorders some
states (in D4h notation) with respect to CASPT216,19 as well as to
the experimental assignment. In particular, the first B1g and B2g

states (both of s1/2u - ff character) and the second B1g and B2g

states (both of s1/2u - fd character) are each interchanged. Apart
from these discrepancies, there is also a crossing between the
first Eg (of s1/2u - fd character) and B1g (for CAM-B3LYP)/B2g

(CASPT2) states found at a U–O distance of C1.83 Å for the
former and of C1.86 Å for the latter.

3.2.2 Approximate models, DFT. Proceeding now with an
analysis of the simplest models (a–c), we take the CAM-B3LYP
results for model (d), i.e., the full uranyl tetrachloride, as the
reference. All values are given in Table 2, where we order the
electronic states according to the experimental classification.31,65

We note that the experimental excitation energies for the twelve

Fig. 2 Uranyl FDE embedding models including the crystal environment (shown on the right), where one relaxes (e) only the nearest chlorides; (f) the nearest
chlorides and 12 cesium ions (uranium: black; oxygen: red; cesium: purple; chlorine: green).

Table 2 CAM-B3LYP excitation energies (columns ‘‘abs.’’) in wavenumbers for
different uranyl models (a–c) and uranyl chloride (model d), without the presence
of the crystal environment (rU–O = 1.774 Å). The energies relative to the first
excited state are also shown (columns ‘‘rel.’’)

State
Label
(D2h)

Model (a) Model (b) Model (c) Model (d)

abs. rel. abs. rel. abs. rel. abs. rel.

I, II B2g, B3g 13 215 17 265 18 115 19 018
III B1g 11 805 !1410 16 341 !924 18 321 206 19 934 917
IV Ag 11 805 !1410 16 239 !1026 17 981 !134 19 288 270
V, VI B2g, B3g 15 135 1920 17 681 416 19 565 1451 20 970 1952
VII Ag 17 084 3869 19 394 2129 20 539 2424 21 745 2728
VIII B1g 17 084 3869 19 660 2395 20 829 2714 21 592 2574
IX, X B2g, B3g 20 461 7246 23 424 6159 24 747 6633 25 531 6513
XI B1g 18 896 5681 23 875 6610 26 137 8022 27 058 8040
XII Ag 18 896 5681 23 876 6611 26 140 8025 27 112 8094
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intruder states, we have resorted to an approximate treatment
of the CC amplitudes in this sector, which are determined in a
manner akin to that of MP2 – in practice by performing a single
CC iteration for the (1h,1p) sector after having converged the
preceding sectors. We shall here denote this approach by the
IHFSCC-112 acronym.

Due to computational constraints we are forced to truncate
the virtual space in the WFT calculations. In order to verify the
effect of this truncation, we have explored three different
correlating (Q) spaces by considering all uranyl spinors with
energies between (1) !6.0 and 5.0 a.u.; (2) !6.0 and 12.0 a.u.;
and (3) !6.0 and 100.0 a.u. This way, the occupied 5d spinors
are always correlated (yielding a total of 34 correlated electrons),
with up to 446 virtual spinors. The IHFS model (P) spaces were
the same for all correlation spaces. These are slightly modified
compared to those employed in prior work,17,27 and contain at
least the 6d and 5f spinors. More details on the definition of
the P and Q spaces can be found in Table 1. Information on
the computational cost of these calculations can be found in
Table S1 in the ESI.†

We note that we were not able to obtain a Fock-space
reference spectrum for uranyl tetrachloride, due to difficulties
in performing calculations with the large active spaces required
to take into account the ligand (occupied and virtual) spinors
that have energies in between the occupied and virtual spinors
involved in the excitations.

DFT-in-DFT embedding calculations42,44,47 were performed
with the ADF82 code via the PyADF scripting environment.83

In the calculations, the spin-free (SF) ZORA84,85 Hamiltonian
was used along with the corresponding TZ2P basis sets86 for
uranium, oxygen, and chlorine. We have employed the SAOP87–89

model potential for the active subsystems, whose densities were

allowed to relax through the freeze–thaw procedure until conver-
gence (reached within 20 iterations). The non-additive exchange–
correlation and kinetic-energy contributions to the embedding
potential were calculated with the PW9190 exchange–correlation
and PW91k91 kinetic energy functionals, respectively. The inte-
gration accuracy parameter in ADF was set to 10. The DFT-in-
DFT embedding potentials obtained with ADF and PyADF were
subsequently used in Dirac calculations as effective one-electron
operators according to the ‘‘static’’ embedding scheme outlined
in ref. 53.

3 Results and discussion
3.1 Models for uranyl in Cs2UO2Cl4

Our main goal in this work is to explore the construction of
models of increasing complexity that can describe the absorp-
tion spectra of Cs2UO2Cl4. In this crystal, whose structure has
been accurately determined from X-ray diffraction studies,73

the uranyl cation is surrounded by four chlorine atoms. These
are oriented along the equatorial plane, but show a C2h site
symmetry, as the O–U–O axis intersects the plane defined by
the four chlorides with a slight deviation from 901. The U–O
and U–Cl distances are 1.774 Å and 2.671 Å, respectively.
Further away from the uranium one finds a shell of cesium
atoms at C4.6 Å from the central uranium, and the nearest
uranium atom at C5.8 Å. Therefore, the crystal is made up
of well-separated uranyl tetrachloride (UO2Cl4

2!) units inter-
spersed with cesium ions.

The simplest models are (a) the bare UO2
2+ ion and (d) the

UO2Cl4
2! unit, as shown in Fig. 1. In addition, one can consider

intermediate models in which only the uranyl species is treated
explicitly while the equatorial ligands are included in an
approximate fashion. This could be achieved either (b) by a
simple point-charge embedding41 or (c) by using an FDE-based
embedding potential.53 For all four models, we use an idealized
structure with D4h symmetry instead of the C2h point group
corresponding to the crystal’s site symmetry. This will simplify
our analysis and allow for a direct comparison to calculations
in the literature. In the calculations, only the Abelian point
group D2h can be used (instead of D4h) and, therefore, the
irreducible representations of D2h are used to label the excited
states in our tables.

More sophisticated models, shown in Fig. 2, extend those
above and include effects arising from the long-range inter-
actions with the crystal lattice. The structure of the crystal

Table 1 IHFSCCSD main model (Pm), intermediate model space (Pi) and correlation
(Q) spaces employed for the different models for the environment surrounding the
UO2

2+ species, given in terms of number of spinor pairs of gerade (ungerade)
symmetry in each subspace. The ‘‘h’’ and ‘‘p’’ superscripts denote ‘‘holes’’ and
‘‘particles’’, respectively

Model Environment Ph
i Ph

m Pp
m Pp

i Qh Qp

(a) None Q2 2 (4) 3 (3) 5 (10) 6 (7) 5 (0) 101 (93)
(b) Cl4

4! p.c. Q2 2 (4) 3 (3) 7 (13) 9 (10) 5 (0) 101 (93)
(c) Cl4

4! FDE Q1 2 (4) 3 (3) 7 (13) 9 (10) 5 (0) 72 (58)
Q2 101 (93)
Q3 122 (128)

(e), (f) Cs2UO2Cl4 Q1 2 (4) 3 (3) 7 (13) 9 (10) 5 (0) 72 (58)

Fig. 1 Models without the crystal environment: (a) the bare uranyl species; (b) uranyl with point-charge embedding; (c) uranyl with FDE embedding; and (d) the
uranyl chloride species (uranium: black; oxygen: red; chlorine: green; point charges: grey).
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increase the U-Cl bond length. For example, the small Huang-
Rhys parameter15 of 0.03 for the U-Cl stretch in these states
can be contrasted with that for a 4d f 4d* excitation in trans-
[Rh(en)2Cl2]+ where the value for a 250 cm-1 Rh-Cl stretch
is 21.16 We will return to this result in section III.2.2.
In the TPA spectra of CsUO2(NO3)3, in addition to the usual

O-U-O progressions, there is evidence of a substantial
modulation of the equatorial nitrate chelate angles in the excited
states.13 The 5fφ orbitals split in D3h into a1!! and a2!! compo-
nents; the former is σ-antibonding with respect to the nitrate
oxygens and the latter π-antibonding. These are substantially
stronger than the π-antibonding 5fδ interactions with the chloride
ions in Cs2UO2Cl4.
II.1.3. Configuration Interactions. The magnetic dipole

intensity in origins near 20 096 and 26 222 cm-1 is informative
because this transition mechanism is formally forbidden for all
states in the σuδu and σuφu manifolds.11 The estimated transition
moments are 0.18 and 0.15 µB. They signal the presence of
spin-orbit and tetragonal field interactions that link the σuδu
and σuφu configurations, respectively, with the σu3πu configu-
ration to which magnetic-dipole transitions are allowed. The
magnetic-dipole transition moment for an atomic fσ f fπ
transition is 3.46 µB, so the small observed moments reflect,
for example, (a) the σuπu:σuδu configuration interaction coef-
ficient that is of order (!10/2)($/∆E) ≈ 0.2, where $ is the
spin-orbit coupling constant, and (b) a transition moment that
is reduced from the 5f one-center value by the composition of
the 3σu MO.
Further configuration interactions are apparent in a pair of

states in Cs2UO2Cl4 found at 27 720 and 27 758 cm-1. The
second-order Zeeman effect unambiguously establishes the
symmetry of these states as Γg in D∞h and A2g and A1g,
respectively, in D4h.11 Substantial magnetic-dipole intensity
polarized parallel to O-U-O is found in the A1g component.
Analysis shows that both the 38 cm-1 splitting and the magnetic-
dipole intensity can be explained only if these states, which are
primarily derived from the σuφu configuration, contain some
2πu

3φu character.17 The σuφu:πu
3φu interaction is a consequence

of spin-orbit coupling between the 3σu and 2πu orbitals, and
the magnetic dipole intensity is due to the tetragonal field
perturbation that links the A1g component of the πu

3φu config-
uration with the ground state.
II.I.4. Other Orbital Energies. Two additional valence orbitals

can be located by optical spectroscopy. The f-f transitions of
the 5f1 NpO22+ ion can be unambiguously identified. They
establish that the fπ-fφ separation is 1.59 eV in Cs2NpO2Cl4
and 1.74 eV in CsNpO2(NO3)3.8 It is unlikely that these energies
differ much from those in the uranyl analogs. The increased
effective nuclear charge of Np could strengthen the covalent
bonds and increase the fπ-fφ separation. However, in practice
the reduction of the O-An-O symmetric stretching frequency
from 832 cm-1 in Cs2UO2Cl4 to 802 cm-1 in Cs2NpO2Cl4
suggests that this is offset by a more contracted, core-like 5f-
shell. The core contraction is apparent in the bond distances of
the isomorphous compounds Cs2UO2Cl4 and Cs2NpO2Cl4. The
An-O distances of 177.4(4) and 175.8(22), and the An-Cl
distances of 267.1(1) and 265.7(5) pm, respectively, indicate a
contraction of ∼1.5 pm.14,18,19
In Cs2NpO2Cl4 the 37 cm-1 reduction in the NpO2 stretching

frequency from 802 cm-1 in the “fδ/fφ” ground state to 765 cm-1

in the 5fπ
/ excited states is modest compared with the 120 cm-1

reduction when a 3σu valence electron is excited into the 5f
shell. Apparently, the fπ

/ orbitals are rather weakly antibond-

ing.20 The relative progression intensities in this mode indicate
that the Np-O bond length increases in the excited state by
4.9 pm.
Finally, the polarized excited state absorption spectrum of

Cs2UO2Cl4 can be used to locate the filled 3σg valence orbital
∼2.0 eV below 3σu.21 The 3σgf 3σu transition leads to a further
decrease in the U-O frequency to 585 cm-1, and the absorption
band profile indicates a large increase in the U-O bond length
to 195 pm.21,22
II.I.5. Optical SpectroscopysSummary. Figure 3 shows the

energies of several orbitals obtained from the optical data. It
also includes some core and pseudo-core orbitals, whose
energies will be considered shortly. Note, however, that in multi-
electron systems orbital energies are not observables, rather they
have the imprecise status of SCF eigenvalues. Although Figure
3 is approximate, because it assumes that orbital energies can
be directly deduced from ionization or excitation energies, we
will, nevertheless, use these energies to illustrate the main
features of the chemical bonding.
Employing Koopmans’ approximation, one can deduce the

absolute energy of the 3σu HOMO in Cs2UO2Cl4 from photo-
electron spectroscopy to be -9.4 eV, although there is some
uncertainty, perhaps as much as (0.5 eV, in this value.8 The
transition energies determined above are averaged and rounded,
where necessary, to obtain the orbital energies in Figure 3. In
this way the 3σg valence orbital is located at -11.4 eV, the fδ
orbital at -6.3 eV, the fφ orbital at -6.05 eV and, assuming
that fπ-fφ separation is equal to that in Cs2NpO2Cl4, the fπ
orbital at -4.46 eV.
Hitherto the determination of the energies of other valence

orbitals has been frustrated by two factors. First, the photoelec-
tron spectrum of the filled valence shell is overlaid by ionizations
from the equatorial ligands,23 and second, the optical spectrum
in the ultraviolet is rendered intractable by charge-transfer
excitations to uranium from these same ligands. However, these
obstacles can be partially overcome by means of X-ray
spectroscopy. Core excitations have an unambiguous energy and,
below the ionization threshold, terminate at vacant MOs that
have a substantial presence on the atom containing the core hole.

Figure 3. Experimental orbital energies in Cs2UO2Cl4: gerade states,
red; ungerade states, black.
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FIG. 3. The contour diagrams of the occupied valence orbitals of UO2Cl42− at the DFT/PBE level. The 2a2u and 1a2g orbitals are close in energy and compete
for the HOMO.

2a2u orbital is nearly degenerate with the nonbonding 1a2g

orbital composed of pure Cl 3p. Even with the inclusion of
additional SO relativistic effects in the DFT calculations, the
first two highest occupied MOs of UO2Cl42−, 2a2u and 1a2g,
remain close in energy (Fig. 2). In addition, the UO2

2+ σ g

orbital has a σ bonding interaction with Cl 3px,y in the 1a1g

orbital, where the U 6dσ has a small net overlap with the
Cl 3px,y in the equatorial plane. The U 7s orbital contributes
to the weak σ bonding in the 2a1g orbital with less than 2%
contribution. Finally, the non-bonding U 5fφu orbital has a
very small overlap with the Cl 3px,y in the 3eu orbital.

B. Comparison with experiment

Upon removal of one valence electron, theoretical cal-
culations at the DFT/B3LYP and CCSD(T) levels give the
ground state of UO2Cl4− as 2A2g (Table II). This corresponds
to electron detachment from the nonbonding 1a2g orbital of
pure Cl 3p character. This explains why all the U–O and

TABLE IV. Calculated VDEs and the corresponding MOs of UO2Cl42− at
the CASSCF/CCSD(T)/SO and CASSCF/CR-EOM-CCSD(T)/SO levels.

CASSCF/ CASSCF/CR-EOM-
CCSD(T)/SO CCSD(T)/SO

VDE# VDE (eV) MOs (SR) VDE (eV) MOs (SR)

1 2.61 1a2g 2.61 1a2g

2 2.85 2a2u 2.63 2a2u

3 2.89 2eg 2.66 3eu

4 2.89 2eg 2.68 2eg

5 2.93 2eu 2.68 2eg

6 3.09 3eu 2.77 3eu

7 3.09 3eu 2.90 1b2u

8 3.14 1b2u 2.90 2eu

9 3.26 2eu 3.12 2eu

10 3.87 1b2g 3.54 1b2g

11 4.09 2a1g 3.86 2a1g

12 4.25 1a2u 4.01 1b1g

13 4.26 1b1g 4.16 1a2u

14 5.01 1eu 4.99 1eu

15 5.24 1eu 5.21 1eu

16 5.79 1a1g 5.79 1a1g

17 5.88 1eg 5.91 1eg

18 5.93 1eg 5.96 1eg

U–Cl bond lengths do not change significantly between the
ground states of the dianion and monoanion (Table II). The
slightly shorter bond lengths in the UO2Cl4− monoanion are
mainly due to the reduced intramolecular Coulomb repulsion.

FIG. 4. Simulated photoelectron spectra of UO2Cl42− from (a)
CASSCF/CCSD(T)/SO calculations and (b) CASSCF/CR-EOM-
CCSD(T)/SO calculations, in comparison with the 157 nm experimental
data. The simulated spectra were generated by fitting a Gaussian of 0.06 eV
width and unit area to each calculated VDE. The Gaussian width is chosen
to be comparable to instrumental resolution at 157 nm. See Table IV for the
detailed detachment channels.
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Conclusions, Perspectives

Subsystem methods (WFT/DFT-in-DFT) are quite useful to study AcO2n+ systems in condensed phase	

systematically modify the description of the surroundings	

retain the quantum-mechanical character of “frozen” subsystems	

!
Fixed potential FDE and a minimal active region are a cost-effective approach	

!
Electronic structure approaches have a hard time describing the effects of electron correlation 
on the electronic spectra of UO2Cl42-	

!
In progress	

a closer look at the at the origins of the red shift in FDE spectra for UO2Cl42-	

exploring spectra of uranyl and other species with different ligands
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